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Saluting

with

devotion

the

supreme

n

Brahman

which is existence, knowledge, infinite, and one, which is
free from impurity, which destroys ignorance, which is free
from difference, which, being seated at the centre of the
lotus-heart, is the Witness of all

cognitions, which is the

purport of the Vedanta, and which is realized as the inner¬
most Self by those who are steady in knowledge, I begin
this verse commentary on the Taittiriya Upanisad which
strings together valid arguments.
SureSvara’s verse commentary on Sankara’s bhusya on the Taittiriya
Upanisad is known as Vartika.

A Vartika is defined as a work which

examines what is said (ukta), what is not said (anukta), and what is not
well-said (durukta) in the original.

It elucidates what is stated in the

original text, Supplements it, and offers wherever necessary alternative
interpretations.

Suresvara seeks-to bring out the nature of the existent

Brahman by stringing together valid arguments in his Vartika.
The

Upanisads

have

their

purport

in

the non-difference

of

Brahman and Atman as stated in the principal text (mahavakya), tattvam
asi. The word tat signifies through secondary sense (laksyartha) Brahman.
The secondary significance of the word tvam is Atman.

Brahman is of
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the nature of existence (satyam).
self-luminous.

It is consciousness ( jnanam) which is

It is infinite (anantam) and eternal (nityam),

limited by time and space.

nothing like it or unlike it; and so it is one (ekam).
internal

difference.

It

for it is not

It is not limited by any object, for there is

is free

from

impurity

It is also free from
(amalani).

It is the

Supreme or the Highest (param) which transcends cause-effect-relation.
By realizing Brahman, ignorance (avidyz) is destroyed.
all distinctions superimposed on
located in the centre of the heart
which

take

place

through

sdk$ibhfitam).

Since

it

(nirdvaitam).

It is free from

The Self (Atman)

is the Witness to all the cognitions

mental

modes

the two words tat and

(aiesabuddhivrttlnam

tvam are in grammatical

apposition, they refer to one and the same entity.

So the principal text

tattvamasi teaches the non-difference of Brahman and Atman.

[2]
sqfa qsf
qgwtftenqsromqq: q^fi^T^nfei:
'jsqqq
Saluting

qgl*qqf# q$ ||

with devotion the most revered teacher by

whose rays of glory, similar to those of the impeccable
full moon, this

world is pervaded, who by his grace has

done good to the afflicted caught up in bondage, by whose
utterance, similar to the thunder-bolt, the Logicians (and
others) being struck ran to different directions, I endeavour
to write this explanation on his bhdsya (on the Taittirlya

Upanisad).
In this verse Suresvara offers his salutation to his teacher, Sri
Sankara, who has written a commentary on the Taittirlya Upanisad.

[3]

fsRqSP-fc^Hi % sqi^q

||
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By the grace of my teacher and for the benefit of those
who wish to have a clear exposition, this verse commentary
on the essence of the Taittirlyaka has been written by me.
Suresvara's

Vartika is an explanation of both the Taittiriyopanisad

and Sankara’s bhasya thereon.
This verse occurs also in Sankara's bhasya.

m
In the previous section called Brdhmana the obligatory
(and occasional) rites which cause the removal of sin, as
well as the optional rites which give rise to fruits to be
attained here and hereafter, have been told.
The Upanisad dees not form part of the ritual section (karmakanda) of the Veda, and so there is the need to explain it separately.
The ritual section of the
optional rites.

Veda deals with obligatory, occasional, and

The different rites enjoined in the ritual section of the

Veda are not intended

to secure liberation.

Since the theme of the

Upanisad is different from that of the ritual section, there is the need
to explain it separately.

[5]

fsr^Tf

i
-V.

V3

qcT: n

In the subsequent part,viz., the Vedanta, the knowledge
of the existent Brahman is commenced, for that alone can
destroy action and its causes.
The Upani$ad imparts the knowledge of the existent Brahman
which one wants to attain after fulfilling the preliminary requisites
prescribed therefor.

The performance of good deeds here in this life

or in the earlier life leads to the purity of mind (antahkaranaSuddhi)
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which in its turn helps one to have the discriminating knowledge, selfcontrol, and the intense desire for liberation.

The pursuit of various

activities which bind a person is caused by desire; desire arises because
of ignorance (avidya).

When knowledge (p;dya) arises, ignorance gets

removed; with the removal of ignorance, its effects, viz., desire and
action, disappear.

C6J.
^

In

Qy

so

the passages, “As his desire,” and “He who does

not desire,” Scripture declares to us carefully that desire
alone is the cause of bondage and that the absence of desire
alone is the cause of liberation.
The

two

Sruti

passages

cited

Brhadaranyaka ZJpanisad. (IV, iv, 5-6).
is his resolve; as his resolve, so his
leads to bondage.

in

the

verse

are

from the

The passage, “As his desire, so

work,’’ clearly shows that desire

The other passage, "He who does not desire,

has no desires...” tells us that the absence of desires leads

to

who
the

attainment of Brahman which is liberation.

[?]

Erroneous cognition arises on account of the ignorance
of Brahman which is always of the nature of the Self and
which is devoid of duality.

From that (ignorance) arises

desire, and from desire arises action.
The causal nexus from ignorance to bondage is set forth here.

[81

f^fasiFciq 11
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When the Self is known, how can there be the pursuit
of activity

which is due to the ignorance of the Self? So,

knowledge (of the Self) is competent tc put an end to all
activities.
It may be argued that there is activity even for a person who
has attained the liberating knowledge of the Self.
may be said, is seen to be engaged in various
argument

is based

of a jivanmukta.

on a mistaken view

A jivanmukta, it

activities.

But this

of the so-called

activities

Since avidya which is the cause of bondage has been

put an end to, the embodied condition of a jivanmukta and the so-called
activities in which he is supposed to be engaged from the standpoint
of others do not bind him any more.
pursuit of activity
accounts for

Since the

root cause

of the

has been annihilated, the prarabdha-karma which

the continuance of the physical body in

the case of a

jivanmukta has really been made ineffective.

What we see in his case

is not real action, but a semblance of action.

This apart, there is no

pursuit of any action for one who has realized the Self.

[9-10]

ST

cT3T

I

f

i
cfS*

A person
acts

which

faofq: ||

who is desirous of liberation shall not do

are

forbidden

as

well as those

which are

prompted by desire; (but at the same time) with the desire
of destroying

sin, he

shall

perform the obligatory and

occasional rites. Thus the soi-disant Mlmamsakas, rejecting
Self-knowledge, speak of karma as the means to libera¬
tion.

This view has to be examined.

The first prima facie view which is stated and criticised in verses
(9) to (22) is that of the Mimamsaka who holds that karma is the means
to liberation.

According to this view, a person

who abstains from
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forbidden acts

and optional rites, and

who

performs obligatory and

occasional rites will, without any further effort, attain liberation at the
termination of the present life.

The assumption

is that the entire past karma has given
it

comes to

enjoyment in

be exhausted

completely

the present life

rise to another life, a person
of the present life, if only

itself.
can

rise

behind this argument

to the present life and that

without
Since

any

there

is

residue

through

nothing to give

attain liberation at the termination

he performs the

obligatory and occasional

rites while abstaining from forbidden acts and optional rites,

[11

]

-Jr) ajjrcrt
This argument is not valid, since many deeds produc¬
tive of opposite results are possible for a person, as shown
by Scripture.
Let us suppose for the sake of argument
desirous of liberation

that a

person who is

abstains from prohibited deeds,

and also does

not perform optional rites.
has to face centres round
(sancita).

The difficulty which
the

accumulated

the Mimamsa view

deeds which

are in store

These accumulated deeds may be of different kinds, good as

well as bad.

Again, there may be many kinds of good deeds and also

many kinds of bad deeds.

If it is admitted that there is a storehouse of

deeds of various kinds which are productive of opposite results, rebirth
cannot be avoided.
It may be argued

that all

the deeds which have not

yet given

fruit so far in this life of a person will bear fruit together in the next
life.

If so, sancita-karma will cease to exist

life.

But this argument is untenable.

at the termination of this

It is not true to say that all the

accumulated deeds bear fruit together at the same

jyotistoma is different

from

that

of a

time.

cold-blooded

fruits have to be reaped in two different bodies.

The fruit of

murder.

These

How is it possible for

a person who has performed these deeds to reap their fruits in one and

S IKS A V ALL I
the same life?
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Scripture dees not justify the view that the fruits of

different deeds can be enjoyed in one and the same life.

Among the

deeds which are in store, that which is powerful bears fruit at the ter¬
mination of life, putting aside other deeds which are not so powerful.
[ 12]

XTfc?

I

w£vif

cfq

|l

Crores of deeds which have not yet borne fruit are
there for the individual. The status of deeds is known
from the text “Those of good conduct.”
The text from the Chandogya Upani$ad (V, x, 7) which is quoted
here says:

"Among them, those of good conduct here soon attain to a

good womb."

Even for a person who

goes to heaven there is again

rebirth in accordance with the nature of the residual karma.

[13]
li
Since killing a Brahmin and horse-sacrifice give rise
to opposite results to be enjoyed in impure and pure
bodies, it is not possible to enjoy them in one body.

[

14]

Wi: I

It is said in the ethical treatises that the result of
even one deed done here follows seven births. If so, what
more to be said about many deeds?
Verses

(13)

and (14) emphasize

the fact that the fruits of the

accumulated deeds which are in store cannot be enjoyed in one birth.
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[

15

]
-v

”S

ncNi
If it be said that the performance of obligatory ntes
destroys the good (as well as bad) deeds which have not yet
borne fruit, it is not so; for it (the performance of obliga¬
tory rites) prevents sin arising from non-performance (of
obligatory rites).
The

Mlmamsaka argues that the

performance

of obligatory

rites causes the destruction of the entire sancita-karma, of all good and
bad deeds which are in store.

A person whe performs his obligatory

rites, so he argues, will, without the knowledge of the non-dual Self,
attain

liberation when his present

argument is untenable.

life comes to an end.

But this

The Mlmamsaka himself admits that the fruit

which accrues to one who performs the obligatory rites is the removal
of sin

which

one will incur as a result of the non-performance of

obligatory rites.

So the Mlmamsaka contradicts himself when he says

that the performance of obligatory

rites

causes

the destruction of

sancita-karma.

[16]
qiq^T

^

I

The result of an evil deed is referred to by the
expression “sin”.
It is destroyed by obligatory rites, for
it is opposed to them, but not the deed which gives rise to
a good result.
Even granting that obligatory rites, when performed, will cause the
destruction of sancita-karma, they can destroy only the evil deeds and not
the good ones, for the latter are not opposed to them.

If so, there is

bound to be rebirth for the enjoyment of the fruits of the good deeds
which are in store.
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[17]

5T^T^t^

II

Further, desire is the cause of action. In the absence
of the knowledge of the inward Self, its destruction
cannot take place. So the view (of the Mlmarhsaka
stated earlier) is not sound.
One of the

requirements contained in th>; Mimamsa view stated

in verses (9) and (10) is that a person who is desirous of liberation should
abstain from

optional rites.

A person gets involved in kamya-karma

because of desire (kama) which in its turn is due to avidyci. It is only by
knowledge that avidyS can Ke removed.
desire is bound to be there.

It

And so long as avidya exists,

only means that without getting the

knowledge of the Self one cannot be free from kamya-karma.

[18]
^4
3T!B^n^R: ^4

i
cTcT: II

All action is enjoined as means for attaining fruits
other than the Self. Since the Self is already attained,
action is of no use for attaining it.
Whenever we

do any action (karma), it is with a view to achieve

one of the four results, viz., production, purification,

transformation,

or attainment; and a fifth use of action cannot be thought of.

In the

matter of attaining liberation, karma is of no use. Since moksa is eternal,
it is not something to be produced.

Since it is bereft of all qualities

and impurities, it is not something to be purified. Since it is immutable,
it is not something to be transformed.

Since it is always attained as

the Self of every one, it is not something to be attained.

[ 19 ]

fcU I
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Non-performance of obligatory rites is negative. From
that how can sin arise? What is positive cannot, indeed,
come out of what is negative, as there is no evidence for
that.
The MTmamsa view that the ncn-performance of obligatory rites
results in sin is now criticized.

Non-performance of obligatory rites is

abhava;

something (bhava).

but

sin is a positive

What is negative

cannot be the cause of anything positive.

[

20 ]

cI^tt

^ !l

(Since a positive something cannot come out of what
is negative), the suffix Satr is, therefore, used in the sense of
indication of sin which accrues to the agent as a result of
the deeds done in the past.
The Mimamsaka may argue that there is pramana to show that a
positive something may come out of what is negative. He may cite the
smrti text (Manu, XI, 44) which says, “Omitting the prescribed rites...
man will have a fall.” This

text, according to the Mimamsaka, sup¬

ports the view that the non-performance of obligatory rites is the cause
of sin which is positive.

But

suffix iatr (Satrpratyaya) in
sense of cause, but also in

this argument is not acceptable.

the word akurvan is used
the sense of indication

The

not only in the

(laksanartha).

The

text which says that the non-performance of what is enjoined (akurvan
vihitam karma) is the cause of a man’s fall has to be properly interpret¬
ed.

Here non-performance of obligatory duties is not the cause, but

only an indication, of the sin accumulated in the past.

[

21

]

Since non-performance of obligatory rites, having
indicated sin, immediately ceases to function, the suffix
Satr is used in the sense of indication.
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[22]
cWTi^rr: ^iw<**%ricfo^pr 11
The view that a positive something comes out of what
is negative is contrary to all evidences.
that liberation which is remaining

So the contention

in one's own state can

be attained without any special effort is not acceptable.
It is

true that the suffix Sutr is used

(htivartha)

both in the sense of cause

and in the sense of indication (laksanartha).

Of the two

usages, we have to reject the former usage here; for, perception and
other evidences show that only a positive something can be the cause
of what is positive.
The Mlmamsa view that liberation can be attained without any
special effort by just abstaining from forbidden acts and optional rites,
and by performing obligatory and occasional rites is, therefore, not
acceptable.

[23]

The view that action is the means to the unsurpassed
pleasure (which is said to be liberation) as maintained by
you is unsound.

And this is explained (in the sequel).

Another prima facie view is stated

here.

According to this view,

the attainment of heaven (svarga) which is of the nature of the highest
pleasure is liberation. Scripture tells
through karma.

us that heaven can be attained

It will be shown that even this view is wrong.

[24]
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Since liberation
thereto.

is eternal, action

is not the means

If it were the result of action, it would not be

eternal like heaven, etc.

[

25-26

]
ejsqoj: I
!i

^ciqR^srji^q ^tq^f^TF=iqrcl I
”\

^

f^T cildqcl $WT !!

If it be said that action without meditation yields an
ephemeral fruit, but with meditation, it yields an eternal
fruit,

it

is

not

so.

Indeed,

whatever

impermanent; and meditation is

is

produced is

not competent

to over¬

come the impermanence of what is produced.
The combination theory is also not acceptable.
theory, action has to be combined

According to this

with meditation

(upasana); for,

action by itself gives rise to a fruit which is not eternal; but, when it is
combined with meditation it gives rise to an eternal fruit.
argument is wrong.
is impermanent.

But this

We know from experience that what is produced

If moksa is produced, then it must also be imper¬

manent. But the truth is that moksa is eternal, and it is a contradiction
in terms to say that v/hat is eternal is produced.

Further, meditation

is not able to alter the impermanent nature of its own result.

If so,

how could it make the impermanent fruits of karma permanent?

[27]
*\

'O

*\

II
The

view

that

release, even

though

produced by

action, is eternal like posterior non-existence is not tenable,
because release is positive.
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it may be argued that release may be brought into being by
karma; nevertheless, ir

may be eternal. This argument is sought to be

justified by citing the case ofpradhvamsabhava. When a pot is destroyed,
it is non-existent; and this non-existence of a pot as
tion is known aspradhvamsabhava.
end:

a result of destruc¬

The latter has a beginning, but no

that is to say, though it is proch’ced

by karma, it is eternal.

In

the same way, mok$a also may be brought into being by karma, and it
may still be eternal.
This argument is wrong.
pradhvamsabhava is not apt.

The

While

comparison

between nioksa and

the former is positive, the latter is

negative.

[

23

]

STtcf^PTT

I!

Any effect, other than posterior non-existence, which
is produced by action, like pot, etc., is impermanent; since
(the effect whose impermanence is sought to be established)
is qualified (as being positive), there is no defect.
The Advaitin argues that, if a positive something is produced, then
it is impermanent.
established

The effect whose impermanence is

by inference is thus qualified

as positive.

sought to be
The case of

pradhvamsabhava cannot be cited as an exception to the principle, for it
is abhsvii and not bhatva. The inference may be stated as follows: Heaven
which is said to be release is impermanent; because it is an effect which is
positive; all effects which are positive are impermanent like a pot.

[29]
fT
By the

act of destruction, the effect in the form of

potsherds is produced.
manent.

II

Abhava

which

produced by action.

Like pot, etc.,
is only

in

it is also imper¬

imagination

is not
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The Advaitin does not accept negative entities likepradhva/hsabhava.

When a pot is destroyed, what originates is potsherds.

Strictly speak¬

ing, there is no

If pot does not

destruction

or non-existence of pot.

exist in the form of pot, it exists in some other form, say, potsherds.
So the Advaitin accepts neither pradhvamsabhava nor its being an effect
of an act.

According

to Advaita,

what is called pradhvamsabhava is,

like a hare’s horn, a figment of imagination,

and

the question of its

being permanent or otherwise does not arise.

[30]
W sr:F<?3: tT3 3&% ^ <3*Ti3*Ti: II
All objects such as the pot

ever inhere in clay (etc.)

which is their cause, either manifested or latent; they are
never non-existent.

[31]
5TR3T*n3*3

%33f 31

fcrcicfT3K3I#3R5
Non-existence has
quality.

31 I

NO

^

II

no relation either with action or

Since it has no existence, it cannot be related

to anything in any place.
The Naiyayika admits not only positive entities, hut also negative
ones.
facts.

The category of abhSva stands for all negative or non-existent

AbhSva or non-existence

is of four

kinds,

pradhvamsSbhava, atyantabhava, and anyonysbhava.
first two varieties.

viz., pragabhavat

Let us consider the

PrSgabhava, according to the Naiyayika, is without

a beginning, but has an end.

(vinaiya)', and so it is anitya.

It is subject to termination or cessation

PradhvamsSbhSva has a beginning, but

no end. It is subject to origin in time (janya); but when once it comes
into being, it is said to be without an end, and so it is eternal (jiitya).
The Nyaya view thus associates these two kinds of abhava with a certain
act (kriya), the act of destruction or origination as the case may be,
and

with a

quality (guna),

(nityatva) as the case may be.

non-eternality (anityatva) or

eternality
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But the Nyaya view cannot be accepted.

Only a positive entity

can be said to have a beginning and an end, and
cthei.

also some quality or

A pot, it can be said, is produced or destroyed; it can be said

to be characterized by a certain colour.
origination or

destruction

But it is absurd to think of

of non-existence

(abhava); nor

can any

quality be associated with it.

C

Therefore,

32

]

non-existencc

such as

pradhvamsdbhava

which is admitted for the sake of the business of life is
only illusory.

It is unreal like a stone-son.

Abhava does not exist in reality.

It is a product of avidylj.

It is

conjured up in different forms such as pragabhava, pradhvamsabhava,
etc., for carrying on our business of life.

[33]

So,
release)

remaining
can

be

in

one’s own

condition

(which is

attained when ignorance is destroyed.

Destruction of ignorance can

never be

brought about

except by Brahman-knowledge.

[34]

fBmi

n

Therefore, we should understand that for the attain¬
ment of this knowledge the subsequent part comprising
the

(Taittinya) Upanisad is commenced.

This knowledge

alone concerning the Self can remove ignorance.
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[ 35]

^qq^nfct (MH ^ri^qfqqgNji
Since this knowledge (of the Self) destroys birth,
etc., completely for those who have attained it, it is called
Upanisad.
Following Sankara, Suresvara explains the meaning of the word
Upanisad in this verse as well as in the next one.

[36]
511

cT^q
A

SKT: 1

cT^Tl^qf^NNl 5F%?*<3 *qirl<?qq: !!
Since the highest good (viz.. Brahman) reaches or is
seated in the Self (as a result of this knowledge), this
knowledge is, therefore, called Upanisad. The text is also
called Upanisad as it is intended to produce this knowledge.

[37]
^nit 'km qisftRifqqt i
fe:

q:

^qifqfq 3^ qTII

May Mitra, the deity who identifies himself with prana
and the day, be propitious to us —thus the Sutrdtman
is invoked.
The Sikscivalli contains twelve sections (anuvakas). Verses (37) to
(49) deal with the first anuvaka.
It is first of all necessary to invoke the blessings of the various
deities for the removal of the obstacles on the path of Brahman-know¬
ledge.

The S iksavail i, which deals with saguna-vidya, gives instruc¬

tion on the practice of various meditations (upasanas).

Concentration

or one-pointedness of mind which is necessary for Brahman-realization
can be attained only through upssana, and not through karma which.
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when performed in a

spirit of dedication to the Lord, purifies the

mind and creates a taste for knowledge,
Many

are

dullness

a desire to know (vividisa).

the obstacles to the practice of meditation like disease,

of mind,

etc.

Hence the prayer for the

removal

of the

obstacles.
It is the Sutratman that is invoked here as Mitra. and subsequently
as Varuna, and others.

[38]

*o

rfij: II

May Varuna, the deity who identifies himself with
apdna and the night, be propitious to us. May Aryaman,
the Sun, who identifies himself with the eye, be propitious
to us.

In all places (it is the Sutratman that is invoked).

[39]
ciife

i

fcroTstew
31
3

II

S

May Indra who identifies himself with strength,
Brhaspati with speech and intellect, Visnu, who is of vast
extent, with the feet, as he is, indeed, possessed of great
strides, be propitious to us.

[40]
fa^rr. 31

m

l

% ^11 S*Tlfg3ta3PFi SfWJI
May Mitra and others who are the deities controlling
the individual organism be propitious to us. Indeed, only
when

they

are

propitious, the removal of obstacle will

certainly take place.
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[41

mvi

]
I

SfROi

When there is no obstacle, there takes place the
comprehension, retention, and communication of know¬
ledge. Hence (the deities) have io be invoked.
Srcvanu, dharana,

and

upayoga of Brahman-knowledge will

possible only when the obstacles are removed through
influence of the deities,

be

the benign

dravana consists in determining the import of

the Vedanta texts by sitting at the feet of a teacher.
has been studied is dharana.

Retention of what

Imparting to others what one has learnt

is upayoga,.

[42]

For the purpose of removing the obstacles in the way
of acquiring Brahman-knowledge, salutation and eulogy
are offered to Brahman in the form of Vayu by one who
craves for the knowledge of Brahman.

[43]

^ mm ^

ii

Since the fruits of all actions are under the control of
the Sutrabrahman, let salutation be offered always to Vayu,
that is, to Brahman.

[44]
iwfepqi |
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After saluting it mediately, it is saluted directly. Vayu
alone is referred to both mediately and immediately.
In the iruti text, “namo brak;nan<:,” salutation is first of ail offered to
Brahman in the form of Vayu mediately.

It is then directly saluted as

Vayu as shown in the text, “namaste vayo,” since it is immediate to us
(pratyaksatvai).

[ 45 ]
mm 1 sirqr

i
ii

“O Vayu, verily thou art Brahman perceptible”—
thus it has to be praised. Since you are directly perceived,
I shall, therefore, declare you to be Brahman.
The word stuti can be used in two senses,

h irst, it can be under¬

stood in the sense of the description of the nature of an object as
it is (guninif tha gwiabhidhanam).
understood in this sense.

The first line of the verse may be

In the subtle form Vayu, no doubt, is remote.

But it is directly present to everybody’s consciousness as individualized
prana or vital air.

While the existence of the visual sense is to be

inferred from the perception of colour, etc.,
directly known.

that of the vital air is

Prana is spoken of as perceptible Brahman, since it

causes the body to expand (the root brh means to expand).
The word stuti can also be used in another sense.

The description

of an object in terms of certain qualities which it does not really have
is also stuti (guninisthalaya gunsbhidhanam).
may be understood in this sense.

The second line of the verse

Though not the very Brahman,

Vayu is addressed as such just as the gate-keeper of a king’s palace is
praised as king to get an easy admission.
it were of Brahman seated in the heart.

Prana is the gate-keeper as
The seeker of liberation who

wishes to see Brahman addresses Prana as Brahman with a view to
praise it.

[46]

5Rci

^*7%: ii
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That which is fuily ascertained by the intellect as
taught in Scripture and as constituting our duty is called
rtara. Since it is under your control, I will declare you
to be riam.

[47]
FT^fq
The same (rtam), v/hen executed in action, is called
satyam. Since that, too, is under your control, I shall
declare you to be that (satyam).

[48]
^

!l

May the existent Brahman which is praised by me,
the seeker of knowledge, protect me and also my teacher.
May it always protect us by endowing the power of com¬
prehension of knowledge and the power of exposition.
The disciple prays for two things.

He should be endowed with

the power of grasping what is taught to him.

And his teacher should

be endowed with the power of imparting instruction to his disciples.

[49]

The uttering of the word "peace” three times is for
the purpose of removing the obstacles to the acquisition
of knowledge. Only then, the teacher and the disciple
can, indeed, know Brahman.
The

teacher will be

able

to impart knowledge to the disciple,

and the disciple will be able to grasp what is taught, only when the
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obstacles are removed. The obstacles may be (1) physical (adkyatmika)
arising from fever, etc., (2) natural (cidhibhautika) arising from animals,
thieves, etc., and (3)

supernatural (adhidaivikc)

arising from rain,

etc.
[50]

qis cerenat m

j|

Since the comprehension of meaning is important to
the Vedanta, the science of phonetics is begun so that the
learned may not become indifferent to the recital of the
text.
Verses (50) to (53) cover the second anuvdka of the Upanisad.

[51]

^151

S3

ci erm ii

>s3

-s

&iksd is that science by which we learn directly the
pronunciation of letters, etc.
Or we may here explain it
as the letters, etc., (which are treated of in that science).
The word Slksd may be interpreted in two ways.

It

means the

science of phonetics dealing with the pronunciation of letters, etc.
According to the second interpretation, it means the letters, etc., which
are treated of in that science.

[ 52-53 ]
^TtTT%:
■O

1

*\

-V

S^cTR: e%cTl cl

S3

II
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Varna is the alphabet such as a, etc. Svara is highpitched tone, etc. Mdtra is measure such as short, long,
or prolated. Balam is the effort or force required for
articulation. Sama is a medium mode of pronunciation
of letters without difference. Santana is the conjunction
cf letters — these are the things to be learnt.
A person who studies the Veda should pay attention to varna, svara,
etc.

Comprehension of

Upanisad.
cf the text.

meaning

plays

a

prominent

part in the

Further, there should not be any indifference in the recital
Carelessness in the recital of the text will lead to evil.

It

is said that the mantra, when wanting in rhythm or sound, or when
wrongly used,

does not convey the intended meaning.

The Upanisad

proceeds with a lesson on phonetics with a view to enjoin great care in
the study of the text.
[54]

cTT^cl

II

With a view to divert the mind, which is engrossed in
external things, towards the subtle meaning (conveyed by
the Upanisad), meditation on the combination of letters
which are gross is taught.
Inquiry into the Upanisad will be fruitful only if the mind is made
pure by meditations.

First of all meditation on the Samhita, (combina¬

tion of letters) is taught.

It is called sthulopasanU, because meditation

is to be made on the letters which are gross.
Verses (54) to (67) deal with the third anuvaka of the Upanisad.
[55]

Whatever fame accrues as a result of meditation on the
Samhita, etc,, may it accrue to both of us together, the
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teacher and the disciple. In the same way (whatever
spiritual resplendence accrues therefrom), may it accrue to
both of us.
Earlier, removal of obstacles was prayed for in the invocation to
the various deities like Mitra, etc.

Here, the disciple prays for perfec¬

tion in the meditation and its fruits.

[56]

SHERI:

I

Fame is renown or lustre which results from the per¬
formance of deeds (as enjoined in Scripture) and the study
of the Veda. The refulgence which results from them is
called spiritual resplendence.
The meanings of the words yaSah and brahmavarcasa are stated
here.

A person who observes the duties enjoined in Scripture and who

studies the Vsda through a teacher

under prescribed conditions attains

fame (yaiah) and spiritual resplendence (brahmavarcasa) which pervades
the body.

[57]

f| 35^ 11
It must be understood that this is the invocation of
the disciple and not that of the teacher who has realized his
aspirations. Invocation is, indeed, proper in the case of
a person who has not attained his objects of desire.

[58]

^sqqqfq^TqTqq^tf^ qq: |

Since meditation on the Samhitd is quite close to the
text, it is explained immediately after the study of the Veda.
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[

59^

V3

>3

-\

Meditation on the factors of Samhita is what is meant
by Upanisad here.
We shall now explain clearly the five
objects of knowledge (to be meditated upon).
The word Upanisad which occurs in the fruti text is used in the
sense of updsanS.
Just as one looks upon an image as Vimu for the purpose of medi¬
tation, so also one has to look upon the different factors of the Samhita
as the deities that preside over them. It is the piesiding deities (devatas)
that are to be meditated upon and not the things which are mentioned
as the five objects of knowledge.

[60]

cn

ffq err q

ii

The universe, light, learning, progeny, and the self are
the five objects (of meditations). Since the universe, etc.,
are great, those who know (the Veda) speak of them
(namely, the five objects) as great combinations.
Those
who meditate (on the Samhita) will attain all the fruits
(such as progeny stated in the sequel).
The universe (loka) consists of earth, etc. Light (jyoti) here stands
for fire (agni), etc.
responsible for it.

By learning (vidya) is meant the teacher, etc.,
Progeny (praja) here implies parents who are the

cause of the progeny.

The self (dtman) stands for the body.

It should

be understood that in all these cases the objects of meditation are the
presiding deities and not the objects such as the earth.
forms are not worthy of meditation.

The material
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[61]

i:fS5PTfilsrRI«lfe«i5T5?T

TOT: |

*&qji
The word atha (which means then) in these passages is
intended to snow the sequence of meditation.
Since
mediation is with reference to the worlds, etc., it is said to
be adhilokam, etc.
Since one and the same person has to do ali the meditations
mentioned here, he must do them in the same order or sequence in
which they are stated.

[62]

qicTT

m

fg: |

The prior form (that is, letter) of the Samhitd should
be meditated upon as earth, fire, teacher, mother, and the
lower jaw. And, the posterior form (that is, letter) should
be meditated upon as heaven, sun, etc.
In

the Samhitn, or

combination,

terminal

letter of

the first

word is called purvarupa, while the initial letter of the second word is
called uttararupa.

For instance, in a combination of words like iqettva

(ise (f) tvd), the 'e’ in tje is the terminal letter of the
this is called purvarupa.
called uttararupa.

first word,

and

The initial letter't' of the second word tva is

While the purvarupa must be meditated upon

as

earth, fire, teacher, mother, and the lower jaw, the uttararupa should be
meditated upon as heaven, sun, pupil, father, and the upper jaw.

[ 63-64 ]
51°?:

TO*HI
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^%TT2TT

^

I

fe^fTI^T^nf^cT^

||

It must be understood that the prior letter of the
Samhitd, is the prior form, and that the posterior letter is
the posterior form. Here, what is the Samhitd other than
these (adjacent letters which are combined)? The mid¬
space (between the letters) is the junction. Likewise*
space, etc., (are the objects of meditation).
Earlier, meditation on the prior and posterior forms was indicat¬
ed.

The mid-space, it is now said, must be meditated upon as space

(Skaia), water (jala), learning (vidya),

progeny (praja) and speech

(vak).

[65]

^rtaT

n

That by which (the earlier and the subsequent letters)
are joined together is the link. This (must be meditated
upon) as air, etc. By the sentence “Thus there are the
great combinations,” (meditations on the Samhitd) as
mentioned above are explained.
Sandhana must be meditated upon as air (vayu),

lightning (vidyut),

instruction (pravacana), procreation (prajanana) and the tongue (jihva).
The text that is referred

to in the verse occurs in the Upanisad

almost at the end of the anuvsfca before the statement of the fruits.

[66]
UIcnqi^n^l^TcT: II

II
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This fruit is said to accrue to one who meditates on
these (great combinations as explained before).
Viewing
an object as taught in Scripture and prolonged dwelling
on that till one gets identified with that, is, indeed, said
to be meditation.

[67]

He who meditates with concentration on the great
combinations as mentioned above attains undoubtedly
progeny, etc., including heaven.
The fruits which will accrue to a person who meditates

on the

Samhita are progeny, cattle, spiritual resplendence, food, and the like,
and heaven.

If a person meditates on the Samhita with a desire to

attain the fruits stated above,

he will attain them.

same thing without any desire for these fruits,

But if he does the

he will attain purifica¬

tion of the mind (citta-Suddhi) which is conducive to the attainment of
Brahman-knowledge.

[ 68 J

fofer. II
The recitation of the hymn beginning with "He who
is the most excellent in the hymns of the Veda” is intended
for one who is desirous of intelligence.
In the same way
the hymn (to be used for offering oblation beginning with)
"fetching” is intended for one who is desirous of wealth.
The entire fourth anuvSka of the Upanifad may be divided into two
parts.

The first part beginning with yatchandasam till

irutam

me

gopaya contains the mantra to be recited by one who desires intellectual
vigour (medha).

The second part beginning from avahanti

vitanvana
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till pra m3 padyasva contains the mantra to be used for offering oblations
by one who wants fortune (iri).
japa and homa as means foi

The Upanisaa here purports to teach

obtaining intelligence and wealth.

Both

jape and homa are conducive to the attainment of Brahman-knowledge.
A person who lacks intellectual vigour — intelligence and

tenacious

memory — cannot comprehend Brahman. Hence the need for the recita¬
tion of mautra (japa) which is the means to the acquisition ol intellectual
vigour.

One who has no wealth cannot perfotm yn.ga, etc.,

purpose of attaining purification of the mind.

for the

So the offering of obla¬

tions (homa) is indirectly useful to the attainment of Brahman-know¬
ledge.

169]

The word chandas refers to the three Vedas. The
syllable Om is the most exalted (in the Vedas), because it
is the most important therein. And also, it is all-pervasive,
since it pervades all speech.
The word r$abha refers to the syllable Om.

Like the bull in a

herd of cattle, the syllable Gm is the the most pre-eminent or exalted
(rsabhah, Sresthah) in the Vedas.

The following text from the Chan-

dogya Upanisad (II, xxiii, 3) speaks about Om as the underlying princi¬
ple or the self of all (sarvdtmakatva):

“Just as all leaves are permeated

by the stalk, so is all speech permeated by Om. Verily, this syllable Om
is all this.”

The purport of this text is to show that the reality of the

world of objects is speech, and that the reality of speech is the sound
Om.

The text, therefore, concludes that Om is all this, that it is all-

pervasive.

[70]

^r:

I
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From the immortal Vedas this syllable Om flashed (as
the most exalted one) to Prajcipati. Indeed, since the
syllable Om is eternal, it cannot be literally said to have
origination.
It is said in the Char.dogya Upaniyad (II, xxiii, 2-3) that Prajcipati
reflected on the worlds in order to get at their essence.

The threefold

knowledge (i.e.. the three Vedas) issued forth or revealed itself as their
essence.

When again he reflected on it,

the three utterances bhuh,

bhuvah and svah manifested themselves; and from these, when reflected
upon manifested the syllable Om.

[71]

sfchR:

fen sr^rqi

FT

q*fe: I

sferfNn II

ft

The syllable Om is the Lord of all desires. He (it) is
the supreme Lord. Let him (it) gratify me with intelli¬
gence.

[72]

w: II
May I be the possessor of the knowledge of the Self
which alone is the cause of immortality.

[73]

And also, O Lord, may my body be fit always. May
my tongue utter what is sweet and what makes the mind
happy.
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In this verse and in the next one, the prayer is for physical fitness

which is necessary for the practice of the hearing of the text

(travana),

reflection (jnanana), etc.

r 74 3
May I, through my ears, listen abundantly to the
meaning of the Vedas.
You are the sheath of Brahman,
the supreme Self, like the scabbard of a sword.
Since the syllable Om, being a sound, is insentient (Sabdamatratvena
acetanatvat), how could it be, it may be argued, the giver of intelligence
(inarah, parameSvarah)?

The answer to this

objection is stated in the second line of the verse.

and the supreme Lord

Just as the scabbard

is the support or the seat (alambana) for a sword,

so also the syllable

Om is the seat of Brahman-realization (brahma-upalubdhisthana).
the symbol of Brahman; through

it Brahman is realized.

can be looked upon as the giver of intelligence,

It is

Hence, it

etc., and the supreme

Lord.

[75]

srcfiiisaiT

cfI

,

qifa cIWRl
Since those who have given up attachment see the
supreme Brahman in (through) you, and since you are the
cause of knowing it by being the designation and symbol
of it, you are, therefore, said to be the sheath of (Brah¬
man).

[

76

]
fqf|cRcT3: I
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Since you are concealed by worldly knowledge, those
whose minds are engrossed in external things do not me¬
ditate on you, the divine being, the giver of immortality.

[ 77-78 1

H ^ I!
-a

" -\

{^RiqfrRT f^TT II
O Lord, protect my knowledge acquired through
hearing from forces like attachment, aversion, etc., so
that by being endowed with that knowledge I shall enter
you alone. The word dvahanti means fetching, and the
subsequent word (viz., vitanvdnd) means increasing.
The knowledge which has been acquired must be retained by
overcoming obstacles like desire, aversion, etc.

Hence the prayer for

retentiveness.

[79]
^ fern I

crt
O Lord, after (endowing me with) the knowledge of
what is taught in the Vedas, bring me always prosperity
which will both bring me, and increase, fruits including
food and drink.

[80]

^FcT^rmT«rfr

II

Bring me the prosperity that is endowed with woolly
animals and cattle. Bring every one (of them) all the time.
The word svdha is used for indicating the end of a mantra.
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The word saruada must be added to every one of the fruits desired.

The fortune that I must be endowed with must be such that it brings
me and also increases clothes, cattle, food, and drink always (sarvada).

[81

]

=^TR5tiiq

!

wA

c^^T ll

Here and also subsequently, the word svdhc is used in
the same way, for there is the indication of that. Since the
rite which gives fruit here in this world and hereafter can
be performed only through the wealth, divine and human,
both of them are prayed for.
Knowledge is the divine wealth; human wealth is material wealth
such as gold (daiva-vittam jnanam, manus avittam suvarnadi).

Both of

them, knowledge and material wealth, are necessary for performing a
rite.

[ 82-83 ]
37tq?rT%^T ffi

m

sraNssismifsH: II

May all the celebate students who want to hear for
the sake of knowledge come to me from all sides.

May

all of them come to me taking pains in large numbers in
order to learn the highest (teaching).

May all of them

come to me alone at once in crores together.
The verses refer to the mantras with which oblations
offered for getting disciples.

should be
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^ivTM m^\ Q^Sfet II

smmr

fcf^^tq^F^^r

n

May I become renowned among men — this isthefruic
of the earlier (invocation). May I become superior among
the wealthy on account of abundant merits.
The word
vasiyas has become vasyas by the dropping of the letter i
in the Vedic usage.
C85 J
q*: I

sRtsrsferoqt

n

The suffix iyasun is used after the word vasitr or vasumat. Since it is natural to desire superiority in virtues
among those like him (there is the invocation to that
effect.)
Vasitr means one who lives.

Vasumat means one who has wealth.

As a result of addition of the suffix iyasun to these words we get the
sense of superiority among those who live or those who are wealthy.
The addition of the suffix u to the root vas gives vasu which means
(1) one who lives by nature an excellent life and also (2) one who
wears by nature excellent clothes.

(3) The word vasu means wealth.

It may also mean by implication a wealthy man

As a result of the

addition of the suffix iyasun to vasu we get the meaning of superiority
in all the three senses mentioned above, viz.., superiority among those
who lead an excellent life or who wear excellent clothes and who are
wealthiest.

[
*7T ^

86-87

]
SRft? $ ||
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ftjji* ^rf cTcT: II
O venerable One, may I enter you who are the
sheath cf Brahman. As the Self of all, may you enter me
also. Bless me. Let there be oneness between us. Destroy
the cause of difference. Hence, I cleanse myself of sin in
you alone who are greatly diversified.
The spiritual aspirant prays

for union with Brahman which is

designated by the syllable Cm.

[ 88-89 ]
ScFTTqt q«n qfccT
S3

I
N

*7T

m

w mm

II

n

Just as water flows quickly downwards into the ocean,
just as months run into the year, so also may all celebate
students come to me from all directions. The year is
called aharjara, because the days are consumed in it.

[90]
siErasi

^ s%:*?n%i?cni

Here the word prativeSa is a synonym for an adjacent
house. You are like an adjacent house, since you are
capable of removing all sorrow.
Just as a rest-house close at hand helps one to overcome weariness,
etc., so also you help me to overcome sorrow resulting from sin.
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[91]
5!%Slrfojsi^^TT5T
STcqcT:

I
<ej

II

Or, since you enter into every creature, you are call¬
ed prat-iveSa. Hence you become revealed to me. And
also get hold of me soon.
You are all-pervasive, and so reveal to me your

nature and make

me full of you.
Verses (68) to (91) cover the fourth anuvaka of the Upanisad.

[92]

Then, meditation on Brahman as identified with the
Vyahrtis is now expounded for attaining the fruit of self¬
sovereignty. Hence its glory is praised.
From this verse on, meditation

on the Vyahrtis as taught in the

fifth anuvaka of the Upanisad is taken up for explanation. The Vyahrtis
form a theme for internal meditation (antarupHsana).
Suvah,

etc.,

Vyahrtis.

which stand

for the

Bhuh, Bhuvah,

respective worlds are called the

It will not be possible for the spiritual aspirant to compre¬

hend Brahman if it is taught straightaway
The Upanisad,

therefore,

proceeds

by ignoring the Vyahrtis.

to teach internal meditation on

Brahman embodied in the Vyahrtis as Hiranyagarbha.

[93]
=3cl«ff vs
cl

^

^

c

~\

II
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Bhuh, BhuvaK, and Suvah are the three well-known
Vyahrtis known to men.
The sage (Mahacamasya)
uttered the fourth of them called Mahah-

[94]

HlflWHtcT:

3^3 q^TH II

The taddhita suffix “ya” (after mahdcamasa) indicates
the family, because the sage belonged to the family of
Mahacamasa. So the sage is called Mahacamasya.

[95]

The mentioning of the name of the sage is to indicate
that it forms part of the meditation. The meditation along
with the remembrance of the sage is here explained.

[96]

H^II^ HI

9im

HI II

Let this fourth Vyahrti be thus meditated upon as
Brahman. It should be regarded as Brahman because of
its greatness, and also as Atman since it pervades all.
The words brahma and maha mean “the great.”

The word atman

is derived from the root cip which means to reach, to pervade, to
encompass.

Hence the fourth

Brahman, as Atman.

Vyahrti should be meditated upon as
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[ 97-98 ]

sznfqRi

n

®qrar arr^Ti ^

i

Since the worlds, gods, etc., are pervaded by the ailpervasive Maha in the form of the sun, the moon. Brah¬
man, and food, it is the Self.
Here, the mention of gods
is an indication of the remaining ones.
The fourth Vyahrti, viz., Maka,

is to be looked upon as the body

of Brahman in its aspect of Hiranyagarbha.
be regarded as its limbs.

The other Vyahrtis must

The idea is that Brahman must be meditated

upon as embodied in the Vyahrtis.
In the sruti text ahgdnyanya devatdh meaning

“The other gods are

the limbs," the mention of “gods” is only an illustration suggestive of
the remaining ones, viz., worlds, the Vedas, and the vital forces.

„["]

The worlds, gods, the Vedas, and the vital forces must
always be understood as the limbs of the Self in the form
of the Vyahrti called Maha.

[
2RT:

100

]

m

^

q* I

^*?IWTT

||

Since all of them grow by the Vyahrti called Maha in
the form of the sun, etc., Maha is, therefore, the Self.
Previously the fourth Vyahrti, viz., Maha, was referred to as the
Self on account of its pervasiveness (vyapakatvat).
the Self on account of its being
of the worlds, etc.

Now it is said to be

the cause of growth

(vrddhi-hetutvat)
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[101]
q«n

11

Jus i. as limbs like hands, etc., grow, indeed, entirely
through the self (or the trunk uf the body), so also the
worlds, etc., thrive by the sun, etc.
The analogy

may

be explained as follows.

The central part

(madhyabhaga) or the trunk of the human body is characterised as the
self of the body.

It is that which makes the limbs grow.

It is the

whole (angl) on which the limbs (n.igani) like hands, etc., are depen
dent for their growth.

The

Vyahrti

called Maha is the trunk or the

self of the body of Brahman in its aspect of Hiranyagarbha, while the
other Vyahrtis are its limbs.
legs; Bhuvah,

The first 'Vyahrti, viz.. Bhuh, forms the

the second one, constitutes the hands,

Vyahrti, viz., Suvah, is the head.
Maha in the form of the sun
growth of the worlds, etc.

and the third

Like the trunk of the human body,
(Udityatmana), etc., contributes to the

The Upanisad refers to the four forms of

Maha in the following way: Maha is the sun (maha ityddityah),
the moon (maha iti candramah),
Maha is food (maha iti annam).

Maha is

Maha is Brahman (maha iti brahma),
The worlds are pervaded by the sun.

The luminaries (i.e., the presiding deities of these) are pervaded by the
moon.

The Vedas which are in the form of speech are pervaded by

the syllable Om.

The vital forces are nourished by food.

So the other

Vyahrtis comprising the worlds, gods, the Vedas, and the vital forces
are dependent on Maha.

[102]

The Vyahrti called 5Awhmust be understood as having
the four forms, viz., this world, fire, the Rg-veda, and the
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air that is breathed in. In the same way. the other Vyahrtis
(must be understood, each having four forms) in the pre¬
scribed order

[

103-104

]
^II^rnTcTI II

*T3jai% sqr^^icf ^4fq |
37T itef

II

The second Vyahrti called Bhuvah must be known as
having four forms, viz., the intermediate space between
heaven and earth, the air, the Sama-veda, and the air that
is breathed out. The heaven, the sun, the Yajur-veda, and
the vital air that sustains life when breath is arrested (are
the forms of the third Vyahrti called Suvah). And the forms
of the fourth Vyahrti called Maha have already been told.
Each of the four Vyahrtis becomes fourfold.
The sun,

the moon.

Vyahrti called Maha.

Brahman,

and food

are the forms of the

(see verse 97).

Brahman which is mentioned here as one of the forms of Maha
means the syllable Om.

Since this occurs in the

context of words

(tabdadhikara), any other meaning for this is inadmissible.

[105]
5*Jl^rftcTT

c!

5RJ ||

The repetition of what was said (regarding the four
Vyahrtis which become each four) is for emphasising the
sequence of meditation (on them). A person who meditates
on these Vyahrtis as stated above knows Brahman
fully as qualified by the attributes to be mentioned.
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The repetition is not for praising the Vyahrtis, but

to emphasise

that each Vyahrti must be meditated upon in its four aspects in the
proper sequence so that the entire meditation may comprehend the
supreme Spirit (Purusa) in its sixteen phases.
the Vyahrtis correspond to the

The sixteen divisions of

SodaSakala Purusa mentioned, for ins¬

tance, in the Prnina Upanisad (VI, 5).

[

106

]

3^ vT

I

Since it has already been stated (that the fourth
Vyahrti is Brahman, why is it again said: "He knows
Brahman”? It is net a fault as it is intended to convey
what is to be said in the next section.
The objection is that Brahman has already been known, for it was
stated earlier that Maha is Brahman.

If so, there is no need to declare

again that he knows Brahman (sa veda brahma) as if Brahman were un¬
known earlier.

[107]

The repetition "He knows” is to show that the object
to be described in the following section as "He who is
within the heart,” etc., must be meditated upon here it¬
self.
Though Brahman was known as identified with the
Maha, its distinctive feature of its being knowable

Vyahrti called

within

etc., which will be stated in the sequel is yet unknown.

the heart,

It is

with a

view to mention this and other features to be stated in the next' anuvaka
that the Upanisad assumes as though Brahman is unknown and says
that he knows Brahman who knows it as stated in the sequel.
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[

108]

II
For this reason, both the sections constitute one sub¬
ject matter.
This section and the one that follows deal with one and the same
meditation.

[

109

]

To this person who mediLates, the worlds, the gods,
etc., bring enjoyment according to their respective powers.
This is the fruit which accrues to one who meditates.
The fifth anuvaka of the Upanisad is covered by verses (92) to (109).

[

110]

ft#
ci^7 q*:

3^cl II

It has been said that the three Vyahrtis are the limb
of Brahman. With a view to establish its location, etc.,
what follows in the context is said.
The sixth anuvaka of the Upanisad covered by verses (110) to
(126) deals with the location of Brahman, the attributes with which
it is directly realized when it is meditated upon as located in the cavity
of the heart (hrdayakaia), and the way to its realization as the Self of
all.

[Ill]
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Brahman who has been described (earlier) as what is
remote is (now) shown to be the immediate one. See the
Self through the Self in the space within the heart.

[112]
% *TTH*3 *3°^ ^33^3% I
333331*^*3 3*3 3f §t*1333 ^ II
crf^fFH

^3! 33*33

II

The heart, indeed, is said to be a piece of flesh in the
shape of a lotus. In the space at the centre of the heart
which is always the abode of the intellect, there dwells
the person who is manomaya to be cognized directly.

[ 113-114 ]
^fo^I§3<*U$TJ?33*33ta*5*q*) ||
3g**

3*3T33T3 *31^33*33: I

*3151 33fa3lf3^rrI%flrF33: **J3: II
The Self is cognized directly only in the mind like
Rdhu in the moon. Or, since it knows (the objects) through
the mind, it is, therefore, manomaya. Or, since it identifies
itself with the mind, or since it is indicated by the mind,
it is said to be manomaya.
Different reasons are
manomaya.

given

to show why the Self is said to be

Manomayah means manahpradhanah.

[115]
3323*533333? *31^3

I

3-33*S3*33F*33*3*3I# 51*3^3** ||
The Self is immortal. It is said to be effulgent. This
Person who is effulgent must be meditated upon. The
path for attaining it afterwards is stated.
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1 he word atha (aftei wards) here means after death, i.e., after the
cessation ofprarabuha-karma.

[

116-117

]

3Tdh»T

^TT^T I
II

-x

It should be knov.’n that a nerve called susumnd which
goes upwards from above the heart is the path to the
attainment of (the lower) Brahman. By means of the
recaka allowing the udana to go upward through the nerve
which runs piercing the piece of flesh which hangs down
in the throat like a teat with its face turned downward,
and passing through the middle part of the two palates,
the meditator has to reach Brahman.
According to Anandagiri, the word indra here means the lower
Brahman (aparabrahma).

The word vidvan is used in the sense of medi¬

tator (upasaka).

[

118-120

]

cTCl

I

i
fg-cftqqi«T

ii

Wit

I

||

The passing by that path and breaking open the two
portions of the skull, he reaches the top of the head where
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the roots of the hair divide.

He attains Fire which is a

form of the Vyahrti called Bkiih. Then through the second

Vyahrti he abides in Air.

In the same way he remains in

the Sun, the lord of the world, which is a form of the

Vyahrti called Suvah.

Thus having remained in the limbs,

he then remains in the Self which is the whole in the form
of (the fourth Vyahrti called) Maha.

Remaining thus, he

attains sovereignty.
Agni, Vayu, etc., stand for the presiding deities.
pervades the world through his identity with Agni,

The meditator

Vayu,

and others,

which arc the forms of the Vyahrtis.

[121]
im q:

<3 i

Here (in the world), he who has none else as his king
and who is himself the king is the sovereign. And his status
here is described as sovereignty.

[

122

]

'O

cTcT
The

fqsq

II

meditator attains

sovereignty over

the

mind,

speech, and sight, and also over ear and intellect. There
is

no doubt

about this.

This

divine fruit will

accrue

from the aforesaid meditation.
Before he resorted to this meditation, he was the lord of the mind,
speech, and other senses of an individual organism.

When as a result

of the meditation enjoined here he attains to the state of the VircLj and
becomes all-pervasive, the self of all, he becomes the lord of the mind,
speech, etc., of all beings.
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[123]

q?t

n

In order to state the nature of Brahman in the form
of the Vydhrti with a view to enjoin meditation thereof,
the subsequent portion is now begun.

[

124]

31 1

This Brahman has space as its body or has a body
similar to space. Since it is in the form of the three worlds,
it has the gross and the subtle as its forms.
Brahman that is being discussed here in the context of meditation
has a body which is similar to Skaia.

Like Skat a which

is subtle and

all-pervasive, the body of Brahman is subtle and all-pervasive.
The universe consists of five elements of which fire,

water,

and

earth are gross (mtirtam or sat) and the remaining two, viz., space and
air, are subtle (amurtam or tyat).

The word satyam refers to both the

forms, the gross and the subtle, sat

and tyat (sacca tyacceti satyam).

Though forms are attributed to Brahman, it is really formless.
two forms of the universe, murta and amurta, or sat and tyat,

The
are

superimposed on Brahman which is the essence (svarupa) of all.
See the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, II, iii, 2, for an account of the
two forms of Brahman.

In the course of his commentary on this

text Sankara says: “Brahman or the supreme Self has but two forms,
through

the

superimposition of which by ignorance

supreme Brahman is defined or made conceivable.”

the formless
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[125]
3*H*f*fc =q

\

II

a ?}\^\

And also this Brahman has its disport in the senses and
has a mind which produces happiness alone.
enriched with peace.

It is fully

It is the immortal., the supreme.

The expression indr iya-Bramanam may be explained in two ways:
Brahman has his pleasure-ground or pastime in the senses, or the senses
have their delight in Brahman.

[126]

The preceptor Mahacamasya told the disciple:

"O

PracTnayogya, meditate on this Brahman in the manner
explained above."
The word pracinayoga means a person

who has made

himself

eligible for meditation after removing his sins by the observance of
nitya and naimittika karma (pracinaih nityanaimittika-karmabhih

durita-

ksaye satyupasanaycLm yogyah).

[127]

Again,

another

meditation

of that Brahman (i.e.,

Hiranyagarbha) in the form of Pahkta for obtaining unli¬
mited fruit is now explained in the
“The earth," etc.

text beginning with
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Verses (127) to (134) cover the seventh anuvaka of the Upanisad.
In the previous anuvdka meditation on Brahman in

the form of

Hiranyagarbha who is said to be manomaya, etc., was taught.

Such a

meditation on Brahman who is endowed with qualities not perceivable
by the eye is fit for those aspirants who are second-rate or middling
(madhyama),

The

Upanisad now proceeds to

teach in

the

seventh

anuvaka meditation on the same Hiranyagarbha as endowed with quali¬
ties perceptible to the eye with a view to help aspirants who are inferior
(mandamatinam upakardya).

[128 3
”\

q^:

-v

q^T

II

Since the world has been originated by

five factors,

Hiranyagarbha is, therefore, Pdhkta. Since Sruti says that
a sacrifice is a Pdhkta, it (i.e., Hiranyagarbha) is thus a
sacrifice.
The world is created out of the five elements

of matter such as

dkaia, and so it is a Pdhkta or a five-membered group.

Hiranyagarbha

or the World-soul yjagaddtma) who is the essence of the world, who is
the cause of the
effect

world, may

is non-different

from

be

regarded

as a Pdhkta, because the

the cause (karya-hdranayorabheda).

A

sacrifice is performed with five factors, viz., the sacrificer, his wife, his
son, divine wealth, and human wealth, and

so it is a Pdhkta.

Brhadaranyaka (I, iv, 17) says that sacrifice has five factors.

The

Hence,

Hiranyagarbha may also be regarded as a sacrifice (yajna).

[129]
qi^r^qf^q
*\

qq sifq: n
'o

Through the sacrifice thus effected in meditation, the
meditator attains to the state of Prajdpati who is the self
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of the three worlds. So in order to show that the uni¬
verse consists of the five-membered groups of objects, the
subsequent Sruti text is commenced.

[130]
-N

3TTFTI'ri

feTreTRflfeRcT: ||

The five-membered group of worlds has direction at
the end, and that of the deities has the stars at the end.
The five-membered group of elements has the Self at the
end. Because of the context, the word atma means Virdj.
Three groups, each of which consists of five objects, are mentioned
here.

The first is lokapahkta which consists of the earth,

the primary quarters,

and the intermediate quarters.

sky, heaven,
In this five-

membered group of worlds, "direction'' (i.e., the intermediate quarters)
comes as the last
fire, air, the sun,

member.

Devapctnkta is a group of five deities, viz.,

the moon, and the stars.

"stars" at the end-

The third group is bhutapankta consisting of water,

herbs, trees, space, and the Self.
the end.

In this group we have

In this group of five, "self” comes at

Since the context is about the elements, the word alma must

be understood as the cosmic gross body of Viraj.

[131]

The expression adhibhutam is used to imply the group
of five deities and the group of five worlds as well. Then
in the subsequent portion we shall explain (the three
groups of five each) with regard to the self.
The three groups of five each mentioned earlier relate to external
things comprehended by the notion "this” (idam).

The

three groups
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of five objects beginning with prana mentioned in the

next verse are

internal-, and they are comprehended by the notion “I” (aham).

They

relate to the aggregate of the physical body and the senses popularly
known as the self, and hence the expression adhyatman.

[132]
c1«fl I
=5RT%

II

The group of five vital airs has samdna at the end.
Likewise, the group of five sense-organs has the sense of
touch at the end. And the group of five material consti¬
tuents of the body has skin at the beginning. This much
(as stated) is said to be the universe.
The three groups of five objects each, which are internal, are
(1)

odyupatikta consisting of prana, vydna,

(2)

indriyapankta consisting of the eye, the ear, the mind, speech and

apana.

udana

and samdna-,

touch, and (3) dhatupdnkta consisting of skin, flesh, muscles, bones and
marrow.
The three fivefold groups of external things and the three fivefold
groups of internal things constitute the entire universe.

[

133]

qi^ci sir

^n

Intuiting that the whole universe consists of fivemembered groups of objects, the sage said that this (uni¬
verse) from Brahma down to the plant is Pdhkta and noth¬
ing else.

[
■\

134

]
%

’N
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Because of the similarity in number, by the groups of

five objects in respect of the self, the

meditator streng¬

thens the eniire external groups of five objects as identi¬
cal.
The general rule of meditation is that the lower or the inferior
object must be meditated upon as the higher or the superior.
Vydhrtyupasand, what is lower, viz.,

In the

the Vyahrti called Maha must be

medicated upon as the higher, viz..

Brahman.

.Likewise, the three

groups of five objects coming under adhydtmd must be meditated upon
as the three groups of five coming under adhibhv.ta; that is, the lower
individual factors must be looked upon as identical with the higher
cosmic factors.

[

135]

■s.

Meditation on Pranava which forms part of all medi¬
tations is now explained, since

it

is

the means

for

the

attainment of the two forms of Brahman.
Verses (135) to (142) cover the eighth

anuvaku of the TJpanisad

which teaches meditation on Pranava or Om.
meditated

upon as para as well

as apara

The latter must be

Brahman.

A person who

meditates on Om attains Brahman, para or apara, in accordance with
the kind of meditation he does.
Pranava forms part of all rites
Scripture.

and meditations

enjoined

by

Scripture-ordained actions are commenced by uttering the

syllable Om.

The Gita, (XVII, 24) says: “So with the utterance of Om

are the acts of sacrifice, gift, and austerity, as enjoined in

Scripture,

always begun by the students of Brahman (i.e., the Veda).”

Since Om

has been accepted with faith, any instruction on Brahman which is not
associated with it is net readily

accepted by

meditation on Pranava as Brahman,

the intellect.

Hence

the higher as well as the lower;

and this meditation is for the benefit of the highest class of spiritual
aspirants (ultamadhikarin).
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C

136

]

^qTt

^

l
II

SJT^ncRI

Since it is enjoined as the support (symbol) of the
higher and the lower Brahman (in other places), it alone
is enjoined here.
The Praina Upawsad (V, 2) says:

"That

which is the sound Om,

O Satyakama, is verily the higher and the lower Brahman. Therefore,
with this support alone does the wise man reach the one or the other.”

[

137]

cT^r qft

n

The sound Om has always to be held in mind as
Brahman.
The subsequent passage is commenced for
praising it.
The Upanisad speaks of Om as what is to be meditated upon when
it says omiti brahma.

It praises it in the sequel when

it says that

Om is, verily, a word of concurrence (omiti etat anukrtih), etc.

[138]
^mi
3#ISTTrnc3

I
II

It is proper to say that all is Om, since Sruti says “As
all leaves are held together by a stalk,” and also because
without the name the nameable does not exist.
The text quoted in the verse is from the Chandogya, II,

xxiii, 3.

Scripture declares that the syllable Om pervades all speech; and all that
is nameable (abhidheya) is dependent on the name (abhidhana) or the
sound (Sabda) which is the underlying principle.

Hence Om is all this.
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C 139 ]
3^3^ I

33 3?T31T33#3 =3 i)
The word cuukrtih means compliance.
In this sense
Om is used everywhere. Since by giving the direction,
"O AgnTdhra, make (the gods) hear,” they make them
recite, {Om is compliance).
The expression O Sravava contains the direction.

The priests who

perform the acts enjoined in the Yajur-veda give the direction to

the

Agnidhra; "O Agnidhra. make it known to the gods that an oblation
is ready to be offered.” By giving this direction, they make them
recite the mantra.

[

140]

3^tfa<33 =3^3 l
qor^sii^oit ^3^^3*3333^1 n
By uttering Om, the Brahma gives his assent to the
Rtvik (to begirt action). A Brahmana, when about to recite
the Veda, begins by uttering Om.
The priest who is well-versed in the Vedas and who supervises the
rite is called Brahma.

The Rtvik is a performing-priest.

[
OTisrinft

141-142
=3

]

^3331^313 ii

WTT 31

a

3151^33 5?

3313*313

II

(Thus uttering Om) with the resolve ‘‘May I acquire
Brahman (i.e., the Veda),” he attains the Veda. Or, the
word brahma means the supreme Self. Thus uttering Om
(with the resolve ‘‘May I attain the supreme Self”) he
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does attain it without any doubt.
Om as Brahman.
The word brahma is first of all used
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Hence, meditation on
in the

sense of the

Veda

and then in the sense of the supreme Self.
The main idea which is sought to be conveyed here is

that all

activities which are undertaken with the utterance of Om become
fruitful; and so one should meditate on Om as Brahman.

C143 ]
q^q

ii

Since the fruit of sovereignty can be attained by the
meditation alone as stated above, one may think that rites
are futile.
In order to show their usefulness, the next
section is commenced.
The ninth anuvaka of the
(150).

Upanisad is covered by verses (143)

to

It gives an account of the duties of the meditator (upasaka).

The latter who acts on the notion of duality (dvaita-bhava) thinks

that

he

that

is the agent, that there is an end to be attained by him, and

there is a means thereto.
enjoined by Scripture.

Such a person has to perform the rites

He should not neglect them thinking that the

fruit of sovereignty could be attained through the

upSsana

itself.

Obstructed by the sin whose existence is indicated by the neglect of
the Scripture-ordained duties, the upasana cannot produce the desired
result.

Hence

upasana, may

the utility of rites enjoined

be combined

by

Scripture.

While

with karma, it is not so in the case of

knowledge (jnana).

[

144

]

WqiqtstqzR §q qsjf

I
•s
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Svadhyaya means the study of the Veda. And the
other word (viz., pravacana) means the teaching of it. And
also the fires have to be consecrated and lighted up as
taught in Scripture for attaining the good. The agnihotra
sacrifice is also to be performed. The worship of the
guests has to be done.
The meanings of the words rta and satya have already

been

explained in verses (46) and (47).
Adhyayana is not the

blind recitation of the

Veda; but it is

the

study of the Veda knowing is meaning.
The offering cf oblation in the
the

attainment

of

the

good,

consecrated fires is conducive

viz..

Brahman-knowledge

to

through

purification of the mind (ciitasuddhi).

[

]

cT«n

II

Likewise, mdnusam which means social duty (such as
conducting marriage) has undoubtedly to be discharged.

[

146

]
Jl*qcTflT il

And good progeny should be begotten. Procreation
has to be done by sexual enjoyment in proper season.
Prajdtih here must be understood as the entering of the
son (into the householder’s order).

[

147]

33% 531’2%lfq 3% ^3 33FJci: I
^^1^3=33 % 5^3=3 3^3): ||
The study and the teaching of the Veda should bo done
with effort even by one who is engaged in all these duties.
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The mentioning of these two in each case is to convey this
idea.

[H8]

qq: !

ct^tt qepqqqRTi

qi^rqi: n

Since the comprehension of the meaning of the Veda
is not possible without the study of it, and since (the
increase of) dharma is not possible without the teaching of
the Veda, the two are mentioned in every case.

[ 149-150 J

3

qiqqqi

j

qqfaft gtegrrc q^jqrq f il
S^g^r qqq: W^A 3 q^TcFq: I
q^sq q^T*n%q: ||
^lltqiqqcrq^ qq ^ qq g

qq: ||

The sage RathTtara whose speech consists of truth has
said that truth alone must be uttered. Purus'ista’s son who
practised great austerity said that austerity alone must be
practised. The son of Mudgala declared that the study
and the teaching of the Veda alone must be done taking
proper effort by all eligible persons, for they alone consti¬
tute austerity.
The purpose of stating

the views of the different sages is

to

emphasize the importance of adhyayanal and pravacana and to inspire
special regard for them.

[151]

fMjq: 3^ qW>Rqi I
5pqr fq^feft

faq: II
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The subsequent section

beginning with \T am the

mover of the tree” is meant for recitation.

From that

(recitation) arises, indeed, purification of the mind.
The tenth anuvaka of the Upunisad covered by verses (15!) to (160)
gives us th& mantra for recitation (japa).

Recitation of the mantra leads

to purification of the mind which is necessary for the attainment of
knowledge.

[ 152 J

Because of the reason that there arises the right know¬
ledge in one whose mind is pure, the mantra portion of the

Veda that comes next is begun.
[ 153 ]

few SRTcT:

I

I am1 always the creator of this tree of samsara, of this
entire world which is subject to uprooting.
The word "I” (aham) here refers to the sage Trisanku, who realized
Brahman, who became Brahman.

[

154-155

sm
W ^TTSi

]

qfe^w^Hcr: ||

qfe^Fqjcl^q^T il

My fame is high like the top of a mountain. The word

urdhvam means the cause, viz.. Brahman; and it is pavitram
(i.e.,

purifying)

since

it

destroys

the

transmigratory

SIKSAVALT,!
existence.
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I who am'of this nature of Brahman

become

the pure supreme Brahman, the primal cause.
The word urdhva literally means high or above.

Here it refers to

Brahman which is the cause of the world, which transcends the world
of plurality, which is not touched by transmigration {samsdrdspr s tam).
Brahman is the purifier, because it destroys the transmioratory existence
through akhandakaravrtti-jnana generated

by the inti text.

When

thejlva is purified through the knowledge conveyed by the mahavakyc,
ii. becomes Brahman, the pure one, the primal source of substratum.

[156]

The word vdjam means food.
in the sun which is

Like the immortal Self

possessed of that

always remain svamrtam,

that is, the

(nectar-food),

I

supreme Brahman

in the intellect.
Many inti texts point out that the pure, immortal principle called
the Self (atmatattvam)
is in the sun.

which

is in the jiva is the same as that which

See, for instance,

the Taittinya text (II, viii, 5) which

says: "He that is here in the human person, and He that is there in
the sun, are one.”

In the third chapter of the

Chandogya

has been said that the solar sphere is sweet-honey,
several compartments,

eastern,

immortal essences of red, white,

western,

etc.,

Upanisad it

and that in its

there are stored

up

and other colours, constituting the

fruits of works, and that Vasus and other gods live upon these immor¬
tal food (karmaphalarupam vasvadi-devabhogyam-amrtamannam).

[157]
II
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Dravinam, it is said, means wealth. But it means here
It is savarcasam which means

the knowledge cf the Self.

effulgent; it gives the immortal fruit of liberation.
Wealth is of two kinds, human

and divine.

While gold, jewel,

etc., constitute human wealth. Brahman-knowledge is divine wealth.
Brahman-knowledge is effulgent inasmuch as it reveals the reality of
the Self (atmatattva-prakaiakatvat).

[

158]

Sill

I!

I am immortal, because I am free from decay.
statement, after the attainment

This

of Brahman-realization,

by Trisahku who became Brahman is, indeed,

the expre¬

ssion of the supreme saintly vision.
The entire mantra here is the statement of the sage Trisahku after
his attainment of Brahman-realization.

It is an

expression of the

fact that Trisahku, like Vamadeva, has attained the summum

bonum.

It shows what constitutes Self-realization.

[159]
srq:

^5f*t3 I

The recitation of this sacred mantra is the most ex¬
cellent means to the rise of Brahman-knowledge.

Hence,

a person who seeks liberation should recite it by remain¬
ing pure and with a concentrated

mind.

This idea (viz.,

that this mantra is for recitation) is arrived at, since it is
stated in the context of karma.
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The earlier and the subsequent sections

deal with karma.

The

present section, too, deals with karma in the form of recitation (japa),
for it contains the mantra which is intended for recitation.

[160]
sn£p?

pi^hi

The intuitive knowledge of the real which leads to
liberation dawns upon the spiritual aspirant who performs
the rites as enjoined in Srati and smrti texts for the sake of
the Lord.
It should not be thought that the recitation of the mantra alone
leads to Brahman-know ledge.

All Scripture-ordained duties which are

performed for the sake of /Svara as an

offering to Him and not

for the sake of any immediate fruit are conducive to the attainment of
Brahman-knowledge through citta-Suddhi.

[161

]

ftWi:

I
I!

The commencement of the Sruti text “Having taught
the Vedas” is to show that Scripture-enjoined rites have
to be performed before the rise of Self-knowledge. Indeed,

Sruti itself, as well as {smrti), instructs it.
The purport of the eleventh anuvaka is to show that obligatory and
occasional rites must be performed before the origination of Brahmanknowledge inasmuch as they are conducive to it.

There is, for instance,

the Brhadaranyaka text (IV, iv, 22) which says: “The Brahmanas seek
to know it through the study of the Vedas, sacrifices, charity...” In
the ninth anuvaka it was pointed out that Scripture-enjoined rites are
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useful for the attainment of Brahman-knowledge.

The exhortation

contained in this section is intended to show that the performance of
Scripture-enjoined rites is obligatory.
There are two aspects in respect of the injunction which enjoins
the performance of rites.

One is that obligatory and occasional rites

have to be performed (avaiyambhavena kartavyani).

The other

aspect

emphasizes that they have to be performed only prior to the origination
of Brahman-knowledge (purvameva kartavyani).
Verses (161) to (183) deal with the eleventh anuvaka.

[162]

The rites which will be stated here have to be done by
the spiritual

aspirant for the sake of the origination of

knowledge till Self-knowledge is attained.

[163]
^cT:

II

Since after the rise of Self-knowledge the end sought
after (viz., liberation) is achieved, and since liberation is
eternal, the ritual-section is futile.
Karma
ledge.
and

is a remote means to the attainment of Brahman-know-

The performance of karma leads to purification of the mind;

the latter is necessary for the rise of Brahman-knowledge.

attainment of Brahman-knowledge itself is liberation

which is

The
the

supreme end sought after by the spiritual aspirant. There is, therefore,
no need for karma after the rise of Brahman-knowledge.
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[ 164 ]

awRS^fSf^grsrq

I

STFta

f

il

Hence, Sruti, indeed, says that, only prior to Brahmanknowledge, karma must be performed by spiritual aspirants
for the sake of purification of the mind.

r 165 1

Earlier Sruti spoke about rta, etc., in order tc
the notion of futility (about them).

remove

Here they are stated

with a view to show that they have to be done by one who
seeks the rise of Self-knowledge.

[166]

Hcq
After

% II

teaching, the entire

Veda to the disciple with

solicitude, the most eminent teacher instructs him, indeed,,
thus: “Speak the truth.”

[ 167]

The wise who know the entire dharma lay down that
truth-speaking consists in uttering a sentence as it is known,
without a motive to do injury and without hypocrisy.
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[

168]

WTTftlfqferf: I
SW\i

m

I!

The wise say that dharma consists in the practice of

agnihotra, etc.

In the same way, do not be indifferent

towards the study of the Veda at any time.
The instruction contained in the two sentences "Speak the truth,”
and

“Practise dharma,” is so comprehensive as to include

all duties

enjoined in iruti and smrti.

[ 169]

3t5|T <?RR<5|*TT^

m

IrRFcTftR ii

Then, having given the teacher the offering, which he
desires reasonably,

and having

secured a wife, do

not

break the line of progeny.
[ 170]

?T ^ ^ffioWefiq I

Once again iruti speaks of truth-speaking with a view
to teach that one should never tell a lie, however small,
even in forgetfulness.

[171]

*qgl4

3rRt

||
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The remaining ones, too, have to be understood in the
same way. The subsequent portion whose meaning is clear
can be understood by itself, for it states what is well-known.
Explanation

for

what is stated subsequently

beginning from

"There should be no deviation from dharma” till "Let your guest be a
god unto you" is not given as it is well-known.

[

172]

^Tqfal ^Rcf: ||
Other actions besides those mentioned above
are practised by the wise and which

which

do not involve

any

suspicion of evil have to be performed by you with effort.

[ 173]

II
Those actions which are blameworthy and

which are

open to the suspicion of evil, though practised by the wise,
should never be done.

[174]

Our actions which are not opposed to Sruti and smrii
and which do not conflict with the practice of the wise
at any time should always be followed.
35
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.[175]

swnqqq fs ii
By the ottering of a seat you must remove the fatigue
of those Brahmanas who are well-versed in Scripture and
who are superior to us.
[ 176 ]

3T q qN ^sreirqqi i
cid -vhfTR^^ii^rq qi'T^Fiq qqiq^TJi
Or, in their discourses., you should not speak anything
in haste. Grasping the essence of what they say, you should
never thwart them, if ever you have the ability to do so.

[ 177-178 ]
f|

II

sftfq^tq^TqT
f*RT

%q =qi{q

?RT5q

f|qi |
cTqifq =q II

With reverence alone, indeed, should be given (what¬
ever is to be given) even to undeserving persons. It should
be given according to one’s prosperity. And also, it should
be given always with modesty. It should be given with
fear, and also with friendliness.
It is said in the Gita, (XVII, 28): "Whatever is sacrificed,
or done,

and

whatever

austerity is

practised, without

given,

reverence

(airaddhayS), it is called asat, O Partha; it is naught here or hereafter."
Gifts should be given with

faith,

according to one’s means,

modesty, with fear of the ruler or the public, and
occasions like marriage.

with

with friendliness in
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[

179-180

]

3% SIT

irfcrf^Flci II

^

-N.

3% sjt ta ^

!l

^?cF5TT 3#f5rSI^ spr^rsi: ^raqrsrf^TcTT: I
m\ $ m

^ il

If, while acting thus, there should be doubt, owing to
confusion of mind, with regard to the rites enjoined in Sruti
ana smrti texts and also with regard to customary duties,
you should behave in the same way alone in respect of
these rites and duties as those Brahmanas, who are able to
discern the subtle points, who are independent and also
well-versed, who are not cruel, who are free from passion,
would act in such matters.
Doubts are likely to arise with regard to
Sruti and smrti.

the instruction of both

For example, one may entertain a doubt whether the

offering of oblation should be made when the sun has risen or when it
has not yet risen, for iruti says one thing in one place (i.e., udite jukoti),
and another thing in a different place (i.e.,

anudite juhoti).

In cases of

doubt such as this, one must act following the wise who happen to live
there at that time, and who are really competent to decide as to the
real meaning of the scriptural t^xts.

[181]
cFTr

In the same way, as to those who are suspected to be
guilty of a blameworthy act, what has been stated above
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must be done.
Here ddefah must be understood
injunction. The advice is to the son and others.

as

The post-instruction given to the students by the preceptor begin¬
ning from satyam vada, dharmam earn,

etc., is, indeed, an injunction,

and so all the duties enjoined

here have to be done.

the instruction (upadeiah) with

which we are familiar in Itihdsa,

The advice or
etc.,

(such as the one given by Vyasa to suka) conveys the same idea which
has been stated here.

t 182]

The secret of all the Vedas is said to be Vedopanisnd.
This must be understood as the command of Isvara, the
supreme Self.
Satyam

vada,

etc.,

God and must be done.

taught

in iruti and smrti are

There is, for example,

enjoined by

the smrti text: "Sruti

and smrti are my own command/'

r i83]
I

SqifacM

Ml

Since this is so, this as stated above has to be meditated
upon (as what is to be done) and (then) should be per¬
formed by the righteous with effort.

[ 184-186]

stateI

ii

in
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gif i
cT^VjH-q^n^2?:

cTcT: ||

37R*r^ 3§lcH qWTR^cT: %^Fq^^rfcT II
The peace-chant is uttered with a view to remove the
ill-feeling which, in the mutual relation between the
teacher and the pupil, may have arisen from unworthy
act done unawares.
(There should not be any ill-feeling
between them, because) the knowledge imparted by the
teacher is fruitful when the mind of the teacher is tran¬
quil, for he is not different from iSvara. Since sruti says,
“That has protected me,” the peace-chant which occurs
again is intended for removing the future obstacles (in
the way of Brahman-knowledge which is going to be
taught); for Sruti (in the sequel) will teach the eternal
identity of the Self with Brahman.
‘f

In the first anuvaka of the SlksSvalll
a view to remove the obstacles in
lower knowledge (aparavidya).

there is an invocation with

the way of the attainment of the

In the beginning of the Brahmavalli

(Chapter II) there is, again, invocation, viz., “May Mitra be propitious
to us,” etc., ‘‘May he protect us both together," etc., with a view to
remove the obstacles in the way of Brahman-knowledge (brahma-vidya)
which is going to be taught in the next chapter called the Brahmavalli■
The disciple prays for, among other things, the absence of ill-feel¬
ing between him and the teacher.

There may be occasion for disple¬

asure due to unwitting lapses both on the part of the teacher and the
disciple in their mutual relation. It is the ardent prayer of the disciple
that there should not be any. occasion for
between them.

displeasure or ill-feeling
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There is no need for an invocation at this stage with regard to the

saguna-vidya which has been taught, for the latter has already produced
its effects.

This is obvious from the thanks-giving of the disciple as

stated in the twelfth anuvSka of the
"That has protected me.

JJpanisad.

The disciple says:

That has protected the teacher,” by way

of expressing his gratitude to Mitra, Varuna, and other gods for remov¬
ing the obstacles in the way cf saguna-vidya,.

So the invocation at the

commencement of the second chapter called the Brahmavalli is intended
for removing the obstacles in the way of attaining nirguna-vidya to be
taught in the following two chapters.

CHAPTER

II

BR4HMAVALLI
[i]
II

3?cf:^ cr'l^lcpq

Desire, etc., arise due to the ignorance of that (Brah¬
man). By knowing that (Brahman) freedom from desire
takes place. Hence the knowledge of the unity of Brah¬
man-Atman which destroys ignorance will be explained
in the sequel.
Saguna-vidya was

the theme of the previous chapter.

chapter as well as in the next

one, nirguna-vidya, i.e.,

In this

the know¬

ledge of Brahman which is free from attributes jand distinctions created
by limiting adjuncts will be explained.

[2]

Salutation to Brahman, the eternal consciousness,
which is present in the manifold things, which is not
known, which is the innermost Being, which is one and
immutable, and which is neither to be secured nor avoided.
Suresvara

offers

salutation

to

the

non-dual Brahman-Atman

with devotion and faith.
Brahman, the ultimate reality, is all-pervasive.

It is not known

through the ordinary means of knowledge like perception,
etc.

There is the Taittirlya text (II, ix, 1) which says:

inference,

"That from

which all speech along with the mind turns away, not having reached
it.’’ The Chandogya (VI, ii, 1) says that Being is "one only, without a
second." The SvetciSvatara Upanisad (VI, 19) speaks of it as that which
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is "without parts, without activity, tranquil." Since it is ail-pervasive,
it is not what is to be secured. Being one’s own Self, it cannot be given
up. It is the eternal Witness-self of all.

C3 ]

Meditations on the samhita, etc., explained in the
beginning are not opposed to rites. They are, indeed, for
attaining prosperity.
In the previous chapter,
dealt with.

meditations on the

These meditations

samhita,

etc., were

are conducive to the attainment of

prosperity (abhyudaya) alone; they cannot lead

to liberation (moksa).

Hence the commencement of this chapter which instructs on the know¬
ledge of Brahman that leads to liberation.

L 4]

By the support of the combination of karma and
updsana, the removal of ignorance which is the seed of all
evil cannot take place, since it (i e., ignorance) is the cause
of desire and action.
It may be argued that, though meditations by themselves cannot
lead to liberation, they can be the means to liberation in combination
with rites.

But this argument is not tenable.

desire (kama)

Avidya is the cause of

and action (karma), and so there is no conflict between

avidya and karma.

In other words,

combining karma and upasana.

avidya cannot be removed by

Knowledge alone which is opposed to

it can remove it.

[5]
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Hence for the sake of completely destroying the root
cause of bondage, the knowledge which brings out the
true nature of the existent Self is now well explained.

[5]
I!
A person who has become pure in mind by the per¬
formance of obligatory rites, etc., and who is free from
attachment to the fruits which have accrued in the waking
experience, in the same way as one is free from attachment
to the son, etc., seen in dream, (is eligible for knowledge).
A sannyasin who has a pure mind,

who is free from attachment,

and who has renounced all rites is eligible for the pursuit of Brahmanknowledge.

[7]

Knowing through perception. Scripture, and infer¬
ence that whatever fruit is obtained through karma is, in¬
deed, perishable', a person becomes free from attachment
to it, as (he is free from attachment) to hell.
The knowledge that whatever is produced by karma is perishable
helps a person who has a pure mind to be non-attached.

This know¬

ledge may be obtained through perception (pratyaksa), for we see very
often in our experience that objects which are produced perish.
may be obtained through inference (anumana) such as:

It

“This object

is perishable, for it is produced and whatever is produced is perishable.”
It may also be obtained through Scripture (agama); consider, for ins¬
tance, the Mundaka text (I, ii, 12) which says:

“Having scrutinised the

worlds won by works, let a Brahmana arrive at non-attachment.”
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[8]
tFpm

f| q^ci: II

That (state of liberation) which is devoid of all blemi¬
shes and which removes all desires appears to be unattain¬
ed only due to ignorance, for it (i.e., ignorance) is, indeed,
only in our experience.
Liberation (moksa) is eternal,

ever-existent.

If one

thinks that it

is what is to be attained, it is on account of avidya which conceals its
true nature.

Avidya which

appears to be

experience is not really established by

well-established in our

any pramctna.

Though it

is

prasiddha, it is not pramdna-siddka. And so it is removable by knowledge.

[9]
storeII
Since- knowledge, but not action, is competent to
destroy ignorance which makes it (i.e., moksa) unattained,
a person who has abandoned the means (viz., karma)
mentioned above is eligible for Self-knowledge.
Knowledge and ignorance are mutually repellent, but not action
and ignorance.
not by action.

Hence ignorance can be removed by knowledge, and
A sannyasin who has renounced all works and who has

the fourfold means of eligibility (sSdhana-catustaya) is the right person
to pursue Brahman-knowledge.

[

-

10-11

]

f| cp^re rere>:
rere WTspr^re rirei *rrei^ sift i

re

tifreftresifcRcfreT ll

n
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Renunciation alone is, verily, the best of all the means
to liberation.

Only by a person who has renounced ali,

that (Brahman) can be known.
attains

the

Self,

the

A person who renounces

supreme

abode.

(Smrii

says):

“Renounce dharma as well as adharma, and likewise the true
and the false.”
says:

In the same way, the Taltlinyd-iruti also

“Renunciation is Brahman.”

The Sruti

text which is quoted

here is from

the Mahdnarayana

Upanisad, XXI, 2.

[

12

]
*\

SI^cT I!
Hence, knowing that all works which are means lead
to perishable results., a person, equipped with the renuncia¬
tion of works, seeks to attain Self-knowledge.

[13]

tJef h

ta |)

If origination, etc., are ever-existent (in liberation), of
what use is action there? If they are never existent there,
pray tell, what is the use of action in this regard?
This verse brings out the futility of action in respect of liberation.
The result of karma must be one of these four,
attainment, (3) transformation,

viz., (1) origination, (2)

and (4) purification.

these is ever-existent in liberation, karma is not

If any one

required therefor.

of
If,

on the contrary, none of them is possible at any time in liberation,
karma has to be ruled out as
liberation.

there is no scope for it in respect

of
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[ H]

3<q=?qr|t 3 q^qq Igqiqqq^ I

q*qq

qqt w n

But a thing which is capable uf being produced, etc.,
needs only a cause (for its origination, etc.).
For that
alone, there is the need of action, in the same way as clay
(needs action) for the production of a pot.

C 15 ]

fq-q q qqq q*q q?q

m

fq^jcTqr i

q q*q fqiqqFI^' ^qiqT^Tqtfa !!
That which never comes into existence like the skyflower or that which is ever-existent like ether can never
be produced by an act.
[ 16]

q^sqqr q

I

q qFRq nqiq^sfcq^ II
Since the end is known, it is not enjoined as what is to
be achieved. The performance of a sacrifice, too, (is not
enjoined), since it is painful. The means, indeed, is made
known by (Scripture).
The Mimamsaka argues that the ritual section (karma-kanda) of
the Veda has validity inasmuch as it enjoins the performance
In

the same way,

the knowledge section yjnana-kanda) has

since it enjoins the practice of meditation.

of karma.
validity

There is, for instance, the

Brhadaranyaka text (II, iv, 5):

"The Self should be realized — should

be heard of, reflected on, and

meditated upon.” If so, it is wrong to

say, the Mimamsaka contends, that only a person who has renounced
all works is eligible for Brahman-knowledge.

brahmavalli
This argument is wrong.
in the karma-kanda.
What is it that
cannot

be

There is no scope for injunction even

and svarga are related as means and end.

is enjoined

the end,

already known

Yaga
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Is it the end or the means?

It

for heaven which a person desires as an end

here?

is

to him without any injunction.

Nor

can it be the

means, for the performance ofy3ga is painful; it cannot

be the case

that Scripture which has man’s happiness in view compels him to do
what is painful.
Scripture purports to reveal
f&stram).

what is not known (ajnaiaj"Spakam

That yaga is the means to svarga is not known by ps.

The

ritual section makes known to us that the cne is the means to the
other.

In the same way, the

difference of Brahman and

Upanisad makes known

to us the non-

Atman; here also there is

no scope for

injunction.

[

17]

The declaration “Crave to know that (Brahman)
well” prompts (a person) towards Brahman-knowledge.
And, the Sruti text “That from which-.” states the defini¬
tion of Brahman which we desire to know.
If there is no scope for injunction both

in the ritual and know¬

ledge sections of the Veda, what is it that prompts a person to perform
a certain action or to pursue knowledge?
motivatory force in both the cases.

It is desire that provides the

A person who

has

the desire to

know Brahman pursues Brahman-knowledge in the same way as one
who has a desire for heaven performs the appropriate sacrifice.

That

is why the text which occurs in the sequel says: "Crave to know
(Brahman) well.”

that

(Bhrguvalll, first anuvaka)

Brahman which is sought to be known may be defined by means
of its accidental
(svarupa-laksana).

attributes (tatastha-laksana) and its essential nature
The

Sruti text (Bhrguvalll, first

anuvaka)

“That
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from which
jayante)

al! beings are born.”

contains

the twofold

maintenance,

and dissolution of world

of Brahman,

while

essential

nature.

existence,

(yato va imAni bhutani

definition of Brahman.

Creation,

are the accidental attributes

consciousness, and bliss constitute its

The word yatah in the text

mentioned above i?

interpreted as containing the svariipa-iaksana of Brahman.

C

18

]

The means of knowing Brahman consists, indeed, in
abandoning one after another (the different sheaths such as
the annamayakoka), in rejecting the instruments of action,
etc., and in passing through the sheaths inside.
One

must give up action, the instruments of action, etc., which

involve duality, and proceed inward to the Self by rejecting annamayakoSa, pranamaya-koSa, etc., as not-Self.

[19]

q'fTI

I

va

siSTiq ||
The fruit is conceived by the person, who longs for it
due to the desire caused by ignorance, (as something
limited and as what is yet to be attained).
Its restatement
(by the kruti text) is to make him pursue (knowledge) for
attaining the unlimited fruit.
This

verse explains why

the Sruti

text brahmavid dpnoti par am

even at the outset refers to the fruit which accrues to the knower of
Brahman.
There are nine anuvakas in the Brahmavalli.

A detailed explana¬

tion of the first anuvaka starts from this verse onwards till verse (256).
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[20]
S^rETfo q^t nmiSRP-TR:

||

Since the rites mentioned earlier (in the ritual section)
yield, indeed, to the doer a fruit which is not-Self, a person
(who desires liberation) dees not, therefore, proceed in a
different way.
The performance of karma as taught in the ritual section leads to
a fruit such as heaven which is different from the Self and which is
perishable.
karma.

Liberation is

not what is to be accomplished through

A seeker after liberation will not proceed in the direction of

karma, but will pursue Brahman-knowledge.

[21]
srfqwn tfiqqiqta'
S3

^

'\

fqtjwicr: i

Realizing that a fruit which is accomplished through
a means is perishable, a person who has no desire for it
longs for the highest fruit (viz., liberation) which is diffe¬
rent from the inferior fruit (of karma), because avidya, the
cause of desire, is not destroyed.

[22]
511^ q^fq^UTtfoT Slfr:

it

By way of leading (the aspirant) towards the inward
Self,

Scripture

utters

the

knower of Brahman attains

means-end-statement,

“The

the highest,” with a view to

the attainment of what is quite the contrary.
The Sruti text brahmavid apnoti param states aphoristically both the
means and the end.

It says that knowledge is the means to liberation
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which is the end.

Though

mok.$a which is eternal,
logical

device with a

means-end relation is not applicable to

Scripture adopts this procedure as a methodo¬
view to initiate

the spiritual

aspirant into

Brahman-know ledge.

[23]

fwi 3

tq$* i

Just as a mother prompts a child by saying, "Dear
child, drink the medicine with faith: your hair will grow,”
so also Scripture prompts a person with a view to the
attainment ol liberation, net attainable through any means
(other than knowledge).

[24]

The thought of defect in this (liberation) which may
arise on account of means-end relation is destroyed being
burnt by the fire of knowledge that Brahman is one.
It may be argued that, since whatever is accomplished is perish¬
able, liberation, too, inasmuch as it is accomplished through know¬
ledge is transitory.

But this argument is wrong.

The

category of

means-end relation is applicable only in the state of ignorance. Libera¬
tion consists in realizing the true nature of Brahman-Atman. Brahman,
the ultimate reality, is one and non-dual; it transcends the means-end
relation.

It is neither a means to an end, nor an end to be accomp¬

lished through a means,

for there is no second to Brahman.

If it is

thought that Brahman is what is accomplished through knowledge, it
is because of ignorance.

Though Brahman is eternal

and is ever-

attained, it appears as what is to be attained due to ignorance. When
there

arises

Brahman-knowledge,

ignorance

gets

removed;

when

ignorance which suppresses the true and projects the false is removed,
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release is said to be attained by the knower of the truth.

For brakmcL-

prapti or release what is needed is the knowledge of the truth,

viz.,

that the jiva is essentially of the nature of the eternal, free, self-lumi¬
nous, non-dual Brahman.

Release,

therefore, signifies the realization

of what is ever-existent, and not the accomplishment of anything new.
The

Chandogya text (VIII,

in one’s own form.

iii, 4) characterizes liberation as remaining

If the knovver of the truth accomplishes anything

new, if the jfra attains a new form which it did not have already, it is
absurd to say that liberation consists in remaining in one’s own form.
One’s own form is not to be attained; and what is attained or reached
will not be one’s own form.

[25]

JiT 4^gfq ft

WQ I

ffa

fw *&=ni

This inborn desire (of every one), “Let me not have
even an atom of misery, and let me always be only happy,”
can take place only if there is this object (of desire, viz.,
liberation).
It may be argued that there is no such thing as liberation, and
that the desire for liberation
argument

is untenable.

objects is evanescent.
happiness all the time.

must, therefore,

The

be ruled out.

This

pleasure derived from the sensuous

But everyone desires happiness and nothing but
Such a spontaneous desire for eternal

happi¬

ness can be accounted for only if it is admitted, that there is the state
of liberation which is eternal bliss.

' [ 26 ]

3?^Tcrct$T^qtsfq

i

Even though the nature of liberation is not known, a
person with his mind burning with the desire mentioned
above, and filled with the fear of bondage, endeavours for
liberation.

2^0
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[27]
C

^frrf^f^l^Tr-TtcfT^Tf <R*
s3

\3

||
^

Since the end to be attained is everywhere the cause of
activity, Scripture declares that “the knower of Brahman
attains (the highest)” with a view to kind'e desire (for
Brahman-knowledge) in the person.

[28 ]

J5raaii§

\

qcrt ^rl «fMN*T?TNrT II
Moved by the hook of the fruit declared in the Sruti
text, a person resorts to the hearing of the text, etc.,
because knowledge can be acquired through them. Scrip¬
ture also has declared thus.
A spiritual aspirant who fulfils the fourfold requirement of eligi¬
bility shall resort to the hearing of the texts (Sravana) followed by
reflection (manana) and meditation (nididhyasana) which are considered
to be

the

principal

Brahman-knowledge.
5),

proximate

means (mukhya-antaranga-sadhana) to

Commenting on the Brhaddranyaka

text (II, iv,

“The Self should be realized — should be heard of, reflected on,

and meditated upon,”

Sankara says that the Self should first be heard

of from a teacher and from Scripture, then reflected on through reason¬
ing and then steadfastly meditated upon.

He adds: “Thus only is

the Self.realized when these means viz., hearing, reflection, and medi¬
tation, have been gone through. When these three are combined, then
only true realization of the unity of Brahman is accomplished, not
otherwise — by hearing alone."

[29]

^ SqteR 2?R1tI^SUcT: sreftllcl ||
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Since there is no activity here whatsoever, whether
secular or scriptural, without (the thought of) the result,
the latter alone induces activity.
There is no distinction between secular and scriptural activities in
respect of the motivatory factor.
in

secular matters

a

person is

It should not be thought that, while
moved

by the

thought

of the

result

(prayojanam), in scriptural matters he proceeds to do certain actions
because he is enjoined

If a person begins to do a karma as

to do so.

taught in Scripture, it is because of the result which he wants to attain
thereby, and not because of the scriptural injunction.

[

30 1

^

n

Brahmavid, that is, a person who knows Brahman
attains the Supreme. That Brahman which is of the nature
of existence, etc., will be clearly explained by Sruti (in the
sequel)

[31

]

-v

"\

The fruit is stated in the words "attains the Supreme”;
the attainer of the fruit is spoken of as "the knower of
Brahman.” From what is conveyed by this sentence it
follows that Brahman-knowledge is the means to the attain¬
ment of the Supreme.

[32]
*cjjf
qrnii

I
II
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Just as a sacrificer has to attain heaven by means of
agnihctra, so also the kncwer of Brahman has to attain the

Supreme by means of Brahman-knowledge,
[33]

mm q* armi

I

f| *Fq*q

qq: I!

Here (in the text Brahmavid dpnoti param) Brahman
alone is meant by the word “supreme” (param). Brahmanknowledge cannot be a means to the attainment of some¬
thing else; for the knowledge of one thing cannot, indeed,
anywhere be the means to the attainment of something else.
[34]

qqi n

wM
*qi?3FRqq

II

Attainment is possible in the case of that which
is limited by space, time, etc., involving duality. How is
that possible in the case of Brahman which is not limited
by space, time, etc,.? The answer is that though (Brahman
is) all-pervasive, it is non-attained due to ignorance, like
the tenth man.
Brahman, it may be argued, is not an object of attainment.

One

can attain an object which is limited by space, time, and other objects.
But Brahman is all-pervasive, eternal, and the Self of all; and so it is
not limited by space, time, and other

objects,

It may, therefore, be

objected that Brahman cannot be an object of attainment.
It is true that attainment in the literal sense of the term is not
possible in the case of Brahman,
figurative (aupacarika).

The attainment here is not real, but

Consider the case of a person who wrongly

thinks, due to ignorance, that the tenth man is missing, though he
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happens to be that tenth man.

When his ignorance is removed, there

is the “attainment” of the tenth man.

In the same way, on account

of ignorance Brahman is not attained; and when ignorance is removed
it appears as if Brahman is attained though the truth is that it is
always ever-attained.

So the attainment of Brahman is not real, but

only figurative.
[35]

Ip#

II

Indeed, owing to the erroneous cognition of the five
sheaths such as the annamaya-kosa as "I am (that),” (there
is non-attainment of Brahman).
[36]

Just as from the knowledge that “I am the tenth,”
the tenth man is attained through the destruction of
ignorance, so also there is the attainment of Brahman
through the destruction of ignorance.
The non-attainment of Brahman is due to ignorance,

and its

attainment is by means of knowledge.
[37]

snu*

11

Since the word brahma will be understood in the secon¬
dary sense so long as the knower, the known, etc., are
admitted to be different from Brahman, the knower, the
known, etc., must be viewed as non-different from Brah¬
man with a view to get the primary sense (of the word
brahma).
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If the attainment of Brahman is real, Brahman cannot be infinite,

great which is, indeed, the primary meaning of the word brahma.

In

that case we nmy have to adopt the secondary sense by giving up the
primary meaning.

If we are to retain the primary sense, then. Brah¬

man must be understood as one and non-dual, as free from distinctions
such as the knower, the known, etc.

It follows, therefore, that Brah¬

man appears to be different from the knower due to ignorance,

and

that it is attained through knowledge when ignorance is removed

In

short, the attainment of Brahman is only figurative.

[38]

There is, therefore, no need for an injunction at all,
as there is (the need) in the state of duality (based on igno¬
rance) inasmuch as here (when Brahman-knowledge is
attained) the evil (viz., bondage) gets removed by the mere
destruction of ignorance, (in the same way as a sick man
becomes his normal self) on the destruction of the disease.
That the attainment of Brahman is real and not figurative may be
argued in a different way.
to this argument,

Even the knower of Brahman, according

is enjoined

to practise meditation on Brahman

(brahma-dhyana) with a view to attain Brahman. Just as the attainment
of heaven (svarga) through the performance of sacrifice is real, so also
the attainment of Brahman through the practice of meditation, it may
be contended, is real.
This argument is wrong as it is based on a misunderstanding of
the nature of Brahman-knowledge.

There is scope for injunction so

long as avidya persists giving rise to distinctions such as the knower and
the known.

But when Brahman-knowledge arises, ignorance is des¬

troyed; and along with ignorance, its effect, viz., bondage, also gets
removed.

There is, therefore, no need for the practice of meditation

on the part of the knower of Brahman (brahmavid), one in whom
Brahman-knowledge has dawned.

It means that there is no scope for
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injunction once Brahman-knowledge has taken place.

Moksa, accord¬

ing to Advaita, is remaining in one’s own state (svarupavastka-laksanomoksah).

Just as a person remains in his normal condition when the

ailment he is suffering from is removed, so also the jlva remains in its
own state as the ever-free, self-luminous Brahman when avidyd, as well
as its effect, is removed.

[39]
^cTFSWTTfcfif

!

A person who invests the inward Self with agency and
then wishes to attain the Self which is not an agent is like
one who, suffering from cold and seeking for fire, approa¬
ches a fire-demon.
The Self by its very nature is free from agency, etc.

Treating it

as an agent in the real sense, one cannot realize it as a non-agent.
attempt to realize the Self which is free from agency, etc., by

The

means

of meditation which involves distinctions such as agency will not only be
futile, but will also strengthen the clutches of bondage.

[40]
fsRT
ScTKSFW sft

% 35*^ I
II

If it were the case that a person who has the notion
“I am the agent” should attain the realization to the effect
“I am this Brahman,” pray tell, what is the cause
of its non-attainment? There is, indeed, no other cause
than ignorance.
It is impossible to realize the Self which is neither an agent nor an
enjoyer by knowing it as an agent and an enjoyer in the real sense.
Consider the case of a person who looks upon the Self all the time,
excepting when he is in the state of deep sleep, as an agent and an
enjoyer.

In spite of the fact that he has such a knowledge all the
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time except in the state of deep sleep, he has not realized Brahman.
There is no other cause for his non-realization than his ignorance of the
true nature of the Self as devoid of agency, etc.

[41 J

Therefore th~ immutable inward Self, which is an
agent due to *he association of ignorance, is taught (by
Scripture) by sublating ignorance and its evil effects.
[42]

sir-

i
<K\\\

cTT

A person, indeed, attains the Supreme by sublating
the cognition of the universal, etc., based on the agency
of the knower, through the knowledge of the inward Self.
Every cognition, whether it is of a universal (samanya) or a parti,
cular (yiSesc), is obtained
organ (antahkarana).

through

the modification of the internal

Agency (kartrtvam) and cognizership (jnatrtvam)

are the attributes of the internal organ and not of the Self or the ‘I’
which is immutable and which is free from attributes.

As a result of

the superimposition (adhyasa) of the nature of the internal organ on
that of the Self, a person says: "I am the agent,” "I am the cognizer.”
The attainment of the Supreme, the highest good, which is liberation,
consists in the removal of the cognition of the various objects such as
the universal, etc., which are not-Self by the immutable knowledge
(kutastha-drsti) which is Brahman-Atman.
[43]
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Since this statement at the beginning expresses aphori¬
stically the purport of the entire Anandavallt, (the subse¬
quent) Rg mantra which brings out its meaning clearly is
uttered.
So far the meaning of the. Sruti text brahmavid apnoti param, which
is very brief, has been explained.

Since the text speaks about

knower of Brahman”, it is necessary to know what Brahman is.

"the
What

follows in the sequel sets forth the nature of Brahman.

[

44

]

As in the expressions, “blue lily”, “red lily,” and so on,
the four words, viz., real, etc., are in the same case,
because they are related as attribute and substantive.
The

Upanisad defines Brahman

(j'nanam), and infinite (anantam).

as

real

{satyam),

knowledge

Here all the four words are in the

same case, referring to one and the same thing. While the words satyam
jnSnam and anantam are attributes, the word brahma is the substantive.

[«]

Inasmuch as Brahman, being the thing to be known,
is intended as the principal, it is, therefore, to be under¬
stood as the substantive.
The words other than that are
attributes.
[46]

q*
38

qgi

ii
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Just as the words “blue,” “big,” and “fragrant” by
qualifying lily are in co-ordinate relation, so also the
words “real”, etc., by qualifying the supreme Brahman
are in co-ordinate relation.

[47]
(jsf

|

II
Being thus qualified by words such as "real". Brah¬
man stands distinguished from all other substances quali¬
fied by attributes opposed to its own.
The three attributes, viz., real, knowledge, and infinite, serve to
distinguish Brahman from all other things which are unreal (anrta),
insentient (acetana), and finite (paricchinna).

[48]
T=I

I

^I^HqaRtnicl II
As in the case of “blue lily”, etc., Brahman is ascer¬
tained by distinguishing it from others. When it is thus
distinguished, it can be said to be known, and not other¬
wise since it is not ascertained (through differentiation).
When we say, for example, that a particular lily is blue, it serves
to differentiate that flower from other lilies which are red, etc.

A blue

lily is said to be known only when it is known as distinguished from
the red lily, etc.

This is the case with regard to everything.

It may

be said in a general way that a thing is said to be known only when
it is known as distinguished from all else.

[49]

5jf|

||
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If an object is different (from others of the same class)
it can be a substance qualified by attributes. But, here,
since there is no other Brahman, pray, tell, how can it be
the qualified?
An objection against the explanation of Brahman as the qualified
and satyam, etc., as attributes is stated in this verse.

Cue object can be distinguished from others of the same class by
means of attributes which qualify it.

A

particular lily can be distin¬

guished from other lilies by using attributes such as blue, red, etc. But
that is not possible, it is argued, in the case of Brahman which is said
to be one and non-dual.

Unlike

guished from the red lily, etc.,

the blue

lily

which can be

distin¬

there is no other Brahman from which

it has to be distinguished by means of attributes.

If so, how can it be

the qualified?

[50J

If there is attribute-substantive relation, the defect
(mentioned above) will arise. Let there be the defineddefinition relation. In this (explanation) there is not even
a trace of defect.
The objection stated in the previous verse is answered

here.

The

words satyam, jnanam and anantam have heen used in the defining sense
and not in the qualifying sense; and so Brahman is the defined (laksya)
and "real", etc., state the definition (laksa r,a) of Brahman.

[51]
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Here, that is said to be an attribute which, abiding in
a heterogeneous object (which belongs to a class of many
similar objects) and coinhering in the object it qualifies,
distinguishes it from others of the same class.
The relation that obtains between the definition and the thing
defined is different from that which obtains between the attribute and
the thing qualified.
(visesana),

This calls for an explanation ot (1) an attribute

(2) a substantive (viSesya),

(3) definition (laksana),

and

(4) the thing defined (laksya).
An attribute is that which distinguishes an object which it qualifies
from others of its own class (samanajatiySt-vyavartakam viiesanam).

[52]

A substantive is said to be that which is in association
with the universal and other features, and which possesses
many qualities which are present in

some and absent in

others.
Every object has many specific qualities (viiesa-dharmSh) in addi¬
tion to the universal or the class characteristic (sSmanya-dharma). Take
the

case of a lily which

is blue.

It is characterized by liliness

(utpalatvam) which it has in common with other lilies.

It has also

certain specific or particular qualities such as the blue colour, which
distinguishes it from other lilies which are red, white, and so on.

So a

specific quality, e-g., the blue colour of a lily, is present in some, but
absent in others.

If every lily were characterized by the blue colour,

the latter would cease to be a specific quality, and

the object also

would cease to be a substantive in the absence of a specific quality to
qualify it.

So a substantive (vitesya) is that which is distinguished

only from other objects of its
viSesyam).

own class (sajatiyamatrat-vyavartitam
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[53]

3#qnH

II

A definition of an object is that which isolates all other
things from the thing defined, i.e., which causes the diffe¬
rentiating knowledge in respect of the defined, and which
is related to the defined (through identity).
A definition (laksana) distinguishes the thing defined from every¬
thing else, from

the objects of its own and other classes {sajcttlyadvija-

ityacca sarvasmadvyavartakam laksanam).
[54]

Here, the defined is said to be that which, through its
definition which is one, is distinguished from other objects
of its own class, as also of other classes which are opposed to
it.
A thing is said to be the defined (laksya) when it is marked ofif
from all else by its definition

(svalaksanena sarvasmadvyavartitam yattal-

lakfyam).
[55]

The words, satyam, etc., are unrelated with one another
because they subserve something else.

Hence, each

of

them is related with the substantive.
It was stated in verse (50) that the words satyam, etc., have been
used in the defining and not in the qualifying

sense.

It is now argued
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that the explanation of the text in terms of attribute-substantive relation
is equally tenable.
The words satyam, jnar.am,

and

anantam

have their purport in

Brahman which is the chief object of knowledge.
mutual expectancy among these words.

And also there is no

Each of them is independent

of others, and is directly related to Brahman.

Thus we get: satyam

biahma (Brahman is the real), jnUnam brahma (Brahman is knowledge),
and

anaatam brahma (Brahman is infinite).

Being thus related to the

word “Brahman” which is the substantiv e, they serve to distinguish it
from what is not real, what is insentient, and what is finite.
[56]

That is real which never attains another form diffe¬
rent from that in which it has been once known.

Hence

it is different from effect.
A thing is said to be real when it does not change the nature
which is ascertained to be its own.

Consider the case of clay.

The

nature which is ascertained to be its own does not undergo any change.
But it is quite different in the case of the objects made of clay. What is
known as a pot at one time
sherds.

may be seen later on in the form of pot¬

A pot which is an effect is a mutable thing. The form in

which it is known does not remain the same, and so pot and other
objects which are produced, which are modifications, are unreal. That
is why the Chandogya text (VI, i, 4) says, by way of illustration, that
the clay

alone is real,

so on are unreal.

and

Since

that the

modifications such as pot,

and

Brahman is real, it is different from things

which are produced (k,U,rya-vilak$anam).
[57]
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Here

(in that case)

kinds of modifications
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Brahman which is free from all

assumes the nature of cause,

and

thereby becomes insentient.
This verse states an objection.

It may be argued that, if Brahman

is other than effect, it has to be treated

as cause (karana) and also as

insentient ( jaeja) like clay.

[58]

With a view to remove the two defects, it is said that
Brahman is knowledge.

Since the word “knowledge” is

used in different meanings, what is the meaning in which
it is used here?
The word jnana, which qualifies Brahman, is intended to show
that Brahman is neither the cause nor insentient.
The word jnana may be derived in four ways conveying the sense
of (1) the knower, the agent of the act of knowing,
jnanam,

i.e., jetnati iti

(2) the object known, i.e., jnHyate iti jnanam, (3) the instru¬

ment of knowledge, i.e., jnayate anena iti jnanam, and (4) knowledge,
i.e., jhaptiriti jnanam.

If so, it may be asked,

which of these is meant

when it is said jnanam brahma?

[59]
smwr

q*f?F?FF#T =q
?qFqJFqqT

|
II

Since it is used as an attribute of Brahman and since
it goes along with the word “infinite”, it is proper to say
that the word jnana means knowledge; otherwise, it is open
to objection.
If the word jnana

which qualifies Brahman is derived in any

other sense than that of knowledge itself (jnaptih, avabodhah), Brahman
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will cease to be infinite.

If, for example, we derive it in the sense of

the knower and apply it to Brahman, the latter, as the knower,
becomes delimited by the known as well as by

knowledge. So it

must be explained in such a way that it accords with the meaning of
the word "infinite” (anantam) with which it is used to qualify Brahman.
The only derivation which will be tenable in the context is that which
conveys the sense of knowledge itself.

[60]

Therefore, knowledge which is real as well as infinite
is here understood. Because of this reasoning, the abstract
notion of the verb (i.e., knowledge itself) will hold good.

[61]

cm i
•v

From the expression, "Brahman is knowledge," it (i.e.,
Brahman) may be thought of as finite, because empirical
knowledge is, indeed, associated with finitude.
Empirical knowledge is momentary (kqanika) and therefore limit¬
ed.

If Brahman is said to be of the nature of knowledge, it will

follow, it may be argued, that it is finite.

[62]

3Ftt: eta

n

So in order to deny that (objection), the word "infinite"
is used. The word antah means limit, and also a fixed
measure; and its opposite is infinitude.
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The objection stated in the previous verse is now answered.

The cognition of an empirical object obtained through the modifi¬
cation of the mental mode (antahkaranavi-it-i) is finite. But Brahman
which is of the nature of knowledge is immutable (kutastha).
not vrtti-jnSna, but svarnpa-jiiana.

It is

It is infinite (anantn) inasmuch as

it transcends the limitations of space, time, and object.
[63]

h cTci^ H
If it be said that the sentence conveys the sense of a
non-entity, since,

the scope of the words

"real",

etc.,

comes to an end after negating the unreal, etc., and since
Brahman is not known, it is not so.
It may be argued that the sentence, “Brahman is real, knowledge,
and infinite,” does not set forth the nature of Brahman.

Each one

of the words in the sentence is meant only for negating something. The
word satyarn negates what is unreal; the word jnanam negates what is
insentient; and

the word anantam

words are not intended

negates what is finite.

So

to reveal the nature of Brahman.

these
Nor is

Brahman known through any other source of knowledge such as per¬
ception.

If so, the sentence

has to be explained, according to this

argument, as having its purport in a non-entity, a void (itinya) and
not in Brahman.
The untenability of this argument is shown in verses (64) to (69).
[64]

An illusion which does not rest on a real substratum
is nowhere seen. Hence, all illusions are based only on the
real.
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An illusion cannot take place in the absence of a substratum.

In

the case of the rope-snake illusion, the rope which is in front is the
substratum for the illusion to arise.
a snake.

It is the rope that is mistaken for

Brahman is the substratum on which the pluralistic universe

which is unreal, insentient, and finite is superimposed.

Through the

negation of the unreal, etc., the text intends to teach that Brahman is
the reality ( pararaarlha-vastu) lying at the basis of the illusory manifes¬
tation of the whole universe.
and not in a void.

So the text has its purport in Brahman

Brahman which is the substratum for the appear¬

ance of the world is not a void (niradhislk.ana-bhram.asya aprasiddhatvat na
brahman ah Siinyatvcm.)

[65

]

From a word such as “lily,” the cognition of the wordsense takes place to us.

It is not competent to convey the

cognition of the absence of a thing, which is the meaning
of a sentence.
It was stated earlier that the words “real,'' etc., serve to negate
the unreal, etc. Though this explanation has been offered to start with,
it is not strictly speaking tenable.
sense and not a sentence-sense.

A word can convey

only a word-

From the word “lily” we get the cog¬

nition of the object denoted by the word, and not the cognition that it
is not lily (nedam

utpalam).

The latter can be conveyed only

sentence, i e., by a group of words, and not by one word.

by

a

Similarly

the cognition that Brahman is not unreal, which is the import of a
sentence, cannot be conveyed by the word “real.”

It should, there¬

fore, be said that the words satyam, etc-, convey respectively the sense
of the reality (paramarthatva), of the self-luminosity (svayamprabhalva),
and of the fullness ( pUrnatva) of Brahman.
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f| ErcNTrTfgstfsH: i
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After knowing the word-sense from the word, a person,
indeed, later on knows the absence of the opposite, because
of their mutual opposition, as in the case of the destroyed
and the destroyer.
From the presence of rats in a particular place a person
absence of their enemy,
destroyed

and

viz., the cat,

the destroyer.

In

meaning of the words “real”,
unreality,

etc., in Brahman.

as contradictories.
same time.

the

etc., a

because they
same

infers the

are related as the

way, after

grasping

Since reality ^nd unreality are

Brahman cannot be

both

real and

the

Since it is known through the given word that Brahman is
absence of unreality in Brahman.

the stoutness of a

who is known

reality

of

related

unreal at

real, one. can postulate the

accounted

the

person presumes the absence

person

for unless

of Brahman

absence of unreality

we

suppose

cannot be
in it

fast

that he eats

accounted

That

to

by

day

Just

as

cannot

be

at night, so

also the

for unless we suppose

Brahman is

not unreal,

the

etc., is not

known through Sabda, but only through postulation (arlhapatti).

[67]

I

The relation (of identity) between the attribute and
the substantive is first of all known from the sentence.

But

the absence (of the unreal, etc.,) is known from some other
source of knowledge, and not from the sentence.
The
relation

two
are

words

satyam brahma which are placed in

related as attribute

and substantive.

co-ordinate

The relation

that
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obtains between

them is one of identity (tadatmya-sanzbzndha), and so it

is known, in the first instance, from iabda that Brahman is real.

That

Brahman is not unreal, which is known subsequently through postula¬
tion, cannot itself be the meaning of the verbal testimony (iabda),
that is the meaning of a sentence,

for

which is not otherwise obtained

(ananyalabhyah iabdarlkah).
Since the sentence conveys the sense that Brahman is real, know¬
ledge, and infinite, it is wrong to say

that it has its purport in a void

or a non-entity.

[68]

The cognition of the blue colour does not arise leaving
out the thing which has the blue colour.

In the same way,

the cognition of the substantive, too, does not arise leav¬
ing out the attribute.

,

✓

To know a substantive is to know it as possessing a certain attri¬
bute, and

to know a certain

attribute is to

substantive of which it is the attribute.
the other, because the

two are

satyam, etc., which cannot

know it along with the

To know the one is to know

correlatives.

Therefore,

the

words

obviously be the attribute of a non-entity,

point to Brahman which is the substantive.

[69]
f%

it

From words such as "blue”, the cognition of the sen¬
tence-sense takes place to us.

Thus (because of the rela¬

tion to the other word), the expectancy, viz., "What is that
which is blue?” is intelligible.
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A sentence is a group of words. The construed meaning (anvito'rtha)
of a sentence takes place when words combine with each other fulfilling
certain conditions like

expectancy

(aktinksa), fitness (yogyats),

etc.

Thus, when the word "blue” is uttered, a certain expectation is aroused
for the completion of thought as can be seen from questions such as
"Which is blue?”, "Where is it?”, etc.
when it is said "a blue lily.”

And the expectancy is fulfilled

In the same way words like "real", etc.,

point to Brahman with which they are combined in a significant way,
and not to a void or a non-entity which cannot bear any relation.

[70]

'O

Similarly,

since all objects are known through per¬

ception (and other pramanas), the momentariness (of any¬
thing) can never be established.
A fresh objection is now raised.
since Brahman is

knowledge,

Knowledge is momentary; and

it is momentary.

So. the expression

jnanam brahma, it is argued, points to the momentariness of Brahman.
This objection will not do.
It is through
of anything.

pramanas such as perception that we come to know

But no pramana can be cited as proof of the momentari¬

ness of an object.
remained unknown.

Perception,

for example, reveals what has so far

The object which, though existed, was not known

earlier comes to be known now.

The earlier state when it was not

known and the later one when it comes to be known are different. This
difference has to be admitted since a thing cannot be both known and
unknown at the same moment.

So the existence of a thing prior to its

becoming an object of knowledge at a particular moment is obvious.
If so, it is not momentary.

What holds good in the case of perception

is equally true of inference and other pramanas.
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So far as Brahman-Atman is concerned,

Scripture emphatically

declares that it is eternal consciousness; e.g., there is the Brhadaranyaka
text (IV, iii, 23) which says:

"The vision cf the witness can never be

lost.”

[71]

sffef

qg:

||

When a pot exists, its destruction cannot take place;
when it does not exist, destruction cannot be in it.

If it

be said that (even after destruction) the object exists (as the
locus of destruction) as before, there is no destruction of
pot as before.

Since it is impossible

to prove the destruction of any object, the

momentariness of objects is not tenable.
exists or not.

Either the object, say a pot,

If it exists, its non-existence or destruction is not true.

The object which is existent cannot also be non-existent

at the same

time, existence and non-existence being related as contradictories.
it

does not exist, there is no destruction of it.

In

If

the absence of the

object, it is meaningless to talk about its destruction (nciia).

Destruc¬

tion requires a locus (airaya), and if the object is not there to serve as
the locus, where is it located? It is no argument to say that the object
continues as before to exist even after

its destruction as the locus

of

destruction. It will only mean that there is no non-existence or destruc¬
tion of object as in the earlier state.

[72]

fit

siei

i
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If ihe destruction of destruction is acceptable, may
you live a hundred years.

That the pot is indestructible

is our view, and so far it has not been struck down.
If it is said that, though destruction has taken place when the pet
exists, the destruction itself is destroyed because of the existence of the
pot to which it is opposed, it amounts to saying that the pot exists.

[ 73]

H in#

HSR

I

B

ci WT II
"\

The act of destruction does not kill its locus,
object which undergoes destruction,
act of going can kill the goer.

the

any more than the

How can anything, which

depends for its existence upon something else existing, re¬
move that other thing?

[74]
^cnrqfficj cfl^q

I

f5f^oiTSRIT5TTcT: SI^sfeTl^
=\

II

Since it has already been said that this sentence states
the definition (of Brahman), the objection that a void is
what is meant here due to the adoption of the qualifying
sense cannot apply.
It has been shown that the sentence satyarh jnanam anantam brahma
does not refer to a void or a momentary existence even when it is inter¬
preted in terms of attributive-substantive relation. But strictly speaking
it is meant,

as stated in verse (50), as a definition of Brahman,

its purport is not in a void or a momentary existence.

and so
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[75]

^ cT1^4

||

Though these are attributive words,

they are used in

the sense of a definition (of the essential nature) of Atman.
In the absence of ihe defined,

the words,

“real,0 etc.,

cannot have their purport in that.
No definition is possible in the absence of the defined.
attribute poincs to the substantive,
defined.

Just as a.n

so also a definition points to the

There is no need for a definition of a non-entity.

So

when

the sentence is interpreted even in the defining sense, it does not point
to a void.

[76]

•\

So, this sentence does not relate to a void since it states
the essential nature (of Brahman).

Even if (Brahman) is

the substantive, it is not the case (that the sentence points
to a void),

since the words do not abandon their mean¬

ings.

[77]
fl^qq^fl II
If words like "real,” etc., do not convey their mean¬
ings, they cannot differentiate the substantive.

The dif¬

ferentiation of the substantive is intelligible only if words
convey their meanings.
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|i

Further, here the word brahma, along with other words,
is significant by conveying its own meaning. Among these
words, the

word

anania

becomes

an

attribute

only by

negating finite objects. The remaining (two) words become
attributes only by way of conveying their own meanings.
The exclusion of the opposite is obtained through

impli¬

cation and not (directly) from the sentence.
Since the word brahma is derived from the root brh to grow,
means a being which is great, vast.

it

This is another reason to show

why the sentence which we are discussing here cannot refer to a non¬
entity.
Though all the three words, satyam, jnanam and anantam, become
attributes only by way of conveying their own meanings, there is this
difference:

while

the word

ananta becomes an attribute by way of

negating finitude, the other two words become attributes by conveying
their positive meanings.

[80]
£pfF?T

I

Inasmuch as Brahman is spoken of as what is laid in
the cave, and since from (Brahman), this Self, (ether, etc.,
are said to have come), the identity of meaning of the two
words “Brahman” and “Atman” is, therefore, ascertained.
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It may be argued that Brahman is not infinite since it is limited uv

the Self which is different from it.
the Self is non-different
Upanisad uses the

term

from

But this argument is wrong since

Brahman.

“Brahman’’

It is significant that

the

in the place where the term

"Atman” is normally used, and vice versa.

Whereas we would usually

say that the Self is seated in the intellect (baddhi) which is here refer¬
red

to as the "cave”, and that it is the witness of all mental modes

jsarvabuddhivrtti-sdksi), the Upanisad in the sequel refers to Brahman as
existing in the intellect and as its witness.
is no other than the Self of the

It only means that Brahman

individual.

Again, while Brahman is

usually referred to as the source of ether, etc., the Upanisad in
sequel points out that from that Brahman (tasmdt),
(etasmdt atmanah), ether came into existence.
non-difference between

This again confirms

Brahman and Atman.

the

i.e., from this Self
the

If so, the contention

that the Self, being different from Brahman, limits it is untenable.

,

The two passages referred to in the verse are: (1) yo veda nihitam
guhaydm

parame

vyoman

and

(2)

tasmadva

etasmadStmana

akaiah

sambhutah.

[81

]

an
faqtrp-Fq:

^

i
II

If it be said that the supreme Brahman is spoken of
as different from the conscious Self, pray telf how could
the difference

known through Scripture be set aside?

If it be the case that the difference between Brahman and the Self
is taught by

Scripture itself, it must

never be removed.

be real; and if it is real, it can

Such a conclusion is undesirable.

Further, it goes

against the teaching of the principal texts like tat tvam asi which stress
the non-difference between Brahman and the jiva. It should, therefore,
be said that,

wherever iruti seems to speak about

between Brahman and

the jiva, it does not intend

the difference
to show that
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difference is real; it only makes a re-statement (anuvada) of our common
belief in difference which is due to avidycL with a view to teach nondifference.

[82

|

cilfoqtJTt 5fT
If the Self by its very

II
nature is not the supreme

Brahman, what difference could either scriptural injunction
or meditation make to this afflicted jiva?
It is no argument to say that,
Brahman

and

the

jiva

is real

though the difference

based

as

it

is

on

the

between
support

of Scripture, it can be overcome by following the scriptural command
"Let the mind dwell in the thought that Thou art That” ( tat tvam asi iti
ceto dharayediti niyogat), or by means of meditation.

If the jiva by its

very nature is not Brahman, neither scriptural injunction nor meditation
can help it to attain the nature of Brahman.
the

difference

between

Brahman

Nor can they overcome

and the jiva, if it is

really

the

teaching of Scripture.

[83]
3ll
If, for one who sees the inward Self devoid of other
objects, the realization "I am Brahman” takes place from
Scripture, how can

the supreme Brahman

be different

from the Self?
The objection of the opponent was refuted in the previous verse by
conceding bis assumption that Scripture teaches the difference between
the jiva and Brahman.
their non-difference.

Strictly speaking, Scripture purports to teach

When a person discriminates the Self from the

not-Self and realizes that he is no other than Brahman by understanding
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the purport of the texts like tat tvam asi, how can the supreme Brahman
be different from him?

[84]
^

_

°\

f% Cl*.

II

•o

If it be held that not-gross, etc., are the attributes of
Brahman which is other than the Self, what is their use to
this Self when they are not its attributes?

If they are the

attributes of the Self, the idea of difference (between Brah¬
man and the Self) is removed by them.
A different argument is now advanced to show
be

different

describes
man

and

from

Brahman.

The

that thtjiva

Brhadaranyaka

must

text (III, viii,

8)

Brahman as not-gross, but the jiva is gross; and since Brah¬
the jiva

are

characterized

by a set of different

attributes

which are mutually exclusive, they must be different.
This argument will not do.

The description of Brahman

gross, etc., is of no avail so far as the Self is concerned.

as

not-

VVhat does the

jiva personally gain by denying grossness, etc., of Brahman? If, on the
contrary, the Self is said to be not-gross, etc., it will help to differentiate
the

Self from

the

body,

the senses,

and the

mind

and

thereby

to

overcome the thought of difference between the Self and Brahman, for
the

person will

be led to understand that the Self which is not-gross,

not-subtle, etc., cannot be different from Brahman, the ultimate reality.
Since the essential nature of Brahman and Atman is the same, it is not
possible to argue that they are different.

[85]

'N

Since Sruti,

beginning with yat sdksdt, ends with ya

atmd, (Brahman and the Self are one). If they are different
the completion of the meaning of the one by the other is
not possible.
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Here reference is made tc the Brhadaranyaka text (III, iv, 1) which
speaks about “the Brahman that is immediate and direct—the Self that
is within all” ( yatsaksSdaparok^ddbrahma ya atmS sarvantarah) with a
view to show that Brahman and the Seif are uon-different. In this text
Brahman is spoken of as that which is immediate and direct, and the
Self as the inner being of all.

Here the usage of these two words

“Brahman” and the “Seif” is not along conventionai lines.

Whereas

it is commonly held that the Self is direct and immediate, Sruti here
says that Brahman is direct and immediate.

In the ame way, instead

of saying that Brahman is the inner being of all, it says that the Self is
the inner being of all.

If the word "Brahman” is used in the place of

the "Self” and vice versa, it is because of the fact that the two words
refer to the same entity.
other,

and this will not

Each word includes the connotation of the
be possible if Brahman

and

Atman

are

different.

[86]

If it is accepted by you that the supreme Brahman
is the Self alone, then (Brahman is a knower) because the
Self is the agent of cognition. The word jndna is used in
the sense of the agent of cognition.
This verse, as well as the next one, states the opponent’s view.
If Brahman is non-different from the Self, it becomes a knower

(jnata), for it is a well-known fact that the Self is a knower, the agent
of cognition.

[ 87 ]

If the root-sense is taken, the defects of other-depen¬
dence and impermanence will arise. And, because of the

3) 8
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well-known authority of the Tarka-Sdstra, the Self must be
taken as an agent alone.
Knowledge is object-dependent and impermanent.

If Brahman is

knowledge, it will be open to the charge of other-dependence and
impermanence. But there will be no room for these defects if BrahmanAtman is said to be the knower (j'ilata) by deriving the word jnana in
the sense of knower, i.e., the agent of cognition (jc.nati iti jnSnam),
and not in the cognate sense of the verb.

This view that the Self is

the knower meets with the approval of the Naiyayika.

[38]

Raising the arms above, those who are experts in
criticism say all this as said (above). But this will not hold
good.
Why?

[89]

Though knowledge is not distinct from the nature of
the Self, it is spoken of as an effect by courtesy. The
changes which take place in the mind are superimposed
here (i.e., on knowledge) due to non-discrimination.
Knowledge is the essential nature of the Self,

and so it is

not

different from it. It is immutable; it is not subject to changes (vikarah)
such as beginning and end.

But the mental modes, the changes which

take place in the mind which is the adjunct of the Self, have beginning
and end.

Being illumined by the knowledge which is the Self, they are

spoken of as cognitions.

On account of ignorance, the changes of the

mind are wrongly superimposed on the immutable knowledge which is
Atman.

It is only in a figurative sense that knowledge which is the

Self can be said to be an effect or what is originated.
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[90]

gH R

I

3^: ^WFlKcsi fl^feg'WPW I!
Knowledge which is the nature of the Self is not
different from it. The cognitive functioning of the mind
is ascribed by courtesy to the Witness thereof.
The internal organ which carries the reflection of consciousness
(sabkasa-antahkarana) is the kuower, the agent in the act of knowing.
The Self which is only a witness thereto is only

knowledge and not a

knower.

[-91 ]

*Tcf: I

For, the mind pervaded by the knowledge-Self gives
rise to modes which are all embraced by consciousness,
even as the sparks of the red-hot iron (are pervaded by
fire).
The mental modes can be compared to the sparks of a red-hot iron
piece.

Every spark that comes out of the glowing iron piece is seen in

the form of fire. Likewise, since the mind is pervaded by the conscious
Self, every mental mode,

being thus illumined, is in

the form of

cognition.

r 92 ]

gw few

n

Seeing that the cognitions given rise to by the mind
are blended with knowledge, the ignorant think of the
knowledge which is immutable as originated.
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[ 93 ]

cT^ts-q 5p MtnfsR*?

n

' If the appearance and disappearance (of the modes)
of the mind of men are said to be of the Witness-self, on
what other evidence is the agency of the Witness-self said?

[94]

rTT£5n q«n 3*1 |
rp-iisi5i%q

II

Just as earlier (ie., prior to the rise of the mind)
consciousness remains unaffected by the mental state,
so also even after the rise of the mind it is in the same
condition. Indeed, the immutability (of consciousness) is
known through experience.
It is the Witness-consciousness which reveals to us the presence as
well as the absence of the mind.

Mind is insentient (jada).

Carrying

the reflection of consciousness, it knows itself as “I” (aham); in the same
way it knows other objects as “this” (idam).

It is through the mind

which is subject to modifications that we are able to have the cognition '
of anything as such-and-such.
dream states,

The mind is present in waking and

but is absent in the state of deep sleep. Waking up from

deep sleep, a person recollects his experience by saying :
see anything.”

Since the mind as such is absent in

sleep, one is not conscious of anything

at that time.

duality of subject and object in that state.

“I did not

the state of deep
There is no

While the mind is some¬

times present and sometimes absent, consciousness is uniformly present
in all the three states of waking,

dream, and deep sleep.

It remains

unaffected by the mental modes which appear and disappear, while
merely witnessing their presence or absence.
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[95]

q*

;\\^w

ii

Since Brahman illumines the agent and the act. words
which designate the agent and the act indirectly indicate
the supreme Brahman; they cannot directly denote it.
It is not possible

to argue that Brahman is subject to change

(sakriyam) on the ground that it can be denoted by a word (padavacyaivat), and that whatever is denoted by a word is subject to change,
e.g., a pot.

This argument proceeds on the wrong assumption

Brahman can be denoted by a word.

characteristic (jati), or a quality (guna), or an action (kriya,),
relation (sambandha).

that

Words can denote a class
or a

But Brahman is none of these, and so it cannot

be denoted by words.

It can only

be indicated through secondary

implication.

[96]

3tT

I

VS

-N

But as to Brahman’s consciousness which is not diffe¬
rent from Brahman, which is non-different from all, and
which is immutable, it is the inward Self of all.
Brahman cannot be denoted even by the word jnana.
We use the

expression "consciousness of Brahman” {brahmano

jn&nam) quite frequently.
from consciousness.

It does not mean that Brahman is different

It must be understood as in the case of "the light

of the sun” or “the heat of the fire."

[97]
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Likewise, Brahman is indicated by implication and not
denoted by the word satya which means the supreme reality
in which all diversity which is not-Self is negated.

[98]

f%^iq^Tqiiri^Rcr; n
Thus, words like "real”, etc., without abandoning
their own meanings indicate by implication the supreme
Brahman by eliminating what is opposed to it through the
destruction of ignorance.

[ y9 ]

Words like "real”, etc., which eliminate ideas such as
unreality, have different meanings, since the ideas to be
eliminated are different.
Therefore, it follows that the
Self is not to be construed as the import of a sentence.
It was stated earlier that the three words

satyam, jnanam,

and

anantam convey their own meanings and thereby serve to eliminate the
unreal, the insentient, and the finite respectively.

Since the things to

be eliminated are different, there is the need for

the use of three

different words. Consequently the meaning conveyed by the three words
are said to be different.

But it should not be thought on this account

that the sentence here conveys a relational content

(safhsr$ ta-visaya).

Brahman is pure and simple, one and impartite (ekarasa), and the words
here have their purport in Brahman.

So the sentence conveys a non¬

relational (asamsrsta), non-verbal content (avakyartha).

c C 10°]

qsi

cT^Wni
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Only thus, all passages like “That from which words
return,” and also, “Not this, not this,” are significant;
otherwise they will become meaningless.
That Brahman-Atman cannot be made known through words is
brought out by the Taittiriya text (II, iv, 1), “That from which words
return along with the mind,

being unable to reach.”

If it cannot be

designated by words, it must necessarily be nirviie^a, what is free from
ail characteristics of every kind, gross as well as subtle.

That is why

the BrhadU.ranyaka text (III, ix, 26) says; “Not this, not this.”

[101]

The word “real"” signifies immutability.
It is said to
constitute the nature of knowledge. Knowledge being in
itself immutable, the infinitude and the oneness of the
knowcr, i.e., the Witness-self, (is thereby established).

[

102]

wni
The supreme Brahman is, indeed, not an object which
is most desired to be known, because it is non-different
from the knower. And since there is no other knowerthan
Brahman, how can it be said “He who knows”?
This verse states an objection.
The critic argues that the Advaitin cannot give a satisfactory
explanation of the text, “He who knows” Brahman (as existing in the
intellect), inasmuch as it lends support to the difference between the
knower and Brahman.

Since Brahman, according to Advaita, is non-

different from the knower, it cannot be what is known, an object of
knowledge.

Nor is there, according to Advaita, a knower different
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from Brahman, for the Brhadaranyaku text (III. vii, 23) says that there
is no other witness (drasta), no other thinker (manta), no other knower
(vijnata), but Brahman.

Nor is it possible to say that one and the

same entity is both the knower and the known, for what is known must
be different from the person who knows.

If so, the text yo leda, the

critic argues, cannot be interpreted on the basis of Advaita.

[ 103 J

What is already attained is attained by the mere
destruction of ignorance through that knowledge which
negates the unreal, eie., arising from the ignorance of
Brahman which is indicated through secondary implica¬
tion by words like “real”, etc.
The objection stated above is answered in this verse.
The text should not be construed on the basis of the knower-known
relation.

Though Brahman is already attained or known,

as if it were not attained or known due

to ignorance.

it appears

The removal

of ignorance which veils the nature of Brahman is figuratively referred
to as attainment of Brahman or knowing Brahman.

[

104

]

llcf fsj^TFTrfcT fogrESf

I

Thus, one knows what is already known; and “being
already free, one is liberated;” and also what is already
removed is removed.
I promise you thrice.
Though the jiva in its essential nature is Brahman itself, it does
not know itself to be so only due to ignorance. As in the case of attain¬
ing what is already attained, to know
already -known.

Since

Brahman is to know what is

Brahman is ever-free and

since it is non-

different from the inward Self of the individual, the bondage of the
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jlva which is to be removed is like removing the serpent in the rope.
The serpent is not in the rope; it is only imagined to be

there.

Like¬

wise, the condition of bondage can never be a characteristic of the
ever-free Self; but it is imagined to be so, the real nature of the Seif
being concealed by avidva.

So what is ever-frec gets liberated; and

bondage which is net really there gets ’•emoved.

That is why Sankara

says in the course of his commentary on the Brhaddianyaka text, IV, iv,
6: “Really there is no such distinction as liberation and bondage in
the Self, for it is eternally the same; but the ignorance regarding it is
removed by the knowledge arising from the teachings of Scripture.”
The idea of the attainment of the
Brhaddrariyaka

attained finds support

in the

text (IV, iv, 6) which says: “Being Brahman, he

to Brahman” (Brahmaivu san brahmdpyeti).

“Consciousness is Brah man” (prejnanam brahma) conveys the idea
Brahman which is of the

goes

The Aitareya text (III, i. 3),

nature of consciousness is already

Brahman-consciousness is the basis of every act of cognition.
presupposed in every act of cognition is already known.

that

known.
What is

The Katha

Upanisad (II, ii, 1) speaks of the liberation of what is already liberated
(vimuktaica vimucyate).

The idea of removing what is already removed

is supported by the Chandogya text (VI, ii, 1) which says that Brahman,
the ultimate reality, is "one only, without a second'-’ (ekameva udvitiyam).
Only if there is a second to Brahman, the question of removing what is
other than Brahman will arise.

But Brahman is free from difference of

every kind — sajatiya, vijdtiya and svagata-bheda.

There is nothing like

Brahman; there is nothing unlike it; and also Brahman is free from
internal differentiation.

So thejiva which in its essential nature is no

other than Brahman is not really subject to bondage.

What is really

free from bondage appears to be bound due to avidyd.

And so remov¬

ing bondage is a case of removing what is already removed.

nos r
51^

il

Hence, with the vision obscured by agency (and other
attributes) ascribed (to the.Self) due to ignorance, one does
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not know Brahman in its true nature as real, etc., even
though it is seated inwardly.
L 106 J

So, a person who attains the ever-revealing knowledge
sees the inward Self by negating ignorance and devouring
plurality such as the knower, (known, etc.).

[ 107 ]
strsr; i

crfvT^cf rTri: II
Since the notion of agency and enjoyership takes place
to the Self due to the association of the intellect, Brahman
is located in the intellect.
Why Brahman is said to be located in the intellect is explaind in
this verse and in the next one.
The Self, which is pure consciousness, is reflected in the intellect
(buddhi) which serves as its primary adjunct (mukhyopadhi).

There is

superimposition of the nature of the Self on the intellect and that of
the intellect on the Self.

Though insentient, the intellect appears to be

sentient and assumes the status of a knower due to the reflection of
consciousness in it.
are

the

In the same way, agency

characteristics of the intellect are

and enjoyership which
superimposed on

the

immutable Self.

[ 108 ]

mmt

^ 31%: II

Brahman is known through the mental mode which is
free from tamas and rajas. Hence, it is located in the
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intellect. Sruti also says: “Through the mind alone (it is
to be realized).”
The intellect

arises oat of the saliva phase ol the pure elements.

Brahman is comprehended through the akkar.ddkdra-buddhi-vrtti.

While

the content of the ordinary mental mode through which we cognize an
object, e.g., a pot, is finite and related, the content of the akhandakarabuddhi-vrtti is a unitary and unrelated one, viz., Brahman which is pure
and simple, homogeneous and partless. It is in this sense that we have to
understand the BrhadSra.nyaka text (IV, iv, 19) which says:

"Through

the mind alone ii is to be realized {manasaiva anudrastavyam). The same
idea is conveyed by the Katha Upanisad (II, i, 1 i) when it says:
(Brahman)

is to be

attained

through

the

mind"

"This

(jr.anasaivedam

aptavyam).
Brahman

is said to be located in the intellect for two reasons:

(1) Brahman-consciousness is reflected in the intellect. (2) It is known
through the intellect.

[

109

]

That Brahman is concealed in this (intellect), because
the latter is in distress due to its association with desire,
ignorance, etc. Those whose mind is turned inward
perceive it. Therefore, the intellect is said to be a cave.

[110]

m ft:
The space within the heart is the highest, since it is
superior to the outer (space). Sruti refers to “this (space)
outside (the person)”. And it (i.e., the space within the
heart) is the locus of the intellect.
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Reference is made to the Chandogyu {III, xii, 7-9) which,

mentioning

the space . outside the person

after

(bahirdha purusat), speaks

about the space within the person (antah purusa aka £ ah) and then the
space within the heart (antarhrdaya akasah).
The material akasa is inferior to the space within the heart called
the Avyakrta, the Unmanifested.
the highest (paramam vyoma).

The latter is, therefore, spoken of as
When

Brahman is not known in its

nature (ajratam brahma), it is called the Avyakrta which is the cause of
e”ei/thing.

The whole universe consisting of name and form,

means

and ends, has come out of the Undifferentiated, as pointed out in the
Brhadaranyaka.(I, iv, 7).

Because of its similarity to akata in so far as

both of them are .incorporeal (amhrta), it is spoken of as akasa.

Till]

Or, considering the real position, Sruti says that the
Unmanifested called the supreme Space is in the intellect.
No other inward being is, indeed, seen (within the intellect)
than Brahman which is defined as real, etc.
In the previous verse, the intellect has been referred to as that
which is located in the highest Space (parame. vyomni sthita ya guha
buddhih).

Now

the Avyakrta,

the Unmanifested,

which is referred to

as the supreme Space, is said to be seated in the intellect (guhaydm
vyoman).

Here the word vyoma does not mean the element dkaSa.

The

latter is the effect of the Unmanifested, and so it cannot be characteriz¬
ed as supreme.
The pure Brahman which transcends the cause-effect relation is
placed in the Unmanifested called vyoma which, again, being the cause
of the intellect, is inherent

in it, just as clay which is the cause is

inherent in pot) pan, and other objects which are its effects.

[H2]

fw 5Rq3F5lpR?n«?

II
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The ascetic whose mind is completely turned away
from what is opposed to the real, etc., by (first) going
inward to the mind, realizes, then, the Self which is real.
The ascetic who fulfils the conditions of eligibility for Brahmanknowledge turns away from things which
finite.

are unreal,

insentient, and

At first he conceives Brahman as the cause of everything. Then

he understands that the entire world of diversity which is illusory has
no real existence apart from Brahman

which

effect relation holds good only from the relative,
Seeing that Brahman which is said

is the cause.

Cause-

empirical standpoint.

to be the cause is nen-different

from Brahman which transcends the cause-effect relation, he concludes
that the Witness-consciousness

which is inward to the intellect and

which illumines the presence as well as the absence of the intellect,

is

no other than Brahman which is real, consciousness, and infinite.

[113]

Hence, for the purpose of stating the means (of
realizing Brahman), the Sruti text guhdyam parame vyoman
has taught us the entrance (of Brahman) into the Witnessself of the intellect.

[114]

ll
With a view to remove the thought of duality involv¬
ed in the idea that the supreme Brahman is known by the
knower, Sruti says guhdyam parame vyoman. Thus, Brahman
which is to be known is in the knower.
If the Witness-self is the knower and if Brahman is what is known,
it may be thought that they are different.

The Upanisad speaks about

the existence of Brahman in the intellect which is located in the supreme
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space in the heart with a view to show that they are not different. The
purport of this passage is to show that Brahman which is to be known
is the Witness-self, and that the Witness-self is no other than Brahman.

[ H5]

He who has been all along pursuing the path of
means-end relation attains in his own Self the Supreme
which is free from both means and end.
If thejiva and Brahman are non-different, what is true of the jiva,
it may be urged, is equally true of Brahman.

Since the jiva is in

bondage, it would follow that Brahman, too, is in bondage.
contention is wrong.

But this

The jiva has all along been acting on the basis

of means-end relation.

Following the scriptural teaching, it realizes at

last that in its essential nature it is no other than Brahman which is
neither a means nor an end.

As a result of this realization, the jiva

who has so far been acting as a samsarin ceases to be a samsarin. If so,
how could it be said that the Advaita view of the non-difference of
Brahman and the jiva would make Brahman a samsarin?

[ 116

]

?

He (who realizes Brahman) enjoys all desires. Since
that (enjoyment of all desires) will not be possible so long
as the sense of agency remains, Sruti has said “as Brah¬
man”. And, the word saha means simultaneously.
The iruti text so’inute sarvan kcLman saha is taken up for explana¬
tion in this verse.

The knower of Brahman does not fulfil the desires

one after another in sequence.

The enjoyment of desires in sequence

is tenable only so long as the jiva, entertaining the notion of agency
and depending on the body and the sense-organs, acts in a particular
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When a person attains Brahman-

realization, the notions of agency, etc., set by avidya disappear along
with avidya. The knower of Brahman, having become Brahman, enjoys
as Brahman, by being identified with Brahman (brahmar,a) all desires
simultaneously.

[117]

If the meaning of the word saha is taken as conveying
the sense of duality, then Brahman cannot be the Self.
iNlor is it possible for what is external (to the Self) to be
the Supreme which is real, etc.
Here, the word saha should
“with”.

That is to say,

not be understood in the sense

of

the iruti text should not be construed

to

mean: "He enjoys all desires with Brahman (brahmana saha),” since
it leads to several difficulties. First, Brahman would come to be treated
as different from the Self.

Second, it conflicts with the iruti texts such

as tat tvam asi which teach the non-d'fference between
Brahman.

the Self and

Third, if Brahman is different from the Self, it cannot be

non-dual, infinite, sentient, real.

So, taking the word saha in the sense

of “simultaneously” the text should be construed to mean that the
knower of Brahman enjoys all desires simultaneously, at one and the
same moment.
When the Uponi$ad says that the knower of Brahman enjoys all
desires, using the word "desire" in the plural, it should not be thought
that there is plurality of objects of desire enjoyed by him.

The

Upanisad here speaks in the language of plurality to which we are
accustomed all along.

[118]

v3

~\
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Nor can it be said that the word saha does not convey
the meaning "simultaneously”, because it is a particle
(which conveys many meanings).
So the word saha must
be taken as conveying the meaning "simultaneously”.
[H9]
•O

When the unreal, etc., have been removed through
knowledge, there exists nothing other than the Self. So,
the knower of Brahman enjoys all desires simultaneously
as the wise, as Brahman.
It should not be thought

that

knower of Brahman and Brahman.
difference and which sets up

there is

difference between tbe

When avidya which is ihe cause of

the unreal, etc., is removed through the

right knowledge, the knower of Brahman-remains as the Self, as Brah¬
man.

[

mm

120]

sotwi cfe: ii

The knower does not attain anything other than the
Self which is in tbe intellect, lodged in the heart. So, to
one who knows it. Brahman which is real, etc., is only the
inward Self.
The Self,

it is well-known, is within

that Brahman is located in the intellect.

the intellect.

It follows,

Sruti says

therefore,

that

Brahman which is defined as real, knowledge, and infinite is no other
than the Self of the knower.

[121]
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With a view to deny that what is known (and attained)
is other than the wise man, Sruti says "as the wise, as
Brahman” by placing the two words in co ordinate
relation.

L 122 ]

CTjjrrffi

I

^ sift: n
By the one consciousness which admits of no sequence,
he comprehends all desires which occur in sequence. There
is also the §ruti text: "He who is without desire.”
When a person realizes through knowledge that his inward Self is
Brahman which is infinite, he fulfils at once, without the help of the
body and the senses, all desires which are enjoyed in sequence by
others.
says:

This idea is conveyed by the Brhadaranyaka (IV, v, 6) which
"Of him who is without desire, who is free from desire,

objects of whose desire have been attained,
desire are

but the

Brahman,

he is merged in Brahman."

Seif — the organs do not depart.
In

the

and to whom all objects of
Being but

the course of his commen¬

tary on this passage Sankara observes that the knower of Brahman has
attained all objects of desire, "because he is one to whom all objects
of desire are but the Self, who has only the Self and nothing
separate from it that can be desired.”

He has fulfilled all his

else

desires,

because he has realized his identity with Brahman-Atman which is all.

[
m\

123]
I

The mental modes which assume different forms are,
indeed, pervaded at the beginning and end, and also in
the middle, by the one undifferentiated consciousness
which experiences none separate from it.
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First of all,
(icchati),
mental

a person knows a thing- (jan’lti), then

and finally endeavours to attain it (yatate).
modes thus appear in many

desires it

Though

the

forms, the Witness-consciousness

•which illumines them remains the same.

[

]

124

331%%|CT: It
Since the knower of Brahman has fulfilled all desires
which are the cause of all activities, there is no pursuit of
activity to the knower of Brahman, as there is no cause (for
activity).
C 125-126 J

3#*If|cl5r: WAW ^Tq^i:

I

II

^

^§n
Desires are caused by ignorance; activities are rooted
in desires. And activity gives rise to dharma and adharma;
and from these comes the body which is the seat of evil.
Therefore, to the wise man, when ignorance is destroyed
for ever, desires which are the cause of all activities are
also destroyed at the same time.
When avidyci, the root cause, disappears on the onset of knowledge,
desires, too, cease to exist.

No special

effort is need to root them out.

[127]

”\

-s
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It was stated earlier that the text (‘‘The knower of
Brahman attains the Supreme”) is a statement in brief of
the purport of the entire Upanisad. And its meaning has
been well-explained in a concise manner by the mantra
portion (which follows it).
The text, "The knower of Brahman attains the Supreme,’’ which
occurs in the

Brahmana

portion, states

teaching of the BrahmavaUl and

aphoristically the central

the BhrguvalU.

Brahman, (2) the knowledge of Brahman,
accrues to one who knows Brahman.

and

It speak' about
(3) the fruit

(1)

which

Since it is necessary to know the

nature of each one of them, the Mantra portion, which

follows this

text, beginning from satyam jnanam anantam brahma and ending with
brahmana vipaScita, serves as a brief commentary thereon.

It first of

all sets forth the nature of Brahman as real, knowledge, and infinite.
Secondly, it says that one must know Brahman as identical with the
inward

Self.

Finally, it declares that

the knower of Brahman,

remaining identical with the Self of all, enjoys bliss which is illimitable
and unsurpassable.

[128]

awwiefci

n

For the meaning that was briefly conveyed by the
aphoristic statement at the beginning, there is this elabo¬
rate explanation beginning from tasmat till the end.
This

verse states the connection between what was stated in the

Brahmana text and the Mantra explanation thereof and what follows
in the sequel from the text tasmddva etasmat atmana dkdSah sambhutah.
It is with a view to discuss at length the central teaching that
Upanisad proceeds with the sequel.

[129]

fawn i

the
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May I become Brahman which is real, knowledge, and
infinite, which is beyond the five sheaths such as annamaya,
which is free from fear, and which is spoken of by Sruti as
“That which is not seen,'* etc
The human body is constituted by five sheaths ( pancakosa), via.,
the sheath made of food {annamaya), the vital
sheath of consciousness (manomayu),
(vijnanamaya),

sheath

the sheath

(prSnamayc),

and the sheath of bliss {anandamaya).

The sheath;

so called because thev veil the Self, hiding it from our view.
are one within the other.

As

are

They

we proceed from the outermost to

inner sheaths, we get nearer the Self.
knowledge,

the

of self-consciousness

and infinite is inward

the

Brahman-Atman which is real,
to the five sheaths.

The Brhada-

ranyaka (I, iv, 2) says that “it is from a second entity that fear comes.”
Since Brahman is one and non-dual, it is free from

fear {nirbhayam).

Brahman is not only not designated by words, but as the Mundaka
text (I, i, 6) says, it is also "that which is not seen

and grasped,

that

which is without source, features, eyes, and ears, that which has neither
hands nor

feet...”

The wise,

however,

realize

it

through higher

knowledge.

[130]

If it be asked how Brahman is clearly known to be real
as well as infinite, (the reply is:) because it is the cause of
space, time, etc. It will be explained now (in the sequel).
It may be argued that Brahman, in so far as it is differentiated as
an object from other objects,

must be considered to be limited

or

finite. Whatever is finite is not real; and since Brahman is finite, it is not
real.

If it is not real, so it may be argued, it is insentient (jada). If so,

how could it be said that Brahman is real, knowledge, and infinite?
This argument will

not do.

Since Brahman is the cause of the

world, it is not limited by space {deSa) or time (kala) or object (vaslu).
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That is to say, it is infinite; and from this it follows
also consciousness.
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that it is real and

While the critic argues that Brahman is not real

and consciousness proceeding cn the wrong assumption that it is limited,
the Advaitin maintains that Brahman is real and consciousness, since it
is infinite.

[131]

I
The infinitude of Brahman is said to be threefold in
respect of object, space, and time. And from this it is
established that Brahman is real, etc.
The objects of the world are subject to the threefold
limitation by space, time, and object.
particular time and place,

and is also limited by other

Brahman has no such limitation.

limitation —

Every one of them exists at a
objects.

But

It is, therefore, infinite.

[132]

3FFcl

I
^Fqq qqq i!

Ether is unlimited in respect of space, because it is the
material cause of all that exists in space. An effect which
is, indeed, a part of the cause does not exist elsewhere
(outside the cause).
With a view to show that Brahman should not be placed on a par
with ether (akaia), it is first of all stated that ether, being the material
cause of all objects such as earth which exist in space, is not limited
by space.

An effect, e.g., a pot, is pervaded by its material cause, viz.,

clay (karanavyriptam karyani)cause.

It does not exist outside its material

Inasmuch as all objects which are effects are inherent in akasa

which provides space for them, the latter is not limited by space. But
it is limited in other respects as shown in the next verse.
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[133]

5j^cT«l

i

^3^1 sft

n

II

Since it is an effect, (ether) is not unlimited by time.
Nor is it unlimited by object.
Since there is another
object, it is not unlimited by object also.
Though ether (akaia) is not

limited

respect of both time and object.
being

at a particular time.

presupposes time.

by space,

it is limited

Ether is an effect.

The category

in

It comes into

of cause-effect relation

Cause and effect are related as earher and

later.

Cause is what is prior to its effect; and effect is what follows its cause.
As

an effect, ether is, therefore,

limited by time.

It is

limited in

respect of object as well, because there is Brahman which is its cause
and which is different from it.

While an effect is non-different from

its cause, cause is not non-different from its effect, as it can be seen
in the case of pot and clay.

[134]

The supreme Self is infinite in the real sense, because
it is the cause of time, ether, etc., because it is the Self of all,
and also because there is no other object besides the Self.
(1) Brahman is not an effect or a created thing, and so it is not
limited by time.

(2) Akaia is unlimited in space.

Being the cause

of akaia, Brahman is infinite in space. (3) Since it is the cause of time,
ether, etc., it is the Self of all.
be any object different from it.

And if it is the Self of all, there cannot
It is not, therefore, limited by object.

Since Brahman is not limited in all the three respects, it alone is infinite
in the real sense of the term.
The two words atman and paramatman have been used in the verse
with reference to one and the same thing for the purpose of emphasiz¬
ing their non-difference.
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[135]

What is real cannot, indeed, be limited by what is
illusory. Here, time, etc., are illusory as shown by Scrip¬
ture (which speaks about modifications) “as arising from
speech."
It is no argument tc say that Brahman is limited by its own effects
such as time, ether, etc., and that it is not, therefore, infinite in the real
sense.

Time,

etc., which are effects are illusory.

Apart from the

cause there is really no such thing as effect. A pot which is a modifica¬
tion (vikara) does not exist apart from the clay which is its cause.

The

modification which exists only in name is nothing but clay.

It is

the clay which constitutes the essence (svarupa) of the pot. That is why
the Chandogya text (VI, i, 4) says:

"The

modification exists in name

only arising from speech; clay alone is real."
Being a cause is what makes a thing real, and being an effect is
what makes a thing illusory ( karanatvam satyatva-prayojakarh, kSryatvam
tu mithycitva-prayojakam).

If clay is said to be real, it is because of the

fact that it happens to be a cause.

Similarly, pot and other objects

made of clay are said to be illusory, because they happen to be effects.
The example of clay is cited by Scripture only with a view to enunciate
the general principle that cause alone is real. It is not intended to show
that clay has absolute reality.

The reality of clay is only relative. It is

real enough when compared with its modifications such as pot. But in
so far as it is an effect of some other entity which is its cause,
illusory.

it is

The only thing which is absolutely real is Brahman.

What holds

good in the case of transformation (parindima) is

also true of transfiguration (yivarta).
figuration of the rope.

The latter appears as a snake without

going any transformation.
appears as a snake.

The illusory snake is a trans¬
under¬

It remains a rope all the time though it

The illusory snake does not exist apart from the

rope which is its substratum.

It has no nature of its own apart from
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its

substratum (kalpiiasya

adhisthanameva

svarupam).

The

entire

universe comprising time, ether, etc., is superimposed on Brahman due
to

avidyd.

Time, ether, etc., which are illusory cannot,

therefore,

limit Brahman which is real.

[136]

5}^ci 3^01:

l|

Hence, the true nature of Brahman as real, etc. will
be clearly stated with diligence by the text tasmdt, etc., by
way of narrating creation.
The

Upani$ad proceeds to give, beginning from

etasmdt, an account of creation.

the text tasmildud

The purpose cf narrating

cieation is

not to show that the world which is created is real, but to set forth the
true nature of Brahman

as real,

knowledge, and

infinite.

Scrip¬

ture makes use of the account of creation as a pretext (vydja),

as a

convenient means, as a methodological device, formating the absolute
reality of Brahman and the illusory nature of the world.

[137]

cl I

qcTWlf^^^cl HHTll^l^cfiT li
The word tasmdt refers to Brahman which has been
stated in the text at the beginning. The word etasmdt
refers to (the same) Brahman which is indirectly indicated
by real, etc. as stated in the Mantra portion. The letter
vai is used for the purpose of recollection.
The meanings of the three words tasmdt (from that), etasmdt (from
this),

and vai (verily) are stated in this verse.

The text recalls to our

mind Brahman which has been first of all stated in the aphoristic

text

and which has been subsequently defined in the Mantra portion as real,
knowledge, and infinite.
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C 133]

g^S«i:

sidNts^Jsr

II

Through the force of the expressions “the knower of
that (Brahman)" and “the wise”, and also through the
words “that” and “this”, (the non-difference between
Brahman and Atman) is known.
Further, the word
“Atman" is used by Sruti (in the place of Brahman). The
primary sense (of the word “Self”) does not hold good
with regard to anything other than the inward Being.
The aphoristic text which contains the expression
knower of Brahman, tells us that by the

brahmavid, the

mere knowledge of Brahman

one attains Brahman.
In the expression brahmana vipaicita,
apposition to

"Brahman”,

thus

the

word

showing that

"wise”

is

put

in

Brahman and the wise

man are identical.
Again, since the two words

tat (that) and

apposition in the expression tasmddva etasmat,
idea that that Brahman which has
with this Self.

etat (this)

are put in

Sruti wants to convey the

been referred

to

earlier is identical

tasmat which means from that (Brah¬

From the word

man), one may g?t the impression that Brahman is something remote
and mediate.

With a view to remove this misconception Sruti uses the

word etasmett which means from

this (Self), putting the two words in

apposition, and thereby conveys the idea that

Brahman is the

same as

the Self which is immediate.
It

is

usual

But here, using

to

say

that

the word

Brahman is the

"Self”

in the

says that from this Self (etasmad-dtmanah)
The

idea is that

Brahman

which

akasa
is

and

identical

Self of all, as stated in the
is the Self.”

other

ether

elements

with

cause

place

the

of everything.

Sruti

of "Brahman”,

came into existence.

came
Self.

into being
Brahman

from
is

the

Chandogya (VI, viii, 7): "That is real, that
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T 139 1

fjri:

I

“From me all this came into existence; in me alone
it will be dissolved in the end; I alone support this
world’' — thus (from this statement) also (the identity of
Brahman and Atman) is established.
• The Upanisads refer to Brahman as the cause of the world. There
is, for example,

the

Taittiriyc text (III, i, 1) which says: "Crave to

know that from which all these beings are born,
live after being born, that
they merge.

That is Brahman.”

cause of the world.

that

by which they

towards which they move and into which
The Self, too, is said to be the

There is, for instance, the Aitareya text (I, i, 1):

“The Self, verily, was ail this, one oniy, in the beginning."
one may think that the world has two causes, viz..
Self.

From this

Brahman and the

But inasmuch as there cannot be two causes for one and the

same effect, it must be understood that one and the same cause is
spoken of as Brahman in some places and also as Atman in some other
places with a view to emphasize the non-difference of Brahman and
Atman.

[ 140 ]

-

vs

It is not possible to explain creation by depending on
the nature of the supreme Brahman which is non-different
from all, immutable, one, and which is neither an effect
nor a cause.
Since the Upanifad says that from the Self which is Brahman ether
came into existence, it may be argued that creation is real.
wrong.

But this is

The nature of Brahman is such that it cannot be the cause of

anything.
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[141]

*jlt tdfrgw: is
Ail things other than Brahman should, for that very
reason, be regarded as effects. And, since Brahman is
immutable, there can be no cause for creation.
It may be, the critic may urge, that the nature of Brahman is such
that it cannot be the cause of the world.

But this is no reason for

denying the existence of a cause for the world.

The world, being an

effect, must have a cause. And so the creation of the world, it may be
argued, cannot be set aside as unreal.
This argument does not hold good.

The difficulty which arises

here is that there is no object which could be considered to be the
cause of the world.

Two possibilities may

be thought of here,

but

neither of them is tenable. Either something other than Brahman is the
cause of the world or Brahman itself is the cause of the world.

It can¬

not be said that something other than Brahman is the cause of the
world.

We are in search of the root cause (mula-kSrana) of the world.

Since all objects other than Brahman are effects, none of them could
be thought of as the root cause.
good.

Nor does the other alternative hold

Being immutable (kutastha) Brahman cannot be the cause of

the world.
k3ry&bh3vat).

There is no effect in the absence of a cause

(karanabhave

Since there is no cause for the world, it cannot be said

that the world really exists or that the creation of the world is real.
Anandagiri explains the word akarana which occurs in the second
line of the verse as kutastha.

[142]
''*3

If it be said that the nature of Brahman is the cause
of creation, its proximity being always there, the universe
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must always exist like Brahman. But this cannot be, since
space, etc., cannot take place.
It may be,

the critic argues,

immutable (kutastha).

that Brahman by its very nature is

Nevertheless, it could be the cause of the world

in the same way as a magnet, remaining where it is and without under¬
going any change, is the cause of the movement of the iron filings just
by its proximity to them.
This argument cannot be accepted.

The basic

difficulty here is

that since the infinite Brahman is ever-existent its proximity to the
world is also ever-existent,

and this would mean the creation of the

world, the existence of the world, all the time.
Creation

and dissolution

alternate

This is not acceptable.

like day and night.

Creation

(srs:i) is followed by dissolution (pralaya), and dissolution is followed
by creation.

The idea of eternal creation is unacceptable.

There is also another difficulty.

Every object which is created

comes into being at a particular time and space.
time and space themselves?

ned in a particular space-time context,
of both space and time.

Then,

what about

While the occurrence of a thing is explai¬
the same thing cannot be said

The occurrence of space is not explained by

presupposing another space.

Similarly,

the occurrence of time is not

explained by presupposing another time.

There is strictly speaking

neither plurality of space nor plurality of time.

Therefore, the occur¬

rence of space and time cannot be thought of in the context of another
space and time, for there is no "other space",
(deiasya dei&ntarabhcLvat,

nor "another time"

kalasya ca kSltintarclbh'Juat).

The explana¬

tion of the occurrence of an object in terms of space and time

breaks

down when we attempt to explain the occurrence of both space

and

time.
Further, to think of another space and another time with a view
to -account for space and time of the first level will lead to the fallacy
of infinite regress

(anavastha,), for both

space and

time which

are

posited at the second level would in their turn require another space
and time at the third level, and these in their turn would require
another space and time at the fourth level, and so on.

It is,

impossible to subscribe to the idea of eternal creation or
existence of the world.

therefore,

the

eternal
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[ 1«]

It cannot be said that there was creation (by Brahman)
because Brahman is not of the past; and Brahman is not of
the past, because it is the cause of time. Nor can it be
said that there will be creation (by Brahman), because
Brahman is not of the future; and Brahman is not of the
future, because it is not an effect.
If it be said that Brahman is the cause of the creation of the
v/orld, it is necessary to explain

the occurrence of creation in

'■aspect

of time: that is to say, it must be stated whether the creation of the
world by Brahman took place in the past, or whether it will take place
in the future, or whether

it takes place now.

alternatives is acceptable.

The untenability of the first two alterna¬

But none

of these

tives is shown in this verse.
It cannot be said that Brahman created the world in the past. Two
reasons are given herein support of this contention. (1) Without assum¬
ing Brahman’s relation with time, it cannot be said that Brahman created
the world in the past.
whatsoever.

But Brahman is unrelated (asanga) to anything

So Brahman is not of the past.

(2) To say that some¬

thing is of the past is to say that it is limited by the temporal dimension
called the past.

Inasmuch as Brahman is the cause of time, it cannot

be said to be limited by time.

And so. Brahman is not of the past.

Though Brahman is said to be the cause of time, it has no real
relation with time.

Its relation with time by virtue of its being the

cause is due to maya, {karanatvena kalanvayasya mayatmakatvat).
Brahman is neither a cause nor an effect.
cause-effect-relation.

By itself,

transcends the

If it comes to be looked upon as a cause, it is

due to its apparent association with maya.
44

It is what
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Similarly, it cannot be said that Bra'ntnan will create the world in

the future, because

(1) it is not limited by the temporal dimension

called the future, and also because (2) it is not an effect, that is to say,
no change can ever arise in Brahman.

[

144]

eRpTFR^q g j|
Creation is net now, because the Self is always non¬
dual and immutable. So considering the real state of
things, there never was, nor is, nor is yet to be, (the crea¬
tion of tbe world by Brahman).
It cannot be said that the creation of the world
Creation involves duality.

takes place now.

If the world is created now by

Brahman,

it means that the created is different from Brahman, the creator. Since
iruti says that Brahman is non-dual, it is absurd to think of creation in
the real sense of the term.

There is also another reason to show that

Brahman cannot be the cause of creation.
is not a factor involved in any action.

Brahman is immutable;

it

So, Brahman cannot be said

to create the world in the present.
To sum up: creation was not in the past; nor is it in the present;
nor will it be in the future.

[ 145]

Since the use of qualification (in respect of creation
with a view to specify) that it will be, or that it is, or that
it was, is meaningless like (the use of qualification such as)
camel, etc., to an atom. Hence here avidya alone is the
cause (of creation).
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It is meaningless to apply any qualification (viSesana) to an atom,
the

minutest particle.

by using words such

as

No one would tiy to specify what an atom is
camel.

Likewise,

it is meaningless to specify

creation as of the past or of the present or of the future.

Creation is,

therefore, the work of avidya.

L 146 j

I

SRTrf: ^RCT

For the non-existent, there is no cause. For the exis¬
tent there is no new state (as origination). Since origina¬
tion, destruction, etc., (do not have origination, destruc¬
tion, etc.), and since they are (for that reason) immutable,
(creation is not real). If there is origination for origina¬
tion, it will result in infinite regress.
That creation of the world is not real is now argued in a different
way.

The world must have been existent or non-existent as such before

its origination.
into being.

It cannot be said that what is non-existent (asat) comes

The non-existent, just because it is non-existent, cannot

have relation with cause. In the absence of its relation with cause, how
could it be said that what is non-existent comes into being? Nor is
possible to say that what is existent (sat) comes into being.
already an existent, it cannot have origination.

it

Since it is

If neither the existent

nor the non-existent comes into being, to speak of the creation of the
world does not make any sense.
The question of the creation of the world may be examined from
another point of view.

The

things of the world are subject to the

sixfold change (sad-bhSva-vikara) such as origination (jatima), destruction
(ndia), etc.

Is there origination for origination? Is there

destruction

for destruction? The admission of origination for origination, destruc¬
tion for destruction, involves the fallacy of infinite regress (anavastha).
If there is no origination for origination, destruction for destruction,
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etc., it must be said that they are immutable.
assumption

that there is the sixfold

We proceed on

change,

the

though in truth it

is illusory (bhavavikdrassarve’ pi kalpita eveti paramarthch).

[147]

Time which is threefold cannot be the cause (of the
world), because it comes into being from avidya. For the
same reason, karma, deity, ISvara, etc., cannot be the cause.
There are various views about the causality of the universe.

But

only four of them are mentioned in this verse.
There is the view that there is no cause for the world (karanam naiii).
There are those who think that non-being (abhava) or the void (s tiny a)
is the cause of the world.

The Carvaka explains the world in terms of

naturalism (svabhava-vSda). Some others who subscribe to accidentalism
(yadrcchavada)

say

that

the existence of the world is an

accident.

The Nvaya-Vaisesika philosopher holds the view that the constituents of
the natural world are composed of material atoms and that God (Fivara)
is the prime mover of these atoms.
is

the

cause

of

the

world.

According to the Sankhya, Prakrti

The

God, who is one of the Purusas and

Yoga

holds

the

view

that

who is not related to anything,

brings about the connection of Prakrti with Puru$a which is necessary
for the evolution of the

world

from Prakrti.

The Mtmamsaka

maintains that karma or adrsta is the cause of the world.

Some schools

of Vedanta hold that God is the efficient cause of the universe and that
Prakrti is the material cause.

Those who accept the reality of time say

that time (kala) is the cause of the world.
worshippers

of

PrajSpati,

Ganapati,

and

Others who

other

gods

are the'

( prajapatya-

gSnapatyadayah) consider these gods as the cause of the world.
None of the views stated above is satisfactory.

If there is no cause

for the world, one could argue by the same logic that even a pot comes
into being

without a cause.

This is absurd.

So the view that

the
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world exists without a cause cannot be accepted as it goes against the
evidence of perception.

Non-being (abhava) cannot be the cause of

anything; but only a positive entity can be the cause of some object.
The view that a positive something comes out of non-being is contradict¬
ed by perception (abhdvdi ’ohavotpattiriti prntynksa virouhah).

The view

that the void (tunya) is the cause of the world is no mere lntel'igible
than the assertion that a plant comes into being without a seed.

The

variegated and the intelligently ordered universe cannot be an accident
or a chance; nor could it be said that it comes into being of its own
accord.

Neither the atoms, nor Prakrii, nor karma,

account for the universe,

for they are all

nor

kdla, can

non-intelligent.

If God

(Isvaro) being only an efficient cause were to create the world out of
some primordial matter which is different from, and external to him,
he would be conditioned thereby.

God who is one of the Purusas and

who is not related to anything cannot be the cause which brings about
the connection between Prakrti and Purusa.
Since it is not possible to account for the world in any of the ways
stated above, Advaita concludes that the world is an illusory appear¬
ance of Brahman due to mdyd.

[ 148 ]

ict stjtct: *3:

i

% sift: 11
These three states of origination, existence, and
dissolution occur, indeed, to the world every moment.
■Sruti, indeed, declares that the Creator creates (the world)
through (i.e., in conformity with) knowledge and works.
Neither kdla, nor karma, nor Itvara, nor anything else, can be the
cause of the world.

Brahman which is immutable cannot also be the

cause of the world.

The creation of the world must, therefore, be the

work of mayd.

The world is anddi.

So long as the knowledge of

Brahman is not attained, thej'Joa is subject to worldly existence and
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goes through the cycle of birth and death.

The Katha

Upanifau

(II,

ii, 7) says that the creatures are reborn in accordance with iheir work
and in conformity with their knowledge (yathd karma yatha Srutam).

[149]

sr^cnr *qq^

(qfqrifqq =^F5THi: II

From Brahman Atman which has neither a beginning
nor a middle nor an end, and which is concealed by
avidyd, ether comes into existence, like the (double) moon
arising from the eye-disease.
But for the eye-disease

(tin. i;-a-do9a) there is no cognition of the

moon as double. Similarly, but for the association of avidyd, the princi¬
ple of obscuration, with Brahman, there is no creation of the world.

[150]

^

^TTcf -spiq

fcT*.

I

What comes into being is not competent to stay even
for a moment; then how is permanency for that? To the
deluded vision it appears permanent like the serpent
caused by avidyd out of the rope.
Aka fa and other elements which come into being from BrahmanAtman are not permanent. They are no better than the illusory snake.
Just as the snake seen in a rope due to avidyd appears to be permanent,
so also the world which is projected by avidyd appears to be permanent
to the ignorant.

[151]

qgfeqfqq

I
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Just as a person who is suffering from eye-disease sees
the moon as double, so also (due to avidya) one sees the
effect (viz., the world) which comes into being from the
Self as different from it.
The pot which is an effect of clay is not seen as different from it.
As an effect which comes into being from Brahman-Atman, the world
should not be seen as different from it.

But inasmuch as it is seen to

be so, it is argued, it is not an effect which

comes into being

from

Biahman-Atman.
This argument is without force.

Though the world as an effect is

not really different from Brahman-Atman, it appears to be so due to
avidya.

An unreflective person says that the pot, which is a modifi¬

cation of clay, is different from it,

but one who knows the real state of

affairs says that the pot is really non-different from the clay.

In the

same way, a wise man (vidvan) says that the world which, being an
appearance of Brahman,

does not have a status of its own is non-

different'from Brahman.

[152]

riTlrn^?rai

\

\

Every element as it occurs in the numerical order is
known to have that (number of) quality. Each of the
succeeding elements, being of the nature of an effect, is
pervaded by the preceding one in the order of sequence.
The element which comes first has one quality; that which comes
second has two qualities; that which is third has three qualities.

The

remaining two elements must be understood in the same way.
The following is the sequence of creation:

the first to come into

being was ether; from ether came air; from air was born fire; from fire
emerged water; and from water was created earth.
its own distinct

Each element has

quality as well as the quality or qualities of the
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preceding element.

The distinct quality of ether is sound.

touch as well as sound.

Ah

has

Fire has three qualities — its own quality, viz.,

colour and the two earlier ones of air.

Water has four qualities — its

own quality, viz., taste and the three earlier ones of fire.
dowed with five qualities— its own

quality, viz.,

Earth is en¬

smell and the four

earlier ones of water.

[153]

FrWTI^tR^T CR RR II
Since ether, etc., are effects, air and other elements
do not come into existence therefrom. Air is born from
(the Self which has assumed through cividyd) the form of
ether. Therefore, it is from the Self alone that it has come.
All the five elements— ether,

air,

fire,

water,

and earth—are

effects. Just as the Self through maya is the cause of ether, so also it is
the cause of the remaining four elements.

When

Sruti says that from

ether was produced air (akasddvayuh), it does not mean that air has
come into being from the mere clement akaia. Rather it means that
from Brahman which has for its adjunct akaia, the product of avidya,
air

comes

into being (avidyaparinamakaSa-upadhikat brahmano vayuh).

Brahman in association with maya is the material cause of all
elements.

Air is said to be created from ether,

proximate

adjunct of Brahman.

the

since the latter is the

In the same way, from Brahman

which has for its adjunct vayu, fire came into being. The same explana¬
tion holds good in the case of the remaining elements.

[154]

RJRfqRcl ||
There are, indeed, only five elements such as ether
indicated above. Nothing else is desired than these (five)
elements which appear in the form of causes and effects.
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elements of matter (bhuta-mdtra).
elements which are only five.
element besides these five.
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(III, 8) reference is made

to

ten

But these are not primary or basic
There is no need to accept any

All

other

the objects of the world which are

related as causes and effects are made up of these five elements.

[155]
3(^1% g

i

The sound which is in air, etc., is that of ether.
But
those who are ignorant about it think as if it were the
quality of air, and so on, in the same way as the qualities
of a garland are thought of as if they were of a snake.
While the distinct quality of ether is sound (Sabda), that of air is
touch (sparSa).

If in addition to touch there is sound in air, it is

because of the association of ether with air. Colour ([rupa) is the distinct
quality of fire. Because of the association of ether and air, it has sound
and touch in addition to colour which is its own quality.

Water has

taste (rasa), which is its distinct quality, as well as sound, touch, and
colour due to its association with the preceding three elements.
addition to its distinct quality,

In

viz., sinell (gandha), earth has the

qualities of the preceding four elements which are associated with it.

[156]

:

*tt

m\

\

Earth is of the nature of the four elements, but it is not
itself present in these four elements. Similarly, the whole
world is of the nature of Brahman, but Brahman, thus, is
not of the nature of the world.
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The word

euna which occurs in the first half of the verse

means

element.
Every effect is of the nature of the cause, but not vice versa. Earth,
for example, is constituted by the nature of the four
air, fire, and water.

elements — ether,

But we cannot reverse this and say that earth

constitutes the nature of these four elements, because they are not the
effect of earth.

In the same way, the whole world, being

Brahman, is of the nature of Brahman.
not have a nature of its own

the effect of

Just as the illusory snake does

apart from the rope on which it is

superimposed, so also the illusory world does not have a nature of its
own apart from Brahman on which it is superimposed.

But this does

not mean that Brahman is of the nature of the world, for it is not an
effect of the world. On the ground of its being the cause of the ele¬
ments, it cannot be argued that Brahman is saviiesa, that it is consti¬
tuted by the nature of the elements (bhuta-mayatva).

[157]

erfisre

II

Brahman which was declared earlier as real, know¬
ledge, and infinite, as one and self-luminous, is clearly
established through reasoning.
Brahman is the only thing which is

absolutely real.

It is the

cause of the world in the sense that it is the substratum on which the
entire world is superimposed.
employed
14-20,

in

the

So the world is illusory.

arambhanadhikarana

of the

The reasoning

Brahmasutra,

II,

i,

establishes conclusively that the world is non-different from

Brahman and that it does not exist apart from Brahman.

So the truth

is that Brahman alone is —• Brahman, the one without a second.

[

158]
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The Viraj, the god who has the cardinal points, etc , as
his organs, who wears a body formed of the five elements,
and who shines with the notion “I am all”, thus, came
into existence.
One and the same reality, the Absolute, may be viewed in
ways, as Brahman,

as livara, as Hiranyagarbha, and as

Absolute conceived as it is in itself,
called Brahman.

independent

In its causal aspect it is

called

it is thought of in the manifested state

As the innermost
Hiranyagarbha.

as the universe,

it is

So these are the four poises of the one Reality.

After narrating the

creation of the

five

subtle elements

Upanisad says that herbs came into existence from
osadhayatj).

is

livara: that is.

essence of the world in a subtle condition, it is called

called Viraj.

The

of any creation,

Brahman is ISvara when viewed as creative power.

When

Viraj.

four

earth

the

(prthivya

This does not mean that herbs and food came out of the

subtle elements directly.

The five subtle elements get transformed into

the five gross elements through quintuplication ( panel krta-pancamahabhuta). It is from the quintupiicated earth {panelkrta-prthivi) that herbs
came into being.

But the Virdj, the cosmic being, whose limbs are the

different parts of the universe and who has a body made of the five gross
elements must have preceded the creation of herbs and food.
called

Viraj,

because it manifests in

a diverse manner

It is

(vividharh

rajamdnatvat).

[

159]

fsprrgejcT: I
fefcT: II
Prior to this (Viraj) must have been the Sutratman;
for, that existing, the Viraj could come into being. This
must be so, since it is in accordance with another iruti text,
and also because there is the indication “mind” (vijnanam).
The cosmic being in the unmanifest subtle condition is the basis
of the

VirSj.

It is called Sutratman because

it runs through all;
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Hiranyagarbha, because of its power of knowing and desiring;
Prctna,

because of its power of acting.

The Viraj

could

and

come into

being only after the Sutratman had come into being.
That the Sutratman must have preceded the Viraj is brought out
in the Brhadaranyaka Up unload (III,
that

vi, 1).

the elements are pervaded by the world

Yajnavalkya tells GargI
of the Gandharvas,

this

again by the sun, the sun by the moon, the moon by the stars, the stars
by the world of the gods, this again dv the world of Indrn, and the
world of Indr a by the world of the
asks Yajnavalkya;

“On what

woven, like warp and woof?”
Brahma

(Hiranyagarbha).”

Viraj (Prajdpati).

When GargI

then, pray, are the worlds of Prajapati
Yajnavalkya replies:

“On the worlds of

The idea is that the Sutratman is the basis

of the Viraj.
Further,
says:

the Taittirlya text (II, v, 1), which occurs in the sequel,

"Knowledge-actualises a sacrifice, and it executes the duties as

well. All the gods meditate on the first-born Brahman conditioned by
knowledge”

(vijnanam yajnam

tanute,

devaii same, brahma jyesthamupasate).

karmani tanutepi ca, vijhdnarh

The word vijnclnam here

means

the Sutratman which is the first-born.

[

160

]
II

Here, the Sutratman is sought to be conveyed, since by
making us proceed inward from the annamaya-koSa, etc.,
fruti, indeed, speaks of food, vital force, and so on, and
since meditation (on the Sutratman) is enjoined.
In the Bhrguvalli, which is the concluding chapter or the Taittirlya
Upanisad, an account is given as to how Bhrgu is gradually led to realize
Brahman as bliss by discarding annamaya, etc,,
Bhrgu

first thought of food

(i.e.,

which are not-Self.

the Viraj, the cosmic being in its

gross aspect) as Brahman; then he thought of the vital force (i.e.,

the
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the cosmic being
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in the subtle aspect) as Brahman.

The subtle body of the Sutratman is associated with the sheaths of vital
force, consciousness,

and self-consciousness, while the sheath of food is

associated with the gross physical body of the

Viraj.

When Bhrgu

requested his father to teach him Brahman, the latter said: "Food,
vital force, eye, ear, mind, speech ” (annarii prtiriam caksnh Srotram mano
vdcamiti).

The idea is that after mentioning the body (annam) and the

vitai force (pranam) which is within the body, Varuna mentions eye,
ear, mind, ar.d speech as the aids to the realization of Brahman.

Here

the word prana refers to the Sutratman.
Reference has already been made in

the previous verse to

Taittiriya text (II, v, i) where meditation on the Sutratman., the

the
first¬

born, is enjoined.
The word vijnana which occuis in this text cannot mean the act of
knowing (dhatvartha) for two reasons.
of meditation.

A mere act cannot be an object

Further, the word vijnana is qualified as "Brahman,

the first-born" (vijnanarh brahma jyeftham).

Such a qualification is not

possible if the word vijnanam means the act of knowing.

Nor can it

refer to the individual soul, for one cannot meditate on oneself. It
cannot even be said that it refers to Brahman, the first cause,
the first cause cannot

be

vijnana-padena agrahanat).

because

spoken of as vijnana (kSranabrahmanaica
So the word vijnSna in this text means only

the Sutratman.

[161]

Prior to the origination of its effect (viz., the Viraj),
the Sutratman remains undifferentiated from Being (i.e.,
Brahman) which is its cause. After giving rise to the effect,
as clay (gives rise to its effect), it becomes as it were the
effect.
If the Sutrdtman exists prior to the Viraj,

why is it,

it

may be

asked, that it is not known to be such? It is only when it gives rise to
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the Viraj which is its effect that it becomes fit enough to be spoken of
as the cause of the Viraj, in the same way as clay when it changes into
the form of a pot becomes fit enough to be spoken of as the cause of
something. Tiil then it remains undifferentiated from its own

cause,

viz.. Brahman, and does not manifest itself as an effect. And so nothing
could be said about it till it manifests as the Viraj.

[162]
5

ST^RSF^q^ I

StfefevT

33Tci_ i)

But as long as the effect has not come into being, the
Sutratman remains in the form of the knowledge-self
{prajndnaghana).
When it is in a conditioned form by its
effect, it manifests itself in cosmic and individual forms.
Prior to the rise of the Viraj,

the Sutratman remains in a potential

condition as motion and knowledge (kriyavijnSna iaktirupend), that is,
as prajriSna-ghana,

in Brahman,

the first cause.

to either as the effect or as the cause.
Sutratman differentiating it from

But it can be spoken of as the

Brahman,

the first cause, and the

VirSj only when it assumes the cosmic (samasti)
(vjiasti) forms,

It cannot be referred

and the individual

VaiivSnara and Viiva respectively.

See verses (238) and (239) for an explanation of kriya-iakti and
vijnana-iakti of the SutrStman.
Advaita inquires into the states of waking, dream,
a view to bring out

and sleep with

the nature of the Self which is constant and

unchanging in all the three states. These three states are characterized
as gross (sthula), subtle (suksma),

and

causal

(karana) respectively.

Though Brahman-Atman is one and non-dual, it is referred to variously
both at the cosmic and individual levels because of the difference in
respect of the adjuncts.

The individual forms of Brahman-Atman are:

Viiva in the waking state, Taijasa in the dream state, and PrSjiia in the
state of sleep.

The cosmic forms of the Absolute are:

the gross form, the Sutratman in the subtle
causal form.

form,

and

VaiivSnara in
livara in the
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C 163]
¥jcu q^goi#T^n i

Al! herbs such as the grains which are constituted by
the nature of the hve elements come into being in orderly
succession from earth with the co-operation of rain, etc.
The Sruti

text, "Flora earth were born the herbs,” (prthivjH

osadhayah) is explained in this verse.
It is only from the quintuplicated (panc'ikrta) earth that heibs, etc.,
come into existence.

This idea is conveyed when it is said in the verse

"from earth with the co-operation of rain, etc.” (bhuvo vrstyadi savyapek$atvam panclkrtatnam).
The five subtle elements, viz., ether, air, fire,
come into existence from Brahman-Aunan.

water, and

earth

These subtle elements get

transformed into gross elements by a certain process of mixing up
called quintuplication.'

In each gross element all the remaining ele¬

ments are represented.

Each in its gross aspect is mixed up with the

remaining elements.

In a particle of gross earth, for example;

one

half is earth, and the remaining half consists of ether, air, fire,

and

water in equal proportion. The same is true of the other gross elements.

[ 164-165 ]

cfcT:

ftsqfclCrsi

fTlsTCj^T ^ I!

In that manner from herbs comes food which is fit to
be eaten. From the food that is digested, rasa, an essen¬
tial fluid of the body, comes into being. And from rasa
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comes blood. From blood comes flesh; and from this
(flesh), fat comes into being. From fat, bones are produc¬
ed. And marrow comes out of bone. From marrow comes
the semen which, along with the mother’s blood, gives
rise to the seed.
These two verses explain the iruti texts which say: “From the herb
was produced food.

From food was bom man” {ofadhlbhjyah annam,

annat purusaii).

[166-168 ]

cwei

*r. i

The person whose mind is enveloped by the mighty
net of the inherent avidya, whose heart is captivated
by the fish-hook of the insatiable desire which is born
of non-discrimination, who is assailed by ignorance, who
is struck down by the arrow of the sense-object smeared
with the poison of attachment and discharged from the
bow of desire, and attracted by purposeful thought, who
is powerless like the one who is possessed by a demon,
who, being impelled by the karma of the person that is
to be born, falls in haste into the fire of woman, like a
moth (which rushes into fire) covetous of its flame.

[169]

qtn fafq^ ii
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The semen which is extracted from the body is poured
into the womb through the genital organ by man, in
the manner determined by (the former) korma and know¬
ledge.
The Kaiha Upanisrd (II, ii, 7) says that,

so long as the jiva does

not attain Brahman-realization it is subject to transmigratory existence
and takes rebirth in conformity with the previous karma and upasanS
which

it

has performed.

Anandagiri points out that the previous

karma and upasana, of the offspring, or of the parent, or of the two
parents of the forthcoming child are the determining factors (janyajanakayorva stri-pumsayorva yalhakarma yath&irutam).

[170]

From the semen poured into the womb and acted on
by the (two) causes (viz., previous karma and upasana)
comes the embryonic state of kalala and thence the budbuda
form.

[171]

From the budbuda form arises the foetus, and
from
the foetus comes the solid body. From the
solid body, organs come into being; and from the organs
come out hairs on the head and body.

[172]

cFq^fcT ^felcUl
46
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With whatever elements of matter and with what¬
ever sense-organs the soul was associated in the former
birth, the same elements and the same sense-organs
appear in this life for (the origination and action of)
the body; and we hold this view on the authority of
the Sruti text, “Just as a (goldsmith.).”
When a jiva is reborn, the same five elements of matter (bhutapancaka)

which constituted its former body

(ujjadana katana) of the present body,
(karanani)

form

the material cause

and the

same sense-organs

that functioned in the former body become manifested

in

the present one.
The truti text quoted in the verse is from the Brhaaaranyaka (IV,
iv, 4) which says:

“Just as a goldsmith, taking a piece of gold turns it

into another, newer, and more beautiful shape, so does this Self, after
having thrown away this body and dispelled its ignorance, make unto
himself another, newer, and more beautiful shape.”
In

the course of his commentary on

the Brhadaranyaka text (IV,

iv, 2), “It is followed by knowledge, work, and past experience” (tarn
vidya-karmant

samanvarabhete

pUrvaprajna ca), Sankara

observes that

knowledge, work, and past experience accompany the departing self
in its journey to the next life.

“Hence these three — knowledge, work,

and past experience — are the food on the way to the next world, corres¬
ponding to the load of the carter.

Since these three are the means of

attaining another body and enjoying (the results of one’s past work),
one

should cultivate only

the good

forms of

them, so

that one

may have a desirable body and desirable enjoyments.”

[173]

Though infinite, the Virdj which has evolved
from the Sutrdtman, becomes a limited being due to
ignorance and thinks, “This much I am,” in virtue of
kdma and karma.
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The Viraj is the cosmic being (samasti) in its gross physical aspect.
It has come out of the
aspect.

Hiranyagarbha,

And so it is infinite; it is

the cosmic

being in its subtle

the self of all.

Nevertheless, on

account of its association with avidya, it becomes a limited being when
it assumes the individual form (vyasti),
The
me

the physical

body of man.

Taittirlyn. text (II, vi. 1) says that "He (the Self) wished — Let
be many;

Further,
very

let

me

it says that

being

be born”

(so'kdmayata,

bahu syam praiayeyeti).

after cieating the world He entered into that

(tatsrsiva tadeva awpraviiai).

The

desire (karna) and

the

action (karma) on the part of the cosmic being are intelligible only in
the context cf its association

with

mdya.

It is the principle of mayo.

that accounts for the finitude and the diversification of the Absolute.

i. 174]

ggHcU II
In the same way for the Sutratman, who is mani¬
fested both as cosmic and individual beings (in a subtle
form), there is the limitation by the form of the
lihga-Sarira. The Avyaktu, the Unmanifested, (as limited
in the human body) is identical with avidya in the
state of sleep.
What is true of the
cosmic

Viraj is equally true of the Sutratman,

being in its subtle aspect.

While

the

in its cosmic subtle aspect

it is referred to as the SutrStman, in its individual subtle aspect it is
called

Taijasa.

due to avidya.

Though the Sutratman is infinite, it suffers limitation
In the individual form, it has the subtle body (linga?

Sarira) as its adjunct.

The subtle body is composed of seventeen

factors — buddhi, manas, the five organs of knowledge (jnanendriya), the
five organs of action (karmendriya), and the five vital airs (prSna).
Buddhi is the principle which stands for certitude,
stands for desire and doubt.

while manas

These two, which are modes of the

internal organ, are derived from the saltva aspect of the elements taken
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collectively.

The five organs of. knowledge spring from the

aspect of the elements taken separately.

The five Organs of action

come from the ra jas aspect of the elements taken separately.
vita!

airs — prana,

apar.a,

vyana,

uddna,

sattva

The five

and samdna — come into

being from the ra jas phase of the elements taken together.
The subtle body can be

described in a different way as being

constituted by three sheaths — the sheath of self-consciousness (vij'ndnamaya-koia), the sheath of consciousness (-lanomaya kosa), and the sheath
of vitality (pranamaya-koia). The seventeen factors mentioned

above

are apportioned among the three sheaths. The vij'nanamaya-koia consists
of buddhi and the five
composed of manas
maya-koia is made

organs of knowledge.

and

The i nano maya-koia is

the five organs of knowledge.

The prana¬

up of the five organs of action and the five vital

airs.
The Avyakta,

the unmanifest mays, is the

cause of the limitation

of the cosmic being who assumes the individual form both in its gross
(sthula) and subtle (lingo) aspects.
state of sleep.

It is known as kdrana-ajnSna in the

The individual form of the Self in the state of sleep is

called Prajna.

[175]

The supreme Self, though it is infinite, attains the
status of the ksetrajna, the knower of the body, by means
of avidya. Only,thus, the declaration (of Krsna), "Know
me also as the ksetrajna,” is tenable.
Brahman-Atman which
infinite.
semblance
in

transcends the cause-effect

The Self in the body is called the
of the supreme consciousness

truth it is

no

other

appears to be a finite

than

self

the

in the verse.

supreme

the

ksetrajna.

It

(caitanya-abhSsa).

enclosed by the

It is this idea that is conveyed by

relation is
is the

Though

Brahman-Atman,
body due to

it

avidya.

Gita text (XIII, 2) quoted
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[ 176]

H

cf^Rtn HcTT !
HI

5Jfm ||

Avidya in the form "I do not know”, which is imper¬
manent, is considered to bo the only cause of the limita¬
tions (mentioned above).
It is established by the selfluminous consciousness itself, just as (the darkness of) the
night is established in the daytime by the consciousness of
the owl.
It is

avidya

that makes the all-pervasive

limited k$etrajna in

Self appear as

the body, just as the same nvidyU.

the

makes the

cosmic being appear in the individual forms limited by gross and
subtle bodies.
Avidya is known to us in our experience (prasiddha), for everyone
says:

“I am ignorant”

But it can

(aham ajnah).

It is

‘‘beginningless” (anddi).

be terminated by the knowledge obtained

through

a

pramdna.

Since it is removable by

pramdna,

it is not pramana-siddha (pramdna-nivartyatvdt avidyaydh na

pramdnatah siddhif}).

the knowledge obtained through a

It is revealed

consciousness (sakfibhasya).

Our

by

the self-luminous

Witness-

consciousness is the sole evidence

for the existence of avidyd in the same way as the consciousness of the
owl is the evidence for the existence of darkness which it experiences
during the daytime.

[177]

*its£rqi

I

He who desires to see avidya through the knowledge
generated by a pramdna could as well certainly see the
darkness in the interior of a cave by means of a lamp.
Avidya is made known by the Witness-consciousness.
to Advaita,

Brahman-Atman is

the sole reality.

According

This Brahman-
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Atman

which

is

of the

nature

of

is the locus (adhisikana) of ovidya.

consciousness

(svarupa-caitanya)

While svarupa-jnana is not opposed

to avidya, vrtti-jnana, the knowledge which arises through

the

mental

So avidya cannot be known through the know¬

mode, is opposed to it.

ledge generated by a pram&na. for such a knowledge which has to come
through a mental mode (vrtti) is opposed to it.
know avidyd
attempt to

through przmana-jnana

see

is as

Any such

futile

and

attempt

absurd

as

to
the

the darkness of a mountain-cave by means of a lamp.

The light of a iarrp will remove darkness.

In the same way pramaijn-

jnana, instead of revealing avidya, will remove it.

[178 j

zrglicl

I

That which is known here as the not-Self is the result
of avidyd. Hence it can be said that it is also avidyd. But
knowledge is identical with the Self.
If the sole reality that exists

is

other than Brahman is due to avidya.

Brahman-Atman,

then anything

It is, indeed, a product of avidya.

And so

the not-Self,

avidyd.

But knowledge (vidy3) is the Self alone.

whatever it may

be, may be

characterized as

[179]

Its nature does not consist in anything other than the
non-perception of the Self. Only if it is said that the term
avidyd is like the term amitra, it is always tenable.
Avidya is not negative (abhava), but something positive.
not be interpreted
(jnana-pragabhava).
the Self.

negatively as the prior non-existence

It should

of knowledge

It is a positive entity which conceals the nature of

Concealment

(avarana) is what it does; and it constitutes the
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The work of concealment will not be possible in the

case of a negative entity, what is non-existent.

The Auvaitin does not

admit the existence of any negative entity at all.

Therefore,

the term

avidya does not mean the absence or non-existence of knowledge, since
the mere absence or non-existence of knowledge cannot do the

werk

cf concealing or veiling the Self (abhdvasya acchadanulvayngat).
The word avidya must be explained in the same way as the word
amitra is explained.

The negative prefix a in the word amitra conveys

the idea that the person denoted by the word is other than or opposed to
a friend (anyatvam tadviruddhalvam va hano’rthah). In the same way, the
negative prefix a in the word avidya conveys the sense that the thing
denoted by the word is something other than viaya (vidyatc'nyaivam) or
something opposed to vidya (vidyaviruddhatvam).

It does not convey the

idea of the absence of vidya.
Anandagiri explains the expression atmagreha which means non¬
perception of the Self as the concealment of the Seif (atmano’grako ndma
avaranam Ucchadanam).

[180]
^

il

So, the differentiation such as being and non-being
(in respect of the not-Self) which is worked out by the
deluded mind ends in the non-perception (which is avidya)
in the form, “I do not know.”
The only reality which exists is Brahman-Atman.
Being (sat).

It alone is

The not-Self, i.e., anything other than the Self, is only an

illusory appearance due to the non-perception of the ultimate reality.
Nevertheless, a deluded person works out a distinction among the things
of the world as being (sat) and non-being (asat).

He looks upon certain

objects as being and some others as non-being (asat), though there is
no justification for such a distinction; for all of them, being not-Self,
are illusory appearance due to avidya.

This distinction is meaningful
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only so long as the nature of the Sclfisnot known, i.e., so long as there
is the functioning of avidya, in the form of the non-perception of the
nature of the Self.

[181]
cT^lT

I

feficfn srrBi^Tft

n

This jiva whose discriminating knowledge is obscured
by avidya, after leaving his former body, enters the womb
(of the mother) with the lihga-sarlra, being wafted by the
wind of karma, etc.
The nature of avidya. was explained in verses (176) to (180).
It is avidya, that is responsible for the transmigratory existence of
the jiva.
The word citta which occurs in
Anandagiri,

viveka-jnana

the

{citta-iabdena

verse means, according to

viveka-jndnam grhyate).

The

word lingatmd means the jiva with the adjunct of the lihga-sarira
(lihga-upahito ji vah).

[

182]

C

The solid, watery, and fiery substances eaten (by the
mother) are each one of them divided into three portions;
and each one of these three portions undergoes transfor¬
mation in three ways separately.
With a view to give an account of the growth of the subtle and
gross bodies of the jiva that has got into the womb,

it is first of all

stated that food and other things eaten by the mother undergo three¬
fold transformation.
The solid food (anna) eaten by the mother becomes threefold —
the grossest, subtle,

and the subtlest.

The Chandogya (VI, v,

1-3)
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anistho dhatuh.
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dhatuh, madhyamo dhatuh, and

The watery and fiery food when eaten becomes three¬

fold in the same way.

[183]

cT?jf^Tpirf: ||
In course of time, (the grossest, subtle, and the subtl¬
est portions of) the solid food get transformed into faeces,
flesh,

and intellect respectively.

Similarly (the grossest,

subtle, and the subtlest portions of) the watery food get
transformed into urine, blood, and the vital airs respecti¬
vely; and in the same way (the grossest, subtle,

and the

subtlest portions of) the fiery food are transformed into
bone, marrow, and speech respectively.
The transformation that takes place with regard to food and other
substances is at two stages. First of all, food and other substances when
consumed become threefold. Secondly, each one of these three portions
undergoes transformation in a particular form.
In the course of his commentary on the Chandogya text (VI, v, 3)
Sankara says that we consume heat in the shape of oil, butter, etc,
Since mind is a development of food, it is material,
subtle.

though very

It is, therefore, wrong to hold, as in the Vaisesika, that the

mind is eternal and impartible (annopacitatvHn manaso bhautikatvam

eva,

na vaitesika-tantrokta-laksanam nityam niravayavam ceti grhyate).

[ 184 ]

The word “mind” is used (in the Sruti text) to imply
buddhi and the organs of knowledge.
And, the word
“speech” is used (in the Sruti text) to imply the organs of
47
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action. And also, the word “vital air” is used (in the
Sruti text) to imply the different vital airs.
Thf Chandogya text (VI. v, 1) says that the subtlest portion of food
becomes mind (yo’ nisthah tanmanah).

Here the word “mind” is indi¬

cative of buddhi and the organs of knowledge. Similarly

the Chandogya

text (VI, v, 3) says (hat the subtlest portion of heat becomes speech
(yo’nif tkah sd vdk).

Here also,

remaining organs of action.

the word vak

is used to indicate the

There is, again, the Chandogya text (VI,

v, 2) in the same context which says that the subtlest portion of water
becomes vital air (yo’nisi hah sa prdnah).

The word prana here is used

to indicate the vital air in its fivefold aspect.

[

185]

The sense organ which is said to arise through the
impressions which are generated by karma evolves from
the ahahkara, in conformity with (the former) work and
knowledge.
It is not from pure ahahkara that the senses come into existence,
but only from the ahahkara which carries the reflection of consciousness
(sabhasa-ahahkdra).

[186]

The sense of hearing comes into being, indeed, from
the self-conceit, "lam the hearer.”
And in the same
way (this mode of explanation) must be applied in respect
of the remaining sense organs.
Verses (185) and (186) explain the evolution of the senses.
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the Sahkhya holds, that the various senses

evolve from the ahahkara as such.

But it is only from ahahkara which

is acted on by, or connected with, the reflection of the consciousness
(caitanyabhasanuviddhasya) that senses come into being.

[187]

^

^ «TcT: II

The Self is said to be originated (as it were) following
the origination of the body, in the same way as ether is
said to be originated following the origination of a pot.
Hence, existence and other (mutable) states do not exist
(for the Self) since these states would be possible only if
there is origination (for the Self).
It is wrong to think that the Self is also originated like the senses.
The Self is eternal (nitya).

It is immutable (kutastha).

to have birth (janma) due to the limiting

But it appears

adjunct (upadhi), viz , the

body, which has birth and other mutable states. Every object is subject
to six changes (sadbhUva vikara) — (1) birth {janma), (2) existence (satta),
(3) growth (vrddhi), (4) transformation (parinama), (5) decline (apaksaya),
and (6) death (vinaSa).

Only if an object has birth or origination, the

subsequent states such as existence, growth, etc., will be possible for it.
Since the Self has no birth, it is free from the subsequent states which
follow it (atmano janmabhdvdt taduttara-bhavinah paTicavika.rU, na bhavanti).

[188]

qioiqicl^q

I

As this (physical) body (of thejiva) lying in the womb
grows, his lihga-Sarira also manifests itself more and more.
Both the visible physical body and the invisible subtle body (lirigaiarira) grow simultaneously.
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[

189]

*n%

I
STT-FT^T: 5fi*TR II
"N

To the jlva who has the body with all the organs
(developed), the (latent) impressions gathered up in the
past innumerable births manifest themselves gradually in
the nmth (or the tenth) month.
The jlva who has entered into the womb, being impelled by his
past dharma and adharma, comes to have gross and physical bodies equip¬
ped with all senses.

When he lies in the womb, fully awake in all his

senses, the latent impressions (vasanas) accumulated in the innumerable
previous births present themselves to him.
The word atha which occurs in the first line of the verse is used
with a view to suggest tenth month as an alternative to the ninth
month (atha-Sabdo masavikalpdrthah). The
instance,

says that

Chandogya text (V, ix, 1), for

"the foetus enclosed in the membrane,

having

lain within for ten or nine months, more or less, then comes to be
born."
The description of the condition of the jiva in the mother's womb
is given with a view to create a feeling of disgust against worldly exis¬
tence.

[
^1

190

]
||

Then, the jlva, being thus awakened (to his past ex¬
perience stored up in the form of the latent impressions)
and experiencing the misery of existence in the womb and
the like, bewails himself in disgust by thinking, "Ah what
a suffering!”
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^«75n^T^RT

I!

(Feeling dejected, the jlva wails over his lot as follows):
Earlier (in the previous births) unbearable pains striking
the vital parts of the body, similar to those caused by the
heated mud and sand which burn the wicked, were often
experienced by me.
Verses (191) to (196) give an account of the way in which tkejiva,
which suffers unbearable

misery when it lies in the womb, grieves

over its pitiable condition.

C

192]

cTT

3 RW II

But the drops of the bilious fluid, heated by the
digestive fire of the abdomen, burn me, who am placed in
the womb, much more intensely.
[193]

The mouths of the worms in the womb, which are
similar to the thorns of the kiliaSalmati tree, torture me who
am already tormented by the saw-like bones of the sides.
It is said that the wicked souls are tortured in the world of Yama
with the thorns of the kutaialmali tree.

[
rm

194

]

5TB*rf?isii?tfqcl I
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The misery sufFered in the kumbhipdlza hell is less than
that experienced by me in the womb which is full of foul
odour and which is burning with the digestive fire of the
abdomen.

[

195]

cT^e

li

The state of being a worm in an impure thing, drink¬
ing pus, blood, and phlegm, and eating what is vomited,
was obtained by me lying in the womb.

[
q?rr^l

196]
%s3

*N

clci I

qqjl
The intense pain sufFered in all the hells put together
cannot exceed the pain experienced by me who am lying
on the bed of the womb.
[ 197 ]

qfcr.

i

In the womb, the jiva is crushed by the machine of
the bones, is surrounded by the fire of the stomach, has
all the limbs smeared with the liquid discharges and blood,
and is covered by the outer skin of the embryo.
In the course of his commentary on the Chandogya text (V, ix, 1),
which speaks about the foetus

enclosed in the membrane for about

nine or ten months, Sankara writes.' “Enclosed in the membrane
such

qualifications

and

have been added for the purpose of creating a

feeling of disgust (against worldly existence).

The idea is that it must

be extremely painful for the embryonic personality to lie within the
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mother’s womb — having all his faculties, strength,
intelligence,

and

activity held in complete check,

virility,
growing

energy,
through

the absorption of the food and drink taken by the mother, having its
source in very unclean blood and semen, covered
clothing of the membrane,
wind,

bile,

and

by the most unclean

the body smeared with the urine,

phlegm contained in the womb.

excreta,

Then the actual

birth consisting in painful coming out through the uagina must be stiii
more painful.

All this gives rise to feelings of disgust.

Such suffering

is unbearable even for a single moment — w hat to say of lying in tiie
womb for such a long time as ten or nine months!”

[198]

Afflicted by excessive pain, crying aloud, and with
the head downward, the jtva, emerging out of the womb
like the one released from a snare, falls down lying on the
back.
This verse gives an account of the birth of the jiva.

[ 199-200 ]

A

%fri jngsissiMtafi l
feFnfqg f| 3to«ptii
The baby (that is born) knows nothing then. It remains
like a ball of flesh. It has to be protected against the teeth
of dogs, cats, and other animals by others with sticks
in hand.
It looks upon a demon as father, and a
female imp as mother.
It drinks the pus as milk.
What a pity!
Infancy is, indeed, miserable.
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These

two verses describe the miserable state of infancy.

new-born baby cannot distinguish

one object from

another.

The

It has

to be taken care of at every stage.

[

201 -202

]

F, rf^T^^Tl^

cfS

||

|

spPPFNPT^FSi: HvT

||

Then, attaining the state of youth, he becomes
haughty, and becomes delirious because of the fever of
sexual passion. Ali on a sudden he sings aloud; likewise,
he gallops without any reason. He climbs a tree at no time.
And also he makes good people feel annoyed. Remaining
blind on account of desire, anger, and passion he pays no
heed to anything.
The misery of youth (yauvana-duhkham) is brought out in these two
verses.

C 203 ]

fqf|^=£t SFSFTvT H #4% II
Then, on attaining old age which is a state of great
disgrace, he becomes miserable.
With the chest covered
by phlegm, he does not digest the food eaten by him.
The suffering of old age (jara-duhkham) is described in verses (203)
to (209).

[ 204]

*TST^ srqds:

|
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With fallen teeth and affected vision, eating what is
pungent, sour, and astringent, with hip, neck, hands,
thighs, and legs bent down due to gout, he is helpless.
[ 205 ]

Afflicted by innumerable diseases, humiliated by his
kinsmen, precluded from all ablutions, and smeared with
dirt all over the body, he lies on the ground embracing it
as it were.
[ 206 - 209]

||

=3
vp

srni^eft g§g§: n

cRTT I

^circN

II

Having consumed understanding, memory, courage,
valour, and the strength of youth, this damsel of old age
feels as if she has achieved her goal and dances with joy
to the drum of cough and flatulency, to the flute of the
sonorous breath, to the song of the abdominal sound, with
the garment of white beard and hair, wearing the best
blouse of the wrinkeld and grey-haired skin, having a third
leg as it were in the staff, falling down again and again,
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with the bright gold-ornaments of projecting knots of flesh,
covered by the cloth of the thin skin, and with the twinkl¬
ings of moving anklets due to the rubbing of the ankle
and knee bones.

[210]
cmtsfa

SSFtit

1

There is no parallel to the pangs of death which follow
itfi.e., old age). Even a creature suffering from the worst
disease is afraid of it.
Verses (210) to (212) describe the misery of death (marana-duhkham).
[2H ]

*£3^1

q^fbisfc sjF^lt: 1

SFKFcTsfe^

II

Though surrounded by the relatives, the creature is
snatched away by death in the same way as a serpent which
has gone underneath the ocean is captured by Garuda,
the enemy of serpents.

[212]
ff ^F^

SR 3^

^

I
^3^ ?Ri II

Even as the man is weeping frightfully saying: "Ah,
my dear wife! ah, my wealth! ah, my son!” he is swal¬
lowed by death in the same way as a frog is swallowed by
a serpent.

[213]
fTOjf?^RFlq

I
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Let the pangs of the dying person, which occur when
his vital parts are rooted out and when his joints are loos¬
ened be remembered by those who are desirous of liber¬
ation
The seeker after liberation must do the right and pursue the good
with a view to overcome the throes of death.

[214]

5TIcm

il

When your visual sense is snatched away, when your
consciousness is captured, and when you are bound by the
cord of death, you cannot find a protector.
[215]
^

«l

aft

*\

ifta^qr n

Obstructed by darkness as when entering a deep pit,
you will, with pitiable eyes, see your relatives who are beat¬
ing their breasts.
The relatives of a dying person cannot play the role of a saviour,
for they are equally helpless.

[216]

3TO:q^R
SfRfTR

*^qn?R sFsrfvr: |
II

At that time you will see yourself being pulled by the
iron cord of death as well as by the cord of attachment of
your relatives on both sides.
A person who is in the throes of death is utterly helpless.

He has

no freedom whatsoever to do the right at that time, for he is pulled in
one direction by the affection of his kinsmen and in another by death.
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[217]

qfoi'STcr: l
^qqjo^q qi^i?f q ^qfef
^

-\

!!

There is, indeed, no refuge for the person who is
afflicted by hiccough, who is getting dried up by hard brea¬
thing, and who is dragged by pciSa (on both sides).
[218]
c\

qq qr^l4ti?T

II

Mounted on the wheel of samsara, led on by the mes¬
sengers of Death, and bound by the cord of death, the jiva
grieves: “Where am I to go?”
The jiva who is caught in the wheel of transmigratory existence
has no freedom when he leaves the gross body at the time of death
with a view to reap the fruits of his previous karma.

[219]

*TTcTlfqcTTg^§cn:

When the jiva goes alone (after death), his karma
leading him on, what happens to his declaration in this
world of may a:
“My mother and father, my teacher and
my sons, my kinsmen”? This world where people live
in is, indeed, similar to a tree which serves as a place of
rest.
Man lives with the

assurance

that his parents,

kinsmen will stand by him at all times.
his rescue when he goes alone after death.

children, and

But none is able to come to
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[
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]

HR HR 5f!H^ HHcTl:
STETJ HfcRcIH

SJsrxf^cT I

HJRRTFqte? cFH
H^T^WRRtS^TcTHR I!
Every evening the birds meet together on a tree which
is their place of rest. Every morning they go out in their
own way. Just as the birds leave the tree and part from
one another, sc also the jiva parts company with his re¬
latives and non-relatives.
I a the previous verse the worid we live in was compared to a tree
which serves as a resting place.

The similarity between the two is

worked out in this verse.

[221]
cfRf

I

Birth is the cause of death.
In the same way, death
is the cause of birth.
Like a water-carrying contrivance
(which goes on revolving), man goes round and round
(through the wheel of birth and death) always without
any rest.
So far, a detailed account has been given about the miserable life
in the womb, the pangs of birth and death, and the sufferings in the
states of infancy, youth, and old age with a view to generate a feeling
of disgust against transmigratory existence.

[ 222-223 ]

sS

\V

~\
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taT

3*rinj

sprnrTFT

II

The oblations of faith, the moon, rain, food, and
semen are offered by the gods in the fires of heavenly
region, cloud, earth, man, and woman (respectively).
Thus from the fifth oblation comes into being the person
called man
The destruction of thejlva’s bondage which
causes great suffering will be explained gradually (in the
sequel).
It is not only in the

Taittiriya Upanisad, but in the Chdndogya as

well that man is said to have evolved from food (annat puru$ah). There
is an account of the process of birth in Chapter V (Sections 4 to 8) of
the Chandcgya.

The heavenly region is conceived as a sacrificial fire in

which faith is offered as oblation by the gods.

From this offering arises

the moon. Again, in the sacrificial fire of cloud, the gods offer the moon
as oblation, and from this offering comes rain.

Rain is offered as

oblation in the fire of earth, and from this offering arises food.
the offering of food in the fire of man, there arises semen.

By

And from

semen which is offered as oblation in the fire of woman, man comes into
being.
It is with a view to overcome the great evil of bondage (samsSra)
that the Upanisad proceeds to describe in the sequel the five sheaths
(panca-koSa) of man and the way in which each one of these shea ths
can be resolved into that which is inward to it till one attains Bra'nmanAtman which is the support of all.

[ 224 ]

f^TI^I fatal:

I

All the transformations from the beginning (of life
in the womb stated above) belong to the subtle and gross
bodies. Though they are not of the Self, it is thought due
to ignorance that they are of the Self.
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The Self must be differentiated from the r.ot-Self.

The difference

between the Self on the one hand and the subtle and gross bodies on
the other is brought out in this verse.
The pure Self is free from all changes such as the dwelling in the
womb (garbha-vasadya vikriycLh) which have been stated at length ear¬
lier.

These changes belong to the lihga-iarira and the sthuiu-sanrr,

and not to the Self.

Without discriminating the Self from the subtle

and gross bodies a person, due to ignorance, associates these changes
with the Self which is immutable.

[

225

]

JFrU^fTfrf rTcTt

Gn^T: !l

Owing to the conceit "I am the knower”, the jiva,
indeed, performs the acts of cognition. Again, on account
of the delusion “I am the thinker”, he does all mental
activities.
The mechanism of identification of the Self with the two bodies

(Sarira-dvaya), gross as well as subtle, takes place at different levels.
It has already been stated that the subtle body is composed of three
sheaths — the sheath of self-consciousness (vijnanamaya-koSa), the sheath
of consciousness (manomaya-koia), and the sheath of vitality ( pranamayakoia).
While buddhi along with the organs of knowledge constitute the
sheath of self-consciousness, manas taken with the same organs of know¬
ledge constitutes the sheath of consciousness. The Self or the "I” is diffe¬
rent from the intellect (buddhi) and the mind (manas).

If it is identified

with any of them, it is a case of superimposition (adhvSsa) due to igno¬
rance.

On account of the erroneous identification with buddhi, the Self

looks upon itself as a knower, engages in the acts of cognition, considers
itself as the agent and the enjover of the fruits of actions.

In the same

way, its identification with manas makes it think that it performs the
various mental operations such as upHsana.

So the Self must be diffe¬

rentiated from the vijnanamaya-koSa and the manomaya-koSa.
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L 226 ]

WrafiOTRlt ^
•O

||

By the conceit of the Self in prana, etc., the jjac gets
involved in ail vital actions. And with the conceit of the
Self in the visual sense, etc., he is engrossed in thinking of
colour, etc.
On account of ignorance, the Self identifies itself with the sheath of
vitality ( prUnamaya-koSa ).

The five vital airs axe prana, apana, vyana,

udana, and samdna. The five organs of action are the tougue, the hands,
the feet, the anus, and the generating organ. The vital airs along with
the fi''e organs of action constitute the sheath of vitality. Though the Self
is free from all actions, identifying itself with prana, apana, etc., it consi¬
ders itself as the doer of the actions performed by them.

In the same

way, identifying itself with sight and other senses, the Self looks upon
itself as what is involved in perceiving colour, etc.

[ 227 ]

Similarly, when the physical body is burnt, the igno¬
rant man thinks, “I am burnt.” And also ascribing the
blackness of the body to his Self, he thinks, ‘‘I am black/’
Just as the Self must be differentiated from the subtle body, so also,
it has to be differentiated from the gross body (sthula-Sarira).
An ignorant person is one who is incapable of discriminating

the

Self from the physical body. He superimposes the characteristics of the
body such as its birth and death, its blackness and whiteness, on the
Self. When the body is burnt he thinks that the Seif or the "I” is burnt.
Finding that the body is black in colour, he thinks that the Self or the
“I” is black.

It is in terms of the erroneous identification of the Self

with the body, which is not-Self, that we have to explain the locutions of
the ignorant man: “I am burnt,” “I am black.”
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[ 228 ]
cTraffTsf^R- cP?T gft: |J

By the conceit of the Self in cattle, wealth, and the
like, a person thinks due to ignorance: ‘‘I own them.” In
the same wav, because of attachment he thinks of the puri¬
ficatory rites of the gross and subtle bodies (as those of
the Self) and considers himself to the effect “I am a ba¬
chelor,” “I am a householder,” ‘'I am an ascetic,” C‘I
am a sage.”
An ignorant naan suffers from two kinds of conceit or erroneous
notion.

The first is ahamabhimana which is erroneous identification of

the Self with the intellect, or the mind, or the vital air,
or the body.

or the senses,

This has been explained in verses (225) to (227) with a

view to show that the Self has to be differentiated from each one of
them.
The second one is mamSbhimSna which is explained in this verse.
On account of this erroneous notion, he looks upon the external things
as his own and says:

"This is my cow,” "This property belongs to

me,” "These are my kinsmen,” etc. Just as the Self cannot be identi¬
fied with the intellect, mind etc., which are not-Self, so also the Self
cannot be related to any of the external things of the world.

The Self

has no relation whatsoever with anything, subjective as well as objec¬
tive.
The Self by its very nature is pure, and so there is no scope for
any purificatory rite with regard to the Self. But there are various acts
of purification (samskara) for the gross and subtle bodies such as snSna,
SLcamana, and so on.

Consequent on the various purificatory acts, a

person considers himself in terms of various statuses such as a celebate
student, a householder, etc.

Neither the purificatory acts nor the

different statuses have anything to do with the Self.
49

In the celebrated
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introduction contained in his bha^ya on the Brakma-sTitra, Sankara says
that distinctions such as a brahmana, a ksatriya, and the like, and the
fruti texts such as “A brahmana is to sacrifice” (brahmanoyajeta) are ope¬
rative only on the supposition that on the Self are superimposed parti¬
cular conditions such as caste, stage of life, age, outward circumstances
and so on.

[ 229]

The body is said to be a modification of the different
elements of matter. Because of the delusion a person re¬
gards the body as ‘ I” and "mine’"’ and attains the evil.
The Self by its very nature is pure, eternal, and free.

But due to

ignorance a person identifies himself with the body which is impure,
perishable,
mine.”
Self.

and bound,

and says: "I

am stout,” or "This body is

It is a case of superimposing the attributes of the body on the

Man subjects himself to suffering due to his erroneous self-identi¬

fication (tfid&tmya-adhy&sa) with the body, the senses, and the mind. -

[ 230 ]

qfo m\ I
Though ail beings alike are products of food and have
evolved from Brahman, still man alone is mentioned here
(in the Sruti text), because he is qualified for rites and
knowledge.
Every being has come out of Brahman, and also every being is a
modification of the essence of food.
sruti says:

Why is it, it may be asked,

"From food was born man.

that

That man, such as he is, is a

product of the essence of food” (annat purusah, sa va esa puruso'nnarasamayah) as though this is true only of man? There is a special reason for
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mentioning man alone, leaving out other animals.

Man alone is quali¬

fied for rites and duties as also for knowledge, and so he alone is men¬
tioned by the Sruti text.

[231

]

Since Sruii desires to help man, who has plunged into
this (ocean of samsara), the repository of all evil, attain the
innermost Brahman by means of Brahman-knowledge,
(man alone is mentioned in the Sruti text).
By virtue of his ability to follow the teaching of Scripture,
alone is competent for performing karma and attaining knowledge.

man
He

seeks to attain the results which karma and jnana are intended to secure.
The distinterested performance of karma leads to the attainment of a
pure mind, and only a person who has a pure mind is competent to in¬
quire into the Vedanta.

From the study of the Vedanta he attains Brah¬

man-knowledge which leads to liberation. Therefore, the human being
alone who has the ability to follow the teaching of Scripture and who
desires to attain the result as taught in Scripture is qualified for karma
and jnana, and not any other being. The Aitareya Aranyaka (II, iii, 2-5)
brings out the distinction between man and other animals as follows:
"In man alone is the Self most manifest, for he is the best endowed
with intelligence. He speaks what he knows.
He knows what will happen tomorrow.

He sees what he knows.

He knows the higher and

lower worlds. He aspires to achieve immortality through mortal beings.
He is thus endowed with discrimination,
consciousness of hunger and thirst only.”

[ 232 ]

while other animals have
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Just as a person is made to see the moon through see¬
ing the edge of a branch of a tree alone, so also he is
made to see Brahman which is identical with the inward
Self and which is devoid of sheaths through the knowledge
of the sheaths alone.
It is Brahman-knowledge which is required for attaining liberation.
Scripture seeks to impart this knowledge through an exposition of the
nature of the five sheaths (koia-pancaka).

Though these five sheaths are

other than the Self, they have been looked upon all along due to ignor¬
ance as

of the nature of .the

Self.

Through an explanation of the

nature of these sheaths. Scripture seeks to impart the knowledge of the
Self which is beyond the five shea ths.

Understanding the real nature

of the sheaths as not-Self is the means to the attainment of the know¬
ledge of Brahman-Atman (citmajnane koiSnam anatmajnSnameva mukhyopayah). The method of instruction that is adopted here is to teach what
is not known through what is known, to teach what cannot be easily
comprehended through something more tangible and easily understood.
Consider the case of a person who does not know the moon.

We help

him to see the moon by first pointing out the edge of a branch of a tree
and then telling him that the moon is near the edge of that particular
bough.

In the same way, Sruli helps us to realize Brahman-Atman by

explaining first of all the nature of the five sheaths.

So the exposi¬

tion of the nature of the sheaths serves a very useful purpose.

[ 233 ]

sir^RRf^rcTi

srdt-gqPTrr:

|

3^ ii

The human mind which is tainted by the impressions
accumulated in this beginningless transmigratory existence
must be enabled to realize the Self through the means (of
explaining the nature of the sheaths). Hence it will be ex¬
plained in the sequel.
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[ 234]

S^^rlg^FTr^r f+rq^S&^T

II

The inward Self which is not touched by duality even
objectively, in the same way as it is not touched by duality
subjectively, is one. Owing to avidya, the Self is illusorily
divided into two categories of “Thou” and “I”.
If iruti intends to explain the nature of the five sheaths as a means
to the attainment of Brahman-knowledge, this amounts to, the critic
argues, the admission of duality, because Brahman is different from the
sheaths.

This objection does not hold good.

There is no other reality

besides Brahman-Atman, whether we view it subjectively by analysing
the individual, or objectively from the standpoint of the cosmos or the
outside world.

Brahman-Atman, the ultimate reality, is divided

into

two categories — the subject and the object, the "I” and the "Thou”,
due to avidya.

The two words "I” (asmat) and "Thou” (yusmat)

are

used to bring out the absolute opposition between the subject and the
object.

The pronouns of the first and the third person can be placed

in a co-ordinate relation in a sentence as when we say: "It is I,” "I am
he whom you speak about...” But language does not allow of any
such co-ordination between the pronouns of the first and the second
person.

The subject is said to have for its sphere the notion of "I”,

while the object is said to have for its sphere the notion of "Thou”.

The subject or the “I”, which can be characterized as the micro¬
cosm, is ordinarily

understood as being constituted

by five sheaths,

though the Self or the real "I” is beyond these five sheaths.

These five

sheaths of the subject or the "I” (asmatpancakam) are the products of
avidyS and therefore are not real.

The outside world, the macrocosm,

may also be analysed into five sheaths corresponding to the five sheaths
of the individual. These five sheaths of the external world (yusmatpancakam) which are also products of avidya are not real.

Since the subject-
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object distinction and all that it involves arise only as a result ol avidya,
they are not real.

So Brahman-Atman, the ultimate reality,

which

transcends subject-object distinction is one and non-dual. When the Self
is not realized in its true nature as one and non-dual, it appears diffe¬
rentiated as the subject and the object, the ego and the non-ego. Since
the five sheaths,

both at the individual and cosmic levels, are not real,

there is no room for duality.

[ 235 ]

q^T^r qqsnvTTFTi^j: I
^cTT: II
Just as there are five sheaths such as the annamaya in the
"I” or the subject division of the inward Self, so also there
are (five sheaths) like the anna, etc., (as the causes of the
former five sheaths) in the 'Thou” or the object division
of the inward Self.
The non-dual Self is divided as it were into two divisions — the sub¬
ject or the “I” division (asmadvibhdga) and the object or the “Thou” divi¬
sion ( yusmadvibhaga).

The former which has for its content the notion

of “I” (aham-buddhi-grUkya) consists of five sheaths — the sheath of food
(annamaya), the sheath of vitality (preinamaya), the sheath of consciousness
(manomaya), the sheath of self-consciousness (vijnanamaya) and the sheath
of bliss (anandamaya).

The other division which has for its content the

notion of “Thou”, that is, any object which is referred to as “this” as
distinguished from “I" (yusmadidam-buddhi-grahya) also consists of five
sheaths of food, vitality, consciousness, self-consciousness, and bliss. The
first list of five sheaths mentioned above is from the individual standpoint
(vyasti), while the second list of five sheaths is from the cosmic stand¬
point (samasti). Each sheath in the first list is a modification (mayat) of
its counterpart in the second list. For example, the annamaya-koSa at the
individual level is a modification of the anna-koia at the cosmic level:
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that is to say, while the former is the effect, the latter is the cause (prakrti).

The relation among the remaining sheaths must be explained in

the same way.

So there are ten sheaths — five at the individual

level

and five at the cosmic level.
Since food, vitality, etc., at the cosmic level serve as the cause of
the five sheaths at the individual level, they are also referred to as
sheaths (koSa-upadanatvat anncidlnamapi kosatva-vyavaharah).

C

236

]
I

qsfRci

TOtTR^q*TFi i!
Then, after resolving the five sheaths of the individual
in their respective causes which constitute their selves (i.e.,
their essence), one must, indeed, think of the sheaths of
anna, etc., as of the nature of subsequent sheaths.
How the knowledge of the sheaths at the individual and cosmic
levels should be made use of for realizing Brahman-Atman which is be¬
yond the kosas is explained in this verseThe classification of the sheaths into two groups —one group con¬
sisting of causes and the other group consisting of their effects or modi¬
fications — is intended to show that all these sheaths could be merged
in one another in such a way that ultimately the non-dual Self alone
will remain. The guiding principle in this process of merging one sheath
in

another is provided by the discrimination that the effect does not

exist as something different from its cause (kriranatirekena

karyam

nasti), that the effect is non-different from its cause.
The process of merging is done at two stages.

The five sheaths

of the individual, i. e., the sheaths of the subject or the "I” division,
must first be resolved in thought into the five sheaths of the cosmic level,
i. e.,

the sheaths of the object or the "Thou” division.

The second

stage consists in resolving each of the five sheaths of the cosmic level
into its respective cause.
The five sheaths of the object at the cosmic level constitute respecti¬
vely the material essence (svarupa) from which the five sheaths of the
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subject group at the individual level have evolved.

That is to say,

the five sheaths of the individual are the modifications of the corres¬
ponding sheaths at the cosmic level.

The annamaya-koSa of the indivi¬

dual is a modification of the anna-koia of the cosmic level.
maya-kosa of the individual
cosmic level.

The prana-

is a modification of the prdna-kosa of the

The other kosas must be understood in the same way.

Since the effect is non-different

from its cause, one must realize

that

the annamaya-koka is not different from the anna, its material cause, that
the pranamaya-koSa is not different from the prana which is its material
cause, and so on. As a result of this merging,

we will be left with only

five sheaths at the cosmic level.
Now we

come to the process of merging at the

second level.

Anna has evolved from prana, prana from manas, manas from vijndna, and
vijndna from ananda,

the first cause.

Since the effect is non-different

from it cause, one has to resolve anna in prana, prana in manas, and so on;
that is, one must look upon anna as nothing but prana, its material cause;
similarly one must look upon prana as nothing but manas, and so

on.

This process of merging will finally help the spiritual aspirant to realize
the non-dual Self which is neither a cause nor an effect.

[

237

]
fern: I
^ cimfq II

Thus, after resolving what is of the nature of the effect
(in its cause) and remaining of the nature of the cause
(viz., ajnata-brahma), and finally resolving even that by the
knowledge conveyed by the Sruti text, the wise man attains
Brahman which is of the nature of the Self.
When a person resorts to the process of resolving every effect in its
cause,

he will eventually

called ajndtc-brahma.

come to ananda,

the

first

cause,

otherwise

It means that at this stage he identifies himself

with the first cause which constitutes the essence of everything in the
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But this is only the penultimate stage. The knowledge of non-

difference between Brahman and Atman conveyed by the principal text

tat tvam asi helps him to transcend even this stage by resolving the first
cause in Brahman from which it is non-different, and realize ihe non¬
dual Brahman which is identical with the Seif and which is free from
cause-effect relation.
I-

[ 238 ]

BTvf

I

Food must be known as the Viraj. It has evolved from
the vital air. Mind which is inward to the vital air constitutes
the essence of the Veda in the form of Rg, Tajur, and Sdma.
Food (anna) or the physical matter represents the Vir3j, the cosmic
being in its gross aspect.

Food or the Viraj has come out of the' vital

air (prana) which constitutes the vehicle of all activities (kriyS-iakti)
of the Sutratman.
The Sutrcttman is endowed with two kinds of potency — kriyS-Sakti
and vijnana-iakti.

KriyS-iakti is the potency involved in all outgoing

activities due to the vital air in its various aspects.

The word prSna

which occurs in the verse refers to the kriya-iakti of the SutrStman.
from prana that food has evolved.

It is

Vijnana-iakti which is the potency

involved in all kinds of knowledge is of two kinds — manas and vijnana.
One and the same internal organ (antahkarana) is referred to as manas
and vij'nSna depending upon the nature of the knowledge it gives rise to.
It is called manas when it gives rise to all concrete and

(savikalpaka)

thought

differentiated

(savikalpaka-jnanotpadana-iaktimadantahkaranam

manahiabda-vacyam). The Rg-veda, the Tajur-veda, and the Sama-veda are
the expressions of the work of the internal organ in its aspect called

manas.

It is from manas that prSna has evolved.

The nature of vijnana is explained in the next verse.
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|
34IH^: Tl^.^cn: II
The intellect which knows the content of the Veda is
called vijnana which is decisive

by its very nature.

Bliss

which results from knowledge and action is the fruit.
Vijnana is that aspect of the internal organ which gives rise to all
abstract.,

undifferentiated

knowledge (nirvikalpaka-jnUnotpadana-Sakti-

madantahkaranam vijnSnam). The knowledge ascertained through vijnana
is decisive.

The truths embodied in the Vedas are ascertained through

the internal organ in its aspect called vijnana or huddhi.
Ananda is the Avyakrta, the ultimate cause of all.
[ 240 J

spit *Fr^rqi

mr^wTcii *tct: ii

Prana, manas, and vak, spoken of as the three kinds of
food of the Prajapati constitute the Sutrdtman completely.
The Viraj is of the nature of anna.

And (the avyakrta is

the karana, the ultimate cause).
The five sheaths mentioned here are also stated in the BrhadcLran-

yaka.

In the saptanna-brahmana (I, v, 1) it is said that the Father of

creation produced seven kinds of food through meditation and rites,
and that "three he made for himself.”

What does this mean?

This is

explained in I, v, 3 as follows: "It means: the mind, the organ of speech,
and the vital force are three kinds of food.”
refers to vijnana (vakSabdena vijnoLnam grhyate).

Here the organ of speech
The idea is that manas,

vijnana, and prana constitute the Sutratman.
In the BrhadSranyaka text (I, ii, 5) "I shall make very little food”
(kanlyo’nnam karisye), the word anna refers to the Viraj.

Again,

the
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Brhadaranyaka text (I, iv, 7),

"This (universe) was then

undifferen¬

tiated,’’ refers to the Avyakrta constituted by ananda.
Anandagiri explains that the letter ca which occurs in the second
line of the verse must be understood as referring to the Avyakrta.
[241]

Thus, the sheath formed of bliss (of the subject group)
is said to constitute the innermost essence of the (remain¬
ing) four sheaths, since it is a mass of consciousness unified.
But the difference (in the manifested forms of bliss) results
from the (previous) acts of the individual.
Earlier reference was made to the division of the sheaths into two
groups — the subject group and the object group.
of the object group ( yusmad-vibhaga),

Of the five sheaths

the sheath of bliss (ananda-koia)

constitutes the essence of the remaining four sheaths.

The same thing

is true of the sheaths of the subject group (asmad-vibhaga): that is to say,
the anandamaya-koSa constitutes the essence (pratyagatman) of the re¬
maining four sheaths.
The Mandukya Upanisad (V) describes the jlva in the state of deep
sleep called Prajna as one whose sphere is deep sleep (susuptasthana)
in whom all experiences

become unified (ekibhutah), who is mass of

consciousness unified {prajnanaghana ), who is formed of bliss
maya), who experiences

bliss (cLnandabhuk).

(ananda-

The jiva in the state

of

deep sleep is nothing but a mass of consciousness because of the absence
of all distinctions at that time. It is not conscious of anything either out¬
side or inside. But it is just unified consciousness. It is constituted by bliss
without any differentiation whatsoever. If so, how is it, it may be asked,
that the Upanisad in the sequel (II, v, 1) speaks about the difference in
the

manifested forms of bliss such as joy ( priyam), enjoyment (modah),
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exhilaration ( pramodali ),
differences

and bliss (ancnda)}

The answer is that these

arise in the other two states as a result of the past deeds

(karma-phala-bhedat) of the individual.
[ 242 ]

But the imagery of head and so on is for the practice
of meditation. Hence in this way the wise have explained
these (limbs such as head and so on) as mental represen¬
tations.
The iruii text tasyeuameva iirah is now taken up for explanation.
Scripture speaks of each sheath employing the imagery of a bird
which consists of a head, the two wings, the trunk, and the tail.

These

imaginary representations given by iruti are for the purpose of medita¬
tion. Representing the annamaya-koia in the form of a bird, the Upanisad
says:

"This itself is his head; this is the right wing; this is the left wing;

this is the tail, the support."

[ 943 ]
ga? 55# qsTT3Tc*n

I

It must be understood that the head (of the human
body) corresponds to the head (of the bird), that the two
arms correspond to the two wings, that the middle portion
(trunk) of the body is the self, and that the rest is the tail.
In this way, the sheath of food in the form of the mental
representation (given above) must be contemplated.
The

mode of contemplation on the sheath of food (annamaya-koia)

is explained in this verse by working out

the similarity

between

the
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figure of a human being, who is a modification of the essence of food,
and that of a bird.
[ 244]

The wise man who thus meditates in the proper order
on these (sheaths) in the mind will, indeed, go inward from
one sheath to another by abandoning the outer ones one
by one.
The utility of contemplation on these sheaths is explained in this
verse.
A spiritual aspirant who resorts to the uninterrupted contemplation
on these kosas in the way and in the same order in which contempla¬
tion has been indicated by Sruti attains purification of mind.

Only

when the- mind of the spiritual aspirant gets purified, he will have dis¬
criminating knowledge (viveka-buddhi) which will enable him to go in¬
ward by giving up one by one the different sheaths,
outermost, viz., the annamaya-koia.

starting from the

Such a person who has abandoned

all the sheaths knowing that all of them are not-Self attains Brahmanrealization through the knowledge of non-diffcrence between the Self
and Brahman conveyed by the principal texts such as tat tvam asi.
[ 245 ]

Since Sruti can never be doubted, (the fruits) as dec¬
lared (by Sruti) will take place. There is, indeed, scope for
doubt in respect of what is known through inference and
perception which are dependent on man’s intellect.
The Upanisad says in the sequel (II, ii, l)that “those who meditate
on

food as Brahman acquire all food” (sarvam vai te’nnam apnuvanti
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ye’nnam brahrfiopclsate). When Sruti specifically declares that the attainment
of food is the fruit that accrues to one who meditates on food as Brah¬
man, how could it be said, so the critic argues, that meditation on the
kosas leads to the attainment of Brahman-realization? It is the conten¬
tion of the critic that one and the same meditation cannot give rise to
two different fruits— the attainment of food as well as Brahman-realiza¬
tion.
This objection is wrong.

Since sruti declares that both the fruits

accrue to one who practises meditation as specified, it must be so, and
there can be no doubt about that.

Scripture which is impersonal

(apauruseya) is free from defect and distortion. So the teaching of Scrip¬
ture can never be doubted.

But there is scope for doubt with regard

to what is known through perception, inference, and other sources of
knowledge because of the association of the human factor with them.
Unlike Sruti, every one of these sources of knowledge is dependent on
the mind and the senses of the person,

which are liable to defect and

distortion.

[ 246 j

5il

sifo: I

Or, just as Scripture teaches the knowledge of the
infinite Brahman by re-stating the meditation on name
(rtdma), etc., to which man resorts of his own accord, so
also here Sruti teaches the knowledge of the Self (by re¬
stating the meditation on food, etc.).
The purport of the teaching of meditation on the kosas may be
explained in a different way also.

In the seventh chapter of the Chan-

dogya meditation on name, speech, mind, etc., to which man

naturally

(svabhcivatah) resorts without Scripture enjoining it is re-stated with a
view to lead the spiritual aspirant gradually from name to speech, from
speech to mind,
is attained.

and so on, till the knowledge of the infinite Brahman

In the same way, taking advantage of the fact that man
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naturally identifies himself with the kos'as, Scripture enables the spiri¬
tual aspirant to attain Brahman-realization by resolving each outward
koia in its inner one through the process of contemplation thereon. The
purport of the teaching of Scripture is in the knowledge of BrahmanAtman,

because this is the main

teaching which is intended to be

taught (pradhanatvai vivaksilam). So the fruits of meditation mentioned
in connection wtih the several kosas should not be supposed to accrue as
declared.

L 247 j

q*

mm

II

Or, by re-stating the meditation which is intended for
securing fruits inferior to moksa as known from another
Sruli text, the knowledge (of Brahman-Atman) is spoken
of (here in the Taittiriya) for attaining the highest good.
This verse explains the purport of the teaching of meditation on
food, etc., as Brahman in yet another way.

Meditation on the Vir&j

and the Sv.tr3.tman has been taught in the first chapter of the BrhadSranyaka.

Such a meditation gives rise to fruits inferior to mok?a, the

highest good.

When the Taittiriya speaks about meditation on food,

etc., as Brahman, it is only re-stating what is already known from the
BrhadSranyaka.

But its main aim is to impart the knowledge of the

Self as the means of attaining moksa which is the highest good.
[ 248]

h sit

II

Then, desiring to help man reach the farthest shore of
the great ocean of sheath (koia) full of evil only through
the raft of Brahman-knowledge, iruti has said : “He, verily,
(is this man consisting of the essence of food).’’
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Anandagiri says that the word atha which occurs in the second line

of the verse means “after ascertaining that man alone is qualified for
jnana and karma and not other animals.”

The idea conveyed in this

verse is that Sruti endeavours to help man, who alone is qualified for
knowledge and rites, to overcome the transmigratcry existence by means
of Brahman-knowledge.
The Sruti text which
food (annatpurusah)

says that man comes into existence from

has already been explained.

The subsequent text,

"He, verily, is this man consisting of food” (sa vU esa puruso' nnarasamayah)
is now taken up for explanation.
[ 249 ]

Conveying the highest Self by the word ‘ ‘he” and then
using the particle “verily” for the sake of the recollection
of that, Sruti refers to the same Self, which

has become

the jiva constituted by the sheaths, by the word ‘‘this”.
The meanings of the three words sail, vai, and e$ah contained in the
Sruti text which was mentioned in the previous verse are explained now.

The sruti text, "He, verily, is this man consisting of food," brings
out the real nature of the jiva.
other than Brahman.

The jiva in its essential nature is no

But owing to avidyct it appears as something

different constituted by five sheaths. Brahman is thought of as what is
remote, whereas the jiva consisting of the five sheaths is thought of as
what is immediate. The word sah refers to that Brahman, the ultimate
reality, the cause of the world.

The particle vai recollects to our mind

that well-known Brahman as taught in all the Upanisads.

The word

esah states that this jiva consisting of the five sheaths is no other than
that Brahmaa

Brahman which transcends the cause-effect relation,

which is hiflBHt^the sheaths, and which

is free from attributes and

limitatio]*W(ppears in the form of the jiva, as what is subject to the
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cause-effect relation, as what is constituted by the five sheaths,

and as

endowed with attributes and limited by adjuncts due to avidyS.

[

250

]
f| ii

Just as a rope attains the form of a serpent through

avidya, though it is not really competent to become that,
so also the Self attains, indeed, the form of the jlva con¬
sisting of the five sheaths and suffers as it were in that
form.
Every object being what it is, it will not be possible for one object
to become another.

A rope can never actually become a serpent.

it may appear to be a serpent due to avidya.

But

In the same way, the Self

which is free from the sheaths appears to be endowed with them due to
avidya.

[251]

wh: i

Here (in the Sruti text) the suffix mayal is used in the
sense of modification.

This modification is denied of the

supreme Self through reasoning and Scripture.

The body

is known as a modification of food.
The iruti text says that the supreme Self is this man who is a
modification of the essence of food.

Since the body which serves as the

adjunct (upsdhi). of the Self is a modification of the essence of food, the
supreme Self itself which is in the form of the jiva is spoken of as a
modification of the essence of food (annarasamayah).
That the Self is not subject to modification can be shown not only
by citing scriptural evidence, but by reasoning as well.

The Katha
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Upanisad (1, ii, 18) says: “The intelligent Seif is neither born nor docs
it die.

It did not originate from anything,

from it.

nor did anything originate

It is birthless, eternal, undecaying, and ancient."

The Self

is partless (niravayava), and so it is net subject to modification.
is also another reason in justification of this view.

There

The Self has no

relation with anything whatsoever, for there is nothing else besides the
Self.

The Self, that is to say, is free from the threefold difference —

sajatiya, vijatiya, and svagata-bhedo. Since the Self is one and non-dual,
it is impossible to think of its relation with anything for the purpose of
saying that it is a modification of some other thing.
[ 252 ]

fairer
°

SIFi^tel^fcT

II

Of him, this (actual head) is, indeed, the head. Since
it should not be thought that head, etc., are to be imagined
as in the case of the sheath of vital force, there is the
emphasis by means of eva.
In the case of the pranamaya and other kosas, what is not actually
the head must be imagined to be so.

For example,

iruti says in the

sequel that preina is the head of the sheath of the vital force.

But this

is not true with regard to the annamaya-koia. Here the head, arms, and
the like which are well-known to us as the organs of the human being
are referred to, and they are to be meditated
wings, etc.

upon as head, the two

The word eva which occurs in the iruti text tasya idameva

fir ah is intended to emphasize this idea.
[ 253 ]

Since the identification of the Virdj and the Self of the
individual human organism is known from another Uruti
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text and since meditation (on food as Brahman) is also
taught, here the individual human organism must be view¬
ed as the Virdj, the cosmic being.
The expression annarasamaya refers not merely to the outward visi¬
ble physical body (pinda) of the individual, but to the gross physical
body of the Virdj as well.

So the jlva with the physical body at the

individual level is one which the Virdj,
aspect.

the cosmic being in its

gross

The firhadaranyaka text (I, iv, l), “In the beginning, this (uni¬

verse) was only the self (the Virdj) in the shape of a person,'

lends

support to this identification. The Taittiriya text (II, ii, 1) in the sequel
teaches meditation on food as Brahman.
on is for the sake of meditation.

The imagery of head, and so

In view of the teaching of meditation

on food as Brahman, the expression annarasamaya must be understood
as referring to the Virdj, the cosmic being in its gross aspect.
[ 254 ]

When

the individual

human

organism

attains

the

nature of the Virdj, the indwelling vital force becomes one
with vayu (the Hiranyagarbha), in the same way as the light
of a lamp enclosed in a pot (becomes the one diffused light)
when the pot is-broken.
Asa result of meditation on food, the individual physical organism
becomes one with the Virdj, the cosmic being in its gross aspect. Then
prana, the vital force, which is inward and limited by the gross physi¬
cal body, becomes one with the Hiranyagarbha in its unlimited aspect
of vayu, the source of all activity (kriydpradhana-vayurupah).

Here the

self identifies itself with the Hiranyagarbha, the cosmic being in its subtle
aspect, which again must be transcended.
adjuncts of the Hiranyagarbha,

the Self finally remains in its own con¬

dition as what is free and unlimited.
to drive home this point.

By overcoming the limiting

An

example is given in order

The light of a lamp that is kept in a pot is
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confined within it.

When the pot which limits the light is broken, the

light that is within beco mes pervasive.

[

255

]

the prana:naya,

All the sheaths like

etc., which lie

within the annamaya assume the human shape only through
the annamaya, just as the molten copper poured into a cru¬
cible (assumes the form of the crucible).
The self constituted by the essence of food is well-known to have a
human shape consisting of a head, arms,

and other limbs.

But the

prdnamaya and other sheaths which lie within the sheath of food are
also spoken of as having a human shape with head, arms, and other
limbs, though they do not have
accord.

that shape naturally of their own

Just as the molten copper poured into a crucible assumes the

form of the crucible, so also the prdnamaya and other sheaths which lie
within the annamaya-koia may be imagined to be moulded after that.
The annamaya-koia is compared to a crucible,

and the other sheaths

which lie within it are compared to the molten copper poured into the
crucible.

The imaginary representation of the sheaths in the human

shape is intended to facilitate meditation on, and the discrimination of,
the four kosas (upUsanartham paddrthaviveka-saukarydrlham ceyam kalpanetyarthah).

[

Here

(in this context)

256

]

a verse which re-states

what

has been said is uttered with the good intention of streng¬
thening the teaching stated in the Brdhmana portion.
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Here reference is made to the verse consisting of fourteen padas,
which occurs at the commencement of the second anuvaka.

This verse

which belongs to the Mantra portion is quoted with a view to confirm
what has been taught in the Brakmana portion in respect of the

sheaths

and the meditation thereon.
The explanation of the first anuvaka of the Brahmavalli which began
in verse (19) comes to an end with this verse.

[

257

]

3Ml^J ST5JT:

srfiratafcr H33H II

ei^
All beings are
through

food.

born, verily, from food.

They grow

And they completely merge, indeed, in

food.
Verses (257) to (277) cover the second anuvdka of this chapter.
The

first four lines of the mantra beginning from annadvai prajah

prajayante till atkainadapi yantyantah are explained in this verse.

[ 258 ]
H

I

qklfelr ^1%: II

Food which is the eldest is the Virdj, since it was the
first to evolve before all beings.

Hence, the statement of

the Purana. “He is, indeed, the first embodied one.”

[259

]

Agni is called osah since it burns; for, the fluids of the
body are burnt by it.

Since fire is appeased by food, the
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latter is called a medicine by those who know the truth
of food.
This verse explains why fond is characterized as a medicine for all.
The

abdominal fire otherwise called the digestive fire begins to

born, that is, feed upon the very constituents of the body when it is not
provided with food.

But it is assuaged by the food that is eaten.

is the food that alleviates the bodily discomfort

It

of all, and so food is

called a medicine for all.

[

260

]

Since the cow of food satisfies the calf of the digestive
fire of all beings through

the (four) udders of consuming

food by sucking, etc., it is a medicine for all.
Food is consumed in four ways •— by sucking, by mastication, by
swallowing, and by licking.

[ 261 - 252 ]
% 35RPOT II

Food,

indeed, is the cause of the origination, main¬

tenance, and destruction of the world.

Since food is the

cause of all beings which have come into being, it is Brah¬
man.

Those who always meditate on it attain the entire

food of all individual beings as the Virdj.
These two verses state the reason for identifying food with Brahman
and the fruit which accrues to one who meditates on food as the Virdj
in the way in which it is taught by Scripture.

One who meditates on
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the food as the Vi raj attains the nature of the Viraj, the cosmic being
in its gross physical aspect.
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The nature of eating of fond (by the Viraj) is, indeed,
by those who follow the Tandika in the words,
“saisa virdt.” Every effect is pervaded by its cause. With
a view to state the reason that by the Viraj, as the eater
stated

(all food is pervaded), there is, indeed, the repetition

of

the text beginning with annam hi.
In the Upanisad, the text, “Food, indeed, is the first among the
created beings. Hence it is called a medicine for all,” is repeated. The
repetition is for the sake of conveying the idea that

to one who medi¬

tates on food as the Viraj there is the acquisition and enjoyment of ail
food in the form of the Viraj. It is well-known that the cause pervades
its effect.

The Viraj, the cosmic being in its gross physical aspect, en¬

compasses all physical objects which are made of food.

When a person

who meditates on food as the Viraj attains the form of the Viraj,

he

attains and enjoys all food.

[264]

Food is eaten by (all beings), because it is an object
necessary for living.
cause it is the subject.

And also it eats (other beings), be¬
It is, indeed, called annam by the

wise, because of being eaten (by creatures) and of eating
(the creatures).

taittiriyopanisad-bhasya-vArtika
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This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti

texts, "adyate’tti ca

bhutd.ni, tasmadannaih taducyate.”
All creatures live on food. So food is the object which is consumed
by them.

A person who indulges in over-eating

becomes a victim to

the very food he has consumed for the sake of his living.
food consumes the person.

In

this case

It becomes, that is to say, the subject, and

the person who is eaten by it becomes the object (jivana-hntutvdt annam
adyate; niyaniabhavena yo’nnamatti tain tadaititi. adyate atiiti ca uyuipattih).

[

265

]

The Virdj, being of the nature of the cause, attains
all effects. For the purpose of going inward even from that
(sheath of food), the text beginning with tasmat is uttered.
The sheath of food has been explained with a view to divert the
mind of a person from external objects in which it is engrossed.
spiritual aspirant must first overcome attachment to external
such as wealth, son, kinsmen, and so on.

By meditating constantly on

the sheaths of food as Brahman as taught by Sruti, one can
from the external objects.

A

objects

withdraw

So the knowledge of the sheath of food in

the individual as well as the cosmic aspect is the first step to the know¬
ledge of Brahman.
The next step consists in going inward through understanding
from the sheath of food to the sheath of vita! force. Realizing that the
sheath of food or the Virdj is non-different from its cause,

viz.,

sheath of vital force or the Hiranyagarbha, the spiritual aspirant

the

must

transcend it in thought and take his stand on that which is inward to
it.

It is with a view to lead the aspirant

from the sheath of food to

that of vital force that Sruti says: “Than that, verily, — than this one
formed of the essence of food, — there is another self within, which is
formed ofprotna.”
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Referring to the nature of the Virdj, which is farther
by the word tasmat, and recalling to memory (the
Virdj) by the particle vai, iruti teaches that the individual
being is of the nature of the Virdj by the word etasmdt.
away,

The meanings of the three words tasmat (than that),

vai (verily),

and etasmdt (than this) which occur in the Sruli text tasmadva eHasmadannarasamayat are explained in these two verses.

By the word tasmat is

conveyed the Virdj, the cosmic being which is manifested as food or the
gross physical matter. Being external to the individual, it is thought of
as what is remote, what is farther away. The particle vai is used to help
us recollect in our memory that cosmic being which has been described
above.

The word etasmdt denotes the individual physical being which

is immediate and which is a modification of the cosmic being. The two
words tasmat and etasmdt are put in

co-ordinate relation.

The text,

therefore, conveys the idea that the human being, a product of food
(annamaya) at the individual level is identical with the anna or the Virdj,
the cosmic being (kdryabhulo' nnarasamayakoi o virdj ah kdranddabhinna ili
tdtparyam).

[

268

]

Thus, in respect of the subsequent (sheaths) too, the
effects are of the nature of their cause.

In this way the

infinitude of Brahman is established. If it is otherwise, the
view of the Sankhya will get established.

410
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Just as in the case of the sheath of food, che

co-ordinate relation

between the two words tasmat and etasmat indicates the non-difference
of cause (viz., anna or the Viraj) and effect 'viz-, annamaya or the indi¬
vidual human being), so also in respect of ihe remaining sheaths stated
in the sequel the two words tasmat and etasmat which arc in co-ordinate
relation convey the oneness of cause and effect; they convey, that, is to
say, that the. pranamaya-kota which is the effect is non-different from
piSna, its cause, that the manomaya-kota which is the effect is non-differ¬
ent from manas, its cause, end so on.
Making use of the principie of the non-difference of the effect and
its cause, the entire universe can be finally resolved into the first cause
called the Avyakrta or Ajnatabrahma. Adopting the same principle, even
the first cause can be resoived into Brahman which is infinite and
which transcends the cause-effect relation. The purport of the teaching
of the kosas is in establishing the non-dual nature of the ultimate rea¬
lity.
If the view that the effect is non-different from its cause is not
accepted, that is, if it is held that the world is different from Brahman,
one will be compelled to subscribe to the Sankhya standpoint according
to which the

Purusa is radically different from the Prakrti.

But the

Sankhya view is not acceptable as it is opposed to the Vedic testimony
(truti) as well as reasoning (yukti).

[

269

]

qstera: wfe II
In the absence of the effect (viz., the annamaya) men¬
tioned before, (the cause, viz., the pranarnaya) can exist.
And the effect is pervaded by its cause. The idea as stated
above (viz., the non-difference of the effect and its cause)
has been established by the methods of anvaya and vyatireka.
That the effect is not different from its cause can be shown by the
methods of anvaya and vyatireka. Since the cause constitutes the nature
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of the effect, wherever there is effect, there is also its cause, as can be
seen iu the case of clay and pot which are related as cause and effect.
When the effect is present, its cause also is present.
known as the anvaya relation

This is what is

between the effect and its cause.

effect, that is to say, cannot exist independently of its cause.
cause can exist independently of its effect.

The

3ut the

In short, while the effect is

non-different from its cause, we cannot reverse this relation and argue
that the cause is non-different from its effect.

[

270

]
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The word any a (in the sruti text) means different from
this annamaya as described. The word antara means its in¬
ward self. It is called atmd, since it pervades (the annamay a-koSa).
This verse explains the meanings of the words contained in the
text anyo'ntara Stma. The meaning of the text is that the sheath of vital
force (pr&namaya-fcoia) which is inward to the sheath of food (annamaya-

koSa) is different from it. Being the cause, it pervades the annamayako.fa, and so it is the self or the essence (svarupa) of the annamaya-kosa.

[271]
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Just as the sheath of food, as explained earlier, is per¬
vaded by the four sheaths, so also the subsequent sheaths
must be known as being pervaded by three (sheaths), two
(sheaths), and one (sheath) respectively.
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The hnmai: body consists of five sheaths— annamaya-koia, pranamayu-knia, manomaya-kaia, vijnanamaya-koia, and gnandamaya-koia. Start¬
ing from the annamaya-koia, which is the outermost sheath, these sheaths
are arranged one inside the other.
the annamaya-koia;
and so on.

the

The prdn amuya-koia is inward to

manomaya-kota is inward to the prdnamaya-koia,

Further, the sheath which is inward is the cause of that

which is outward.
what is inside

That is to say, the outward sheath is pervaded by

it which

is its

cause.

For example, the

sheath of

food (annamaya-koia) is permeated by the four sheaths of vital force,
consciousness, self-consciousness, and bliss.
(pranamaya-koia) is pervaded by

the

The sheath of vital force

sheaths of consciousness,

self-

consciousness, and bliss. The sheath of consciousness ([manomaya-koia)
is pervaded

by

the sheaths

of seif-conscionsness and bliss. Finally,

the sheath of self-consciousness (vijnanamaya-koia) is pervaded by the
sheath of bliss.

It will be shown in the sequel that the non-dual Self

is the support of the sheath of bliss.

[
rfa
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By the sheath of vital force, this (sheath of food) is
filled in the same way as the serpent is filled by the rope.
The sheath of food which is an effect is illusory, as known
from the vaedrambhana text.
That the sheath of food is pervaded by the sheath of vital force is
shown by the iruti text tenaifa purnah which occurs immediately after
the text anyo’ntara atmd prdr.amayah.

The relation between the prana-

maya-koia and the annamaya-koia is on a par with the relation between
the rope and the illusory serpent which is superimposed thereon.
as the rope and the snake are related as cause and
sheath of vital force and

effect,

Just

so also the

the sheath of food are related as cause and

effect. Like the rope which constitutes the nature (svarupa) of the snake,
the sheath of vital force constitutes the nature of the sheath of food.
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It may be argued that the rope-snake example which has been cited
is not apt; for, while the snake is illusory, the sheath of food is not so.
But this argument will not

do.

The sheath of food is also

illusory,

because it is an effect, and whatever is an effect is illusory. Being an effect
is what makes a thing illusory, and being a cause i.s what makes a thing
real.

This is the central

idea contained in the teaching of the vacd,-

rambhana text of the Cbandogya (VI, i, 4) which says that an effect or a
modification is only a name arising from speech.

[ 273 ]

This sheath of vital force that is spoken of is, indeed,
said to be truly of a human form. How is this possible
since it is incorporeal? The reason for this is given in the
text beginning with tasya.
This verse explains the meaning of the text, ‘‘This self, verily,

is

certainly of a human form,” (sa vd esa purus avidha eva).

The sheath of vital force which is within the sheath of food is also
said to be of a human form, possessing a head and other organs. Since
the pranamaya-koia is incorporeal (amurta), how is it possible, it may be
argued, to speak of it as having a human shape {puru^ avidha)}

The

answer to this

“Its

objection is stated by the sruti itself in the text:

human form takes after the human form of that (annamaya-koSa)” (tasya
purus avidhatam, anvayam purusavidhah). The self constituted by the essence
of food is well-known to have a human shape. Just as an image cast in
a mould takes on the shape of the mould, so also the pranamaya-koSa is
moulded as it were after the human form of the annamaya-koSa.
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Of this (sheath of vital force), prana is the head be¬
cause of its pre-eminence as abiding in the head.
Vyana
is its right wing. Apdna is said tc be its left wing.
Vydna
is characterized by general strength, while others (such as
prana) are not like that. Here dkdka means samana, be¬
cause of the similarity (of samana) to dkaka.
As in the case of the annamaya-kosa, the pranamaya-kofa is now re¬
presented as possessing a head and other organs continuing the imagery
of a bird.
The vital force is described as fivefold because of the five different
functions it performs. The function of prana is connected with the heart
and is capable of moving to the mouth and nostrils.
means going forward.

Prana

literally

Apana functions below the heart and extends up

to the navel. It is called apana, because it helps excretion. Vyana, which
means going in all directions, is everywhere in the body.
the

It regulates

functions of prana and apana and is the cause of actions requiring

strength.

Udana which means going upward is in the throat

departing breath.

It causes nutrition, rising up, and so on.

as the
Samana

is in the interior of the body. It equalizes what is eaten or drunk.
Here the prana aspect is represented as the head because of its emi¬
nence as abiding in

the mouth and nostrils which are

head (mukha-nasika-randhrefvavasthitah).

of its similarity to akaSa.
SkaSa.

the

The vyana aspect is compared

to the right wing because of its superior strength.
represented as the left wing.

located in

The apana aspect

is

The samana aspect is called akaSa because

Since it is pervasive like akaSa, it is

called
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This (samdna) is the self as known from another Sruti
text, because the five vital airs abide therein. The deity
of the earth is the tail. Since it is said in the Sruti text,
“That deity which is in the earth., this (deity in the
earth) is said to be the cause of the stability of the vital
force of the individual. As in the case of the self formed
of food, here also the (following) verse is quoted in respect
of the self formed of the vital force.
The samdna aspect of the vital force which is called akdSa is repre¬
sented as the self (dtmd) in the srut i text when it says dkdsa dtmd. Prdna
and other aspects of the vital force rest on samdna as stated in the Brhaddranyak a (III, ix, 26).
here, rest on prdna.

The body and the heart, it is first of all stated

Then prdna is said to rest on apdna which, again, is

said to rest on vydna.

To the question, "On what does the vydna rest?”

the answer is given that vydna rests on uddna.
to rest on samdna.

And finally uddna is said

It is this Brhadaranyaka passage that is referred to in

the verse in support of the view that all the vital airs abide in samdna.
Samdna is represented as the self as it were, because it is the
place of the functions of the vital force and

also

abiding

because it is in

the

middle place when compared with the other functions which are in the
periphery.

It is usual to refer to the middle or the trunk of an orga¬

nism as the self.
After explaining that dkdia, i.e., the samdna aspect of the vital force,
is the self of the prdnamaya-koSa, iruti says that "the earth is the tail, the
support” ( prthivi puccham pratislha ).

Prthivi here means the deity

of

the earth (prthivi devatd ). That the deity of the earth is the stabilising
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factor of the vital force is brought out in the
“The deity

that is in the earth

PraZna

Upanisad (III, 8):

favours by attracting (keeping

under

control) apdna of a human being.’’
At

the end of the first

dealing with

anuvaka

reference

the nature of the self made

commencement of the second anuvaka.
the

was

made to the

of food which occurs

Here also

verse

at

the

reference is made to

verse relating to the self made of the vital force,

which occurs

at

the commencement of the third anuvaka.

[ 278 ]

II
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The gods (such as fire) remain alive, not by them¬
selves, but only by following (the functioning of) the vital
force which possesses the power of sustaining life.
The explanation of the third anuvaka begins from this verse.
The meaning of the iruti text pranam devd anu prananti is explained
in

this verse.

Fire and

depending upon,

and

other gods

by

becoming

perform

their functions only

identified

with,

the vital

by

force

('mukhyaprdnamanurrtya svayam svasvavyapHnsu prabhavanti).

[ 279 ]
93TT: I

When you (O Prana) pour down here as rain, then
only these creatures live. Human beings and also animals
and others live by depending on prana, the vital force.
The

text that is cited in the verse is from the PraZna Upanisad (II,

10). It says:

"O Prana, when you pour down as rain, then these crea¬

tures of yours continue to be in a happy
be food according to their desire.’’

mood thinking that there will
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Sruti says that the sense-organs (such as the visual
sense) in the individual and the cosmic forms get rid of
death by attaining the nature of prana in its cosmic aspect.
Reference is made in this verse to the Brh.ad'iranyaka (I, iii, 10-16)
which contains an account as to how the vital force carries the gods of
speech and the rest beyond death by way of stating the result of medi¬
tation on the vital force as one’s own Self.

[ 281 ]
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Since the vital force is, indeed, the life of all, all this
is justifiable in prana. Hence those who know it call it quite
often as the life of all.
Life lasts, as it has been stated in the Kausitakl Upanisad (III, 2),
so long as the vital force remains in the body.

So the vital force is

called the life of all {serve sSmayuh).

[ 282 ]

Those who meditate on the self formed of the vital
force as endowed with the attribute of being the life of
all attain Prana who is the life of all as a result of that
meditation.
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This verse explains the meaning of the iruti texts sarvamsva ta

ayuryarJi, ye pranam brahmopasate.

Those

who, after detaching them¬

selves from the physical body, meditate on Brahman in the upadhi of the
individual prana get the full span of life in this world; and those who
meditate on Brahman in the upadhi of the Hiranyagarbha, i.e., the prana
at the cosmic level, attain to the status of the Hiranyagarbha

in the

future hirth and enjoy the full span of life till the cosmic dissolution.

[ 283 ]
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Of the body made of food, what is known as the
sheath formed of the vitalforce is the fdrira dtmd,i.e., the
self which exists in the body, because the body becomes
ensouled by it
This verse explains the meaning of the text tasyaisa eva iarira atma
yah pTirvasya.

The

sheath of vital force (pranamaya-koia) which has

been described above is the
(annamaya-koia).
made of food

self dwelling in the body made of food

There is first of all the notion that the physical body

is the self.

spiritual aspirant is able to

This erroneous notion is removed when the
realize through meditation that the prana-

maya-koia which is inward to the physical body is the self which dwells
in the body.

In the same way, the false identification of the self with

the sheath of vital force must be removed by realizing that what is
inward to it is the self which dwells therein, and so on, till one realizes
the non-dual Self which is beyond the sheaths.
Following Sankara’s bhftsya on the text tasyaisa eva iarira
Suresvara first explains the
of the Vrttikara.

atma,

etc.,

iruti text in this verse from the standpoint

But this explanation is acceptable neither to Sankara

nor to Suresvara. The correct interpretation of the text from the stand¬
point of Advaita is given in the following verse.
It is not the purport of iruti to enjoin meditation (upasana) here.
Rather, it purports to teach the non-difference of Brahman and Atman
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as it can be seen from the harmony between the beginning yupakrama)
and the end (upasamhara) of the chapter. Nor could it be said that iruti
enjoins meditation in the middle of the chapter, for that would lead to
the fallacy of sentence-split (vakya-bheda).

£ rut i cannot have its import

in Brahman-knowledge as well as in meditation.

It is true that iruti

speaks about the fruit that will accrue to one who practises meditation
as taught. But it has to be explained as a case of arthavada.

Inasmuch

as the knowledge of Brahman-Atman is what is intended to be taught,
the scriptural statement about the. fruit such as food and the full span
of life which one attains is arthavada.

[
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Rather, Brahman which has been defined as real, etc.,
is the Self.

Anything other than this is the self, indeed,

in a secondary sense.

This explanation is proper, (since

the supreme Self) lies within all.

The iruti text, verily,

saysjah purvasya (He who is the Self of the former).
The iruti text tasyaisa eva iarlraatma, yah purvasya is now explained
from the standpoint of Advaita. According to the explanation given in
the previous verse, each inward sheath must be treated as the self of its
outward sheath.

On this account, the sheath of vitality is the self of

the sheath of food; the sheath of consciousness is the self of the sheath
of vitality, and so on. Strictly speaking, this explanation which may be
characterized

as the first and superficial view (apHta-dariaria) of the

problem is not tenable.

Since each inward sheath is subtler than, and

constitutes the essence of, its outward

one, it is spoken of as the em¬

bodied self of another. There are several reasons to show why the above
interpretation has to be rejected.

First of all,

the word atman in the

above interpretation must be understood as used only in a secondary
and not in the primary sense. When we characterize the sheath of vital
force as the self of the physical body, it is only in a secondary sense, for
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what is insentient can never be the self in the real sense of the term.
Secondly, pure consciousness alone on which all sheaths are superim¬
posed can be

the primary sense of the word atmun\

for, while it is in¬

ward to everything (sarvantaratvat), there is nothing which is inward to
it. Thirdly, the word esa which occurs in the sruti passage referred to
above must be explained as calling up to our memory Brahman-Atman
which is the main subject of discussion in the context.
purports

to set forth

The chapter

the nature of Brahman as identical with the

supreme inward Self of all, and not that of the pranamaya as the self of
the annamaya-koSa. And lastly, the Sruti passage yah purvasya should be
interpreted without

rendering it superfluous.

In the previous expla¬

nation the Sruti text must be construed as tasya purvasya annamayasya yah

pranamayak esa sarira atma. When construed in this way, the word esa
refers to the pranamaya-koSa. But the latter, for the reason stated above,
cannot be the self in the real sense of the term. And that the pranamaya
is the self of the annamaya can be obtained from the sruti text tasyaisa

eva Sarira atma even without yah purvasya.

So if the

Sruti passage yah

purvasya is to be made significant and if the word esa must be under¬
stood as recalling to our memory Brahman-Atman, the main subject of
discussion in the context,

the entire Sruti text has to be construed as

purvasya (annamayasya) yah atma esa eva tasya (prSnamayasya) atma.

If so,

on this construction we get the idea that Brahman-Atman which is the
Self of the physical body through akaSa, etc., is, indeed, the Self of the
sheath of the vital force.

[ 285 ]
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All (the five sheaths) being illusory, we consider that
which has been defined as real, etc., and which is free
from all transmigratory existence as the Self.
All the five sheaths are effects
text of the

Chandogya

and as stated

in the vacarambhana

(VI, i, 4), all effects which exist only in name
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are illusory.
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So none of the sheaths can be designated as the Self in

the primary sense of the term.

If any of them is looked upon as the

Self, it is a case of false self-identification due to avidya.

[
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The (illusory) snake does not, indeed, have its nature
determined by the illusory stick, etc., which are false
appearances. The snake (which is superimposed on the
rope) has its being determined by the rope.
A rope which is in front may first of all be mistaken for a stick and
then for a snake.

The illusory stick which is itself a false appearance,

which owes its existence to something else, cannot really account for the
illusory snake. It is the rope and not the illusory stick which is the subs¬
tratum for the illusory snake.

So the rope alone which is in front cons¬

titutes the nature of the self of the illusory snake. In the same way, the
pranamaya-koia whose status is similar to the illusory stick mentioned
above cannot be the real basis, that is to say,
nature of the self, of the

annamaya-kota.

cannot constitute

Brahman-Atman alone

the
on

which all the sheaths such as the annamaya are superimposed is the Seif
of all.

[ 287 ]

In accordance with the principle expressed in the
Sruti text, “For, from the vital force, indeed, ...” which
will be stated (in the next chapter), the person, having
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moved from the false physical body, thinks “I am the vital
force;” and with a view to unite him to the sheath of mind
the Sruti text which follows is stated.
It is the aim ofScripture to lead thespiritual aspirant to BrahmanAtman step by step from the sheath which is outward to that which is
inside it.

In the third chapter called the BhrguvrJll there is an account

of the stcp-by-step progress which Bhrgu makes by discarding one after
another the different sheaths which
answers

to

are not-Self,

the definition of Brahman given by his

for none of them
father, Varuna.

When Bhrgu requested Varuna to teach him Brahman, the iatter defined
Brahman as that from which all beings are born, that by which they
live, and that into which they merge.
the

Thinking that food answered to

definition of Brahman, Bhrgu first of all thought of food

man. When he realized

as Brah¬

that food which must have had a beginning

could not be Brahman, he thought that the vital force {prana) from
which all beings

are born,

merge, must be Brahman.

by which they live, and into which

they

This realization enabled him to discard his

earlier notion that anna was food.

Employing the same reasoning con¬

tained in the

definition of Brahman as stated by Varuna, Bhrgu then

moved on to

the next stage and thought of mind as Brahman, and so

on.
The spiritual aspirant must give wpthe prdnamaya-koSa also as false
in the same way as he gave up the annamaya-ko&a, and then move on to
the next one, viz., manomaya-koSa.

The truti texts which follow beginn¬

ing from tasmadva etasmat pranamayat, anyo’ntara alma manomayah are in¬
tended to help him attain this progress through discrimination.

[288

]

The meaning of the sentence tasmdt, etc., was stated
earlier. The Yajur-mantras must be known as pre-emi¬
nent, since an oblation is offered (along with a Yajur-mantra).
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The iruii text tasmadva etasmat prdnamayat, anyo'ntara alma manomayah is now taken up for explanation.
The meanings of the words tasmdt, vai, and etasmnt must be con¬
strued in the same way as explained

earlier in verses (266) and (267).

The word tasmdt refers to the being at the cosmic level; the particle vai
has been used to help us recollect

that

refers to the being ai the individual level.

being; and the word etasmat
Since the two words

tasmat

and etasmat are put in co-ordinate relation, the idea which is conveyed
here is the non-difference between the being at the cosmic level and that
at the individual level.
Sruli says that than this one formed oiprana (etasmat prdnamayat)
there is another (anyah) inner (anlarah) self (dimd) formed of manas. The
manomaya-koia is not only
sheath of vitality.

different

from, but is also inward

to,

the

It is said to be the self of the prdnamaya. since it is

pervaded by the supreme Self (paramdrthatma-vyaptatvdt) and since it
does not have a nature of its own different from that Self (tadatiriktasvarupabhavat).
Like the sheath of vitality, the manomaya-kota also is represented as
of a human shape, with the Yajur-mantras as its head, the Rg-mantras
as the right wing, the

Sama-mantras as the left wing, the

portion of the Vedas as the self,

Brahmana

and the Mantra portion seen by

the

Atharvangiras as the tail.
The number of letters and feet as well as the length of lines are
not restricted in the Tajur-mantra. The latter is represented as the head
of the manomaya-kota because of its importance; and its importance is
due to the fact that an oblation is offered uttering the Tajur-mantra.

[ 289 ]
The mantras, viz., svaha, svadhd, and vasal, help the
offering of oblation directly.
Svaha and va$at are uttered at the time of offering oblation to gods,
and svadha at the time of offering oblation to the manes.
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[ 290 ]
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Or, the imagery of head and so on is based on the
authority of the scriptural utterance here, since the scrip¬
tural utterance is of a higher authority (than chat which
is based on the imagination of a person). Imagination is,
indeed, dependent on the person.
It was stated earlier that the Yajur-mantras

are said to constitute

the head of the manomrya-koS a because of their pre-eminence.
may raise an objection as to how the Yajur-mantras, etc.,

One

which stand

for the aggregate of external sounds known by those names could be
looked

upon as head, etc.

The

answer is that the imagery presented

here has to be accepted as it is, inasmuch as it is based on the authority
of iruti.

It is not like human thinking or imagination which seeks

to

work out an analogy between two things on the basis of similarity.
The manomaya-koia is made up of manas and the organs of know¬
ledge.

Manas is that

mode

of the internal organ which

desire and doubt (safikalpa-vikalpatmikantahkaranavrttih).
states of the mind, of which sankalpa and

stands

vikalpa are indicative,

enumerated in the Brhadaranyaka (I, v, 3) as follows:

for

The different
are

"Desire, resolve,

doubt, faith, want of faith, steadiness, unsteadiness, shame, intelligence,
and fear — all these are but the mind.”

[ 291 -292 ]
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What is called Yajus is that state of the mind which is
constituted by sound, the organ of utterance, accent, letters ,
words, sentences, etc., and which arises due to volition.
The mental state in the form of words and sentences, which
is illumined by the consciousness of 7Svara (the Self) and
which is grasped by the organs of hearing (and mind) is
called Yajus.
The word Yajus, it may be argued, refers to the Yajur-veda which is
outside the mind.

If so, how could it be said that the Yajur-veda is the

head of the manomqya which is internal? The answer to this objection is
stated in these two verses.
When Sruii says that the Yajus represents the head of manomaya-koSa,
it does not refer to the external Yajur-mantra, the aggregate of external
sounds which are known by that name and which are uttered with a
particular effort, pitch, and accent, but to a particular meutal
(manasi vrtti) representing
mode is internal.

the Yajur-veda.

mode

And this particular mental

The same explanation holds good in the case of Rg

and Sama mantras. That is to say, the Yajur-mantra, etc., are only parti¬
cular modes of mind associated with consciousness; or they are all mere
consciousness in the form of particular modes of mind (caitanyoparakta.
viiiflu buddhivrttih, caitanyam vfipragukta-buddhi-vrttiviiistam yajuroLdiiabdavcLcyam).

[

293

]

Only if mantras are considered as mental states illumi¬
ned by consciousness, their mental repetition is, indeed,
tenable, for the mental state illumined by consciousness is
not of the nature of the (external) sound. If the Rg-mantra, etc., are external sounds, their (mental) repetition can-
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not take place because it is impossible, in the same way as
the (mental) repetition is not possible in the case of a pot,
etc.
This verse gives the reason for viewing the Vajur-mantra, etc., as
mental states illumined by consciousness, and not as external sounds or
objects.
Japa, which means repetition of mantras, is often enjoined in connec¬
tion with sacrificial

rites.

It is by its very nature a mental

act.

If

mantras were not states of mind, their repetition would not be possibleOnly a mental act or a state of mind can be repeated, but not an exter¬
nal thing such as a pot (kriyaiva avartyate, na dravyam).
no freedom of action on external objects,
upon them.

The mind

has

and so it cannot directly act

If the Yajur-mantra, etc., are treated as external sounds or

objects like a pot, then it is impossible to speak of a mental repetition
of them in the same way as it is impossible to speak of a mental repeti¬
tion of an external object like a pot.

[

294

]
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And, the mental repetition of the Rg-manira is enjoin¬
ed in the sruti text, “The first Rg-mantra is to be repeated
thrice.”
The passage cited in the verse is from the Taittiriya-samhita, II, v,
7, 1.

So the objection that the mental repetition of the mantra is not

enjoined does not hold.good.

[

295

]
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If it be argued that, though the Rg-mantra is not the con¬
tent of repetition, the repetition of the memory which has
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for its content the meaning conveyed by the Rg-mantra is
desired, it is not so, because repetition (in that case) will,
indeed, be in the secondary sense.
It may he argued
cannot be repeated,

that though the mantra itself which is external

the

repetition of the

meaning of the

Rg-mantra

which is in memory is quite possible. But this argument is wrong

Sruti

enjoins the repetition of the mantra and not the repetition of the memory
of the letters which constitute the mantra (aksaru-visayaka-smrii) or the
memory which has for its content the meaning conveyed by
mantra (rgartha-msayaka-smrti).

the

Rg-

Repetition of a mantra is one thing, and

the repetition of what is in memory is quite another thing. If the repeti¬
tion of what is in memory is undertaken, it is to practise repetition, not
in the primary, but in a secondary sense of the injunction.

[

296

]
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Further, mental repetition and oral repetition (of
mantras) are said to yield abundant and meagre fruits
(respectively). Hence the importance of mental repetition.
The other one is in the secondary sense.
This verse gives yet another reason to show why the Yajur-mantra,
etc., must be understood in the sense of mental states.

Japa is of two

kinds — manasika and vcicanika. If a mantra is repeated mentally, it is call¬
ed manasika-japa.

But if it is repeated orally, i.e., through the word of

mouth, it is called vacant ka-jap a.

It has been said that the manasika-

japa, i.e., the mental repetition of a mantra, is a thousand

times more

effective than the repetition of it through the word of mouth. It means
that mental repetition is what is primarily enjoined.

This again lends

support to the view that the Yajur-veda, etc., must be understood
particular mental states and not as an aggregate of external sounds.

as
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[ 297 ]
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If the primary sense is not possible, the secondarysense has to be suggested. (When the primary sense holds
good), there is no scope for the second a,x y sense.
^ tlie
Tajus is the consciousness of Isvara (the Self) manifested
in the intellect.
[ 298 J
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Only if it is explained in this way, the eternality of
the Vedas is truly justifiable. Revelation (of dharmax etc.)
by the Vedas which are not external sounds is established
(in this way), but not so from the sphota.
If the Rg and other mantras are viewed as mental states, not only
is japa possible, but it can also be proved

that the Vedas are eternal.

It was stated earlier that the mantras are particular mental states and
that the mental states are pervaded or illumined by the consciousness of
the Self. The eternal consciousness which is limited by, or reflected in,
certain mental states comes to be viewed as the Tajus, etc.

That is to

say, the Tajus, etc, are one with the consciousness which has neither a
beginning nor an end.

The mind and its different states which

superimposed on Brahman-Atman are

non-different

from it.

So,

are
as

identical with Brahman-Atman, the Tajus, etc., which are mental states,
are eternal. Though these mental states are one with the Self, they are
referred to differently as the Tajur-veda, the Rg-veda and so on, because
of the difference arising from the mental modes which serve as the
limiting adjuncts {yajuradi-bhedastupadhinimitta-vrttibheda-kalpitah).
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The eternal Vedas which arc not to be treated as an aggregate of
external, insentient sounds are our source of knowledge in respect of
dharmn and adharma.

The grammarian philosophers who subscribe to

the theory oi sphota argue that the Vedn conveys its meaning only through
sphota.

According to them, a word which is uttered conveys its mean¬

ing through an unperceived, pariiess, unitary symbol called sphota. The
different letters of a word reveal this latent symbol to the mind as they
are uttered in succession one after another; and this symbol called the
sphota, which is different from the letters, directly presents the meaning
of the word.

So a word does not directly convey its meaning, but it

only serves to arouse the symbol {sphota) which conveys the meaning.
There is no need, according to Advaita, to postulate sphota for the
purpose of explaining how the meaning of a word

is grasped at one

moment, even though the letters of a word come into consciousness one
after another. It is true that the'letters of a word are uttered in succes¬
sion one after another,

and that they are perceived one

by one.

But

the unitary meaning which a word conveys can be explained in terms
of the function of the mind which has
the different elements which

the power

of synthesizing

were originally perceived

at different

moments of time. A word, whether secular or scriptural, which is noth¬
ing but consciousness delimited by

the mental mode conveys its mean¬

ing, and the unitary meaning of a word is grasped by the intellect which
is illumined by the consciousness. And so there is no need for sphota at all
{arthavabodhasya vrttyupahita-caitanyatmakena padena vakyena iaukikena vaidikena va sambhavat,

narthavabodhanSrtham varnatiriktah kaicit sphoto nama

abhyugantavyah). Further, there is no evidence (pramana) for the exis¬
tence of sphota.

[ 299 ]
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There is also the utterance of sruti that "in the Self
(which abides in the mind) all the Vedas become united.”
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The word dclefa means the Brdhmana portion (of the Vedas)
since it is in the form of injunction.
The Tcjur-mar.tra and

the like are eternal

identical with the eternal Self.

only because they

are

That they are identical with the eter¬

nal Self is clearly set forth in the Tcittirlyn Aranyaka (III, xf 1) quoted
in the verse.
The word Sdeia which occurs in the iruii passage ddsia dtma means
the Brcihrianc portion of the Vedas, which consists of injunctions.

[
rTCRT^J

300
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Or, this Brdhmana portion is so-called because it is the
command of the supreme Brahman. Hence, by the word
adeia is referred to the Brdhmana portion.
Why the Brdhmana portion is of the nature of the command is ex¬
plained in this verse.

[301

]
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Here, by the word atharvangirasah is meant, indeed,
the mantras, which cause prosperity, etc., as seen by the
sages Atharvan and Ahgiras.
This verse explains the meaning of the text atharvangirasah puccham
pratisthd. The mantras of the Atharva-veda seen by the two sages Athar¬
van and

Ahgiras constitute the support, the

stabilizing tail,

they deal mainly with rites, which promote man’s prosperity.

because
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As before, this verse (which occurs in the sequel) is
uttered as evidence concerning the nature of the self con¬
stituted by the mind. This verse, too, is uttered as an indi¬
cation of the fact that the Veda is of that nature as stated
above.
Earlier a verse from the Mantra portion which brings out the nature
of the annamaya-koia was quoted. See verse (256). Again a verse which
sets forth the nature of the prdnamaya-koia wus cued earlier.
(277).

See verse

Similarly, the nature of the manomaya-koia as described above is

brought out by a verse which occurs at the beginning of the fourth
anuvdka.
The explanation of the third

anuvdka which began in verse (288)

comes to an end with this verse.

[

303

]
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It is, indeed, Brahman and not anything else which is
inaccessible to words. Since Brahman is eternal cons¬
ciousness, the mind turns back from that (Brahman).
The fourth anuvaka of the Upanisad is covered by verses (303) to
(312).
This verse brings out the meaning of the Mantra text, yato vaco
nivartante aprdpya manasa saha,
fourth anuvaka.

which occurs at

the beginning

of the

The manomaya, according to this mantra, is inaccessible

to words and mind.

This will be tenable only if the states of the mind
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in which the eternal consciousness is reflected are looked upon as
identical with the eternal consciousness which cannot be comprehended
by the mind and words.

[ 304 J
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Brahman is “that which is not expressed by speech,"
that which is not comprehended by the mind. Slruti, indeed,
speaks of Brahman as what is not comprehended by speech
and the mind.
The passage quoted in the first line of the verse is from the Kena
Uf>ani§ad (I, 5).

It says: “That which is not expressed by speech, that

by which speech is revealed, know

that alone to be Brahman, and not

what people worship as an object.” The second line of the verse refers
to the text yalo vaco nivartante, etc.

[ 305 ]

Or, Sruti has quoted this verse with a view to teach
that the wise man should know that the manomaya is indicat¬
ed by speech and mind, beyond whose reach nothing lies
except Brahman which is free from blemish.

[306 ]
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Since Brahman is the supreme, it is not referred to
here by the Mantra. The manomaya which is in the form of
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the Vedas is mainly composed of the mental modes. And
the next one (viz., the vijnanamaya) is the owner of the
mental modes.
It should not be thought that this Mantra text yato vacs nivartame
refers to the supreme Brahman. Considering the feet that the topic here
deais with the manomaya-koia, it has to be said that it describes the
nature of the manomaya-koia,
Further,

it can

be shown

and not that of the supreme

on several grounds

Brahman.

that what is stated by

the Mantra text holds good with regard to the manomaya-koia.

First of

all, the mind does not need speech or other senses for its manifestation,
since it is directly illumined by the Witness-consciousness.
that the mind does not fall within the scope of speech.

It means

That is why it

has been said yato vSco nivartante, whence all words turn back.
can it be said that the mind is grasped bv itself.

Nor

One and the same

entity cannot at the same time be both the subject which knows and
the object which is known.

It is for this reason that the Mantra text

says that, the mind, too, turns
sS saha).

Thirdly,

back without reaching it (aprdpya mana-

since the Sutratman,

the cosmic

being, is infinite,

and since the mind is in essence identical with it, the word “Brahman”
may be applied to manat.

And lastly, a person who meditates on the

mancmaya as Brahman attains bliss which is Brahman as the fruit of the
upasand, dwells in the state of Hiranyagarbha, and is not subject to fear
at any time.

This is the meaning of the remaining part of the Mantra

text dnandam brahmanc vidvan na bibheti kadacana. Therefore, the Mantra
text quoted at the commencement of the fourth anuvdka of the Upanisad
deals with the manomaya-koia.
The expression vrttimSn which occurs in the second line of the verse
refers to the vijnanamaya-koia.

[ 307 ]
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The intellect which is of the nature of certitude is
said to be the vrttiman, that which possesses the mental
modes. The expression yajnarn tanute is justifiable only if
there is agency (for the oijnanu).
Buddhi or the intellect is that mode of the internal organ
stands

for

certitude

or

determinative cognition

(oyavasdya).

which
The

vijndnamaya-kosa which is inward to the manomaya-keia consists of buduhi,
which is otherwise called vijnana,
word vijnana here does

not mean

and the organs of knowledge.

The

the mental mode (vrtti), but that

which has the mental mode (vrttiman). The Upanisad says in the sequel,
'‘Intelligence actualizes a sacrifice,” (yijnanam yajnarn tanute).

This

statement will be intelligible only if buddhi or vijnana which carries the
reflection of the consciousness is treated as an agent who performs a
sacrifice.

[308]
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The intellect which contains the semblance of the
Knowledge-self is the agent; the Self is not the agent,
because it is immutable. (The intellect must be regarded
as the agent), because it is the cause of the commencement
of a sacrificial rite, and in the absence of it no sacrificial
rite would be possible.
The Self which is immutable cannot be the agent. But the intellect
alone which is illumined by the consciousness is the agent (karts) who
performs yajfia, etc. If it be said that the intellect, too, is not the agent,
no

sacrificial

rite would be possible,

for there is no other agent who

could do it. It has, therefore, to be said that the intellect which carries
the semblance of the consciousness is the agent, for it has the power of
knowing and acting-

It is this vijnSna or buddhi which is commonly

spoken of as “I” (aham).

The first upadhi which limits as it were the

transcendent Self in its transmigratory existence is vijnana.

The next is

BRAHMAVALLI
manas.

And thereafter, there is prana.

says: “That self (which
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The Brhadaranyaka (IV, iv, 5)

transmigrates) is, indeed. Brahman identified

with the intellect (vijnUnamaya),

the mind

(manomaya), the vital force

(pranamaya), etc.

[ 309 ]

Faith is its head. The smrli text beginning with
■'rwithout faith’’ also emphasizes its pre-eminence.
This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti text tasya sraddhaiva
Sir ah.

Head is considered

to be the principal or the most important

limb (ultamanga) among the human organs.

It has already been stated

that vijndna stands for certitude, determinative cognition.
maya is constituted by well-ascertained knowledge.
is necessary

So vijnar.a-

Such a knowledge

before one undertakes to do any course of action.

In the

case of a person who has well-ascertained knowledge, there arises first
of all faith (sraddha) with regard to the things to be done by him. Since
faith is the first and primary factor with regard
done, it is characterized as the head

to any thing

to be

as it were of vijnanamaya.'

The

importance of faith is well brought out in the Gita, (XVII, 28) when
it says that “whatever is sacrificed, given, or done,

and whatever

austerity is practised, without faith (airaddhaya) is called asat.”

[310]
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Truth, indeed, is what is meant by Srat. Since the
intellect holds the truth in it, the wise speak of the intellect
as faith. (Or, by Srat, Brahman is meant.) The intellect
holds it in the inward Self.
This verse explains the meaning of the word Sraddha.
truth, and dha, means to hold.

&rat means

$rat may also mean Brahman which is
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implied by ihe word saijiam.

The intellect which is purified by the

practice of iama, etc., can hold the truth or know the inward
Brahman.

Self as

Hence the intellect is referred to by the word Sraddha.

[311]
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Toga, which means concentration, composure, is the
seif, the central part of the body. By depending on it,
Sraddha, etc., become fit for the acquisition of the know¬
ledge of the real as stated.
Of the vij'nanamaya-koia, faith is said to be the head; righteousness
(rtam) is the right wing;

truth (satyam) is the left wing;

concentration

(yoga) is the self; mahat is the tail, the support.
The meanings of the words rtam and satyam have already been
explained in verses (46) and (47) of the Siksavalli.
The meaning of the word yoga, which is said to be the self of the
vij'nanamaya-koia, is explained in this verse.

[312]
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By the word mahah. that principle called Mahat must
be understood, because it is the source of all effects. Sruti
has explained it as great, adorable, and the first-born.
Mahat here refers

to the Sutratman.

The

Sruli text quoted in the

second line of the verse is from the Brhadaranyaka (V, iv, 1) which says:
‘‘He who knows
Brahman,

this great, adorable, first-born (being) as the Satya-

conquers these worlds...” The Sutratman is called

(mahat) because it is the cause or the source of all effects.

the great
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The person who has intelligence performs a sacrifice
and also other deeds. All the gods meditate on intelligence
as Brahman, the first born.
The fifth anuvaka of the Uparafad is new taken up for explanation
from this verse onwards.
At the commencement of the fifth anuvUka there is the Mantra text
which

sets forth the nature of the vijnanamaya-koia as taught in the

Brahmana portion.

This verse brings out the meaning of the first four

sentences of the text.

[314]
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It is, indeed, the supreme Brahman alone which has
put on the garment of the intellect of its own accord. As
in the case of pot and other objects, the intellect, then,
should place itself in Brahman which is consciousness.
Brahman that is referred to here is the supreme Brahman as condi¬
tioned by the intellect (buddhyuparaktabrahma).

The intellect illumines

pot and other objects by assuming their form, by becoming one with
them. In the same way, it causes the knowledge of Brahman by assum¬
ing the undifferentiated form of consciousness which is Brahman.

[315]
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Agni and other gods always meditate on Brahman, the
first-born, which is conditioned by the intellect for the
sake of attaining it.
And the iruti text says: "The gods
meditate (upon that immortal light of lights).’"
The
iv, 16).

fruti text quoted in the verse is from the Brhadaranyaka (IV,
It says:

'He behind whom the year revolves with the days, on

Him the gods meditate as the light of lights, as immortal time.”

[316]
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If one meditates on Brahman as conditioned by the
intellect in the specified manner, and if one does not
deviate from the above mentioned self of the vijrianamayako$a, (one’s sins are destroyed).
Meditation on Brahman as conditioned by the intellect is condu¬
cive to two results — the destruction of sin (papaksaya) and the fulfil¬
ment of all desires (sarva-kamavapti).

A person who meditates on

vijnanam brahma, on Brahman in the upadhi of vijnana,
any time view the annamaya, etc., as Brahman.
person has overcome the false

should

the

not at

It means that such a

identification of the Self with the body

which is the cause of all sins, and so he has destroyed all his sins.

[317]

qRRRWlt TOlSpRiqftRRTO: |

Since the body which is made up of form, name, and
action is the abode of all sins, the destruction of all sins
takes place by abandoning it.
This verse explains
hitvd.

the meaning of the f ruti text Sari re papmano
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The removal of cause brings

about the removal of effect.

If the

body which is the cause of all sins is removed, it automatically results
in the removal of all sins.

“Abandoning all sins in the body”

(Sartre

papmano hitvez) means abandoning or leaving in the body itself all sins
born

of the body, all sins arising from the erroneous identification of

the Seif with the body. A person who constantly meditates on Brahman
in the upadhi of vijnana till his death and who has overcome the err one¬
ous notions such as “I am a man,” “I am the doer,”

“I am happy,” is

rid of all merit and demerit ler.ding to the misery of future

birth even

as he remains in the body in this iife.

[318]

One who has merely the notion, “I am Brahman as
conditioned by the intellect," fully attains all desires by
abandoning all sins in the body.
The other result, viz., the fulfilment of all desires, which accrues
to one who meditates on the vijn&nam brahma is explained iu this verse.

[319]

^FTFHF^ II
Having become Brahman as conditioned by the
intellect, who is endowed with the divine powers like
animan, etc., he fully attains all objects of desire which are
effects, because the effect is pervaded by the cause.
Vijnanam brahma is the Hiranyagarbha, the cosmic being in its subtle
aspect,

which is all-pervasive and which is the

cause of all fruits of
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action (sarva-karmaphala-karana).

When as a result of the

meditation

the devotee becomes one with the Hiranyagarbha, he fully enjoys all
objects of desire.

[ 32C ]

srr^fTq

n

With a view to remove the idea of agency from the
Seif, iruti here speaks of the anandamaya which is the sem¬
blance of the inward Self in the adjunct, viz., the intellect
(which is in the form of joy), the fruit of meditation and
action.
This verse sets forth the nature of the sheath made of bliss (anandamaya-kosa).
Happiness, etc.,
karma-phalam).

are the fruit of meditation

and

action (jnana-

The internal organ is the adjunct of the inward

Self.

When, carrying the reflection of the consciousness, it is in the form

of

joy, etc., it is called the anandamaya.

[321]

vs

S3

By the expression vijndnamaya, the self as the agent
was described by the earlier Sruti text. And now by the
self which is inward to it, the enjoyer is spoken of by the
Sruti text.
The Self as identified with the vijndna has been explained earlier as
the agent (karta).

Vijndna is the particular state of the internal

organ

formed of the cognizing principle and the gun a of rajas. Identifying the
Self with the vijndna, a person thinks,
thinks of the Self as the agent.

“I am the agent.”

That is,

he

It is with a view to remove the notion
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of agency from the Self that

the sruii text

beginning from

anyo’ ntara

Utina, anandamayah gives an account of the anandamaya-ko sa, which is in¬
ward to the vij Tanamaya-kosa, in its aspect as the enjoyer.

r 322 ]

Though pure by its very nature, when the form of joy
and so on rises in the intellect, there takes place (the sem¬
blance of the consciousness therein).
Because of the
adjunct, the Self becomes an enjoyer through avidya.
This verse explains how the Self comes to be viewed as an

enjoyer

(bhokta), though it is neither an agent nor an enjoyer in itself.

r 323 ]

Others who consider themselves learned say that this
(sheath of bliss) is the supreme Self, because in the sequel
the knowledge realized by Bhrgu and imparted by Varuna
terminates here itself.
This verse as well as the next one states the

view of the

opponent

who holds that the anandamaya does not refer to the jlva, the semblance
of the Self in the upsdhi of the intellect, but to the supreme

Brahman.

The opponent seeks to defend his standpoint by focussing attention on
what is said in the Bhrguvalll.
the

He says that what is discussed here

in

anandamaya-ko Sa of the Brahmavalll is again considered in the next

chapter called the Bhrguvalll.
teach him Brahman.

Bhrgu requested his father Varuna

to

Varuna defined Brahman as that from which all

beings are bom, that by which they live, and that into which they finally
merge.

By

practising

concentration

Bhrgu first

thought of food

as
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Brahman, and then one after another he thought of prcina, manas, and
vijna.ua as Brahman.

And finally he realized bliss (ananda) as Brahman.

Bhrgu and Varur.a closed their discussion at this stage. That is to say,
the knowledge of Brahman imparted by Varuna and realized by Bhrgu
terminates in ananda.

If the anandamaya docs not stand for Brahman,

then the instruction on Brahman contained in the Bhrgmalli should not
have ended with ananda, but should have continued, argues the oppo¬
nent, still further.

[ 324 ]

cRT ^R-^ltfrT

||

Further, bliss is often declared in Sruti to be of the
nature of Brahman. And there is also the appropriateness
of the name Anandavalli (given to this chapter of the Upanisad).
The opponent adduces other reasons, too, in support of his

view.

The second chapter of the Taittiriya Upanisad is called Brahmavalli or
Anandavalli.

The name Anandavalli is given to this chapter,

because

Brahman, which is bliss, is the principal theme taken up for discussion
and elucidation in this chapter, and not th&jiva.
Brahman has been stated in many a iruti text.

Further, that bliss is

Consider, for instance,

the Brhadaranyaka text, (III, ix, 28. 7), "Knowledge, bliss, is Brahman.”
The Chandogya (VII, xxiii, 1) says, "That which is infinite is
There is yet another reason.
maya has to be

bliss."

The suffix mayat in the expression ananda¬

understood in the sense of abundance {pracuryartha),

and this interpretation which is quite tenable conveys the idea, accord¬
ing to the opponent, that Brahman is full of bliss.
The opponent’s view is refuted in verses (325) to (341).

[ 325 ]
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But this (anandamaya) cannot be the supreme Brahman,
because it occurs in the context of evolved principles.
Like the annamaya, etc... this anandamaya also is an effect.
The opponent’s view is not acceptable. If we consider the context
(prakaraija), it will be obvious

that it deals with effects or evolved

principles which have come into being through modifications
the case with regard to

the annamaya and the other kos'as

This is
Each one

of them is a conditioned self — the self in the upadhi of the
body,

or the vital force, or the mind, or the intellect.

should be identified

with the

physical

None of them

supreme Brahman-Atman.

Since the

anandamaya occurs in the same context of evolved principles (vikara prakarana), it cannot be construed as the supreme Brahman.

[

326

]

As in the case of the annamaya, etc., here also the suffix
mayat is used in the sense of modification. The defect of
(adopting) a different explanation will arise, if it is cons¬
trued in the sense of abundance.
It is true that the suffix mayat is used in the sense of modification
(vikarartlia) as well as in the sense of abundance (pracurydrtha).

Though

both the usages are permissive, we adopt here the former usage because
of the context in which it occurs.

Just as the suffix mayat is under¬

stood in the sense of modification in the case of the annamaya and other
kosas, so also it has to be understood in the case of the dnandamaya.
One is not at liberty to shift from the sense of modification to that of
abundance in the same context just because such a change would
support one’s view.
denied.

That the term ananda stands for Brahman is not

But there is no justification for interpreting anandamaya as

Brahman.
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[

327

]
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Since (the anandamaya) is also transcended, its being a
modification is well-established.

The transcending of

effects in their cause is, indeed, appropriate.
There is also another reason to show that the anandamaya is net the
supreme Self.

The

Taittirlya

ZJpanisad says in the sequel (II, viii, 5)

that a person after departing from this world transcends
the pranamaya,

the manomaya, the uijnanamaya, and

This transcending (sunkramana) is possible only in
happens

to be an effect or a modification.

cause, the act of transcending, or passing

the annamaya,

the Hv.andamaya.
the case of what

Further, only if there is a
from,

the effect is tenable.

It is well-known that an effect can pass into, or merge in, its cause.

It

means that there is something other than the anandamaya which serves
as its cause, support, or resting place.

So it is not the dnandamaya that

is Brahman, but its support is Brahman.

[

328

]

sRsret 5u«r

I
•s

The sahkrdnti of the supreme Self must be either trans¬
cending it or attaining it. Since (the jiva) is the Self, there
is no attainment of the Self. Sruti declares: “None ever
transcends that (Brahman).”
If the anandamaya is said to be the supreme Self, then what is
meaning of the word sankranti which has been used
by Sruti?

It

in

the

this context

must mean either transcending it or attaining it.

The

former does not hold good, because no one, as stated in the Katha

brahmavalli
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Upanisad (II, i, 9), can transcend the supreme Brahman.
the jiva is non-different from Brahman.

For one thing,

One cannot transcend oneself.

If so, how can the jiva transcend Brahman with which it is identical?
Further, since Brahman is

all-pervasive, it can never be transcended.

It cannot be said that the word sankranti has been used in the sense of
attaining it.

Since Brahman is non-different from the jiva, there is no

attainment of it by the jiva.

So when

the Upanisad says in the sequel

etaih dnandamayamatmanarn upasahkramati, it only refers to the condition¬
ed self and not to the supreme Self inasmuch as sahkrSnti is not

possi¬

ble with regard to the latter.

[

329

]

ftsoitsqtf htw. 11
i$vara never passes into His own Self by Himself. No
adept, however clever, is competent to mount upon his
own shoulder.
The idea which is conveyed by these examples is that one

can

never transcend or attain one’s Self (svenaiva svasydtikramo va praptirva
na sambhavati).

[
q*

330

]
3TT^m: II

Head and other forms are untenable in the supreme
Being, since gross and subtle forms, etc., are impossible
therein as stated by the §ruti text, f‘not this, not this.”
Here is another reason to show that the anandamaya is not Brahman,
the supreme Being. Since the anandamaya-ko$a is represented as possess¬
ing head and other limbs, it is savife§a, a qualified or a differentiated
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entity.

But Brahman is nirviiesa,

devoid

of form and specification, free from

ranyaka

the undifferentiated Being.
attributes.

It is

The Brhada-

text (II, iii, 0), “Not this, not this,” denies not only the gross

and subtle forms of Brahman, but also all specifications of it that one
may think of. So the anandamaya which is endowed with a certain form
cannot be the supreme Self.

]

[331

^

srfer

sfoq: II

(Since Brahman will be described in the sequel as)
imperceptible, incorporeal, there wili be contradiction bet¬
ween the earlier and later statements, (if the anandamaya is
explained as Brahman).
Since the anandamaya has form,
there can be no doubt whether it exists or not.
This verse adduces two other reasons to show that the anandamaya
is not Brahman.
If the anandamaya which is described here as having a definite form
is interpreted as Brahman, it will contradict a subsequent text occurring
in the seventh anuvaka (II, vii) which says that Brahman is impercepti¬
ble, incorporeal, inexpressible, etc.

If Brahman has a definite form, it

should not be described as imperceptible (adriya), incorporeal (anatmya),
inexpressible (anirukta).
ble

and

If, on the other hand, Brahman is impercepti¬

so on, then it should not be thought of as having a definite

form possessing head and other limbs.
There is also another point to be considered here.

In a subsequent

section of this Upaniqad (II, vi) there is the Mantra text which refers to
the possibility of doubt with regard

to the existence of Brahman.

If

Brahman were identical with the anandamaya which is endowed with
head

and other limbs, there cannot be any room for doubt whether it

exists or not.

In view of the fact that this possibility of doubt with
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regard to Brahman is
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admitted, the anandamaya which is saviiesa and

which is immediately experienced cannot be the supreme Brahman.

[ 332 J

*v

I!
So thij (anandamaya) must be understood as the condi¬
tioned self because of the weighty reasons mentioned
above. Bhrgu’s closing (of the investigation with ananda)
stated earlier is appropriate even if it (i. e., ananda) is
taken as the conditioned self.
One of the reasons given by the opponent in verse

(323) with a

vie w to show that the anandamaya is Brahman was that Bhrgu closed
his investigation

with ananda.

Had

it been the conditioned self,

he

would not have stopped with that, but would have proceeded further
in his investigation, because his goal was Brahman.

Inasmuch as he

stopped his investigation with Snanda, the fifth in the series, the latter
must be the supreme Brahman.

And it would

follow, according to

the opponent, that the anandamaya also, which is the fifth in the series
here, is the supreme Brahman.
The second line of the verse refutes
The question to be considered is

whether Snanda here stands for the

supreme Self or the conditioned self.
ditioned self (karyStma),

the argument stated above.

Even if it is assumed as the con¬

it is possible for us to justify why the instruc¬

tion given by Varuna and the investigation pursued by Bhrgu stopped
with ananda.

This will be explained in the subsequent verses.

[ 333 ]

S^Fcl

|
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Brahman is (first) described in the Anandavalll. And
with a desire to teach the means of realizing it, Sruti makes
Bhrgu ask Varuna:
“Revered sir, instruct me about
Brahman/’

C 334 ]
ftl
sqrar.
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Since the end, viz., Brahman, has already been
explained, the means thereto, indeed, remains to be taught.
And the five sheaths are the means, because through them
it is attained.
The nature of Brahman-Atman has already been stated at the
commencement

of the second

chapter called

the Brahmavalli, also

known as the Anandavalll. The knower of Brahman, it was declared by
fruti, attains the highest. Sruti also defined Brahman as the real, know¬
ledge, and infinite.

After defining Brahman, it proceeded to indicate

its location by saying that Brahman exists in the intellect.

So what

remains to be taught is the means (sSdhana) through which the end, viz.,
the knowledge of Brahman-Atman, is to be attained. The next chapter
called

the Bhrguvall'i is intended

for giving instruction on the five

sheaths which are the means to Brahman-knowledge.

[ 335 ]

M3 f| ^3^ra^3ta3 n
Since the realization of the Self is, indeed, brought
about by the sheaths through the method of agreement
and difference, they are regarded as the means thereto.
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While the Brahmavalll teaches the end to be attained, the Bkrguvalli
sets forth the nature of the sheaths as the means thereto.
real which is uniformly present in all things.

That is the

What is present in some

objects and absent in others cannot be the real.

One must inquire into

the nature of the five sheaths in terms of these principles with a view
to find out that factor which is uniformly present ianvaya) in them as
distinguished from that which is present in some and absent in others
(yyatireka). It has already been stated that these five sheaths are related
as cause and effect, and that what is considered to be an effect is not
different from its cause. While the cause is present in its effect, we cannot
reverse this relation and say that the effect is present in its cause.
Though the pranamaya is the cause of the annamaya,
effect of the manomaya.

it is in its turn the

Though the vijnanamaya is the cause of the

manomaya, it is in its turn the effect of the anandamaya.
which is the cause, the support, of the anandamaya.

It is Brahman

Applying the prin¬

ciples of anvaya and vyatiieka it has to be said that none of the sheaths
is ultimately real, for all of them are evolved principles.
came to the ananda.
stopped

his

When Bhrgu

the fifth step in the series (pancamaparydya), he

investigation with that, realizing that Brahman is the

cause or the support of the ananda.

The five sheaths from the anna to

the ananda constitute the means for realizing Brahman.

The ananda

with which Bhrgu stopped does not stand for the supreme Brahman,
but only for the

dpandamaya-kosa.

It is, therefore, wrong to argue

that the Anandamaya in the Brahmavalll

refers to the supreme Brahman

on the supposition that the ananda iu the Bhrguvalli refers to Brahman.

[ 336 ]

^

Wrl II

A person can be commanded to do only that thing in
respect of which he has freedom of will. Since the fruit
57
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(viz., Drahman-knowledge) is not dependent on the will
of the agent, only the relation (between the means and
the end) is made known.
It may be argued that the BhrguvoMi does not enjoin the investiga¬
tion of the means through ihe method of anvaya and vyatireka

On the

contrary, it enjoins Brahman-knowledge which is to be attained.
is obvious from the Sruti statement,
(,Inando brahmeti vyajan&t).

This

"He knew bliss as Brahman.-'

That is to say,

the purport of truti here is

in the injunction of Brahman-knowledge and not in the means thereto.
If this be not the case, so the critic argues, why should it be said even
at the commencement of the

Anandavulii that the knower of Brahman

attains the highest?

This argument is not satisfactory as it fails to understand the scope
of an injunction.

A person can be commanded to do only that thing

which is dependent on his will, which falls within the scope of his actions
and in respect of which he has freedom of will.

Man has the "liberty

of indifference” in respect of that which is dependent entirely on his
will, for he has the freedom in this case to do, or not to do, or do it
differently.

It is open to an individual to do a certain action, or not

to do it, or do it differently.

But there is nothing to be done by him

in respect of the end or fruit (phalam).

This is the case whether we

take into consideration an end like heaven (svarga) or Brahman-knowledge.

Since the performance of a scriptural rite falls within the scope

of the will of the individual, it is

intelligible to say that there is in¬

junction thereto, but there can be no injunction with regard to heaven.
Further, knowledge is object-dependent and not person-dependent, and
so Brahman-knowledge does not fall within the scope of an injunction.
The work of iruti comes to an end as soon as it reveals the means-end
relation — that understanding the nature of the sheaths through the
method of anvaya and vyatireka is the means, and that the knowledge of
Brahman-Atman is the end.

This is how the relation between Bhrgu’s

investigation contained in the Bhrguvalli and the opening statement in
the Brahmavalli has to be understood.
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[ 337 ]
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So, the five sheaths were taught to him (by Varuna) as
the means of comprehending Brahman-knowledge convey¬
ed by the Sruti text. Thereafter, Bhrgu stopped his inves¬
tigation (with cinanda), since the remainder, vis., Brahman
knowledge, takes place of its own accord (from the text
itself).
When Bhrgu realized that the five sheaths are not-Self and that
Brahman is the support of the dnandamdya-koSa, he stopped his investi¬
gation with dnanda. When he was able io discriminate the Self from the
not-Self, the knowledge of the supreme Self flashed to him from the
iruti text itself independently of any injunction.

[ 338 ]

cfi

|

Who can deny that bliss is of the nature of Brahman?
That bliss which is free from all difference constitutes the
nature of the supreme Self.
It was argued earlier that the term cinanda as used in the text, "He
knew bliss as Brahman,” (anando brahmeti vyajdnat) could be interpreted
as referring to the conditioned self and not to the supreme Brahman.
Even if it is explained as standing for the supreme Brahman, there is
no inconsistency.

This explanation also is tenable, because dnanda by

its very nature is free from differentiating characteristics such as joy,
enjoyment, and the like, which are mentioned as limbs of the dnandamaya-koSa. Though it is quite justifiable to explain dnanda as Brahman,
we cannot say that the anandamaya is Brahman. It is true that, just as
the anandamaya is the fifth in the series, the dnanda spoken of in the
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Bhrguvaili is also fifth in the series.

But it is no argument to say that

because of the fifth place (sthana) the ananda must he construed, like
the anandamaya-kofa, as the conditioned self.
here that Bhrgu knew bliss as Brahman.
mer is more authoritative than the latter.

Sruti specifically declares

Of Sruti and sthana, the for¬
So the ananda spoken of in

the Bhrguvaili stands for Brahman.

[ 339 ]

?pr ftsirfo i

That we call bliss which is not comprehended by mind
and in which the distinctions of the forms of happiness
such as joy and so on are completely absent.
Since ananda is free from specifications and distinctive forms,

it is

nirviSesa and is identical with the supreme Brahman.

[ 340 ]

feqf

II

Since the five sheaths are excluded from this bliss as
having their origin in avidya, the bliss which is not compre¬
hended by mind and speech should not be construed as of
the nature of the anandamaya.
Just because ananda comes as the fifth in the series after vijnana, it
should

not be construed as anandamaya following the pattern of the

series of the sheaths stated in the Brahmavalll.

When we explain the

ananda spoken of in the Bhrguvaili as Brahman, we give priority to the
Sruti declaration and not to sthana. But the anandamaya is not Brahman.
It must be borne in mind that there is a close parallelism between
the Brahmavalll and the Bhrguvaili in respect of the discussion of the
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sheaths with a view to set forth the nature of Brahman

In the Brahma-

valli the emphasis of the fifth p ary ay a is on Brahman and not on the
anandamaya.

Similarly in the

Bhrguvalll,

Brahman is straightaway

mentioned as cinunda immediately after vijnanamaya, and

so it must be

understood that the fifth koSa, though not stated explicitly, is implied.

[341]

Just as the annamaya and other sheaths which are eff¬
ects are also filled by Brahman which is of the nature of
bliss, so also the anandamaya, for the same reason, is filled
by Brahman.
The sheath of bliss is on a par with the other four sheaths

which

are effects or evolved principles. Just as Brahman constitutes the essence
or the self of the other sheaths, so also it constitutes the essence or the
self of the sheath of bliss, because it is also an effect like the other four
sheaths.

That Brahman is the cause, the support, which permeates the

anandamaya is brought out by the Sruti text brahma puccham pratistha.
So the anandamaya is not Brahman, but only the conditioned self.

[ 342 ]

fsRmrcfSgferR |
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So, Sruti has spoken of the self formed of bliss which
is associated with the adjunct, viz., the intellect, the latter
manifesting itself in the form of joy, etc., which are the
result of meditation and action.
Three points are emphasized in this verse.

First of all, the self

formed of bliss is the conditioned self with buddhi as its upadhi.

Second,
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the intellect which carries tile reflection of the consciousness has assum¬
ed the form of joy, etc.

Third, the manifestation of the different forms

such as joy is due to the up&sana and karma, performed in the previous
life.

[ 343 J

I

II

The anandamaya which is formed of the latent impres¬
sions of joy and other forms is seen, indeed, in dream,
which is located in the vijndnarnaya, by those who Lave
dream experience.
The self formed of bliss presents itself to consciousness in the state
of dream.

Since it is perceived by the Witness-consciousness in dream,

it cannot be the supreme Self.

[ 344- 345 ]

Joy which is revived by the latent impressions in res¬
pect of objects such as a son is said to be the head (of the
anandamaya). The exultation which arises consequent on
the acquisition of a desired object is called enjoyment.
The same exultation alone is known as exhilaration when
it is in association with the best qualities. Bliss, which is
happiness in general, is the self (i.e., the middle part),
since it is the basis of the different forms of happiness.
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[ 346 ]

f^rsi
cfefi
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i
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That one, all-pervasive Brahman, wherein ihe everincreasing bliss reaches the end, is the tail, since it is the
support of all.
This verse explains the meaning of the text brahr.ia pucchaw pratisthiz,.

[ 347 ]
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Bliss which is free from the association of diversity is
the supreme Self. It alone is manifested in the form of
happiness by good deeds.
Whatever happiness a person experiences is the result of the good
deeds which he has performed. And this happiness is not unsurpassable.
It is not the highest.

But the highest bliss which is free from all distinc¬

tions and which is identical with the supreme Self is unsurpassable
(niratiSaya).

But this does not mean that the

former, that is,

the

happiness which is surpassable (sHtiiaya), is different from the latter,
the supreme bliss which is unsurpassable (niratiiaya).

It is the highest

bliss which manifests itself in the different forms of happiness such as
joy, enjoyment and so on, assumed by the mind

due to the past good

deeds in the presence of objects such as a son, a friend, and the like.

[ 348 ]
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Due to the action of dharma, as darkness vanishes from
the intellect more and more, the inteliec t becomes tranquil
more and more, and happiness also becomes more and
more excellent.
The mind becomes tranquil when it is freed from darkness (tamas).
The practice of austerities, meditation, continence, and faith make the
mind pure, placid, and tranquil

The more the mind is purified, the

greater is the happiness that is expeiienced.

[ 349 - 350 ]
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The gradations of happiness are justifiable because of
the variety of the good deeds (which evoked them). So
the Self itself is bliss. The acme of the happiness which
increases progressively due to the destruction of desire,
etc., is stated (in the sequel) by the Sruti text, “Of the
man versed in the Vedas...”
The highest bliss is no other than the supreme Self.

The jiva

in

its essential nature is non-different from the supreme Brahman-A.tman.
A person who knows Brahman enjoys the highest bliss, that is to say,
remains as Brahman which is bliss, since he is free from all desires.
This idea will be stated in the sequel when the Upanisad (II, viii)

refers

to a hierarchy of happiness all of which falls within the scope of a
person who is well-versed in the Vedas and who is

not smitten

by

desires (Srotriyasya, akdmahatasya). Freedom from desire is the pre-eminent
condition for the attainment of the highest bliss which is Brahman.
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With regard to the teaching as stated above (in the
Brahmana portion), the (following) verse is also uttered
with a view to make clear the meaning of the statement
through the Mantra text in the way it can be understood.
[ 352 ]
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If a person knows Brahman to be non-existing, he
becomes equal to the non-existent. But if he knows that
Brahman exists, the knowers of Brahman know him as
existing.
Verses (352) to (414) deal with the sixth anuv3.ka of the Upanifad.

[ 353 ]

If a person who identifies himself with the sheaths
thinks that Brahman is non-existent, even though it exists
in the form of the Self, he surely becomes non-existent
here (in this world).
One who knows Brahman as other than the sheaths does really
exist; but one who

identifies himself with the sheaths and thinks that

there is no such thing as Brahman other than the sheaths does not
really exist.
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[ 354 ]
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Without Brahman the jive cannot exist in the form of
the sheath. How can the (illusory) serpent have a being
without the rope which is existent?
The rope is the substratum (adhisthann) for the appearance of the
snake.

But for the rope, the illusory serpent cannot

tence.

In the same way. Brahman is the substratum for the appear¬

ance of the sheaths which

are illusory,

come into exis¬

in the absence of Brahman,

one cannot think of the existence of the sheaths.

The idea which is

sought to be conveyed here is that no illusion can arise without a
substratum which is real (adhistkJnam vino, Ihranterasambhava iti bhavah).

[ 355 j

If a person knows Brahman which is one and existent
as, indeed, different from the sheaths which are non-exist¬
ent, the knowers of Brahman think of him as existing, since
there is no other form to the Self (than that of Brahman).
The Self which is consciousness is not different from Brahman.
Distinguishing the Self from the sheaths which are not-Self, if a person
realizes the Self which is real, one, and non-dual, he is, indeed, existing,
for he is one with the Self.

[ 356 ]
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Such being the case, one should resort to the supreme
Self which is free from change and which has neither a
beginning nor an end by abandoning the sheaths which
are set up by ignorance.
The Self is real, being identical with the supreme Brahman.
sheaths which are products of avidya are not real

The

So by attaining the

discriminating knowledge, the seeker after liberation must abandon "he
sheaths and realize the supreme Brahman which is no other than the
inward Self.

[ 357 ]
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Inasmuch as there is no other non-being than the
sheaths, the scriptural declaration, “Death, verily, is the
non-being,” is thus appropriate.
It was stated earlier that if a person identifies himself with the
sheaths he becomes non-existent; if, on the contrary, he identifies him¬
self with the supreme Self,

he is existent.

Could it not be said, it may

be argued, that a person is non-existent, even in the form of the Self?
The answer is: no.

The jiva is non-existent only in

the form of kosas

and not in the form of Brahman-Atman, for there is no non-being other
than the kosas. In other words, if the jiva were to be non-existent, it
must be only in the form of the sheaths.

The Brhadaranyaka text (I,

iii, 28) is cited in the verse in support of this view.

In this Sruti text

mrtyurva, asat, the word mrtyu refers to the five kosas.
sheaths alone are non-being,

Since the five

thejlziawho identifies himself with the

sheaths is non-being or non-existent.

[

358

]
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There are also Sruti declarations: “The Self is to be
realized as existing,” and “Being alone (was in the begin¬
ning).” It is impossible to have being anywhere except in
Brahman- Atman.
Two sruti texts arc quoted in the verse in support of the view that
the ijua in the form of Brahman-Atman has being.

The first text is

from the Katha Upani$ad, TI, hi, 13, while the other passage is from the
Chandogya, VI, ii, I.

f 359 ]
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That one which has no body, which is existent and
non-dual, is the embodied Self, indeed, of all the preceding
sheaths ending with the sheath of bliss. There is no other
Self than this.
The sruti text iasyaisa sva sarira dtma which occurs in this anuvaka
must be explained in the same way as it was explained earlier.
non-dual Brahman-Atman alone is

the Self,

The

in the real sense of the

term, of all the sheaths including the anandamaya.

See verses (284) and

(285).

[ 360 ]
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The following portion (of the Upanisad) is begun with
a view to establish what was said earlier, viz., that the
knower of Brahman attains the highest, but not the igno¬
rant man who resorts to the non-existent.
This verse explains the purport of the discussion which follows in
the sequel beginning from the fruti text athato’nupraSnah.
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If the supreme Brahman is common to the wise and
the ignorant alike, then attainment as well as non-attain¬
ment (of Brahman) must be equal to both of them, because
there is no reason for restriction.
Who is it that reaches Brahman — a man of knowledge or an
ignorant man? If a man of knowledge and an ignorant man are of the
nature of Brahman, then both
Brahman.

If this

of them,

it may be argued, attain

be not the case, the other alternative will be that

neither attains Brahman. If so, there is no justification to make a distinc¬
tion between the two and

say that only an enlightened man attains

Brahman. The purport of the sequel, first of all, is to show that a man
of knowledge alone attains Brahman,

[ 362 ]

Since the mind of an ignorant person is confined to
the mere products (viz., the five sheaths), he is not able to
know the existence of the Self, even though it is eternal.
Hence, (the aim of the sequel is) to prove the existence
of the Self which is beyond our imagination.
An ignorant man who identifies himself with the kos'as is not able
to know the existence of Brahman-Atman which is beyond the kos'as.
He doubts the existence of Brahman though it is ever-existent.

The

sequel is intended to answer the doubt whether Brahman exists or not
and also to answer the two questions that follow in respect of the man
of knowledge and the ignorant man.
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[ 3G3 ]
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In the text athdta the questions of one who wishes to
determine the final view will be stated.
The disciple first of all receives the instruction from the teacher.
Ke is told: "If anyone knows
becomes non-existent,

Brahman as non-existing,

he himself

if anyone knows that Brahman exists, then the

wise think of him as existing.”

After getting the instruction from the

teacher, the disciple asks certain questions with a view to clarifying his
doubts. He does not accept the teaching blindly without reflection. The
hearing (travana) of the instruction is followed by rational reflection
(manana) thereon.The trail text, "Then, therefore, follow these questions,”
(athdto’nupratndh) refers to the questions raised by the disciple after re¬
ceiving the instruction from the teacher.

[ 364 ]

Then, that is, after hearing from the teacher, questions
of the disciple raised in the presence of the teacher follow
immediately after the teacher’s instruction, because Brah¬
man is common (to the man of knowledge and the ignorant
man alike) and also because Brahman is unknowable.
This verse explains the meanings of the words contained in the
fruti text athato'nupratnah.
The

word

atha means after hearing from the teacher that the

knowledge of the non-difference between

Brahman and Atman is

fruitful.
The disciple seeks clarification from the teacher because of two
difficulties he has.

The knower of Brahman, he was told, attains the

Supreme which is the source of all beings, which is the essence of all.
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constitutes the nature or the essence of

all is common to both the man of knowledge and

the ignorant man.

It would follow from this that the attainment of Brahman must be
possible for both.

If so,

why should it be said that the knower of

Brahman alone attains the supreme Brahman? Further, since Brahman
is unknowable, how coulu one talk about the knower of Brahman?

In

view of the^e difficulties the disciple raises certain questions following
upon the teacher’s exposition.

The word atah, which means therefore,

states the reasons for the doubts on the part of the disciple.
Anuprasnah means questions after what the teacher has spoken.

[ 365 ]
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Does any one who is ignorant, after departing from
here, attain the yonder world? If it be said that an igno¬
rant man does not attain it, what is the evidence for saying
that an enlightened man attains it? Whether Brahman
exists or not is yet another question. Since there are three
questions, there is the usage of the plural number (in
anupraSndh).
The iruti text as it is contains only two questions, viz., (1) Does
any ignorant man, after departing from here, go to the other world?
and (2) Does any man of knowledge, after departing from here, go to
the other world? But in view of the plural number of the word praina
contained in the iruti text, the questions, though apparently only two,
have to be re-formulated bringing out the implications in such a way
as to justify the plural usage of the word prasna.
two ways.

The question

This can be done in

relating to the ignorant man is not really

one, but two — (1) Does an ignorant man, after departing from here,
attain the supreme Brahman? (2) Or, does he not?
by implication from the first. Similarly,

The latter follows

the question relating to the
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man of knowledge is not one, but two.
Does the man of knowledge,

The two questions

are: (1)

after departing from here, attain the

supreme Brahman? (2) Or, does he not? There are, on the whole, four
questions, and so the plural usage of the word praSna is justified. This is
one interpretation offered by Sankara in his commentary on the sruti
text.
Sankara gives an alternative interpretation which is followed by
Suresvara here.

There are, on the whole, only three questions — the first

question relating to the ignorant man, the second one with regard to the
man of knowledge, and the third one which is implied relating to the
existence of Brahman.
raise the third

question;

It

is but proper on the part of the disciple to

for,

from the expressions "one who knows

Brahman as non-existing” and "one who knows Brahman as existing”,
the doubt arises whether Brahman exists or not.

[ 366 ]
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The extended pronunciation here is to show that it is
what is to be inquired into, because this subject is worthy
of investigation. The subsequent Sruti texts are, indeed,
by way of answer to these questions.
Pluti means prolation, protracted pronunciation of a vowel. There
is the sign indicating extended pronunciation at the end of the text
kaicana gacchati, as also at the end of the text kaicitsamainuta.

[ 367 ]

ii
As the other two questions presuppose the existence
(of Brahman), the existence (of Brahman) is first of all
spoken of (by Sruti).
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Of the three questions mentioned above, the last question relating
to the existence of Brahman is taken up first of all, as
questions,

the other two

viz., whether an ignorant man attains Brahman or not and

whether an enlightened man attains Brahman or not, presuppose the
existence of Brahman.

Only if it is proved that Brahman exists, it wiil

be proper to raise the questions about its attainment or non-attainment.
The question whether Brahman exists or not is discussed in verses
(368) to (434).

[ 368 ]
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It is seen that a pot, a sprout, and other objects which
are effects have an existent thing as their cause. Ether,
etc., are also effects, according to us. And so these must
also be understood in the same way (as having an existent
thing as their cause).
The existence of Brahman is sought to be proved by means of an
inference as follows: Ether and other objects must have a cause, be¬
cause they are effects like a poi, and every effect has a cause. It is not
enough to say that ether and other objects as effects require a cause.
But it is necessary to identify it.

The cause of ether, etc., cannot be a

finite entity limited by space, time, and other objects, by virtue of its
being their cause, and so it cannot be anything other than Brahman
which is infinite in the real sense of the term.

C 3G9 ]

If all this is the effect of non-being, it would likewise
be non-being. And non-being cannot be a cause, because
it has no reality.
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It cannot be argued that non-being is the cause of the world,

not Brahman.

Non-being cannot be the

and

cause of the world which is

something positive, for it has no existence or reality (nirStmatvit). Fur¬
ther,

cause is always prior to the effect in

possible in the case of non-being which is
the Chandogya text (VI, ii,
from

non-being?”

2)

says:

point of time.
void (tunya).

"How

Since the creation

could

This is not

That is

being be

of something

why

produced

out of nothing is

impossible, non-being cannot be the cause of the world.

[

]
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Just as a magnet, remaining immutable, can produce
an effect, so also Brahman (though immutable) may be the
cause.
If the cause be ever active, where is room for
anything new?
It may be argued
the cause of the world,

that Brahman
for a

which is immutable cannot be

cause must

what is immutable cannot be a cause.

undergo

modification, and

Clay, for instance, gives rise to

a pot only through the modification of its state.

Again, a seed is the

cause of the sprout only through the transformation which
goes.

If Brahman is immutable (kutastha), it cannot

it

under¬

be the cause of

the world.
This argument

is untenable.

Consider

the

case

of a

piece

magnet which is the cause of the movement of the iron filings,
it remains all the time immutable.

Similarly Brahman,

of

though

though

im¬

mutable, may nevertheless be the cause of the world.
A thing which is immutable, it may be urged by the critic, cannot
be the cause.

A cause is that which is fit enough to do an action; and

an object which is professedly immutable cannot be a cause.

So, what

is active and thereby brings about an effect cannot be immutable, and
what is immutable cannot be a cause.
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Is it the case that the cause is ever

active and brings about the effect all the time?

If the cause is ever

active (sadakurvaccetkaranam), then it is of the same nature for ever; and
what remains the same for ever is, indeed, immutable.
which is immutable must be said to be a cause.

Thus a thing

Further, if the cause

of the world is ever active, there must be creation all the time with the
result that there cannot be any such thing as dissolution.

If.

on the

contrary, it be said that a cause is active only on particular occasions
([kadacitkurvaccetkaranam), even then what is inactive or immutable is the
cause,

for it is admitted that it must have been inactive or immutable

before it became active.
the state of activity.

The state of inactivity

must have preceded

The former is the cause of the latter.

therefore, that what is immutable or inactive is the cause.

It follows,
If so. Brah¬

man which is immutable can be the cause of the world.

[371]
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It is the same inward Self, which is associated with
avidya and which was spoken of before as the cause of

ether, that desired.
any being.

Without avidya desire cannot arise in

It is not pure Brahman, but Brahman in association with mdya
which is said to be the cause of the world.

There is no room for the

objection that Brahman which is said to be the cause must be insenti¬
ent like clay and other objects which are causes.

Since sruti says that

“He desired" (so’kamayata), Brahman cannot be insentient. An insenti¬
ent object cannot have desires, and one who has desires cannot be in¬
sentient.

[ 372 ]
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Just as a firebrand, while remaining of one shape,
appears in different forms due to other causes, so also the
plurality of forms of the supreme Self is due to the illusion
of name and form. Hence, the Lord says, “Let me be
born,” through the manifestation of name and form.
Just as Brahman is said to have desires only through mdyd,
it puts on a plurality of forms only through mayo,.

so also

The desires of

Brahman are nothing but the transformations of mdyd (mdydiaktireva
kamanak.cLre.na vikriyairdpadyate).

The world of name and form is a pro¬

duct of avidya.. Though Brahman is partless,

one,

and non-dual, it

appears as many thiough the illusory name and form projected by
avidya.

The example of a firebrand is given in order to drive home

this idea. If a firebrand is moved swiftly, it makes a circle, a straight
line, or a crooked line depending upon the nature of the movement.
But when it is not in motion, it does not take any form, straight or
crooked, but remains just a burning faggot.

So it puts on different

forms due to other causes, viz., the kind of motion that is involved.
Similarly, Brahman which is pure undifferentiated consciousness appears
as the world of name and form through avidya. The following passage
from the Mandukya-kdrika (IV, 47-43) is relevant in this context: “As a
firebrand, when set in motion, appears as straight, crooked, etc., so
also consciousness, when set in motion, appears as the perceivcr, the
perceived, and the like.

As the firebrand, when not in motion, is free

from all appearance and remains changeless, similarly

consciousness,

when not in motion, is free from all appearances and remains change¬
less.”

[ 373 ]

These names and forms residing in the Self manifest
in many forms from the Self, the Lord, at their appropri¬
ate time and place due to the previous karma of all beings
in the universe.
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This verse and the following one explain the manifestation of the
world of name and form through avidya,, the inscrutable potency of
Brahman.

The Lord takes into account the previous karma of the

creatures at the time of creation.

The nature of the rebirth of a crea¬

ture is dependent on its previous karma.

As the Brhaddranyaka (III, ii,

13) puts it: “Verily, one becomes good by good action, bad by bad
action.”

[374]
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The daily differentiation of names and forms from out
of

Visnu must be understood as the manifold forms (of

Brahman) like the manifold forms of a magician.
The evolution of name and form (ndmarupa-vyakaranam) is
appearance of Brahman as many.

the

See the Brhaddranyaka (I, iv, 7):

“This universe was then undifferentiated.

It differentiated

only into

name and form — it was called such and such and was of such and such
form.”
The word virnu which occurs in the verse means the all-pervasive
Brahman.

[375

]

Plurality of forms in the real sense is not tenable for
Brahman which is, indeed, without parts. Hence the plura¬
lity of forms (of Brahman) is only in the figurative sense
like the plurality of forms of ether through pot and other
objects.
Brahman, as stated in the Chandogya (VI, ii, 1), is one and non¬
dual.

It is free from sajatiya-, vijatiya-, and svagata-bheda, and so it is
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partless.

It means that Brahman does not become the many in the real

sense.

It becomes the many due to names and forms projected by

avidyd.

Though the ether is one, it is spoken of as many like pot-ether,

pan-ether, and so on, due to the limiting adjuncts such as pot and
pan.

[

376

]
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The tapas which Sruti speaks of is the thought of ISvara
relating to creation.

The tapas (meaning penance) of the

common parlance is out of place here (in the case of Brah¬
man), since it is an effect (which is to come after creation).
In verses (371) to (375) the two iruti texts so'kdmayata, bahu yarn
prajayeyeti were explained.

The subsequent text sa tapo’tapyata is now

taken up for explanation.
The Upanisaa says that Brahman practised tapas.

The word tapas

does not mean here penance or austerity as it is ordinarily understood
in common parlance, but reflection or thought (alocanam).

Tapas in

the usual sense of austerity is possible only after the creation of the
world involving the

distinctions of varna and dSrama.

So the tapas of

Brahman before creation has to be explained as reflection or thought
concerning creation.

[

377
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Having reflected according to Sruti, iSvara created the
universe taking into consideration the proper order, colour,
the previous deeds, and shape

(of the beings to be born).
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The Lord created the universe as it was before (dhata yathu, ptirvamahalpsyat) in the proper order from akaSa onwards — the universe con¬
sisting of different beings such as men, gods, animals, and birds in
accordance with their previous karma and updsanS.

The Chandogya text

(V, x, 7) says: ‘‘Those whose conduct here has been good will quickly
attain a good birth of a Brahmana, the birth of a Kxatriya,
of a VaiSya.

or the birth

But those whose conduct here has been evil will quickly

attain an evil birth, the birth of a dog, the birth of a hog, or the birth
cf a Candala.”

[

378

]
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He, the supreme Lord, the Magician, having created
the universe through maya,

entered that very universe in

the same way as a garland (is said to enter)

the illusory

serpent, etc.
This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti text tatsrstva, iadevanuprfl.viSat.
The entire universe is a product of maya, and livara who has the
power of maya is the Wonder-worker.

The SvetcLivatara text (IV, 10)

says: "Know then that prakrti is maya. and the wielder of maya is the
great Lord.”
The garland-snake illustration that is given is intended to show
that the entry of Brahman into the universe is not real, but only app¬
arent.

Just as a garland without undergoing any transformation app¬

ears as a snake, so also Brahman without undergoing any transforma¬
tion appears as the world of name and form.

[

379

]
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If it be said that Brahman is the cause (of the world)
like clay, then the entire world of effects must

be of the

nature of Brahman. (On this view) apart from remaining
in the form of the world, it has no other

entry (into the

world).
Sruti says that having created the universe. Brahman, the Creator,
entered into that very universe.

How are we to understand the entry

of Erahman into the universe? Is it in the sense that the Creator entered
into the universe in the same form as Cieaior or in a different form?
Different possible answers which may be suggested are examined one
by one. by the opponent.

Rejecting all of them, he arrives at the con¬

clusion that the iruti text which speaks about the entry of Brahman in¬
to the world is meaningless and has, therefore, to be rejected.
The opponent’s view begun in verse (379) is concluded in the first
line of verse (390).
One may answer the question by saying that the Creator entered
into the universe in the same form as Creator.

The example of clay

may be cited in support of this answer. Just as clay which is the cause
enters into the pot which is its effect, so also Brahman, the cause, enters
into the world which is its effect. But this view is untenable. The clay
wnich is the material cause gets transformed as a pot and remains as a
pot. Once the pot has been produced, the clay cannot enter over again
into it as a separate entity. In the same way, if Brahman, like the clay,
is the cause of the world, it is transformed into, and remains as, the
world.

If so, it cannot be said that subsequent to the creation of the

world Brahman enters into it once again.

But iruti says that, having

created the world, Brahman then entered into that very world.

[ 380 ]
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It cannot be said that some one other than Brahman
entered into the universe, because only one agent is heard
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of (both for creation and entrance).

Sruti, indeed; dec¬

lares that having created the universe into that very thing
He entered.
The objection which was raised earlier may be re-stated as follows.
The effect is non-different from its material cause.

If Brahman is the

material cause of the universe, then it is pervasive throughout its effect,
for it is transformed as the effect.

How then could it be said to have

entered into the universe after having created it ?
With a view to overcome the above objection, it may be argued
that some one other than Brahman entered into the universe.

But such

a view would flatly contradict the sruti text according to which there is
only one agent who is a.t once the creator of the universe and the one
who entered into it, after having created it.

The participial form

"having created,” i.e., the use of the suffix ktva, indicates that the
Creator himself entered into the universe and not some one else (ktvapratyayabalcLt

sarjana-pravesayoreka-kartrkatvasya

huyamnnatvat

anyasya

praveiasambhavah).

[381
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If it be said that Brahman entered into the
(in a different form) in

universe

the same way as clay enters into

the pet in the form of sherd, etc., it is not so.

Since clay

is in many forms, its entry is tenable, but not so for Brah¬
man which.is one.
The entry of Brahman into the universe is now sought to be ex¬
plained in yet another way.

It is argued that just as clay which is the

cause enters into the pot in the form of sherd (kapala), dust (curna), etc.,
so also Brahman entered into the universe in some other form.
This explanation, too, is untenable. The analogy between clay and
Brahman does.not hold here.

Clay can exist in many forms — as a lump
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of clay, as sherds, as dust, and so on.

But this is not possible in the

case of Brahman which is one undifferentiated consciousness.

While

clay is made up of parts. Brahman is partless. It is no argument to say
that Brahman entered into the universe in the form of the j'lva, for the
latter is in its essential nature non-different from Brahman. So it cannot
be said that Brahman entered into the universe in some other form.

[

382

]

Ho w could there be entry for the all-pcrvasive Brah¬
man similar to the clay

which has places not attained by

it? Since iruti speaks about the entry (of Brahman into
the universe), let us suppose that Brahman is finite.
The first line of the verse states another reason to show why the
analogy between clay and Brahman does not hold good.
and

Clay is finite

therefore is not all-pervasive, i.e., has places not attained by

But inasmuch as Brahman is all-pervasive,

there is no place which

it.
it

has to enter into anew.
The second line of this verse and

the first line of the next verse

refer to another explanation that may be offered.

According to this

explanation, we have to admit the entry of Brahman into the universe
on the authority of iruti, and since the entry of Brahman can be acco¬
unted for only if it is supposed that Brahman is finite, we have to assume
that Braman is finite.

Being finite and having dimension, the entry of

Brahman into the universe is quite intelligible like the entry of the hand
into the mouth.

[383 ]
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Like the hand, etc., entering the mouth, the entry of
Brahman is also possible. But this cannot be, since Brah¬
man is without form and since it has pervaded the effect.
The second line of this verse refutes the foregoing explanation.
Evenifitis assumed for uie sake of argument that Brahman is finite,
its entry imo the universe cannot be made intelligible unless it is granted
that it has form.

It is a matter of common experience that an

object

which has form enters into another object which has also form.

But

since Brahman is devoid of form, it is absurd to speak about the entry
of Brahman into the world.

There is yet another reason to show why

the above explanation has to be rejected.
sive, it has filled in the entire universe.

Since Brahman is all-perva¬

It means that there is no place

in the world which i* devoid Brahman.

And so it is meaningless to

speak about the entry of Brahman into the universe.

r.384 ]

sqifa cftoqifq 511 WA4
Whether finite or infinite,
pervade the effect.

f| ^rort |
the cause, indeed, does

There is verily no place devoid of the

Self which the supreme Self may enter in the form of the

jlva.
The assumption that Brahman is finite is of no avail for explaining
the entry of Brahman into the world.

The material cause,

whether

finite or infinite, pervades the effect into which it gets transformed.

A

pot which is made of clay is pervaded by the clay which is its material
cause. If Brahman as the material cause is transformed into the world,
it has no further entry into it over and above its transformation in the
form of the world.
It is no argument to say that, though Brahman is all-pervasive, it
may

nevertheless enter

into the world in the form of the finite jiva

which is not all-pervasive. Apart from the world into which Brahman
has been transformed, there is no other place which is devoid of Brah¬
man.

If any such place were available, one might suggest that Brah-
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man entered into it in the form of the

finite jiva.

Further, as stated

earlier, the/itia is no other than Brahman, and itsfinitude is caused by
the limiting adjunct.

[ 385 ]

3R

I

^Rcri^tJT

i
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If it be said that the Lord enters the effect in the form
of the cause, in that case the effect
effect as in

will cease to be

an

the case of (the jiva when it realizes) “I am

Brahman.”
The entry of Brahman
another way.

into the world may be explained in yet

It may be argued that Itvara so entered the universe

which He created that it assumed the form of the cause.
Even this explanation is not convincing.
from of the cause, it ceases to be an effect.

If the effect assumes the
A pot, for example, ceases

to be a pot when it assumes the form of the clay which is its material
cause.

Or, consider the case of the jiva who thinks that he is an agent,

and enjoyer, and so on, so long as he is subject to avidya.

When the

jiva realizes on the onset of knowledge that he is no other than Brahman,
then he ceases to be a. jiva, inasmuch as realizing Brahman he remains
as Brahman.

In the same way, if the universe which Brahman has

created assumes the form of the cause, viz., Brahman, then it ceases to
be an effect.

And in the absence of the effect, it makes no sense to

speak about the entry of Brahman into it.

Further, such an explana¬

tion goes against.what is stated in the iruti text.

The latter does not

speak about the entry into the cause; rather it says that the Lord entered
into the effect, the very thing which he created.

[ 386 ]

m
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The view that the jlva which is an effect assumes the
form of another effect is also not tenable, because it is
opposed to reason. A jar does not attain the nature of a
tray.
This verse and the following one state and refute another explana¬
tion that is offered in ihis regard. According to this explanation. Brah¬
man first becomes an effect m the form of the jiva which again gets
transformed into other effects such as ahnnkara.

So the entry of Brah¬

man, it may be said, consists in the jiva, which is an effect of Brahman
getting transformed into other effects such as ahnhkara.
This argument is w'rong. One effect cannot become another effect.
A pot, for example, cannot become another pot If ihe jiva is an effect,
then it cannot assume the form of buddhi which is also an effect.

[ 387 ]

II
Further, the Sruti text which distinguishes the jlva from
the world which is an effect consisting of names and forms
will not tolerate this. If the jlva were to become another
thing, liberation, too, would be impossible.
The view that the jiva becomes another effect in the form of ahankara cannot be accepted as it runs counter to the Chandogya text (VI,
iii, 2) which says that "entering in the form of the jlva it developed
names and forms." It is obvious from this text that the jiva is different
from the world of names and forms.

Further, on such a view the

attainment of liberation has to be ruled out.

One object can become

another only by altering its nature, and this will amount to the destruc¬
tion of one’s being (svarupa-naia).
difference of Brahman and Atman.

Moksa consists in realizing the non¬
If without attaining such a reali¬

zation thej/»a were to assume another form comprising body and other
features, liberation would be impossible to it.
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[ 338 ]

3?g^coiiw ^R33

n

If it be said that the entry (of Brahman) is like that of
the sun into the water, it is not so. Since Brahman is in¬
finite and without form, its entry cannot thus be explained.
Let us consider another explanation according to which the entry
of Brahman into the world is like that of the reflection of the sun in the
water. But this explanation is not acceptable as it is based on false
analogy.

It is true that there is the entry

of the sun into the water

through its reflection (pratibimba), but we cannot in the same way speak
about the entry of Brahman into the world through its reflection.

An

object such as the sun which is finite and which has form can be refle¬
cted in another object which is capable of reflecting it:

But there can

be no reflection of Brahman which is without form (amurta).

Further,

since Brahman is infinite (aparicchinna), there is no object which is away
from Brahman to serve as a reflecting medium

So even this explana¬

tion does not hold good.

[ 389 ]

•7 ^

fast

II

This being so, its entry cannot be explained in any
way. Nor do we know any other way by which the text
can be made intelligible.
After a critical examination of the different explanations that may
be offered of the text which speaks about

the entry of Brahman into

the world, the opponent comes to the conclusion that there is no way
in which the text talsrstva tadevanupraviiat can be made intelligible.
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[ 390 ]
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Then, as conveying nc meaning, this text dealing with
the entry (of Brahman) has to be discarded like the bab¬
bling of a child. (The Siddhantin answers:) It is not so,
since it can be explained in some other way.
The opponent concludes his critical review,

which was begun in

verse (379), by saying that the text dealing with the entry of Brahman
into the world has to be summaiily rejected as meaningless.
The statement of the final position (siddhanta) according to Advaita,
which is begun in the second line of the verse after rejecting the oppon¬
ent’s view, will be concluded in verse (401).

[391 ]

II
After stating that the knower of Brahman attains the
supreme Brahman which has been defined as real, etc.,
Sruti makes it enter the cave with a view to free it from
being not-Self.
The central theme of the Upanisad is the non-difference of Brah¬
man and Atman.

It is this knowledge of Brahman-Atman which the

Upanisad seeks to convey.

The account of creation is given only with

a view to state the truth of non-duality.

Since the entry of Brahman

into the universe can be explained in some other way, there is no room
for the defects mentioned above.
After stating that the knower of Brahman attains the supreme
Brahman, the Upanisad defined Brahman as real, knowledge, and infi¬
nite. It would appear from this definition that Brahman is what is re¬
mote from us. With a view to establish that Brahman is not mediate,
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but immediate, that it is not far away from us, but is our inward Self,
the iruti text in the sequel said that Brahman which has been defined
as real, etc., is sealed in the cave, i.e., in the intellect (nihifat;i guhayUm).
By emphasizing that Brahman is no other than Atman, the inward Self,
the Upanisad tries to remove the wrong notion that Brahman is different
from the Self (andtmatvaianti).

[392 ]

f^WiJ
cTf^xiierai^Tiq

ii

With a view to remove the notion that the Self is other
than Brahman, the Self is qualified by Brahman (in the
Sruti text “This Seif is Brahman”). When each is thus
freed (from the wrong notion), the non-verbal knowledge
which is liberation is attained.
While the iruti text yo veda nihitam guhatyam removes the wrong
notion that Brahman is different from Atman, the Mandukya text (II)
“This Self is Brahman,” (ayamatmd brahma) removes the wrong notion
that Atman is different from Brahman (dtmano’brahmatvam), inasmuch
as the word Atman is qualified by the word Brahman.

When a person

realizes the non-difference of Brahman and Atman, he attains libera¬
tion.

[393 ]
•s.

cT*FTT%f|cTg^ II
For attaining such a fruit, the knowledge (productive
of the desired result) is, therefore, intended to be taught
here. So the non-dual Brahman is said to be located in
the cave (intellect).
The entry of Brahman into the cave of the intellect is taught with
a view to impart the knowledge of non-difference between Brahman
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and Atman, anu it is this knowledge which leads to the attainment of
liberation.

[ 394 ]

In order to imparc that knowledge (of non-difference
of Brahman and Atman), the various modifications ending
with the sheath formed of food are, indeed, stated.
oruti purports to convey the knowledge of the non-difference of
Brahman and

Atman, and with a view to impart this knowledge it

gives an account of the different sheaths starting from the anandamayakoSa and ending with the annamaya-ko&a, which arc all modifications.
Instruction about the nature of the sheaths is the means (updya) for
attaining Brahman-knowledge which is the end (upeya).

[

395

]

Passing over one after another from the outward
sheath, and transcending the three sheaths, the supreme
Brahman is shown as located in the cave of the intellect.
The text relating to the entry of Brahman (praveSavacanam) into the
universe is, as stated earlier, for the purpose of imparting the knowledge
of non-difference of Brahman and Atman.

The annamaya-koia is the

outermost sheath of the jiva. Within the annamaya, there is the pranamayakoSa.

Inside the prdnamaya there is the manomaya-koSa. And within the

manomaya, there is the vijn3namaya-koSa, the sheath of intellect. Thus as
we go inward by transcending the sheaths of food, vitality, and mind, we
come to the sheath formed of the vijnana wherein the supreme Brahman
is laid.

The sheath formed of the vijnana is the cave of the

intellect

(yijnanamayarupa ya buddhilaksana guhS). When fruti says that Brahman
has entered into the sheath of vijnana or the intellect, it is to emphasize
the non-difference of Brahman and Atman.
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L 396 ]

frig^fe mi Q*i ^gFsrq^ n
sS^KPTFT 5P*RI^R3?1T^ ^sr^ci li
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Therein is manifested the an.andama.ya, like Rdku which
is manifested in the moon. "You are that Brahman where¬
in this happiness of human beings rising higher and higher
by degrees reaches the culmination" — thus

the teacher

should instruct the disciple.
The self formed of bliss {anandamaya) is manifested in the intellect.
The different forms of bliss such as joy, enjoyment,

and so on are the

manifestations of the supreme undifferentiated bliss which is Brahman.
If the different kinds of happiness are arranged in a hierarchy, the
highest bliss which is unsurpassable is Brahman-Atman. The anandamaya
self which is manifested in the intellect is a pointer to the undifferentiat¬
ed bliss which is Brahman.

Brahman which is undifferentiated, which

is free from any distinctive attribute, cannot be cognized anywhere else
except in the intellect. We are aware of the existence of Rahu only at the
time of the eclipse wiien it is supposed to seize the moon or the sun.
Just as the knowledge of Rahu arises from its association with the moon
or the sun, so also the knowledge of Brahman arises because of its associa¬
tion with, or manifestation in, the intellect. Why is it, it may be asked,
that Brahman is manifested only in the oijnSnamaya or the intellect and
not in any other sheath?

The intellect alone which is proximate to the

Self and which has the power of illumination can reflect the Self, and
not any other sheath.

[ 397 ]

Brahman which is without differentiation is cognized
in this (intellect) which is the source of all differentiation.
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Hence., the entry of Brahman into the intellect is an imagi¬
nary representation. It is not conveyed in the literal sense.
Every cognition which we get through the intellect is a differenti¬
ated one, for it is the cognition of something as such-and-such. When
the mental modes are illumined by the consciousness, we have the
cognition of this or that object. The intellect which carries the reflec¬
tion of, or is associated with, the consciousness is the source of ail our
cognitions of the various objects which are differentiated, which are
qualified by some attribute or other. It causes the cognition ofBrahman,
when it is rid

of all differentiations, when it is made to remain one

and unitary (akhandakara).
The entry of Brahman into the intellect should not be understood
in the literal sense.

If iruti speaks as though Brahman has entered into

the intellect, it is for the purpose of imparting the knowledge of non¬
difference between

Brahman and

Atman.

It is only when Brahman

which is of the nature of consciousness is reflected in the intellect that
the jiva can realize that it is no other than Brahman which is free from
avidyH and its manifestations.

[ 398 ]

Since in the luminous intellect we perceive Brahman as
the seer, hearer,

and so on due to illusion, the entry by

Brahman is imaginably suggested (by iruti).
Though the intellect is insentient, it is credited with the power of
i llumination, since it carries the reflection of the Witness-consciousness.
Or, since its nature is such that it can reveal or manifest consciousness,
it is said to be

luminous (caitanyabhivyanjaka-vrtti-parinamitvat prakasat-

maka ityuktam). The Self by its very nature is neither a seer nor a hearer.
But it is said to have these distinctive features due to its association as
it were with the intellect consequent on the work of the visual and
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auditory senses.

Similarly, the intellect

which is material is neither a

seer nor a hearer by itself; but it comes to be looked upon as a seer and
a knower only due
therein.

to the reflection or semblance of consciousness

In other words,

(buddhyupahlia-caitanya)

the consciousness delimited by the intellect

or the intellect which carries the reflection or

semblance of consciousness (cidabhasa) is a seer, a knower, and so on.

L

399

]
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in this way that this Brahman is,

verily, the

embodied self of it (the fivefold sheath), the identity of the
one who has entered

the heart and

the one who has not

entered the heart is conveyed by Sruti.
With reference to the

question of the existence of Brahman it has

been stated earlier in verse (352)

that he who knows Brahman as non¬

existing becomes non-existent, and that he who knows it as existing is
existent. This idea has been conveyed by the Sruti text asanneva sa bhauati,
etc., at the commencement
text tasyaisa eva Sarira atma.
man.

The word

of the sixth anuvaka.
The word

Foliowing this is the

esa in this text refers to Brah¬

tasya means purvoktasya koSapancakasya, the fivefold

sheath mentioned earlier. This text, therefore, intimates that Brahman
is the Self of the jiva who is made up of the five sheaths.
man has assumed the form

Since Brah¬

of thejiva by entering into the five kosas,

it follows that the jiva is non-different from Brahman, that He who has
entered into the heart, the cave of the intellect, is no other than He
who has not entered into the heart.

[ 400 ]

qei s^qq^ct 11
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Only thus the removal of the defects (like agency and
so on) which are superimposed on the supreme Self conse¬
quent on its entry is tenable, as taught by the textjya^a ki
(in the sequel).
That Brahman in itself is free from agency and other features that
are ascribed to it due to its association as ir were with the intellect, is
taught in the sequel (seventh anuvaka) by the iruti textyada hi,
according to which Brahman is changeless, bodiless, and

etc.,

inexpressible,

and that when a spiritual aspirant gets established in Brahman he
reaches the state of fearlessness.

[401]

The entry of one who by nature cannot have entered
(into the universe) is stated in such a way as if it has enter¬
ed with a view to teach the oneness of the Self and l$vara
by discarding the distinction between them.
Brahman is free from transmigratory existence.
non-different from Brahman,
Liberation consists in

Since the jlva is

its bondage is not real, but illusory.

realizing the oneness of Brahman and Atman.

Sruti speaks as if Brahman has entered into the universe with a view to
■impart this knowledge of oneness by removing the distinction between
the k$etrajna and Iivara.

[ 402 ]

Having created the world of effects comprising gross
and subtle forms, the Lord entered into it. The Self illu-
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sorily became those forms in the same way as nacre illu¬
sorily becomes silver.
This verse explains

the meaning of the truti text tadanupravisya

sacca tyaccSbhaoat.
The five elements, viz., ether, air, fire, water, and earth of which
the universe is constituted,

may be divided into two groups — gross

(murta) and subtle (amurta).

The creation of the two forms, gross and

subtle, is due to avidya. Brahman which is the cause appears in the two
forms in the same way as a piece of shell appears in the form of silver.
Just as a piece of shell does not really become silver, so also Brahman
does not really assume the two forms, gross and subtle.

In both cases,

the one becoming another is rm illusion.

[403 ]

The term sat stands for the three elements which are
gross. The other elements are stated here by the term tyat.
All things from the Avyakrta, the Unmanifested being,
down to the body are comprised by these two forms; they
are not different from them.
According to Advaita, ether and air are subtle (amurta), while fire,
water, and earth are gross (murta).

[ 404]

That object which can be stated as “this" by distin¬
guishing it from things of its own class and also from things
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of other classes is here referred toby the term nirukta.

By

anirukia is meant what is different from this.
The meaning of the text niruktani cUniruktam ca is explained in this
verse.
Niruktam is the definable, and aniruktam is the ^indefinable.

What

can be fully explained as, "This is a pet made of clay, having a parti¬
cular shape, and capable of holding water,” is the definable.

That

which cannot be stated to be such-and-such is tne undefinabie.

[

The definable

405

]

and its opposite

are

only

attributes

respectively of the gross form which is immediate and the
subtle form which is mediate, mentioned above.
Earth, water, and fire which are referred to by the term sat are
directly perceived.

The other two elements, viz., air and ether, which

are referred to by the term tyat can be known only mediately.

[ 406 ]

Nilaya, which means abode, is an attribute of the gross
The latter, i.e,, anilaya, which means non-abode,
is related to the subtle form.
Vijnanam means a sentient
being, and avijnanam, an insentient object.
form.

This verse explains the meaning of the texts nilayanam cctnilayanafn ca, vijnanam cavijnanam ca.
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[ 407 ]
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The word satyam (which occurs at the beginning of the
sentence) means empirical truth because of the context
and

also

because of the fact

spoken of at the end of the

that the absolute truth

is

sentence.

This verse explains the meaning of the text satyarh canrtam ca satyamabhavat.

The word salyam occurs twice in this text. In deciding the

meaning of the word satyam which occurs first in the text, we have to
take into consideration the context in which it occurs.

Since it occurs

in the context of the explanation of the gross and subtle forms, it must
refer only to the empirical truth, i.e., relative truth as found

in the

empirical world. Further, it occurs in close proximity to the word anrta
which means the false, the unreal.

There is also another reason to be

considered here.

In the same sentence the word satyam occurs once

again at the end.

The Sruti text says that satyam became the true and

the false.

And this satyam, it is obvious, refers to Brahman, the absolu¬

tely real, the absolute truth (par amartha-satyam). Hence the word satyam
which occurs first in the sentence refers to the relative truth in the em¬
pirical world.

[ 408 ]

^TSI Ufq#cq?rfqsjqT II
What is illusory like mirage is stated here as anrtam.
The Creator, indeed, became through avidya all this which
has sprung from avidyci.
Brahman, the absolutely real, has become through avidya the world
of name and form — what is gross as well as subtle,

what is definable
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as well as (indefinable, what serves as an abode as well as what is not
an abode.

The non-dual Brahman is the basis for

the

pluralistic

universe which is superimposed thereon.

[ 409 ]
SOTRTRST
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By negating the entire universe of gross and subtle
forms, etc., the absence

of all plurality (in the Self) is.,

indeed, iaught by affirming that the Self is Brahman.
The Self is the infinite Brahman which is devoid of all specifica¬
tions, which is neither gross no; subtle.

This would be tenable only if

it is said that the Self iias become the entire universe through avidy

[ 410 ]

Since the two modes of our speaking as "This is

not

existent5’ and "This is not non-existent’" have their origin
in ignorance, the Lord of the world,

too, has said:

“It

(Brahman) is not said to be existent or non-existent.’’
If the world which exists is illusory. Brahman also,
argued, is illusory because it is existent like the world.

it may be

But this argu¬

ment is wrong. So long as there is avidya, we sometimes speak of the
world as existent and at other times as non-existent.

But the world

which we see cannot be characterized as existent, for it is subject to
contradiction. The world as such ceases to be when Brahman, its sub¬
stratum, is realized.

Nor can the world be characterized as non-exis¬

tent, for what is cognized can never be dismissed as non-existent.

In

short, the world which is viewed sometimes as existent and at other
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times as non-existent is not eternal.

But Brahman which is eternal

is, as suited in the Bhagavadgita (XIII,
non-existent {asat).

12), neither existent (rat) nor

Being different from the gross and the subtle (mUr-

tamu-rta-bkinnam), it can never be characterized as sat or asat.

.

[411 ]

The inward Self which is one, which is ever-existent,
and which is the witness of the manifestation and disap¬
pearance of the intellect should be known.
When the modification of the internal organ (antahkarana) is illu¬
mined by the Witness consciousness, we have cognition through the
mental mode (vrtti-jndna) which enables us to claim that something exists
or does not exist.
not constant.

The states or modifications of the internal organ are

They come and go, one after another.

That these modi¬

fications are never constant, that they appear and disappear, are known
only through the Witness-consciousness which alone is eternal.

[412]

Hence there exists the supreme Brahman by depend¬
ing upon whose existence the objects of the world,

which

are related as causes and effects and which are projected
by avidya, exist as it were.
The entire world, starting from ether down to a particle of earth,
which can be designated as not-Self is an illusory appearance due to
avidya.

The immutable Brahman is the substratum (adhisthana) on
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which the entire world is superimposed.

If the things of the
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appear to exist, it is because of the existence of Brahman, the substra¬
tum.

So the existence of Brahman can never be denied.

[413]

Whatever involves intelligent planning presupposes
an intelligent being. The subject under dispute, viz., the
universe, presupposes an intelligent being, because it in¬
volves intelligent planning as in the case of objects like
pot, etc.
The existence of Brahman is sought to be proved by means of in¬
ference (anumana) in this verse.

[414]
g

qj^qrS^l ||

As in the earlier contexts, with reference to this idea
stated above, the following verse which is of the nature of
a re-statement of the teaching of Sruti is now uttered with
a view to strengthen the understanding of the person.
The existence of Brahman which has been taught in the Brahmana
portion above and which has also been shown to be tenable by means
of inference is further discussed in a subsequent verse which occurs at
the beginning of the next anuvaka.

[415]

~\
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The universe which is referred to by the word '“this”
was in the beginning asat. By the word asat, Brahman
which has not manifested itself as the world of names and
forms is meant here.
The seventh anuvaka of the Upanisad is covered by verses (415) to
(479).
This verse explains the meaning of the text asadva idamagra aslt
which is a part of the verse
seventh anuvaka.

occurring at the commencement of the

In the beginning, this world of name and form which

we experience was asat, the unmanifested Brahman.

The word

a sat

should net be explained as the void (.iunya), for the world of name and
form cannot come out of the void.

[
5151

416

]
51

II

The world which is an effect composed of names and
forms is in itself non-existent, because it is not-Self. It is
from the one supreme Brahman which is existence that the
manifested world was, indeed, born.
This verse explains the meaning of the text tato vai sadajayata.
The world of name and form, as stated in the vacarambhana text of
the ChUndogya (VI, 3, 4), is illusory and does not exist on its own.

But

it appears to have come into being and to be an existent something.
The world which is not-Self has no existence of its own apart from the
non-dual Brahman which has been defined
anantam.

[417]

as satyam, jnanam, and
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Brahman which is real, knowledge, and infinite creates
itself by itself as the gross and the subtle, being associated
with avidya
The meaning of the text tadtitmancuh svayamakuruta is explained in
this verse.
The non-dual Brahman which is free from modification appears in
the twofold form of gross and subtle things (sat and tyat) due to avidya.
Since sruti speaks of Brahman as one and non-dual (ekameva udvitlyam), as partless and without activity (niskaiam niskriyam), it is impossi¬
ble to think of the origination or creation ol the world in the primary
sense of the term.

It is not the case that the world was really

born

( ajayatd) from Brahman, or that Brahman really created (akuruia) the
world. It only means that the world was born as it were, that Brahman
created, as it were, the world. The literal meanings of the words ajayata
and akuruia will not hold good here.

[ 418 ]

Inasmuch as the expert Lord created all this (world)
by Himself, the great, therefore, call Him as Sukrta, the
Self-creator.
This

verse explains the meaning of the text tasmdttat-sukrtamucyata

iti.
Brahman alone is the cause of the world, for without the help of
anything else, livara has created the world. livara is both the material
and the efficient cause rolled into one.

There exists nothing over and

above Brahman — neither a material cause

(upsdana-karana) of the

world similar to clay, nor an efficient cause (nimitta-kdrana) like a potter.
Since livara has created the world by Himself, He is called the Selfcreator.

The word sukrtam means svayam kartr (suiabdo’tra svayamiabda-

paryayah, ki taiabdah kartrd abda-paryayah, sukrtam svayam kartr brahma).
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[ 41S 1

g ^chn

!i

Or, the act accomplished by 1 Svara is s?id to be sukrtam,
that is, well done, because the suffix ia which denotes the
object directly is used (here in the word sukrta).
It does
not refer to the Lord who is the agent.
In

the previous verse the word cukriam was explained in the sense

of sva-krtum.

The same word is now explained in the sense of "well-

done” (.sv.sthv.-krtam).

According to this explanation, the word sukrtam

does not refer to the Lord, but to the act of the Lord,

which has been

well-done.

[ 420 ]

^t%sfq
cfej

^-rpqg^ci
g
leffl II
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Even in common parlance that act alone which is done
by the master directly by himself with effort is said to be
well-done, but not that which is done likewise by the
servants.
The second explanation given in the previous verse is justified now
in terms of common usage in our day-to-day affairs.

[421]

qw ^ci: ||
The one, verily, which has been said to be sukrtam is
in the form of gross and subtle objects. This supreme
Brahman is said to be rasa, the source of joy of this world
of effects, which in itself is devoid of rasa.
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The sruti texts yadvai tat sukriam, rasa vai sah are now taken up for
explanation.
Rasa means flavour. It is what causes satisfaction.
of joy.

It is the source

Whatever happiness a person derives from the

w^rld is due to Brahman which is the source of joy.

things of the

And so Brahman

must exist.

[ 422 ]

fom ^

sRiqji

Rasa is said to be essence, the immortal Brahman, bliss,
joy. By Brahman which is rasa, the world which in itself
is devoid of happiness is said to have happiness.

[ 423 J

31cRcRS|ffRTq4 IB ^c^tR

II

How is it, it may be asked, that this supersensuous rasa
is bliss? So with a view to establish this, there is the subse¬
quent text rasam hi, etc.
Brahman is supersensuous.

It cannot be comprehended by mind

or speech. If rasa is said to be Brahman, it would follow that it is also
supersensuous.

If so, how can it be identified, it may be asked, with

bliss or happiness which is immediately experienced by every one of us?
The answer to this question is contained in the text rasam hyevctyam
labdhvci, etc.

[ 424 ]

fcraifer

m

sfafecn ii
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For this reason also it has to be admitted that Brah¬
man exists. And so the supreme Brahman exists, since its
being of the nature of rasa is well-known.
The existence of Brahman is argued not merely on the ground that
it is the cause of the world, hut also on the ground that it is the cause
of happiness in this world.
The second line of the verse here is only an explanation of the first
line.

[

425

]

sfm

i!

Rasain the form of sweetness, sourness, and so on, is
the cause of satisfaction.
The word rasa primarily means flavour,

distinctive taste such as

sweetness, sourness, and the like.

[ 426 - 427 ]

gen

q*FF3 siren:

I

il

Just as people get satisfied by obtaining rasa such as
food, so also those who are without desires, who do not
exert themselves in accomplishing the desired object, who
have discarded desires and also external sources of pleasure
who have renounced everything, who are pure, who have
attained the supreme bliss which cannot be specified, re¬
main satisfied
Objects

such as food, water, and the like, which have distinctive

flavours or tastes make a person happy when he attains them having a
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In ihe same way the sannyasin remains happy when

he attains the supreme bliss which is Brahman.

What is non-existent

cannot be the cause or source of satisfaction.

Since Brahman as the

supreme bliss makes a sannyasin happy—-i.e., it is the cause or source
of satisfaction to a sannyasin—-its existence has to be admitted (asatastrptihetnlvSyogat, brahmanasca rasatvena i ptihetutvduasti brahmetyarthaK).

[ 428 ]
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Certainly, the supreme satisfaction which they have
must fully delight their minds. All the indications of deli¬
ghtful minds are, indeed, in them.
A sannyasin who has given up all desires has the greatest satisfac¬
tion,

for one can see in him all the features indicative of the satisfac¬

tion which reigns supreme in him.

[ 429 ]

sqifj? qm^q

1

qsogjsraFR*!
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In those who have realized the Self, I find the indica¬
tion of satisfaction, as we find in a man who is suffering
from skin disease and sits near the fire scratching his body
with his mind possessed of joy.
The sannyasins who have realized the Self are to be seen in posses¬
sion of the supreme satisfaction even in the absence of any external
source of happiness, in the same way as a person suffering from some
skin disease enjoys himself while Scratching his body.

[ 430 ]
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This inference (about the experience of bliss) is intend¬
ed only for those who are ignorant of the true nature of
bliss. But, for those who have realized the true nature of
the Self, it is, indeed, the most immediate experience.
Happiness which human beings seek to attain as an end (purusariha)
is a matter of immediate

experience.

If its existence is going to

be

established by means of inference, it will, it may be argued, cease to be
a purusartha.
This objection will not do,
the purpose of inference here.

as it has not taken into consideration
If we resort to inference with a view to

establish the experience of bliss from certain outward features, it is only
for the sake of the ignorant people.

From

the standpoint of the wise,

i.e., those who have realized the truenature of the Self, there is no need
for inference, for bliss which is Brahman is immediately experienced by
them.

[ 431 ]

*?r

n

What is known as the human body, which is a conglo¬
meration of the external senses, is seen functioning (as a
unity) for the purpose (of enjoyment) of a person; and this
holds good only if the person concerned is not a part of
the conglomeration.
Any object like a cot or a structure like a house, which is a collec¬
tion of a number of materials, is intended for the enjoyment of a per¬
son who is different from it and who does not form a part of the mate¬
rials which constitute the object.

Such an object or a structure does

not come into existence of its own accord.

It has come into being be¬

cause someone, an intelligent being, built it, and yet did not form a
part of it. Similarly, the human body which is constituted by the senseorgans, the vital force, and the internal organ, is intended for the enjoy¬
ment of a person who is different from,

and does not form

a part of.
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the conglomeration. This also serves to prove the existence of Brahman
which is consciousness.

The argument can be stated in the form of an

inference as follows: The conglomeration called the human "body is for
the benefit of consciousness which does not form a part ot it, because
it is a conglomeration like a cot, and whatever is a conglomeration is for
the benefit of consciousness which does not form a part of it.

[ 432 ]

3?I^T5!

II

Therefore in a challenging tone Sruti asks: “Who,
indeed, will inhale (etc.) if bliss be not there in akaSa, the
supreme ether (within the heart)?”
This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti texts ko

hyevavydl kah

pranyat, yadesa akasa ananado va syat.
If the inward Self which is of the nature of the incomparable bliss
and which is the Witness-consciousness of all the mental modes were
not there in the ether enclosed in the heart, no bodily action would take
place through the functioning of the vital airs like prana and apar.a. In
other words. Brahman

exists as the

source of our physical

activity

through the upadhi of the vijnUnamaya-koSa.
The word UkaSa which

occurs in the text yadesa akaSa cinando na

syat may be explained in the locative cr nominative sense.
text may be construed to mean,
who could inhale?"

Or, it may also be construed to mean.

dkdSa, the bliss, does not exist, who could inhale?"
i

[ 433]

3TR?T.

The

qwt

Sruti

"If in the akasa bliss does not exist,

^ ^ II

"If the
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Inasmuch as the happiness attained by all beings in
this world from the Hiranyagarbha down to an insect is
according to their meritorious deeds, there must be the
supreme Brahman which always makes us happy.
This verse explains the iruti text esa byevU.nandayc.ii.
The empirical happiness enjoyed by all creatures is limited and
transient.

It is only a part of die supreme bliss which is infinite and

eternal.

What is limited and transient points

eternal.

The former is not possible in the absence of the latter.

C

to what is infinite and

434 ]

m

w. li

There exists Bliss, the supreme Rasa, in which this
worldly happiness obtained through various means reaches
its culmination.
This discussion whether Brahman exists or not which was taken up
for consideration in verse (368) is now concluded with this verse.

[ 435 ]

Sffer#

*TrT: I
vO
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Since valid reasons for the existence of Brahman have
been stated, (the question whether Brahman exists or not
has been answered). Now the (remaining two) questions
stated in the text beginning with utavidvdn are taken up by
Sruti for consideration.
Of the

three

questions raised in the sixth anuvaka, the question

relating to the existence of Brahman was examined by the Sruti texts
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beginning from so'kamayata in the sixth anuvaka ti!I esa hyeva ano.ndayati
which occurs in the seventh anuvaka.

The other two questions whether

an ignorant man, after departing from here, goes to the other world or
not, or whether an enlightened man, after departing from here, attains
that world or not, will

be examined by

trv.ti in the sequel

beginning

with the passageyad.a hyevaisa etasmin.

[ 436 ]

t| it
Only the wise man attains Brahman in which there is
no fear, but which is the i.ausc of fear, because its attain¬
ment is obstructed only by the darkness of ignorance; and
surely there is no other obstacle.
Sruti maintains that only the man of knowledge (vidvan) attains
Brahman, but not one who
brought out in the

is ignorant of Brahman.

This idea

is

iruti passage beginning with yada hyevaisa etasmin

and ending with abhayam gato bhavati.
The only obstacle to the
darkness of ignorance.

attainment cf Brahman is tamas,

Attainment here

the

consists in knowing the true

nature of Brahman, and non-attainment is only ignorance of Brahman.
In other cases like reaching a village, one may think of time (kala) and
space (deta) as obstacles.

Getting the knowledge of the village which a

person wants to reach does not mean reaching it at the same 'time.
The village and the person are separated by distance. There is also the
factor of time involved in reaching the village.

It is,

therefore, clear

that in the case of reaching a village ignorance of the place to be attain¬
ed is not the only obstacle.
space as well.

There are other obstacles like time

and

The position is quite different in the case of Brahman.

Attainment of Brahman is not something which takes
knowing Brahman.

To

place after

know Brahman is to attain it; not to know it

amounts to not attaining it. Hence, there is no other obstacle to attain¬
ing Brahman than avidya.
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[437 ]
2?wiTR*rn?ftsN
Whatever obstacle there may be (in the case of attain¬
ing Brahman), it is caused solely by ignorance. This being
so, avidyd alone is the obstacle to the attainment of libera¬
tion.
This verse reiterates the idea stated in

the second line of the

previous verse.

[

438

]

sffsrqrarcpriq

i

3}fipqq[
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Though the inward Self whose light ever shines and
never sets is the witness of avidyd, it is nevertheless obstruct¬
ed by avidyd. And we speak about that (obstruction) only
on the strength of avidyd.
The pure consciousness is helpful (sddhaka) to avidyd inasmuch as it
serves as the locus (dsraya) of avidyd.

It is what reveals avidyd.

While

the pure consciousness (svarupa-jndna) is not opposed to it, the conscious¬
ness delimited by the mind (antahkarandoacchinna-caitanya) is opposed to it.
In other words, the knowledge which arises through the mental mode
(vrlti-jnana) removes ignorance, being opposed to it.

That is why the

inward Self is said to be the witness of avidyd.
We fail to know the inward

Self which is always self-luminous by

nature because of the obstruction of avidyd.

How do we know, it may

be asked, that avidya is the obstruction which veils the real nature of the
Self? The answer is that we come to know of this only through avidyd.
When we say, for example, that “I am ignorant of the true nature of
the Self,” we admit that
nature of the Self
av idya - balddevocyate).

ignorance is the veil which

(dtmano

conceals the true

yathokta-laksanasyaivdvidyd-vyavahitatvam
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This question (as to why an ignorant man does not
attain Brahman) is proper only if it be said that Brahman
could be attained without being a knower (of Brahman).
But this being the case (that knowledge alone leads to the
attainment of Brahman), it is not reasonable.
It was argued earlier in verse (361) that since Brahman is common
to both a man of knowledge and an ignorant man, the latter also must
attain Brahman like the former. It is necessary to examine this conten¬
tion carefully.

This argument must

mean one of two things: either it

means that an ignorant man, like a man
man by removing

of knowledge, attains Brah¬

avidya, which is the cause of bondage, or it means

that, since Brahman constitutes the essential nature of an ignorant man
in the same way as it constitutes the essential nature of an enlightened
one, an ignorant man also attains Brahman in this sense.

The first

alternative is untenable. Ifknowledge were not the means to the attain¬
ment of Brahman, then it could be argued that a wise man

and an

ignorant one must be viewed alike in respect of the attainment of Brahr
man. But since we maintain that Brahman can be attained only through
knowledge, the contention that a person who is ignorant can also attain
it is untenable.

[440]
ST cl tfrSROTt ST%*RS<ST<?5m: TScT: I
S3
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SltflcRTTTfos ffTS*S^ ||
But the common attainment (of Brahman as the Self
of all) is not restricted by us, since Brahman by nature is
the Self of the wise man as well as of the ignorant one.
The second alternative which seeks to explain the attainment of
Brahman as the Self of all, the wise

as well as the ignorant, is quite
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acceptable.

If the attainment of Brahman is interpreted in this sense,

we do not wish to restrict it only to a man of knowledge.

Since Brah¬

man which is the inward Self of all is present in both a man of know¬
ledge and an ignorant man, it is attained as such by both alike.

C441 ]

" It has already been said that, since Brahman is the
Self of ail, from knowledge there is attainment of Brah¬
man, who is always present, by removing ignorance.
The iruti text, "The know or of Brahman attains the Supreme,"
restricts the attainment

of Brahman to a man of knowledge.

Attain¬

ment of Brahman in this sense is not common to both a man of know¬
ledge and an ignorant one.

When we say that Brahman-knowledge is

the means to the attainment of Brahman, what is meant is that know¬
ing or realizing Brahman is attaining it.
Anandagiri says tha t the word atah which occurs in the first line of
the verse recalls to our memory the knowledge of Brahman,

which is

the means to the attainment of Brahman (jtattva-jnanam pancamya paramriyate).

[ 442 ]

3KT*.
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Hence, the truth that only a wise man attains Brah¬
man, and not an ignorant one, is established with great
effort by iruti in the following passage beginning withjyada
hi.
The subsequent portion of the

Upanifad beginning with yada

hyevaisa etasmin, etc., purports to prove that only a wise man attains
Brahman by removing avidyS.
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[ 443 ]

Knowledge here means the cognition of objects obtain¬
ed through any of the senses, since objects are known
through empirical means ox knowledge.
The iruti text reads:

yada hyevaisa

etasminnadrsye'nalmye'ninikte

anilayane’ bhayartt pratistham vindute. With a view to explain the meaning
of the word adriya which occurs in this text, the meaning of drii is first
of ail explained in this verse. The meaning of adriya can be known only
if we know the meaning of driya, and the latter can be known only if
we know the meaning of drii.

The word drii means sense-knowledge,

that is, cognition of empirical objects obtained through the visual sense
and

the

like (driiiabdena visayavi^ayam caksuhirotradijanyam sarvaih

jnanamucyate).

[ 444 ]

^

11

An object which is perceived possesses certain charac¬
teristics, for only such an object is fit to be seen. Neither
eternal consciousness nor non-existence is ever perceptible.
Only an object which possesses certain characteristics (saviiesa) can
be perceived. Driya is any object which is perceived. What is it, then,
which cannot be perceived? Abhava or non-existence cannot be perceiv¬
ed, for it is not an existent entity to be perceived.

Nor can Brahman

which is pure undifferentiated consciousness be perceived.
Brahman is adriya,

that is, it is not an object of perception, be¬

cause perceptible characteristics are absent in it.
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[ 445 ]
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That characteristic which is commonly present in
particular objects which are perceptible is, indeed, said to
be the universal. Having no existence in itself, it comes
to have existence (only through the particular) as conveyed
by the suffixyat.
With a view to explain the meaning of andtmya,
atmya is first explained.

the meaning

of

Atmya means the universal {sarnanyamatmya-

iabdavacyam). The universal is what is uniform’y present in the different
particulars, as, for example, “cowiiess” in the different cows.
versal has no existence in itself.

The uni¬

ft is revealed only through the parti¬

culars which it characterises.
Brahman is andtmya, because there is no universal or class

char¬

acteristic in it (anatmyamiti nihsamanyam brahma).

[ 446 ]

Or, by drSya is meant (the gross physical universe seen
in) the waking state, since it is well-known as perceptible.
Atmya here refers to the three sheaths (of vitality, conscious¬
ness, and self-consciousness which constitute the subtle
body), since they are subservient to the Self.
Suresvara explains the meaning of the two words, drSya and atmya
in a different way in this verse.
The word drtya stands for the physical universe in its gross aspect
(annamaya) constituted by the five quintuplicated
ceptible universe is identified with the
physical universe in its gross aspect.

elements.

The per¬

Virdj, the cosmic self of the

The word atmya may be under-
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stood ’n the sense of the Sutratman. the cosmic being in its subtle aspect
composed of the prOLnamaya, the manomaya, and the vijnanumaya, the cos¬
mic self of the subtle universe constituted by the five unquintuplicated
elements. In short, while driya stands for whatever isg'oss, atrayn stands
for the subtle (samastameva sthulam karyam driya-iabda-vScyam, sarvameva
suksrnam karyarr.atmya iabda-vacyam).

[ 447 ]
*\
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The word nirukta here stands for
the anandamaya-ko$a), the enjoyer of
and karma), because it is what is left
supreme
goal, which transcends
aniricktam.

the fifth sheath (viz.,
the fruit (of updsana
over. Brahman, the
the dnandamaya, is

Of the five sheaths, driya stands for the annamaya-koia, atmya for
the next three kos'as and nirukta for the anandamaya-koia, the jiva who
is the semblance of the pure consciousness.
The word anirukta refers by implication to the pure consciousness
which is beyond cause and effect and which is implied by the word
“Thou” (kSrya-kcirana-vinirmuktam

tvaifipada-laksyam cinmatramanirukta-

iabda-vacyam).

[ 448 ]

feq m
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That supreme Unmanifested Brahman in which the
universe is merged, whence the submerged universe comes
into being, and which is the cause of the five sheaths —
that we call nilayana.
The Avyakrta, the Unmanifested Brahman, is the cause of the uni¬
verse.

It is that in which the universe is merged at the time of pralaya.

It is from the same Avyakrta that the dissolved universe comes into be-
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ing at the time of creation. Since it is the abode for the entire universe,
it is called nilayana.
The word anilayana refers to Brahman, the eternal, ever-free, pure
consciousness,

which is implied by the word

titutes the svarupa of the jlva
Suddha-buddha-mukta-svabhUvarh

"That” and which cons¬

(anilayana-iabdena

tatpada-laksyam, uitya-

tvafripadarlha-svar~ipa.bhutc.in brahmocyate).

Since in the Sruti text cnirukte anilayanc abhayam pratisthdm vindate, the
two words anirukta and anilayana ate in co-ordinate relation, they refer
to one and the same being, viz.. Brahman-Atman.

[ 449 ]

Or, in respect of the gross and subtle forms, etc.,
(mentioned earlier), their negation is stated here (in this
text). Since it was said that Brahman became this all,
the existence of the world (in Brahman) has been stated.
The negation of what is given is proper.
The Sruti text etasminnadrSye’ndtmyc'nirukte’nilayane is now explained
in a different way.
Braman, it was stated earlier, became the gross and the subtle.
From this it may be thought that the universe of gross and subtle forms
exist in Brahman.

What is given or suggested alone can be negated.

The negative words adrSya, andtmya, and so on

are intended to

deny

the existence of gross and subtle forms in Brahman, because Brahman
is nirviScsa,

free from specifications,

and nirvikara, free from

forms.

Since the Sruti text which we are explaining here is in the negative form,
such an interpretation is quite sound.

[ 450 ]
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By sat and tyat, etc., the two categories, viz., the gross
and the subtle forms, have been spoken of. Since this (ex¬
planation) is in agreement with another fruti text, the
denial of these is meant (here).
The gross and the subtle are the

two forms of Brahman.

The

gross form (mUrta) indicated by the word sat includes earth, water, and
fire.

The remaining two elements, air and ether, constitute the subtle

torn (amTirta) indicated by the word tyat.

After explaining

the two

forms of Brahman, the Brhadlranyaka (II, iii, 6) describes Brahman as
"not this, not this."

The same Upanisad in a subsequent section (III,

ix, 26) speaks of tiie Self as that which has been described as "not this,
not this ’, and says that the Self is imperceptible (agrhya),
(<?Siryd), unattached (asanga), and so on.

nndecaying

The negative description of

Brahman as adrSya, andtmya, anirukta, and so on, given in the Taittiriya
is in agreement with the Brhaddranyaka description of Brahman as neti
neti.

[451 ]
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In this interpretation, nilaya means the internal organ
which is the abode of all impressions. Thus, through the
process of negation as ‘not this, not this’J, Brahman-re¬
alization becomes immediate.
Earlier in verse (448), the word nilaya was interpreted to mean the
Unmanifested Brahman which is the source of the entire universe. Now
it is explained in the sense of antahkarana which is the abode of all im¬
pressions (vasananilaya).

Since the two words adrSya and andtmya serve

to negate the gross and the subtle, and since the denial of the Unmani¬
fested Brahman, the primary cause, is included in the denial of the
subtle, there is no need to negate it separately.
is now interpreted as negating the antahkarana.

So the word anilayana
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The significance of the four words—adrSya, anitmya,

anirukla, and

anilayana — may be stated as follows. AdrSya and anatmya serve to bring
out the meaning implied by the word "That” through th6 process of
clarification (ssdhana). The remaining two words—anirukta and anilayana
—bring out the meaning implied by the word “Thou” through the
process of clarification.
In verse (447) the word anirukla was explained as negating the
jiva.

In order to get rid of the jivatva,

the antahkarana which is the

abode of all impressions should disappear. So the word anilayana is in¬
terpreted as negating the internal organ.

[452 )

Since the intellect, which is engrossed in the existence
and non-existence of the things of the world, is the cause
of misery to the Self, by negating both existence and non¬
existence (of things), it is made to dwell in the Self (by
sruti).
The things of the world, which are related in terms of the causal
principle, are not-Self.

The mind will not be drawn towards the Self

so long as it is interested in tfe things of the world—in their existence
and non-existence. If the mind is to be drawn inward towards the Self,
it is first of all necessary to deny the cause-efFect-world which is notSelf.

When the mind of a person dwells firmly in the Self, he attains

Self-realization. Inasmuch as the negation of the world is necessary for
the attainment of Self-realization, it is wrong to think that the denial
of the world of plurality does not serve any purpose.

[ 453 ]

^
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Through the negation of the world which is percep¬
tible, etc., the oneness of Brahman and the Self is taught
(by sruti). Brahman is not different from the Seif. How
can any other thing (than the Self) be absolutely real?
Though the Sruti text ctasminnadrSye'natmye, etc., serves to negate
the cause-effect-world, ics purport is in the revelation of the nature of
the Self and not in the negation of the worid. The negation of the things
of the world which are perceptible, insentient, and finite is a logical
preliminary to the revelation of the nature of the Self (nifedhasya vastusiddhau dvdratvdt na nisedhapararn vclkyam, kintu vastuparam).
Sruti teaches that Brahman is in the Self (pratici-brahma bodhyate).
It only means that Brahman is identical with the Self and not some¬
thing different from it. If Brahman were to be something different from
the Self, it would cease to be real.

[ 454 ]

^
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Neither negation nor an illusory appearance can be
thought of anywhere without relation to Brahman, the
absolute, the real.
There is no illusion without a substratum. In the absence of a rope
which serves as the substratum,
does not take place.

the illusory appearance of a snake

The snake which is illusory has no being of its

own apart from the substratum on which it is super-imposed (kalpitasya
adhi§thanameva svarupam).

Negation, too, implies an object from which

a thing is negated. We have to say that a horse is not in a cow, or that
a pot is not on the ground.

The denial of the world of plurality im¬

plies the Self from which it is negated, in the same way as the illusory
appearance of the world implies this Self as the substratum for the
appearance of the world-illusion.

Brahman-Atman alone is real.

51?
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[ 455 ]

Since Brahman, which is free from perceptible quali¬
ties and so on, is by its very nature identical with the Self,
and since the words vstti and vindate refer to one and the
same thing, there is the conclusion (with vindate, after
having begun with vetti).
This verse brings out the purport of Sruti which begins by saying
that he who knows Brahman attains the Supreme (brahmaviddpnotiparam)
and concludes by saying that a person who obtains a fearless ground
in Brahman (abhayam pratisthd.nl vindate) becomes fearless.
cance of the words “knows”
noted here.

(vetti) and

The signifi¬

“obtains” (vindate) must

be

Since Brahman which has been described as impercep¬

tible and so on is no other than the inward Self, there is nothing else
to be done with regard to that excepting to know its real nature. None
but the Self can be gained by mere knowledge. To know it is to attain
it, and to be ignorant of it is not to attain

it.

Here the object which

a person knows is not different from the object which he obtains as his
support or ground.

It is the same Brahman-Atman

knows and thereby attains as his fearless ground.
idea thac Sruti in the beginning speaks about

which

a person

It is to convey this

the person who knows

Brahman and concludes by referring to him as one who obtains fear¬
less ground in Brahman which is adrSya, and t my a, etc.

[

tfisnifo

456

]
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When a person directly knows the fearless Brahman
which is imperceptible, etc., (as his own Self), at that very
moment itself, being free from avidya, he attains the fear¬
less supreme Brahman.
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This verse explains the meaning of the expression abhayam vindate.

f 457 ]

i!
The word pratisihdm is uttered with a view to sho w
that this text forms one sentence with the text, “Brahman
is the tail, the support/’ which has been stated earlier
once.
The word pratistka

v.’hich occurs in the text

vindate conveys the idea

abhayam pratisthff.r)i

that the end to be attained by Brahman-

knowledge is Brahman itself.
Ekavakyata,

means sentence-unity or syntactical unity.

syntactical unity between the text abhayam pratistham

There is

vindate and the

earlier one brahma puccham pratistha which occurs at the end of the fifth
anuvaka of the Upanisad.
So the

Sruti passage yadii hyevai$a etasmin...

bhavati means that when

a person

atha so'bhayam gato

attains Brahman-knowledge,

he

attains Brahman, the fearless, i.e., he becomes established in fearless¬
ness.
To the question whether a

man of knowledge attains Brahman or

not, the answer is that he does attain Brahman.

This issue has been

dealt with in verses (436) to (457).
[ 458 ]
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That an ignorant person, having departed from this
world, does not attain the highest goal is now explained
clearly by the text beginning with yadd hi.
After establishing that the man

of wisdom attains the supreme

Brahman, iruti now proceeds to show that an ignorant man does not
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attain Brahman.

This is the purport of the Sruti passage

beginning

with yada hyevaisa eiasminnudaramantaram k.urute, etc.

[ 459 j

Slrqi r^R^cT rTT^ ||
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Since ignorance makes what is ever attained appear as
unattained, it is emphatically declared by dmii with great
care that the man of knowledge attains (Brahman).
Though Brahman-Atman is ever attained, due to ignorance a person
thinks that it is not attained.

If it is admitted that knowledge is the

means to the attainment of Brahman, it would follow that the attain¬
ment of Brahman is not possible for one who is ignorant.
[ 460 ]
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Such being the case, an ignorant man does not attain
iSvaru; for, what is already attained is not attained because
of the obstruction of avidya.
Being the inward Self of every one of us, Brahman is always attain¬
ed.

So in the case of an ignorant man, if it appears to be unattained,

it is because of avidyS which, veiling its real nature, makes it appear as
though it is unattained.
[561]

f| II
Though this person as the non-dual Self, which is free
from perceptible and other qualities, remains, indeed, in
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this Brahman (as identical with it), being deceived only by
avidya (he thinks as if it is unattained).
This verse explains the
etas?ain.

meanings of the words yada hyevaisa

[ 462 ]

Just as a person thinks that an object which is in hand
is unattained due to ignorance, even so Brahman which is
one’s inward Self appears to be unattained through igno¬
rance.
The idea conveyed in the previous verse is now explained by means
of an example.
[463 ]

It
Just as a rope makes itself a serpent through avidya,
even so the jiva, separating, then, from the non-dual
consciousness (which is Brahman) through avidya, makes
himself an agent and an enjoyer.
This verse explains the result that follows consequent on the work
of avidya. Though the jiva in his essential nature is identical with Brah¬
man which is non-dual and eternal consciousness, he thinks, due to
avidya, that he is different from Brahman and considers himself an agent
and an enjoyer.

[ 464]

arc
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Since through ignorance he makes, though a slight
difference between himself and Brahman as the knower and
the known, (he is one in possession of illusory cognition).
This verse

explains

the

meaning of the

sruti text ud.aramantc.rani

kurute. Udaram (ut plus aram) means even a slight. Antaram means chidram,
that is, hole, separation, difference.

[ 465 J

That tSvara is different from me, and so am I differ¬
ent from ISvara
thus making a difference where there is
no difference, he attains the evil of fear in that difference.
The

fruti text atha tasya bhayaih bhavati states the

result which

follows consequent on the perception of difference between thejlva and
Brahman. An ignorant man who thinks that he is different from Brah¬
man,

though this difference

being the work of avidya, is

not

real, is

subject tc fear.
The word aniivarah which occurs in the first line of the verse means

itvaradanyah, different from livara.

[ 466 ]

Though by his very nature he has no cause of fear,
the ignorant man imagines the one existent Self as many
through ignorance, and only because of Hint (the Self
whom he sees as different) attains fear.
An ignorant man attains fear, that is, is caught up in the wheel of
transmigratory existence since he
Brahman.

looks upon the Self as different from
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[ 467 ]
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Since by the word hi (in the §ruti text) it is conveyed
that a second object is the cause of fear, Sruti has loudly
declared, elsewhere, •'From the second, verily, fear arises."
This verse brings out the significance of hi which occurs in the sruti
te^t Jidda hyevaisa etaiuiinnudaramantarat)i karute.
Since in the state cf ignorance he sees in the Self something diffe¬
rent, he is subject to fear.

This idea has also been stated in the

Brha-

daranyaka (I, iv, 2) whicti is quoted in the second line of the verse.

[ 468 ]
|%cT^lfg;*TTbt
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Inasmuch as he imagines that the Lord, being differ¬
ent from him who is ruled, is the source of fear, from
Brahman in whom there is nothing to cause fear arises fear.
The all-pervasive Brahman is non-different from the inward Self of
every being.

Thinking that Brahman is different from his inward Self,

if an ignorant man looks upon it as God,

the Lord of the world, and

considers himself as a worldly creature different from, and controlled
by. Him, that very Brahman which is abhayam becomes a source of fear
to him.

The idea is that the perception of difference where there is no

difference is the cause of fear.

[ 469 ]
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Ah! None lies beyond the power of avidyd which cau¬
ses fear even to Brahman whom Agni anu other gods fear.
This verse and the next one bring out the power of avidyd.
It will be stated in the next anuvdka

that Agni, Inara, and

gods discharge theie functions out of fear of Brahman, the ruler.

other
That

very Brahman, who is the inner controller of all gods, who is the source
of fear to all of them, is overcome by fear due to avidyd.

[

470

]

IstHWraqterc: \
Ikvara, the ruler of even the gods, is fearless and cau¬
ses fear to the gods. Even to Him, avidyd causes fear. So
none is beyond the reach of avidyd.

r 471 ]
WHI
It has been said that having known Brahman the man
of knowledge attains, indeed, fearlessness. Nevertheless,
that very Brahman who causes fearlessness becomes a
source of fear to the Self due to ignorance.
In the light of what has been said above we must understand the
meaning of the expression tattveva bhayam which occurs in the fruti text.
It was stated earlier that the wise man gets fearlessly established in
Brahman which is adriya, anatmya, and so on {abhayam pralis thdm vindate),
and that he attains the state of fearlessness (abhayam gato bhavati).

While

to the wise man Brahman is the fearless support, the very same Brah¬
man {tat eva) is the source of fear to one who is ignorant.

The central

idea that the state of knowledge goes with the attainment of fearlessness
and that the state of ignorance is connected with the state of fear is
brought out through the method of anvaya and vyatireka.
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That Brahman which is one and fearless because of
the removal of the perceptible qualities and also because
of the removal of ignorance, turns out to be a source of
fear to him who is under the control of ovidyd.

[ 473 ]
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To the (apparently) learned man, who, on account of
ignorance, sees Brahman as different from the inward Self
to such a small extent as the tip of a hair, his very Self be¬
comes a source of fear. Or, another explanation of diffe¬
rence spoken of earlier is given by this (passage).
The two preceding verses have set forth the meaning of the expres¬
sion tattveva bhayam.

This

verse

explains

the meaning of viduso’man-

vanasya which is the remaining part of the sruti text.
Here the word vidusah means a person who is apparently learned.
The learning of such a person is only outward.

Though learned, he is

still ignorant because he perceives difference between Brahman and the
Self.

[ 474 - 475 ]
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Brahman is the source of fear even to the learned man
who is unrefiective. Since Brahman is neither the knower
nor the known, a person who thinks that he is a knower
is full of ignorance in the same way as it is ignorance to
see silver in the nacre. Kence, such a person is unreflective.
Brahman-Atman is not an object which is known.

If it were an

object like a tree which is known, it would cease to be real.
knower in the real sense of the term.

Nor is it a

Though we refer to it as the

knower with a view to distinguish it from the not-Self which is known
iyedya), even this mode of speech, strictly speaking, is not tenable.

So

long as there is vyavahara, by presupposing objects which are known, we
speak of Brahman- Atman as the knower. Our mode of speech employ¬
ing the logic of dichotomy between the Self as the'knower and the notSelf as the known is meaningful only in the context of avidyil,
presupposed in all ouf discourse and business of life.

which is

Brahman-Atman

by its very nature is free from attribute (nirguna), free from specification
(nirviteqa).

So it is neither the known nor the knower.

A person who claims that he knows the Self is really under illusion
like the one who sees a piece of shell as silver, for his claim amounts to
seeing in the Self what is not there. Just as there is no silverness in shell,
so also there is no knownness (vedyatva) in the Self, which is nirguna.
Such a person, though learned, is unrefiective.

[476 ]

sift: ||
‘‘It is known to him to whom it is unknown; he does
not know to whom it is known.” Sruti, indeed, says that
(Brahman) is different from the known and the unknown.
That a person who says, "I know Brahman/’ does not know it, is
stated in the Kena Upani$ad (II, 3) which is quoted in the first line of
the verse.
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The second line of ihe verse refers to another text (I, 4) from the
same Upanisad which says that Brahman is different from the known
and that it is beyond the unknown.
on this text, Sankara observes:

In the course of his commentary

"Whatever is known is limited, mortal,

and full of misery; and hence it is to be rejected.

So when it is said

that Brahman is different from the known, it amounts tc asserting that
it is not to be rejected. Similarly, when it is affirmed that it is different
from

the unknown, it amounts to saying that

it is not a thing to be

obtained.” So the iruti text which says that Brahman is different from
the known and the unknown means that Brahman is not an object to be
rejected or obtained.

[ 477 ]
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The instruction of iruti is that Brahman is surely differ¬
ent from what is known, that it is different from what is
not known, and that it is different from both the known
and the knower.
The meaning intended to be conveyed by the text from the Kena
Upani$ad (I, 4) referred to above is brought out in this verse.

[ 478]

The nature of being what is known or unknown is true
of sound and other objects which are insentient. In the
same way the nature of being a knower of the known is
true of the internal organ which is insentient. (So the Self is
pure consciousness). If it is otherwise, (what Sruti teaches
about the Self) is untenable.
Sruti texts were cited to show

that Brahman-Atman is neither an

object which is known, nor an object which is not known, nor a knower.
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Why is it, it may

be asked, that Brahman-Atman is not any of these?

The cognition which we have is always the cognition

of insentient

objects such as sound, colour, and so on. That is to say, the characteristic
of being known (vedj>aimatv?.;n) holds good only with regard to insentient
objects when they are objects of cognition.
cognition

of an object,

When we do not have the

that object is said to

be unknown.

The

characteristic of being what is unknown belongs to an insentient object.
So the known and the unknown

would comprise insentient objects.

The internal organ, which is the knower of objects, is also insentient.
When the modification it undergoes is illumined

by consciousness, it

becomes a knower (jnaia). So the nature of being a knower (vettrtva or
jnauakartrtva) is true of the internal organ alone, which

carries the

semblance of consciousness. In short, the knower, that which is known,
and that which is not known are insentient. Since the Self is pure cons¬
ciousness, it is neither a knower, nor what is known, nor what is un¬
known.

if it were tc be any of these, the teaching of sruti that the Self

is immutable, non-dual, pure consciousness which is Brahman could not
be justified.

[ 479 ]

n
Distinguishing the Self from what is known and (the
resulting) cognition as also from the knower, and again
distinguishing the Self from their opposites, which are all
set up by ajnana, one should know, “I am Brahman/’ from
the Sruti text.
If the Self is free from all characteristics and specifications, how is
it, it may be asked, to be known? This verse explains the mode of
realizing the Self.
The Self is not a knower. It is not of the nature of the cognition
obtained through the mental mode (vrtti-jnana). And also it is not what
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is known. Just as the Self has to be distinguished from these three, even
so it must be distinguished from their opposites, viz., that which
not know, ignorance, and that which is not known.

does

Aii these in the

two series, each of which comprises three factors, are due to the work
of avidya.

So distinguishing the Self from these, one should know it as

no other than Brahman, as taught in the Sruti texts like tal tvam asi.
If a person sees Brahman as different from the Self, then it becomes,
as stated earlier, a source of fear.
The explanation of the seventh anuvdka of the Upanisad commen¬
ced in verse (415) comes to an end with this verse.

[ 480]
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For want of the knowledge (of non-difference) as stated
above, even the lords of lords (such as Agni) do their res¬
pective works, afraid of Erahman, the inward Self.
The

eighth anuvdka of the Upanisad is covered be verses (480) to

(594).
With a view to reiterate the teaching of the Brdhmana portion, viz.,
that there is fear for him who sees Brahman as different from the Self,
there is a verse bhlsa’smadvatah pavate, etc., at the commencement of
the eighth anuvdka. It says: “Out of fear towards Him, the Wind blows.
Out of fear the Sun rises.

Out of fear towards Him runs Fire, as also

Indra and Death, the fifth."

[481]
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Wind and other gods are very powerful beings; they
are independent, very mighty, and are endowed with
great lustre.
In spite of these, they, too, are engaged in
their works being afraid of Brahman.

[ 482 ]
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Since Wind and other gods who are independent do
their works being afraid of Bliss which is Brahman, in the
same way as servants do their works being afraid of their
master, the mimamsd, i.e., an inquiry into bliss is now
undertaken.
This verse explains the meaning of the

Sruti text saisa anandasya

mimarr.sa bhavati.
Mlmamsa means vicdra, inquiry. It is necessary to inquire whether
bliss which is Brahman

is sensuous, that is to say,

whether it arises

from the sense-object contact like empirical pleasure or whether it is
natural (svabhavika), i.e., ever existent.

[ 483 ]

II
That bliss which is spoken of (here for the purpose
of inquiry) is that which has neither a higher nor a lower.
Brahman-bliss is incomparable.

It cannot, strictly speaking, be

placed in a hierarchy of pleasures for the purpose of comparison. That
is why it is said

that there

is nothing which is higher

or lower

than

Brahman-bliss, which is free from specific characteristics (sarvaviSesavarjila).
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[ 484 ]

sunnier: n
It is known to us from experience that the happiness
(of all beings) in the world from Brahma down to the
human being is the result of their (previous) karma, and is
comparable.
Brahman-bliss is incomparable

(niratisayd).

But

the happiness

which is experienced by all creatures, being the fruit of their previous
deeds, is comparable (satisaya), i.e., it admits of comparison.

[ 485 ]
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That must be understood as Brahman-bliss, having no
beginning, middle., and end, wherein this (empirical) happi¬
ness rising higher and higher reaches its culmination.
Brahman-bliss is not caused by, or dependent upon, the sense-object
contact.

It is not, therefore, finite or limited in nature having a begin¬

ning and an end in point of time.
we experience is limited.
quantity and quality.
tense

But the empirical

A particular pleasure may be rated as more in¬

than another or as superior to another.

happiness admits of comparison.
pleasure,

happiness which

It also admits of gradation in respect of both

In

short, the empirical

Speaking in terms uf the calculus of

we have to say that Brahman-bliss is at the end of the scale,

that it represents the culmination of the

ever-increasing empirical

happiness arranged in a graduated scale from the lower to the higher.
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[ 486 ]
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All beings in the world from Brahma down to man live
on a drop of this Brahman-bliss in accordance with their
good deeds.
It

should not be thought that there ore two kinds of happiness —

empirical happiness

which is satiiaya and

Brahman-bliss which is nir-

atisaya — which are basically different. The infinite unsurpassable bliss
appears to be limited admitting of various degrees aa it springs forth in
our minds in accordance with our previous
brahmanandah

meritorious deeds (sa eva

subhakarma-janita-buddhivrttyavacchinnah satiSayah).

What

is unlimited and unsurpassable becomes limited and surpassable because
of the mental mode (buddhi-vrtti) in which it manifests.

That whatever

happiness a being enjoys is only a drop or a particle of the infinite bliss
which is Brahman is clearly brought out by the Brhadaranyaka text (IV,
iii, 32) which says:

"On a particle of this very bliss other beings live."

So it is wrong to think that there are two kinds of happiness.

[ 487 3
II
Thus rising higher and higher (in the scale) from man
upwards, we can directly experience that Brahman-bliss
which is inherent in the Self.
This verse purports to show that
surpassable is the means (updya)
ness which is unsurpassable.
TJpanisad in the sequel

the limited happiness which is

for understanding the infinite happi¬

Starting from the happiness of man, the

will speak about the happiness of manusya-gan-
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and so on,
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and finally of the happiness of the

Hiranyagarbha. It will be stated that the happiness ol manusya-gandharva is
a hundred times better than that of man, the happiness of deva-gandharva
a hundred times better than that of manuxyc.-gandharva, and so on

That

is Brahman-bliss which is at the end of the scale, which is infinite, and
unsurpassable

[ 488 ]
SJI

I

Is this (Brahman-bliss) generated by the contact of the
sense and the object like the worldly happiness? Or, is it
independent of all means?
It was stated earlier in verse (482) that we have to inquire into the
nature of Brahman-bliss which is ths source of fear to Agni and
gods.

other

This verse states the way in which it has to be inquired into.

[ 489 ]
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II

As to that, the worldly happiness obtained through
external means and bodily accomplishments is here referr¬
ed to by the word ananda in the text saisd.
This verse explains the meaning of the word ananda which occurs
in the text saisa anandasya mTimamsa bhavati.

[

490

]
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By increasing this happiness, which is, indeed, within
our reach, to the highest point, we shall indicate that Brah¬
man-bliss which is unaccomplished and which does not
require any means.
First wc start with the limited aud surpassable

happiness which

human beings enjoy with a view to indicate thereby the inunite, unsur¬
passable Brahman-bliss.

We start with

what is familiar to us as the

means to comprehending Brahman-bliss.

If we go on raising human

happiness higher and higher, we will at one stage reach a point beyond
which we cannot proceed further.
Brahman-bliss.

That highest point would represent

Brahman-bliss is ever-existent.

or produced by anything (asadhya).

It is not accomplished

It does not require any means for

its existence (asadhana).

[491 ]

"V

Inasmuch as we see that what is surpassable culmi¬
nates in what is unsurpassable in itself, happiness too must
therefore, be understood in the same way.
This verse and the following one

state that what is surpassable

and

measurable is a pointer to what is unsurpassable and immeasura¬

ble.

The same principle must be applied in the case of human happi¬

ness which is a pointer to Brahman-bliss.

[

492

]
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Just as whatever admits of a higher measure ends in
whaf is immeasurable, even so our happiness culminates
in the supreme bliss.

[ 493 ]
sWf siRi:

i

Therefore, Sruti itself with a view to explain speaks
about this idea, since those whose vision is directed out¬
wards arc unable to understand it by themselves.
Since the limited,

surpassable bliss serves as the means to

our

understanding the infinite, unsurpassable Brahman-biiss, sruti itself in
the passageyvva syat, etc., proceeds to give an account of it in its diffe¬
rent gradations starting from the happiness of man.
It is true that Brahman-bliss is self-luminous
very nature, and does not therefore

(svaprakasa) by its

require any means for knowing it.

But those who are drawn towards, and engrossed in, external
are not able to understand its real nature.

It is for

objects

their benefit

that

truti proceeds to set forth the nature of Brahman-bliss starting with an
inquiry into the nature of worldly happiness.

[ 494 ]

snpeiNRt ii
The word yuva (in the Sruti text) means one in the
prime of life. Why is it that an adjective "good” has been
used to the word “youth” in the expression sadhuyuva? (By
youth is meant) one who has attained twentyfive years. By
using the adjective “good", one who is good as well as
young is referred to.
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This verse explains the meaning of the word yuvd, which occurs in

the iruti text.

A youth is one who is in the prime

of life and

has

attained twentyfive years.
Sruli uses the expression sadhuyuva, a good youth.

The

reason for

the use of the adjective “good” will he stated in the next verse.

L

495

]

-\

-o^-*

^

This qualification has been used, since goodness and
youthfulness are mutually inconstant. Kence the inm text
refers again (to the youth) as, indeed, a “good youth”.
A youth may be bad, and a good man may not be young.

There

is the possibility of one of them (goodness) being present, while

the

other

(youthfulness) is absent: that is to say, they are mutually incon¬

stant.

In the present context we are concerned with a person who is

both young and good.
yuva,).
man.”

Sruti first of all

Hence the specification "a good youth” (sadhu¬
begins

by saying,

“Suppose there is a

young

With a view to emphasize that the young man we have in view

in this context must also be good, Sruti immediately gives the specifica¬
tion by referring to the young man once again as a good youth.

[ 496 ]

A person studies all that has to be studied and is,
therefore, said to he adhyayaka. Since he is the best among
those who are quick in action, he is d&isiha.
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This ''erse explains the meanings of the
aiiijthan, which occur in the text.

words adkyayakah and

Adhyayakah means ctdhitavedah, one

who has studied the Vedas.

[ 497 ]

^ cTcr: !|
*s

,,

„

One whose all bodily organs are beautifully formed is
said to be d-radhislhah. Since he excels all strong men, he
is said to be balisihah by the wise who are praiseworthy.
Two other words dradhisthah and balisthah which are used by Sruti
as descriptive epithets of the young man in the context, arc explained
in this verse.

[ 498 ]

Such a youth, who is endowed with all bodily accom¬
plishments which all persons would wish to have all in one
place for the enjoyment of the objects of desire, both per¬
ceptible and imperceptible, is meant here.
In the previous verses (494) to (597) the meanings of the words
which occur in the text yuva syat, etc., were explained.

The purport of

the text is now stated in this verse.
Sruti speaks of a young man who is good, learned in the sacred lore,
quick in action, handsome, and strong —• in short, of a person who is
blessed with all bodily accomplishments which are required for the
enjoyment of the objects of desire,

both drfta and adrsta.

sought after may be of this world,

like cattle and wealth; then it is

The end
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drsta-ista. Or, it may be what is yet to come in the future, like heaven;
then it is adr$ta-ista. The end sought after, whatever be its nature, can
be attained only if one is endowed with the necessary bodily accomplish¬
ments such as youth, learning, and so on.

f 499 j

^ fq^q

1

tfTSRgqd

II

Suppose that to him belongs the entire earth full of
wealth. Thus the accessories for the performance of karma
necessary for attaining perceptible and imperceptible ends
have been stated.
The three texts beginning from yuva sydt and ending with vittasya
purna syat seek to convey

the twofold means necessary for the attain¬

ment of the objects of desire, drsta as well as adrsta.

Since the young

man described above is in possession of all the riches of the world, he
commands external accessories (bahya-soLdhana) for attaining his goal.
Strength of body,

ability to do things quickly, and the like, are the

bodily accessories (adhyatmika-scLdhana) equally necessary for attaining
the goal.

[ 500 J

I

qwt ^5i4 qqq*?:

3*q^ n

The delight which a person attains, being thus endow¬
ed with the external arid bodily accessories, is said to be
(one unit of) human bliss.
The meaning of the text sa eko manusa anandah is stated in this
verse.
tfruti is going to work out a calculus of pleasure starting with the
happiness enjoyed by a person who has all the bodily accomplishments

BRAHMAVALLI
and who is the ruler of the entire world.
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The happiness enjoyed by

such a person is reckoned as one unit of the highest human happiness
(manusyanam prokr$taeka anandah). Sruti does not take into consideration
the happiness of other

human beings who do not command all the

resources required for the fullest satisfaction in all respects as the ruler
of the entire earth can do. .Consequently, the happiness enjoyed by the
latter is considered to be the highest human happiness, and is cal¬
culated as one unit of human happiness (eko manusa anandah).

[50L]

One hundred such units of human bliss put together
make one unit (of bliss) which human fairies possess.
This verse explains the

truti text te ye Satam manusa anandah and

also the next one.
Manusya-gandharva means a human fairy.

Human fairies are those

human beings who become gandharvas through the performance of
karma and upasana of a special sort (manusySh sanlah karma-vidya visesadgandharvatvam praptah manusyagandharvah).

The happiness which they

enjoy is a hundred times superior to the highest human happiness.

[ 502 ]

TFsra?:

II

These fairies of the human world are endowed with
sweet odour. They can assume any form they like. They
possess the power of becoming invisible and so on. And
they are experts in dance, music, and the like.
A description of the gandharvas and the powers that they possess
is given with a view to show why the bliss enjoyed by them is a hund-
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red times superior to the highest human happiness. Since the gandharvas are endowed with extraordinary powers, they have fewer obstacles
when compared with human beings.

And also they could command

any number of accessories for attaining their ends.

It means that the

mental tranquillity of a human fairy, which is necessary for the mani¬
festation of pleasure, must be greater than that of a human being,
whatever be the supremacy and the personal accomplishments of the
latter over others.

[ 503 ]

Since they are in possession of power and accessories
to resist the numerous pairs of opposites, the bliss of the
human fairies is greater than human bliss.
Because of the power and accessories they have, they will not be
victims of the pairs of opposites such as pleasure and pain, heat and
cold.

[ 504]

Of the stages which follow one after another in an
order upto the Hiranyagarbha, each succeeding stage is,
indeed, a hundred times superior to the one preceding it.
Starting from the human happiness, the Upanisad proceeds in an
ascending order and speaks of the happiness of the human fairies, of
the divine fairies, of the manes, of the gods in heaven, of the karmadevas, of the gods, of Indra, of Brhaspati, of the Viraj, and of the Hir¬
anyagarbha.

The happiness attained at each higher stage is a hundred

times superior to that attained in its preceding lower stage.
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[ 505 ]

sfafecf: I

^mig^cn^rsft

n

Srotrijyah is one who is learned in the Vedas.
It is
well-known that he is one who observes Vedic duties. And
also he is one who is not polluted by desire. So he is
akamahatah.
The iruti text irotriyasya cakSmahatasya is explained in this verse.

[ 506 - 507 ]

^

*\

r\

Such a person who is detached from human happi¬
ness, but who has desire for the happiness of the next
higher stage, attains the bliss which is a hundred times
superior to (one unit of) human happiness.
And with a
view to convey this idea, akdmahata is not mentioned in
the beginning in respect of attaining more happiness.
In the first stage, iruti speaks about the highest human happiness
which accrues to one who is young, good, etc., and who commands
the entire wealth available in the world.

But here there is no reference

to the Vedic scholar who is free from desire (akamahata), whereas in each
of the subsequent stages arranged in an ascending order there is refer¬
ence to the Vedic scholar who is free from desire.

That is to say, after

stating sa eko manusa anandah, iruti does not use the expression irotriyasya cakamahatasya,

whereas after sa eko manusyagandharuanS.mSnan.dah, sa

eko devagandharveinamanandah, etc., it uses the expression irotriyasya cak¬
Smahatasya.

What is the reason for the omission of this expression in
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the first stage (prathama-paryaya)?

Sruti conveys the idea that a Vedic

scholar who is detached from the enjoyment of human happiness, but
who nevertheless longs for the happiness of a human fairy attains it
here itself, by virtue of the mental

tranquillity which he has.

He

attains here itself the happiness which is equal to that of a human fairy.
If the expression s-i otriyasya cakamahalasya were used in the first
stage itself which speaks about the highest happiness of one who has all
the personal accomplishments and who rules over the entire ea^th, it
would mean that the happiness attained by the Vedic scholar, who is
free from desire, is equal to the highest human happiness.
position is inconsistent.

Such a

The Vedic scholar who is free from desire is

detached from human happiness.

It would be inconsistent to say that

a person who is averse to human happiness attains the very same thing.
It is with a view to avoid this absurdity that the expression irotriyzsya
cSkamahatcsya is not mentioned in the first stage.

[ 508 ]

fit

ii

Both learning of the Vedas and sinlessness are common,
indeed, to all levels. When desirelessness grows, happiness
increases.
The three means of attaining happiness are:

(1) knowledge of the

Vedas (Srotriyatvam), (2) sinlessness (avrjinatvam), and (3) desirelessness
(akamahatatvam).

The first two factors are common to all levels from

that of the human being upto that of the Hiranyagarbha. They do not
vary from level to level.
stage to stage.

But desirelessness {akamahatatva) varies from

As we proceed from a lower to the next higher stage,

desirelessness or mental tranquillity increases.
growth of mental tranquillity,

Keeping pace with the

happiness, too, increases.

So there is

something unique about desirelessness as a means of happiness.
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[ 509 ]

cT^TlTl^T^fSf

||

Since (total) desirelessness is the direct means of attain¬
ing the unsurpassable bliss, it alone causes the increase of
happiness (from stage to stage).
The superiority of desirelessness over the other two factors

is set

forth in this verse.

[510]

£ c^TS^^cTToSTrTI ||
Hence for attaining the highest bliss which has been
spoken of, the two factors, viz., the learning of the Vedas
and sinlessness, and also desirelessness are the three means.
The Taittirlya text which we are considering here refers only to the
study of the Vedas and desirelessness as the means of attaining bliss.
It does not speak about sinlessness (avrjinalvam) as a means thereto.
Nevertheless this, too, must be included in the list as it has been stated
in the Brhadaranyaka text (IV, iii, 33) where there is a similar account
of the increasing grades of happiness.

It says: the joy of the gods by

action multiplied a hundred times makes one unit of joy for the gods
by birth, as well as one who is versed in the Vedas, sinless, and free
from desire... The joy in the world of Prajapati multiplied a hundred
times makes one unit of joy in the world of Hiranyagarbha, as well as of
one who is versed in the Vedas, sinless, and free from desire.”

[511]
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The first two (factors) are common to ail stages upto
Brahma, but the third rises higher and higher. So desirelessness alone is the superior means when compared with
the other two.

[512]

xg:

Iq^Rdf^iRtri: ||

Those who stay long in the world of the manes are re¬
ferred to by the term ciralokalokdh. They are those who
perform the ceremonies such as pitr-fraddka (while here
in this world).
After speaking about the happiness of the human fairies, which is
a hundred times superior to that of the highest human happiness, sruti
refers to the happiness of the divine fairies, which is a hundred times
superior to that of the human fairies. Then it speaks about the happi¬
ness of the manes (pitrnamiinandah), which is a hundred times superior to
that of the divine fairies.
Long stay in the world of the manes is the result of the perfor¬
mance of

ceremonies to the manes, etc.

(piirSrSddhadi-karmaphalam

ciralokavasah).

[513]

^TlrT53TT 3fl^R3TT:

I

II
Ajdna is the world of the gods. Those who are born
there are known as the djanaja gods, gods by birth. Those
who perform the deeds enjoined in smrti are born in the
regions of gods.
The happiness of those who are gods by birth is stated as the next
stage.

It is a hundred times superior to the happiness of the manes.
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Birth as a god is the fruit of the performance of deeds such as the
digging of streams, wells, tanks, and so on prescribed in smrii (vapikfipatatiikcidi-smartakarma-viiesaphalarh devajanma).

[514]

wta

i

Karma-devas are those ignorant people who reach the
worlds of gods by mere karma (such as agnihotra). Gods are
those who go by the northern path,
This verse explains the meanings of the words karma-deva and deva,
which occur in the sruti texts sa ekah karmadevaram devanamdnandah and
sa eko devanamanandah.
Karma-de^as are those who go to the world of gods by the perfor¬
mance of karma alone such as agnihotra (agnihotradi-kevalam karma) as
enjoined by Scripture without the practice of upasand. Those who resort
to both the scriptural rites and meditation go by the devayana, the nor¬
thern path, which is the path of gods.

See the Chdndogya (V, x, 1-3)

for an account of the two paths, pitrydna and devayana.
tfruti says that the happiness of the karma-devas is a hundred
times superior to that of the djdnaja gods. In the same way, the happi¬
ness of gods is a hundred times superior to that of the karma-devas.

[515]

tfqfgoqfeqs*

II

Here Prajdpati is the Virdj who has the three worlds for
his body. The word brahman here must be understood as
the Hir any agar bha, who is in the cosmic and individual
forms.
Prajdpati that is mentioned in the text sa ekah prajdpaleranandah
stands for the Virdj, the cosmic being in its gross aspect, who has the
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three

worlds — earth, heaven, and the intermediate space — as his

body. The term brahman which occurs in the text sa eko brahmana anandch
refers to the Hiranyagarbha or the Sutrutman, who pervades the entire uni¬
verse as the cosmic and individual persons.
Suresvara skips over the stages of Indra and Brhaspati, as the
meanings of these terms are well-known.

Indra is the lord of the gods,

and his preceptor is Bi haspati. The happiness oi Indra is a hundred
times superior to that of the gods. Similarly, the happiness of Brhaspaii
is a hundred times superior to that of Indra. The next two higher stages
of the

Viraj and the Hiranyagarbha must

be explained in

the same

way.

[ 516-517 ]

cT

i
"N.

cRR*? §T3TT?fr?I5;R^FR

II

That bliss in which all our (surpassable) pleasures at¬
tain oneness, wherein all desires caused by ignorance and
all knowledge of duality are removed, and wherein desirelessness reaches its culmination — that bliss must be known
(as identical with Brahman) through the Sruti text, in the
manner in which it has been explained.
These two verses explain the nature of the

supreme bliss which is

Brahman-Atman, which transcends the happiness of the Hiranyagarbha.
The latter which is attained by a person who is well-versed in the Vedas
and who is free from desire is only a part of the supreme bliss.

It has

already been stated that the existence of the unsurpassable Brahmanbliss may be inferred from the limited, surpassable happiness which we
. enjoy. This reasoning supports iruli texts which declare that the jiva in
its essential nature is identical with Brahman, which is of the nature of
the unsurpassable bliss.

The idea is that knowing that the unsurpas-
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sable bliss is idenlical with Brahman, the infinite, one must realize one's
identity with that Brahman as taught in the s'ruii text tat tvam asi.

T 518 ]

Here (in Brahman) there, cannot be even the slightest
difference between bliss and that which has bliss, since it
has been stated by Sruti itself that one who makes a little
difference (in Brahman is struck with fear).
The happiness which

arises as a result of karma

is different from

the person who enjoys that happiness. The same ‘hing, the critic argues,
must hold good between the unsurpassable bliss
has that bliss.

If so,

it is wrong

to

say,

and Brahman

according

to him,

which

that the

unsurpassable bliss is Brahman.
This argument is untenable.

The unsurpassable

bliss

constitutes

the very nature of Brahman which is non-dual, which is free from saja-

tlya-vijatiya-svagata-bheda.

Brahman is bliss, and bliss is Brahman.

is, therefore, wrong to think of any difference
which has bliss.

between

bliss

It

and that

That is why iruti itself has warned that he who makes

even a little difference in Brahman is tormented by

fear (yada hyevaisa

etasminnudaramantaram kurute, atha tasya bhayam bhavati).

[519]

This (Brahman-bliss) does not seek any means for
attaining its own existence, for it is eternal. The removal
of ignorance alone is required.
We require accessories for getting

karma.

But we do not require any

happiness which is the result of

accessory

or

means

for

realizing
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Brahman-bliss, since it is always attained by virtue of its being our in¬
ward Self. Though Brahman-biiss is ever-existent as identical with out
inward Self, it does not manifest itself to be such since its real nature is
veiled by avidya. All that is required for attaining Brahman-bliss is the
removal of avidya.

[

520

]

Just as the comfortableness of a person, who is sunk
down under a heavy burden, increases by the gradual re¬
moval of the burden, (even so the manifestation of bliss)
in one’s own Self increases by the gradual removal of
avidya.
How the removal of avidya leads to the manifestation of bliss in the
Self is explained by means of an example.

[521

]

Now the conclusion of the inquiry (into bliss) is that
Brahman, which is non-dual bliss and which is independ¬
ent of all means, is what is directly realized (as identical
with our immediate Self).
The substance of the three iruti texts sayafeayam puruse, yadc&savaditye, sa ekah is stated in this verse.
The inquiry into the nature of happiness and its different grada¬
tions, which was commenced from the iruti text sai$3 anandasya mi ma¬
rt sa bhavati, has enabled us to conclude that the infinite,
ble, non-dual bliss which is Brahman exists.

unsurpassa¬

And this Brahman is sak-

satphalam, what is directly realized, because it is identical with our in¬
ward Self.
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[ 522 ]
^P? qfflcT: II
Brahman which has been spoken of as real, etc., which
has beexi shown to be one with the Self located in the in¬
tellect, which has been distinguished from the unreal, the
insentient, etc., and which is free from all bondage—(it is
that Brahman which is stated in the end).
The iruti texts sa yaicdyam puru$e, etc., must be viewed not only
as stating the conclusion of the inquiry into the nature and gradations
of happiness, but also as setting forth the nature of Brahman in har¬
mony with the initial passage satyari: jnanarh anantam brahma, etc.

[ 523 ]

d fer:
Distinguishing

the

n

Witness-self

from

the

not-Self

which lies at the lap of avidya, we directly know Him by
means of (i.e., as identical with) Brahman alone.

Since

the Witness-self is immediately known, He is referred to
as “this” (in the iruti text).
The Upanisad purports to teach the truth of non-duality.

We as¬

certain the purport of Scripture through the harmony between the
initial and the concluding passages.

In the beginning of this chapter,

Brahman has been defined as real, knowledge, and infinite.

If Brah¬

man, the ultimate reality, is infinite in the real sense of the term, it must
necessarily be one (ekam) and non-dual (advitiyam).

The iruti passage

sayaicayam puruse, etc., which we are considering here, concludes in the
same way.

It says that Brahman-Atman, which is in man and also in

the sun, is one (ra ekah).

From the harmony between the initial and

the concluding passages, we conclude that iruti purports to teach the
truth of non-duality.
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Since the Witness-self, being self-luminous, is directly known, it is

spoken of as "this” one in the truti text sa yascayam parage.

[ 521 ]

cT^TI^^r Ci^

||

Thus in the expression akamakaia, (the inward Self of)
the man free from avidya is indicated (by the word “this”
in the sequel). In the absence of avidya, Brahman is ex¬
perienced of its own accord.
The expression sroir iyasya cdkamahatasya occurs several times in this
anv.va.ka.

Giving an account of the calculus of happiness, iruti speaks

of the man learned in the Vedas and free from desire in the last stage
(antye paryaya). Such a person, having mental tranquillity at its best and
being free from avidya, attains Brahman-bliss. The supreme Brahmanbliss which is no other than the inward Self is referred to as "this” one
in the man (sayafeayarh puruge) in the sequel.

Sruti teaches that this

inward Self is Brahman.
When avidya. is removed,

the supreme bliss manifests itself to the

person who is versed in the Vedas, sinless, and free from desire.

[
STWIcf

W&

525

]

35T

I

JTMRrcftsU q

II

Where an unknown object is to be known, involving
the knower, etc., there is the need of other means of know¬
ledge, but not in the case of that (Brahman) which is selfluminous.
It was stated in the previous verse that,

when avidya,

which

veils Brahman is removed, the latter manifests itself of its own accord
without seeking the help of anything.

This view, the critic argues, is
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intertable. An object like a pot can be known only through a means of
knowledge (pramdna).

The knowledge of an object involves ptumana,

Inamata, etc. In the same way the help of a pramina, it is urged by the
jritic, is required forknowing Brahman. It means that Brahman cannot
reveal itself without a pram&na, etc.

But this argument is wrong as it

jverlooks a basic difference between Brahman and other objects. Objects
ike a pot are insentienc. So they can be known only through apramana.
But Brahman, being self-luminous, does not require any pramcina for '"ts
manifestation.

[

526

]

But in this case, knowledge itself constitutes the nature
of the Self and cannot be known by another object. It
neither rises nor sets. So other means of knowledge is not
required here.
The Self is knowledge by nature.
beginning nor an end.

Being eternal, it has neither a

It is self-luminous in the sense that, while it is

not illumined or made known by any other means, it illumines other
objects (ananyambhafyatvam, anyavabhiiakalvam).

[ 527 ]

The locative case-ending after purusa indicates that the
content (of the locus) is the principal. Just as by the texts
such as “This Self identified with the intellect...,’5 (the
content is emphasized), even so Sruli thus speaks of the Self.
In the iruti texts sa yaicayam purufe, yaicas&vaditye, the two words
puruse and aditye are in the locative case.

Though usually the locative

case will convey that the locus (adhara) denoted by it is the principal,
here it is not the locus, but the content (Sdheya) of the locus, that is
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intended to be conveyed as the principal.

In this context, the supreme

Brahman referred to as existing in the person and in the sun is the prin¬
cipal.

The text intends to convey the identity or oneness of the con¬

tent in the two loci. This is not the only place wherein we interpret the
locative

case as having its emphasis on the n.dheya and not on the

ddhura. Consider, for example, the Brhadaranyaka text (IV, lii. 7) cited
in the second line of the verse.

It speaks about yo’yaih vijndnamayah

prdnesu, etc., i. e., '‘‘this Self which is identified with the intellect and
which is in the pranas.”

The locative case in the termpr£.,ie$u conveys

that the Self is the principal and that it is different from the pranas.

[ 528 ]
3*4 5^
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II

In the text, “And this one in the human person,” He
who is the constant witness of the intellect and who can
be reached by the mind which is not smitten by desire is
taught (by implication).
The text sa yaiedyam puruse refers, by implication, to the pure
consciousness, which is the implied meaning of the term tvam.

[

529]
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The Sruti text, “That one who is in the sun/’ refers
(by implication) to Brahman who shines brightest in the
sun and is devoid of separation from us. (In justification
of this) there is the Sruti text, “The Sun is the Atman.”
The Sruti text yaScdsdvdditye signifies
which is implied by the term tat.

by implication Brahman,

The Sruti text quoted in the second

line of the verse is from the Taittiriya-samhitd, II, iv, 14.
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Since the non-dual reality appears, through avidya, in
the different forms of ksetrajha and If vara, by removing
it (we must realize their) oneness like the oneness of the
ether enclosed in a pot and the ether outside it.
This verse explains the

meaning of the iruti

text sa tskah. Though

the ultimate reality is one, it appears in the two distinct forms of jlva
and Iivara due to

avidya, in the same way as the ether which is one

appears in two distinct forms as ghata.ka.sa, the ether within a pot, and
mahakaia, the vast ether outside it, due tcthe limiting adjunct, viz., the
pot. Just as the removal of the limiting adiunct helps us to realize that
the ghatakaia and the mahakasa are one, even so the removal of the
upadhi of avidya will help us to realize that the jlva and Iivara are one.

[531 ]
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The sun is., indeed, the object of the highest excellence
in the universe consisting of gross and subtle objects. The
identity of the consciousness in the sun with the conscious¬
ness in us is conveyed by negating avidya which is the
cause (of their superiority and inferiority).
Why is it, it may be asked, that the sun has been singled out here
by Sruti? Sruti seeks to convey that distinctions such as superiority and
inferiority arise because of the limiting adjuncts based on avidya, and that
by overcoming these distinctions through the removal of avidya we can
realize the non-difference between Brahman and Atman. The universe
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consists of gross and subtle objects,

and the sun is the most excellent

among them. Brahman-consciousness which is in the sun is considered to
be superior because of the adjunct {upadhi). The same Brahman-consci¬
ousness which is in the mind of the jiva is considered to be inferior only
because of the adjunct. The superiority (utkrstatvam) in the case of the
sun and the inferiority
the adjuncts-

(nikrs tatvam) in the case of the jiva are due to

When we say that Brahman-consciousness which is in the

sun is identical with that in thc jiva, the latter is no more inferior. And
when it is realized that the jiva is not inferior, the superiority associated
with the sun will also disappear.

If we ignore the special features of

the sun and the jiva, we will realize that Brahman-consciousness is the
same both in the sun and in th r.jiua. It is this truth of non-duality that is
taught by the Upanisad when if says: "And this one who is in the human
person, and that one who is in the sun. He is one.”

[

532

]
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In the text, “This one who is in the human person,”
the jltia-consciousness which is considered to be inferior
and manifested in the intellect of the person is restated. It
is then identified with Ifvara (inherent in the sun), which
is considered to be superior, as the serpent with the rope.
The sentence, "The serpent is the rope,”

purports to convey that

the object in front which is seen as a serpent is only a rope. By remov¬
ing the serpent-cognition, the object in front is identified with the rope.
In the same way, the ji^-consciousness reflected in the buddhi and
imagined to be inferior is identified with /iram-consciousness located
in the sun and imagined to be superior, by removing the inferiority of
the former, which arises because of the upadhi. With the removal of the
alleged inferiority of the jiva-consciousness, the superiority of livaraconsciousness will also disappear.

In short, when the elements which
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contribute to the status of inferiority and superiority are dropped out,
what remains is the pure consciousness.

[ 533 J

q^<WTq^ST«Rt f| tr: I!
That inferiority of the jlva, in relation to which
iSvara becomes superior, is, then, negated by virtue of the
strength (of the identity of TSvara with the jlva). Conse¬
quently Ifvara gives up His superiority, for it is dependent
on the inferiority of the jlva,

[ 534 ]
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In that case, there is no superiority in the sun.
In
the same way, there is no inferiority in the jlva. By aban¬
doning both as "not this, not this,” one attains (the pure
consciousness) which is the non-verbal sense of the
sentence.
Brahman-Atman,

the pure consciousness, is the implied sense of

the texts sayaicayam puru.se, yaicasavaditye. One must get at this impli¬
ed or non-verbal sense (avakyartham) by negating the adjunct-based diff¬
erences caused by avidya.

[ 535 ]

ll
Neither superiority nor inferiority exists here in one’s
own Self.
Those whose vision is affected by ignorance
see superiority and inferiority (in the Self).
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[536]
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Since ignorance alone is the cause of superiority etc.
the latter do not exist in reality. When it (i.e., ignorance)
is devoured by knowledge, plurality disappear*.

[ 537 ]

Since Brahman-bliss excels all other pleasures up to
that of the Hiranyagarbha, one should know the oneness (of
that Brahman-bliss) inherent in the jiva and in the sun by
removing avidya which is the source of all distinctions.
When a person realizes the non-difference between the Self in man
and Brahman in the sun, avidya which sets up all distinctions such as
superiority and inferiority gets removed, leading to the attainment of
the unsurpassable Brahman-bliss.

[ 538 ]
—N.

Since from the text which defines Brahman as real and
knowledge, the unreal, etc., get negated and since avidya
also, which is the ground of all distinctions is removed, the
oneness (of Brahman-Atman) inherent in the jiva and in
the sun (is established).
This verse reiterates the non-dual nature of the ultimate reality as
conveyed by the iruti text sa ekah.
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the existence

of Brahman has

been

proved

through reasonings based on the objects of creation,

the

acquisition of joy, the functioning of vital airs, etc., the
question whether Brahman exists or not has been answer¬
ed

Now

the question whether anyone who has

known

Brahman, departing from here, attains it will be answered
(in the subsequent text beginning with sa ya evamvit). This
is what the author of the Bhasya himself says.
After listening to the instruction of the teacher, the disciple, it was
stated earlier, asks three questions for the purpose of clarifying his
doubts.

See verses (364) and (365).

existence of Brahman.

The first question related to the

The second question was

whether an ignorant

man, after departing from here, attains Brahman or not. And the third
question was whether a man of knowledge does or does not attain
Brahman after departing from here.

After commenting on the three

Sruti texts sa yaicayam puruse, yaicasavSditye, sa ekah, Sankara makes

a

reference to the three questions raised by the disciple earlier, and reviews
the manner in which the Upanisad has answered and proceeds to answer
in the sequel these questions before continuing his commentary on the
text

sa ya evamvit, etc.

Suresvara restates here in these two verses

Sankara’s review of the position.
According to Sankara, the question whether Brahman exists or not
has been answered by the Upanisad by giving various reasons such as
the phenomena of creation, acquisition of joy, functioning of life, attain¬
ing a state of fearlessness, and the experience of fear, all of which prove
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the existence of Brahman.

It is his contention that the Upanisad has so

far dealt with this question,

beginning

from the

text

so'kdmayta,

bakn syam prajayeyeti occurring in the sixth anuvdka. Of the two remain
log questions, that relating to the enlightened man will be answered
in the sequel beginning from the text saya evarivnt.

Sankara argues

that the Upanisad does not answer separately the question whether an
ignorant man attains Brahman or not.

If it is said that the wise man

alone attains Brahman, it will follow that an ignorant man does not
attain it.

Since the answer to the question relating to the wise man

will also settle the question relating to an ignorant man, no separate
attempt will be made to answer that question
the position given

by Sankara,

the

[

541

author

This is
of the

the review
bhaiya on

of
the

Upanisad.

]

-v

I, whose dense ignorance has been consumed in the
fire of his (Sri Sankara’s) speech, think that the questions
relating to the ignorant man and the man of knowledge
contained in the texts utavidvanamum, etc., have been ans¬
wered by the texts yada hyevaisa, etc.
After restating Sankara’s view as to how the Upanisad answers the
three questions raised by the disciple, Sures'vara offers his own interpre¬
tation which differs from Sankara’s.
Suresvara is of the view that the questions relating to the ignorant
and the wise have already been answered.

The question whether the

man of knowledge attains Brahman or not has already been answered
by the Sruti texts yada hyevaisa etasminnadriye ... atha so'bhayam gato
bhavati.

See verses (435) and (436).

The remaining question

relating

to the ignorant man has also been answered by the texts yada hyevaisa
etasminnudaramantaram kurute ... tattveoa bhayam viduso’manv&nasya.
verse (458).

See
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It has to be noted here that, even while differing from Sankara,
Sures'vara acknowledges his indebtedness to Sankara, who helped him
to overcome his ignorance through the saving knowledge.

[ 542 ]

frm:
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If

Since the questions (relating to the ignorant and the
wise) stated in the text utavidvanamufh lokam, etc,, have
been (directly) answered, the other question whether Brah¬
man exists or not is also settled (thereby).
It was stated earlier that the Sruti

texts beginning from yad^t

hyevaisa etasminnad-Sye and ending with tatlvcva bhayam vidus o’manvdnasya answer the two questions idating to the man of knowledge and the
ignorant man.

The advantage in this interpretation of Suresvara

is that both these questions are answered directly by the Sruti text
(SabdSt) and not by implication (arthat).

The question whether Brah¬

man exists or not has also been answered here by these texts, since it is
meaningless to talk about the attainment or otherwise of something
which does not exist.

Only on the basis that Brahman exists, the ans¬

wer given by Sruti, viz., that the wise man attains Brahman and

that

the ignorant man who thinks that Brahman is different from his Self
does not attain it, becomes intelligible and tenable.

In short,

all the

three questions of the disciple are answered by these texts.

C
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Just as the fruit (to be attained) is not different from
being a knower of Brahman, so also the supreme bliss does
not differ from the state of the absence of desire, (misery,
and its source).
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It was stated earlier that fruii seeks to convey the non-difference

ot Brahman and Atman when it speaks about "This one who is in the
human person, and that one who is in the sun, He is one.”

The critic

argues that, even though Brahman and Atman are one, the knowledge
of this oneness leads to two distinct results, viz., (1) the absence of
misery along with ignorance, which is its source, and (2) the
ment of the unsurpassable bliss.

attain¬

These two results, the critic urges,

are different from each other inasmuch as, while

the one is negative,

the other is positive.
This view is wrong.

The Mundaka text (III, ii, 9) says that the

knower of Brahman becomes Brahman indeed.
indeed,

attaining it.

Knowing Brahman is,

There is no fruit yet to be attained apart from

being the knower of Brahman. Brahman is infinite and non-dual. When
a person realizes Brahman as non-different from his inward Self, he
has attained the fruit, and there is nothing left to be attained by him.
The fruit attained by the knower of Brahman may be described nega¬
tively as absence of desire and positively as the enjoyment of bliss. The
latter is not different from the former.

There appears to be difference

between the two only in our manner of speaking.

Just as the origina¬

tion of pot-sherds is negatively referred to as the destruction of pot, so
also the attainment of bliss is negatively spoken of as the absence of
desire and evil along with ignorance,

which is their source.

It is

necessary to emphasize here that, the Advaitin does not admit the
existence of negative entity. See verses (31) and (32) of the Siksiivalli.
The first line of the verse, according to Anandagiri, has to be con¬
strued by adding the negative particle nan as follows: vidvattanyatirekena,
i.e.,

vidvadrUpat, phalam yathS bhinnam na bhavati tatha ... Anandagiri

explains the word akamahatatdyah which occurs in the second line of the
verse as samulanarthanivrtteh.

[ 544 - 545 ]
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When in this world a person, who has perfected him¬
self m the course of many (previous) births, directly per¬
ceives his identity with Brahman as stated above, then as a
result of this (experience) he gives up attachment for his
body which is full of passion and other evils and also for
the external world, and attains Brahman which is the cause
of the creation, maintenance, and dissolution of the physi¬
cal universe.
These

f.vo

verses state

the substance of the Sruci passage saya

evamvit asmallokat pretya, etc.
It is only one person in a thousand who, as a result of practising
in several previous births the discipline necessary for attaining the true
knowledge, realizes that he is no other than Brahman, the ultimate
reality. Such a person is free from all attachment for everything — for
his body as well as for the things of the world.

Having overcome his.

attachment for all the five sheaths, he thus remains one with Brahman.
The Lord says in the Git-3, (VII, 19): “At the end of many births,
the man of wisdom comes to me, (realizing) that V3sudeva is the all: he
is the noble-souled, very
Sankara observes:

hard to find.”

Commenting on this passage

“At the end of many births occupied in spiritual

regeneration as preparatory to the attainment of wisdom, the man of
mature wisdom resorts

to me,

Vasudeva, the innermost Self.

How?

Realizing that Vasudeva is the all, he who thus comes to me, Narayana,
the Self of all, is a mahatman, a man of high soul; there is no other
either equal to him or superior to him.

Therefore such a man is very

hard to find. It has been said that ‘among thousands of men, one perch¬
ance strives for perfection’ (Gita, VII, 3).”
Pretya literally means after departing.
attachment, abhimanam parityajya.

Here it means giving up
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[ 546 ]
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The expression “He who knows thus” means, indeed,
the person who has given up attachment for the world
(for the physical body). (By the same principle) it is pro¬
per to treat him as one who has given up attachment for
all the remaining things (to be mentioned in the sequel).
The subsequent Sruti texts are for explaining this.
The Sruti text says: sa ya evamvit asmallokcitpretya. Asmallokat means
from this world, i e., from the totality
from this physical body.

of things seen and unseen, or

The person who knows that his inward Self

is identical with Brahman gives up attachment not only to the physical
body, but also to the remaining things, viz., thepranamaya, the manomaya,
the vijnanamaya, and the anandamaya, stated in the sequel.

[ 547 - 548 ]
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Just as the wise man, attaining the annamaya self and
remaining one with it, gives up attachment to its effect
(which is not different from its cause), so also, attaining
the pranamaya self which is inward to it and remaining one
with it, he abandons, indeed, the annamaya self.
(Again,
attaining the manomaya self) and remaining one with it, he
gives up attachment to what is outside it (viz., the prana-
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maya), in the same way as the (illusory) snake loses its
identity (as snake) by virtue of its being known as a rope.
Thus by passing into what is inner and inner, there is the
abandonment of the outer ones (by the wise man).
These two verses explain ilie mode of realising the Self by giving
up attachment to the five sheaths which are not-Self
Anandagiri says that the words in the instrumental case used in
these verses must be understood in the sense of “remaining as such”
(sarvatra itthambhoive trtlya).

[ 549 ]

Then he attains the fearless permanent stay in Brah¬
man which is beyond the perceptible, the imperceptible,
and so on.
Verses (544) to (549) bring out the meaning of the fruti texts
beginning from saya evamvit till etamanandamayamalmanamupasankramati.

[ 550 ]

^
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Is that person who has been spoken of as one “who
knows thus” different by his very nature from the supreme
Brahman? Or, is he non-different from it? Oris he both
different and non-different from it?
After commenting on the iruti passage sa ya evarhvit ... etamanandamayamatmdnamupasankramati, Sankara begins an independent discussion
whether non-duality or duality is the truth by focussing attention on
the term evariivit, the person "who knows thus”. He says: "Now we have
to discuss this point.

Who is he that knows thus, and how does he
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attain (Brahman)?

Is the attainer different from, or the same as, the

supreme Self?”
Verses

(550) to

(594) deal with

this discussion initiated

by

Sankara.
[551 ]

If it be said that he is different (from
would go against Smti (which

Brahman),

it

affirms the non-uifference

between the jlva and Brahman), and also against the fruti
text, anyo'sau which decries (a person who sees difference).
If it be said that he is non-different (from Brahman), there
is the defect of one and the same person being both the
agent and the object of an action.
Of the three alternatives in respect of the relation between the
jlva and Brahman mentioned above, the first two are examined in this
verse.
It cannot be said that the jlva, the person who knows Brahman, is
different from Brahman for the following reasons.

First of all, it is

opposed to scriptural passages which affirm the truth of non-duality.
Consider, for example, the Chandcgya text (VI, viii,7) tat tvam asi which
states the non-difference between the jlva and Brahman. Another text
(VI, ii, 1) from the Chandogya declares that the ultimate reality is "one
only, without a second.”

There is yet another reason to show why the

difference between the jlva and Brahman cannot be accepted. Sruti
decries a person who thinks in terms of difference.

The Brhadaranyaka

text (I, iv, 10) declares: "He who worships another God thinking,
is one, and I am another,’ does not know.
the
god,

gods.”

The idea

He is like an animal to

here is that a person who worships

offering him praises, salutations,

‘He

another

sacrifices, and so on, suffers

not only from the evil of ignorance, but also degrades himself like
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an animal

to

the gods whom he worships.

passage Sankara observes:

Commenting

on this

“As a cow or other animals are utilized

through their services such as carrying loads'or yielding milk, so is this
man of use to every one of the gods and others on account of his many
services such as the performance of sacrifices.

That is to say, he is

therefore engaged to uo <dl kinds of services for i.hem."
Nor can it be said that “a person who knows thus" is non-differcnt
from Brahman. One and the same person cannot be both the agent
and the object of an action, i.e., one who knows and also ihe object
which is known.

[ 552 ]

On this view, there would also be misery to the sup¬
reme Brahman. Further, the supreme Brahman as such
would cease to be. Therefore, this inquiry is now under¬
taken with a view to determine the correct view.
The view

that the jiva and Brahman are non-different seems to be

defective for other reasons too.

What is the sense in which we have to

understand the identity between the jiva and Brahman?

If the jiva

is viewed as identical with Brahman, then inasmuch as the former is
subject to transmigratory existence, the latter, too, is not free from it.
If it be said that Brahman is identical with the jiva, then Brahman as
such would cease to exist.
The third alternative which seeks to explain the relation between
thcjiva and Brahman in terms of both identity and difference is not
taken up for consideration in view of the obvious absurdity of the posi¬
tion.
Since none of the alternatives seems to be satisfactory, it is neces¬
sary to examine them carefully with a view to ascertain the real posi¬
tion.

Hence the subsequent discussion.
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[ 553 ]
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It is, indeed, well-known that indisputable knowledge
alone is fruitful.
If we wish co ascertain the view which is free from defect, and
therefore tenable, it is because of the fact that only a determinate and
certain knowledge (niicita-jhana) will be of benefit to us.

[ 554 ]

§sr: !l
Since one object cannot become another, whether it
gets destroyed or not, the wise man must know the jiva as
non-different from the supreme Brahman.
It was stated earlier that the discussion of the relation between
the jiva and Brahman would help us to ascertain the correct position.
Let us, therefore, first of all consider'the view according to which the
jiva is different from Brahman.

The advocate of this view cites the

Mundaka text (III, ii, 9), “He, verily, who knows Brahman becomes
Brahman himself,” in support of his view. This text, according to him,
means that the jiva who is different from Brahman attains it through
knowledge

(ananyo jivo jnanadvarS brahma proLpnoti).

But this view is untenable. It is necessary to inquire how the jiva,
who is said to be different from Brahman, becomes Brahman. Is it the
case that an object becomes

another by ceasing to be what it is?

Or

is it the case that one object, remaining what it is, becomes another?
Whatever

be the

alternative

that is adopted,

that one object becomes another.

it connot be shown

A pot which continues to be what

it is cannot Lecome a cloth. Nor can it be said that it becomes a cloth
when it

is destroyed, i.e., when it ceases to exist.

In the same way.
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remaining what he is, a jiva cannot become Brahman.

Nor can it be

said that he becomes Brahman when he ceases to exist. The truth is that
the jiva is always Brahman and not different from it.

If the jiva is

really different from Brahman, he can never become Brahman by any
means, much less by knowledge.

[ 555 ]

If the knower of Brahman is non-diflferent (from Brah¬
man), he is already Brahman, and so why is it said that
he becomes (Brahman)? Yes, the supreme Brahman is
already attained by him, since one who is not already
Brahman cannot attain it.
The first line of the verse states an objection.

It was stated earlier

that the jiva in his essential nature is always of the nature of Brahman.
That is to say, he is always identical with Brahman.

If so, it must be

conceded, so the critic urges, that the jiva is identical with Brahman
even prior to his realization of this identity through knowledge.

And

this would make the Mundaka text (III, ii, 9), “He who knows Brahman
becomes Brahman himself,”

which speaks about the jiva attaining

Brahman through knowledge, untenable.
The siddhUntin gives the reply in the second line of the verse.

Ad¬

mitting that the jiva in his essential nature is non-different from Brah¬
man, he says that

Brahman is always attained by him, for one who is

not already Brahman cannot become Brahman.

He will show in the

subsequent verse that this view does not conflict with the iruti text cited
by the opponent.

[ 556 ]
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Like the attainment of the tenth man, who due to
ignorance thinks that his being is unattained, that (Brah¬
man) which is unattained by avidya is described as attain¬
ed by knowledge.
How the standpoint of the Advaitin is not in conflict with the iruti
text brahma veda brahmaiva bhavaii i? explained by means of an example.
The man who started counting with a view to find out whether the tenth
man was missing was himself the tenth man; but he did not know
truth due to ignorance.

this

When he was told by a passer-by that he was

the tenth man, he realized the truth.

The tenth man was

to ignorance, and his attainment was by knowledge.

missing due
In

the same

way, though the jiva is all the time identical with Brahman, he thinks,
because of ignorance, that he is different from Brahman.

'And like the

attainment of the tenth man, his attainment of Brahman is said to be
through knowledge.

Since the non-attainment of Brahman is through

avidya, when avidya is removed through vidya we speak of Brahman

as

attained through vidya.

[ 557 -558 ]
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Like reaching a village, etc., here (in respect of Brah¬
man) there is no attainment apart from the destruction of
ignorance. If it be said that, like the knowledge of the
way to the village, the knowledge (of Brahman) is the
means to its attainment, it is not so, because of the differ¬
ence (between the two cases). Just as the knowledge of
Brahman which is real, etc., is imparted here, the know¬
ledge of the village to be reached is not imparted there.
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Should it not be said, it may be asked, that the attainment of Brah¬
man is analogous to the attainment of a village? The first line of verse
(557) answers this question.

The attainment of Brahman is not like

the attainment of a village.

One literally reaches the village covering

the entire distance through walking, etc., and so its attainment is real.
But in the case of Brahman, the attainment is figurative. ’brahmaprnpti
amounts to no

more than the removal of avidya,

There is no attain¬

ment cf Brahman apart from the removal of avidya.
The critic may argue in a different way with a view to show
the attainment of Brahman is in the literal sense.

that

Instruction about

Brahman, it may be argued, is like instruction about the way to a
village.

Just as a person by getting information about the way to a

village is able to reach it, so also a person by getting the knowledge of
Brahman is able to attain it through the process of repeated contemp¬
lation on that knowledge.

In this argument, the knowledge of Brah¬

man is similar to the knowledge of the way to the village; and repeat¬
ed contemplation on that knowledge is similar to the act of walking
on the road. It follows, according to the critic, that the attainment of
Brahman is real like the attainment of the village.
This argument is untenable as it overlooks a basic difference bet¬
ween the two cases.

Sruti texts like satyam jndnam anantam brahma

impart the knowledge of Brahman which is to be realized.

But in the

example cited, no information about the village to be reached is given.
On

the contrary, information about the way to. the village alone is

given.

So the analogy suggested by the critic breaks down.

person literally reaches a village by getting information

While a

about the way

to it, there is no such attainment of Brahman.

[ 559 ]

If it be said that knowledge (of Brahman) which is
dependent on karma is the means to the attainment of
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Brahman, it is not so, for in respect of (attaining) liberaration, there is not even an iota of work to be done by
karma.
It cannot be argued that the attainment of Brahman is literal and
nuc figurative by

bringing in karma as

an aid to knowledge.

It has

already been stated that there is no scope for karma in respect of brahmaprapti which is liberation.

Knowledge does not require

the help of

karma in this regard.

[
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Since Brahman, the ultimate reality, is of the nature
of knowledge, it is by its very nature pure. So Brahman
is free by its very nature.
If so, tell, what is there to be
done by karma here?
The work of karma is restricted to production (ulpatti), purification
(samskara), transformation (vikara), and attainment (apti) of something.
Since none of these is possible in the case cf liberation,

karma is futile

thereto.
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Since the person who created the universe and the
one who entered into it are identical, the wise man is nondifferent from Brahman. Apart from the wise man, there
is no other Lord. Then only the attainment of the state of
fearlessness is tenable, for it is known from sruti that fear
arises only from a second entity.
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After refuting the view that the knowcr of Brahman is different
from Brahman, the siddhanta is stated in

this verse.

The iruti

text

latsrstvS tadevlnuprSuiSat stresses that the reality immanent in the creat¬
ed objects is identical with the supreme Brahman. There is also another
reason to show that the knower of Brahman is non-different from Brah¬
man.
tual

Moksa is the state of fearlessness. Sruti says that when the spiri¬
aspirant does not see anything

else, “He gets established in

state of fearlessness" (abhayafn pratisthdm vindate).

the

This is appropriate

only if it is said that the wise mar, i. e., the knower of Brahman, is nondifferent from Brahman.

Sruti does not stop with the statement that

the wise man wlio does not see anything else and who gets established
in Brahman attains the state of fearlessness.
who makes

"the slightest

It also declares that he

difference in Brahman is struck with fear"

(eta.sminnudaramantara.nl kurute, atha tasya bhayam bhavati). The same idea
is brought out in the
from a second that

Brhadaranyaka text (I, iv,

2):

"Assuredly it is

fear arises.” The idea is that the

difference is the cause of fear.

perception

of

And a person who is in the state of fear

has not attained mok$a.

[
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Only if it is said that duality is due to avldya and that
the reality by its very nature is one, the distinction made
by Sruti, viz., “He does not know” (who thinks that
the deity is one and I am another) and (it is to be known
as) “One alone” will hold good.
Two passages from the Brhadaranyaka are quoted in the second line
of the verse.

Na sa veda refers to the text, I, iv, 10, which says: "So he

who worships another god thinking, 'He is one, and I am another, does
not know.' ” A person who sees difference is, indeed, ignorant. In other
words, duality, according to this text, is caused by avidya.
refers to the text, IV, iv, 20, which says:
alone.” This passage emphasizes that

Ekadhaiva

"It should be known as one

non-duality is the truth. So these

566
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two passages from the Brhadaranyaka seek to convey that oneness is the
truth and that duality is illusory.

[ 563 - 564 ]
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(It may be argued): "The knowledge that the moon
is one is true only if a second moon is not seen by those
whose vision is not affected by the disease called tirnira.
But duality is seen.’’ This is not acceptable, because it is
known from the sruti text that in deep sleep there is non¬
perception (of duality).
One

may argue in the following way to show that the perception

of duality is not illusory. A person whose visual sense is not affected by
any disease does not see a second moon. But one whose vision is affect¬
ed by some disease sees a second moon.

Since the perception of a

second moon is due to the defect in the eye, we conclude
perception of a second moon is illusory.

that the

The cognition of moon as one

is valid since it is generated by the sense-organ which is free from defect.
It is true that one whose visual sense is free from defect does not

see a

second moon. But it cannot be said in the same way that duality is not
seen by people whose vision is normal.
duality

in the waking state.

We do have the experience of

Inasmuch as duality is perceived, it is

wrong to say, according to this argument, that it is illusory.
This argument cannot be accepted.
experience of duality in the waking state.
sleep one does not perceive duality.

It is true that there is the
But in the state of deep

It is said

in the Brhadaranyaka

(IV, iii, 23): "But there is not that second thing separate from it which
it can see (in deep sleep).”

Since duality is not uniformly perceived in

all states, the perception of duality must be illusory.
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Since there is non-perception of everything (in deep
sleep), there is no mental preoccupation with something
else here (in this state).
If it be said that there is duality
because of its perception in dream and waking states, it is
not so, for it is caused by avidya. When avidyci exists, then
it exists.
If it be said that the non-perception of duality
in deep sleep is also because of ignorance, it is not so,
because it is the natural state which is not dependent on
other factors.
It is true, the critic argues, that in deep sleep there is non-percep¬
tion of duality.

But from this one should not conclude that there is no

duality in that state.

Just because one does not perceive an object,

one should not draw the conclusion that it does not exist.

It is well-

known that, when the mind is preoccupied with something, one fails to
notice other objects which are present.

The non-perception of duality

in the state of deep sleep has to be explained in the same way. It is not
the case that there is no duality in the state of deep sleep.

But one

does not perceive duality in that state due to the preoccupation of the
mind with something else.
This argument is refuted in the first line of verse (565).

The

assumption in the argument of the critic is that something is perceived
in deep

sleep and that the

mental preoccupation with

accounts for the non-perception of duality

that object

at that time.

But

this

assumption is wrong. There is no perception of anything at all in deep
sleep.
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The second line of verse (565) states another argument of the critic,

which is answered in the first line of verse (566).
The critic contends that, even though duality is not perceived in
deep sleep, it is nevertheless perceived in dream and waking states.

If

the non-existence of duality is argued on the ground of its non-percep¬
tion in deep sleep, why should it not be said, so the critic urges,
duality

exists since it is perceived in the states of waking and

This argument will not do.
is due to avidyd.

that

dream?

The perception of duality in these states

So long as there is avidyd, one perceives duality.

when avidyd is removed, duality ceases to exist.

The

But

perception of

duality in waking and dream states is not real.
The second line of verse (566) states a fresh objection of the critic,
which is answered in the last line.
If the perception of duality in dream and waking states is due
avidyd,

the non-perception of duality in deep

critic,

may equally be accounted for in terms of avidyd.

will make this point clear.
loped by darkness.
of darkness.

An example

We do not perceive a pot which is enve¬

The pot does exist.

But still it is not seen because

In the same way though there is duality in-deep sleep,

one does not, the critic says, perceive it because of avidyd.
ment cannot be accepted.
Self.

to

sleep, according to the

This argu¬

Non-perception is the natural state of the

It exists in its own right without depending on other factors.

It

does not require to be.accounted for. If any change takes place in the
natural state of the Self on account of which it becomes a perceiver of
things in waking and dream states, it is due to other operative factors
such as the internal organ -caused by avidyd.
factors,

the Self becomes a knower.

And

Given these conditioning
in their absence, the

remains in its natural state of non-perception.

It is, therefore,

Self

wrong

to say that the non-perception of duality in deep sleep is due to avidyd.

[ 567 ]
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That form, viz., mutability, which is, indeed, depen¬
dent on some other factor, cannot be its real narme. But
immutability is its real nature, because it is not dependent
on another factor.
The Self is the knower only when it is in association with
upadhi like internal organ, etc.
other factors.

To be a knower ii has to depend

In other words,

cognition

which

is

an

the

upon

act involves

change, and the Self which is by its very nature immutable comes to
have change as it were when it assumes the status of a knower in waking
and dream states through the upadhi of the internal organ.
state of deep sleep it does

not perceive anything at all.

But in the
It remains,

then, in its natural state of immutability. That which is not dependent
on external factors must be considered to be the real nature of a thing,
and what is caused by external factors cannot be its real nature.
point can be made clear by means of an example.

This

For remaining in

its own state clay does not depend on external factors.

It

remains

what it is without undergoing any change so long as external agencies like
potter, etc.,

do not interfere with its natural state.

It assumes the

form of a pot through the work of a potter and other factors.
absence of these factors it remains in its natural state as clay.
while its clay-form which is not dependent on
pot-form caused by external

other factors

factors is illusory.

In the
In short,

is real, its

It is this idea which

has been conveyed by the vacarambhana text of the Chandogya (IV, i, 4)
when it says that the clay alone is real, while the modification is only
a name arising from speech.

In the same

way, the immutable condi¬

tion of the Self without the perception of anything whatsoever in the
state of deep sleep is its natural state and is, therefore, real.

[
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So, the state of deep sleep is not like the dream state
because the Self (therein) is non-dual by its very nature.
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Only thus the utterance of the fruti text that the vision of
the witness can never be lost will be true.
It may be argued that deep sleep is on a par with dream in so far
as both of them are alike states of the Self. If the dream state is mithyd
the state of deep sieep also, the critic urges, is mithyd, for there is noth¬
ing to distinguish the one from the other.
But this argument will not do.

There is no parity between the

state of deep sleep and the dream state.

While the dream state of the

Self is due to other external factors, the state of deep sleep of the Self
is not dependent on other factors.
dual of its own accord.

The Self in deep sleep remains non¬

Ic is not conscious of anything in that state.

It should not be thought that there is no Self in the state of deep sleep
as nothing is seen at that time.

In fact, Indra at one stage entertained

this doubt when he was listening to Prajapati’s instruction about the
Self, as narrated in the Chandogya (VIII, xi, 1).
a man is asleep, composed,

serene,

Prajapati said: “When

and knows no dream, that is the

Self, that is the immortal, the fearless. That is Brahman.” When Indra
thought over this, he came to the conclusion that, if the Self does not
know itself or the things external to it in the state of deep sleep, it has
really gone to annihilation

{vinaLiamevd.plto bhavati).

that there is no Self in the state of deep sleep.

state is specific cognitions {visesa-vijndna) of objects,
itself.

The Self "has

It does not mean

What is absent

in this

and not the Self

gone to his own”, i.e., remains in its natural

state of non-duality at that time.

That the Self is not absent in

deep

sleep is clearly brought out in the Brhaddranyaka (IV, iii, 23) which is
quoted in the second line of the verse,

"The vision of the witness is

never lost, because it is immortal.”

[569
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On the view of those who hold that ISvara is different
from the jlva and that the effect, likewise, is also different
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from its cause, the jiva can never be free
because it is dependent on an external cause.
It has been stated that

from fear,

the jiva is non-different from

Brahman

and that the view which holds them to Le different is defective.

This

verse gives yet another reason to show tiie untenabiiity of the bheda view.
Fear arises only from a second entity. If Iivara as the cause is different
from the jiva which is the effect, the latter can never be free from fear,
for there is a second entity.

[

570]
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If it be said that the other, viz., Ijvara, is the source
of fear only through (another auxiliary cause, viz.)
adharma, it is not so; since that (adharma) too stands on an
equal footing, the jiva can never be free from fear.
Though

I ivara is different from the jiva, He becomes

the source

of fear only through another auxiliary cause, viz., adharma, i.e., the
previous demerit of the individual.

When there is no adharma, so it is

argued, I ivara can never be a source of fear to the jiva.
This argument cannot be accepted.
empirical condition of the jiva.

Adharma is the cause of the

So long as jivatva persists, one

assume that there is the continuation of adharma.

must

So long as there is

adharma, which is a second entity, the jiva can never be free from fear.

[571
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If it be said that fear arises without a cause, then
there is no remedy to it. (If fear be inherent in the Self),
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it would cease only with the destruction of the Self. The
destruction of the Self is not desired (by the followers of
the Veda).
It is no argument to say that ISvara is not the cause of fear and
that fear arises without a cause.
exist.

In that case fear will never

cease to

Nor is it possible to argue that fear is inherent in the Self.

that case fear will cease to exist

In

only with the destruction of the Self.

No follower of the Veda would ever wish for the destruction of the Self
So moksa would be meaningless on the view which seeks to maintain
the difference between the jiva and Brahman.

I 572 ]

On the contrary, in the theory of oneness (of the jiva
and Brahman) none of these defects will arise.

Since fear

is caused by ignorance, it disappears when ignorance is
removed.
If it is maintained that the jiva by its very nature is different from
Brahman, it will always be in bondage.

Consequently it can never

attain release. Further, on this view no satisfactory reason can be given
for the bondage of the jiva

In the same way, the attainment of release

cannot be explained in a satisfactory way.
in this view.
the

There is yet another defect

The standpoint of bheda goes against Sruti which declares

non-difference between the jiva and

Brahman.

The standpoint of

abheda between the Jim and Brahman is not open to any of these objec¬
tions stated above.

The jiva, according to Advaita, is caught in the

wheel of transmigratory existence
removed

through

because of avidya.

vidya, it attains release.

bondage, vidya is what brings about release.

When avidya is

If avidya is the

cause of

Such a view is in perfect

conformity with the standpoint of Sruti.
The idea which is sought to be conveyed is this.

When avidya. is

removed through vidya, the fear of transmigratory existence, too, gets
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removed; and so ihe knower of Brahman is fearlessly established in
Brahman.

[ 573 ]

Is fear caused by an external object or by the Self it¬
self? Indeed, in neither case, can one be free from it, for
one is not free to remove the fear caused by an external
object on which one is dependent, and also the destruc¬
tion of the Self is not desired.
It'.vas stated in verse (571) that if fear should arise without a
cause it could never be removed.

The critic who is interested in vindi¬

cating the standpoint of duality now argues that there is a cause for
fear.

It so, what is that?

Two possibilities may be thought of.

Fear,

it may be said, is caused by an external object or by one’s own Self.
But neither of them is helpful to the critic to show that fear can be
eliminated.

If fear is caused by an external

agency over which one

has no control, one can never think of eliminating it with the result that
fear is bound to continue for ever.

If it be said that fear is caused by

one’s own Self and not by any external factor,
unless the Self ceases to exist.
of the Self.

it will never disappear

But no one would wish for the cessation

In other words, fear is bound to persist.

[ 574 ]
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Without destroying one’s Self, the removal of fear is
not possible. Though fear is thus removed (through the
destruction of the Self), it is of no use, because it has end¬
ed in the destruction (of the Self).
The untenability of the second alternative mentioned in the pre¬
vious verse is reiterated in this verse.
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If the removal of fear could be achieved only through the destruc¬

tion of the Self, then there would be none to reap the fruit of the cessa¬
tion of fear. The removal in this way of fear, which proves suicidal, is
of no avail.

[575]
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But if it is said that fear is caused oniy by avidya, al'l
this can be easily explained.
When there is no avidya,
there is no fear, for fear arises, indeed, only when there
is avidya.
This verse emphasizes once again the soundness of the standpoint
of non-duality as stated in verse (572).

[ 576 ]
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If fear arises because of the ignorance of an object,
then how could it take place when that object is known,
as in the case of the rope-serpent, etc.? Hence avidya alone
is the cause of fear.
The critic may argue in a different way to show that avidyO, is not
the cause of fear.

The knower of Brahman,

free from avidya.

Nevertheless, he has the experience of fear.

it must be admitted,

is

If so,

how could it be said, the critic argues, that fear is caused by avidya.
This argument is wrong.
rope-serpent.

Consider, for example,

the case of the

A person mistakes a rope for a serpent.

So long as he

does not know that the object in front is only a rope, he has the fear
of snake. But when he knows that it is only a rope, he is free from the
fear of snake. In the same way when a person has realized the non-
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dual Brahman,
which

could

575

how can it 'ue said that he has the experience of fear,

arise only through duality set up by avidya?

Though

others may see the knower of Brahman as though he has the experience
of fear, from his own standpoint, strictly speaking, he has no such
experience.

[ 577 ]
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If it be said that Brahman is of the nature of both
knowledge and ignorance, it is not so, because they are
opposed to each other, and also because they are cogniz¬
ed as different from the Self, in the same way as the colour
of a pot (is cognized as different from the percipient).
The critic now argues in a different way. If fear is caused by avidya,
and if it is removed through vidyS, why should it not be said, asks the
critic, that ignorance and knowledge are both inherent in the Self?
This argument is now taken

up for consideration with a view to show

that neither knowledge nor ignorance is in the Self.
If it is said that both knowledge and ignorance inhere in the Self,
is it in the sense that both of them constitute the nature of the Self?
Or, is it in the sense that they are attributes of the Self? The first
alternative is untenable.

Vidya and avidya are mutually exclusive, and

so it is wrong to say that both of them constitute the nature of the Self.
There is yet another reason to show why this view is untenable.
often we speak of "my knowledge” and "my ignorance”.

Very

These locu¬

tions clearly indicate that we know them as different from the Self.
Just as the colour of a pot, which is perceived,

is different from, and

therefore cannot constitute the nature of, the percipient, so also know¬
ledge and ignorance which are perceived directly are different from,
and therefore cannot constitute the nature of, the Self.
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Both knowledge and ignorance which inhere in the
mind are cognized, indeed, by perception. Therefore,
both of them arc not the attributes of the Self. They belong
to the sphere of name and form.
This verse refutes the second alternative.
Knowledge and ignorance are inherent in the internal organ which
is a product of avidya,

So they are not the attributes of the Self, but

of the internal organ.
Knowledge and ignorance must be brought under the category of
nameand form.

Anandagiri says that the expression nrfma-rupa refers

to the beginningless ajnana

(namn.-rupaSabdena

anadyaj'nanamucyate).

Knowledge and ignorance are inherent in the internal organ which
must be included in the category of ncLma-rupa projected by avidya.

So

they, too, must be viewed as name and form.
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The name and form are different from Brahman, and
Brahman is different from them.
They do not exist in
Brahman-in the same way as the rising and the setting do
not exist in the sun.
That name and form are different from Brahman is clearly stated
in the Chandogya text (VIII, xiv, 1):
revealer of name and form.

"He who is called Akdia is the

That which is distinct from them is Brah¬

man.”
Though vidya and avidya which belong to the sphere of ndma-rupa
are different from Brahman, one may suggest that they are nevertheless

BRAHMAVALLI
related to Brahman.
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Even this possibility is ruled out, because iruti

says that Brahman is unattached to anything (see the

Brhadaraayaka

text, IV, iii, 15). Just as the rising and the setting are imagined to exist
in the sun, so also knowledge and ignorance are imagined to exist in
Brahman.

[ 580 ]
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If it be said that (on the view that the jiva and BrahP.3K are n on-different) the defect of one and the same
thing being both the agent and the object of action will
arise, it is not so, because the word sahkranti (here) means
mere knowledge (of oneness of the jiva with Brahman).
To us, knowledge, indeed, removes difference.
The possibility of the defect of one and the same entity being both
the agent and the object of action (karma-kartrtvavirodha) was mention¬
ed in verse (551) in connection with the standpoint of non-duality. The
opponent cites the iruti text "He attains this self made of bliss” (etam-

anandamayamatmanam upasahkrSmati) in support of his contention.
This objection will not hold good.

The word sahkranti spoken of

in the iruti text does not mean attainment or reaching, but mere know¬
ledge.

The context in which this text occurs is this.

He who knows

the person in the human being and in the sun as one resolves, as a result
of the knowledge

he has, the annamaya in the prSnamaya, the pranamaya

in the manomaya, the manomaya in the vijnanamaya, the vijhSnamaya in the

Snandamaya and the Snandamaya in Brahman.

See verses (546) to (548)

for the explanation of this iruti passage. The idea is that when a person
attains the liberating knowledge "I am Brahman”, avidyS and its effects
erroneously ascribed to Brahman get removed.

So the alleged defect

of one and the same thing being the agent and the object of an action
does not arise.
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If the Self does not see itself as subject co pleasure,
pain, etc., how a seeker of moksa is possible for you may
be explained with due consideration.
This verse states the objection of the opponent.
According to Advaita, the j'tva in its essential nature is non-different from Brahman. It is also maintained that Brahman which is everfree is not subject to pleasure and pain, which characterize the condi¬
tion of bondage.

Such a standpoint, argues the opponent, involves

several difficulties. If Brahman is never subject to bondage, why should
the Advaitin speak about the cessation of bondage resulting from know¬
ledge? Since there is nothing other than Brahman, and since Brahman
is eternally free from bondage, there is strictly speaking no samsarin if
one accepts the standpoint of non-duality.

If so, there cannot be any

seeker, after liberation. If there is no spiritual aspirant desirous of libera¬
tion, Scripture will become useless. The opponent, therefore, concludes
that the standpoint of Advaita which is vitiated by several difficulties
cannot be accepted.

[ 582 ]
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In the states of waking, dream, and deep sleep, it is
well-known that the Self through its consciousness knows
itself as “I am black/' “l am happy,” and “I do not
know.”
The objection of the opponent is answered in this verse.
The experience of the jiva in the three states

of waking, dream

and deep sleep confirms the fact of bondage so long as avidyci lasts. On
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account of the erroneous identification with die body and the senses,
the jiva thinks of itself as black, blind, and so on.

In the

same way

identifying itself with the mind, it thinks that it is subject to pleasure
and pain.

Further, the jiva has the

experience of ignorance not only

in the waking and dream states, but also in the state of deep

sleep.

Waking up from deep sleep, a person recollects his experience by saying:
"I did not

know anything.”

The Witncss-ccnsciousness which

is

uniformly present in all the three states manifests all these. It only means
that so long as there is avidya die jiva is in bondage.

Being involved in

transmigrate! y existence due to avidya, it longs for liberation.

It would

follow, therefore that the teaching of Scripture serves a useful purpose.
Anandagiri explains

vastuvrttanurodhatah

prasiddhitah as

vastuno

vrttam svarupabhutam caitanyam tadanusdrat prasiddhih.

[583 ]

And also, being devoid of both cause and effect, there
is no division in the supreme Self. Since distinctions such
as the agent and the object are absent (in the Self), cons¬
ciousness alone remains.
It has already been stated in verse (580) that the Advaita view is
free from the defect of one and the: same thing being both the agent
and the object of an action.

It is reiterated again in this verse.

The Self by its very nature is free from activity. It has neither the
body nor the senses.

It is pure undifferentiated consciousness.

Agency

and other characteristics belong to the internal organ which carries the
reflection of consciousness.

[ 584]
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Knowledge removes (from the Self) the notions of
agent, object, etc., in the same way as the knowledge (of
desert) removes the thought (of water) in the desert. The
sense of agency, etc., is caused by avidya. The Self by its
very nature is devoid of agency, etc.
There is yet another reason to show why the standpoint of nonduality is free from the defect of one and the same entity being both
the agent and the object of an action.
immutable (kutastha) and so

The Self by its very nature is

the notions of agency, etc., which arise

with regard tc the Self, are due to avidya.
saving knowledge, viz.,

When a person attains the

“I am Brahman/’ his ignorance of Brahman-

Atman gets removed. When avidya disappears, the wrong notions about
the Self also disappear.

An example is given to drive home this point.

So long as a person does not know that the area he is getting into is a
desert, he thinks that water will be available in that place.

But when

he gains the knowledge of the place, he does not think of water in that
place.

In the same way when a person attains the knowledge of Brah-

man-Atman he no longer associates the sense of agency, etc., with that
non-dual reality.

[ 585 J
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There is no need of action for attaining that which is
one’s own nature, because action is the cause of modifi¬
cation (etc,). There is the need of karma for removing the
sense of agency from the Self.
Action (kriya) is required to originate or modify something. Since
Brahman is immutable,

there is no scope for action thereto.

does not mean that Advaita does not
Scripture-enjoined actions.

But this

recognize the importance of

Karma, according to Advaita, is required

for attaining the purification of mind. Only when the mind is purified,
knowledge will arise, and agency and other erroneous notions set up by
avidya will disappear along with avidya.
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[ 586 ]
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Since here the jlva does not attain, in the literal sense,
the self made of food as in the case of a leech, attainment
in the figurative sense is desired.
When the Upanisad says that "he who knows thus attains,

after

desisting from this worid, this self made of food,” it does not speak
about attainment in the literal sense of the term.

For instance, when

a leech or some other worm moves from one thing to another, we can
say that it attains or reaches an object literally.
knower of Brahman, attainment is only

But in the case of the

figurative.

When sruti

says

that the knower of Brahman, becoming indifferent to the things of the
world, attains the self made of food, what it means is that as a result
of the knowledge he has gained he does not see the things of the world
as different from the cosmic self in its gross aspect.
to say, his identity with the

Viraj.

He realizes, that is

Then he realizes his identity with

the Hiranyagarbha. It is in this sense that we have to explain his attain¬
ing the prcLnamaya, the manomaya, etc.

[ 587 ]

%qr n
If it be said that like the mind, etc., the Self turns back
after having gone out and attains itself, it is not so,
because it is impossible for one to get into oneself.
The critic argues by suggesting an example that attainment here
may be understood in the literal sense.

Just as the mind which goes

out towards external objects through its vrtti turns back and reaches
itself, so also the Self which goes out towards the physical body, etc.,
through the mind turns back and reaches itself.
not do.

This argument will

It is impossible for one and the same entity to be both the
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agent and the object of an action.

That which attains must be differ¬

ent from that which is attained. It is absurd to say that the Self reaches
itself by itself (atmaivdtmanam praviiatiti praveiakriyd viruddhcL).

[ 588 ]

-s

Even the well-known leech cannot literally attain
itself by itself. (Even if we assume that a leech, being made
of several parts, attains one of its parts by another part),
here (in the case of the Self) it cannot be explained even
in that way, because the Self is without parts.
[ 589 ]
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Therefore, sahkrdnti (here) does not mean attainment.
Nor does it mean that any of these sheaths is the agent
(of sankramana). The Self which is different from the five
sheaths is what remains as the agent of (knowledge).
The word sankramana here means only realization, mere knowledge.
Who is it that attains this realization or knowledge?

It cannot be any

of the sheaths, because every one of them is insentient (na kosdndmanyatamah sankramana-kartti, acetanasya jndnakartrtvdyogdt).

Since the entity

that is left over is the Self, we have to. say that the Self is the knower,
i.e., that which attains the knowledge which removes the erroneous
identification

with the

jndnakartr.bhavati).

sheaths (pancakosa-taddtmydbhimana-nivartaka-

When we say that sankramana means mere know¬

ledge (jnanamatram), we do not mean the pure consciousness, but the
mental mode which remains unified and undifferentiated in the form of
Brahman (jnanam cdtra brahmakSrSntahkaranavrttih).
How can

the immutable Self which is pure - consciousness be the

knower (jnata)? This will be answered in the next verse.
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[ 590 ]
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The supreme Self, the innermost Self of all, which is
immutable, and which is different from all sheaths, is said
to be the knower (through ignorance) in the same way as
dkdSa is said to provide space.
The

immutable Self is by itself nirguna.

the knower only because of avidya.

When

But it is looked upon as
avidya is removed through

knowledge, jndna-kartrtva which is falsely ascribed to the Self also gets
removed.

[591 ]
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The relation of the Self with the semblance of cons¬
ciousness in the intellect and (through that with the five
sheaths) is due to the illusion caused by avidya. When the
illusion is destroyed through Self-knowledge, it is (figura¬
tively) said to be sahkrdnti.
The Self by itself is not related to anything. There is first of all the
erroneous identification of the Self with the semblance of consciousness
in the internal organ due to avidya.
cation,

On the basis of this initial identifi¬

its further identification with the pancako&a takes place.

word sahkramana is used figuratively

with regard

to

the removal of

error, created by ignorance, on the onset of Brahman-realization.

[

592
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Therefore, with a view tc impart the knowledge, “I
am that Brahman,” which is real, infinite, and eternally
perfect consciousness, (the creation of the world, etc.,
as taught in) the Sruti text, ‘‘May I become many,” are
superimposed (on the Self).
iruti teaches that Brahman created the world and then entered in¬
to it,

etc., with a view to enable the spiritual aspirant to attain the

knowledge of Brahman-Atman.

Since Brahman is immutable, it is

free from action, instruments of action, etc.
think that

It is, therefore,

wrong to

Brahman-Atman is the agen t of the creation of the world,

the entry into it, etc., being in the real sense of the term.

[ 593 ]

On the rise of the sun of knowledge, the Self which
lies beyond the five sheaths devours one by one all the five
sheaths, and shines, like a lamp, remaining in its own form.
This verse explains how, on the onset of knowledge, ignorance and
its effects get removed.

There is no time lag between the rise of know¬

ledge and the disappearance of ignorance.

They take place simultane¬

ously ( jnSnavirbhSva-samakalika. evavidyH-vinaiah).

[ 594 ]

In respect of this idea which has been stated (in the
Brdhmana portion), there occurs this verse in the Mantra
portion, which brings out the essence of the teaching of
the entire Anandavalll.
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The central teaching of the

Anandavalli,

otherwise called

the

Brakmavalli, can be stated as follows: Brahman-Atman which is one
and non-dual is of the nature of unsurpassable bliss.
misery and sorrow.

It is free from all

Not knowing this truth on account of ignorance,

it gets involved in bondage, and attains release by realizing the truth.
This idea is succinctly brought out in the verse that

occurs at the

beginning of the next anuvdka.
The eighth anuvdka of the Upanisad commenced in verse (480) is
concluded with this yerse.

[ 595-596 ]

a.

sRftecrm n

That should be known as Brahman from which (all)
words return. Since the features necessary for the usage
of words for the purpose of denoting objects are absent in
the inward Self, Sruti carefully declares through the
expression aprapya that words do not denote it.
The ninth anuvdka of the

Upanisad is covered by verses (595) to

(750).
Verses (595) to (599) explain the meaning of yato vdco

nivartante

aprapya.
Brahman-Atman from which all words along with the mind turn
back without reaching it can be known only through

Sabda-pramdna.

And yet Sruti says that words along with the mind return
reaching Brahman-Atman.

without

Words are used to refer to a relation, or a

quality, or an action, or the class characteristic, or the name of an object
(fast hi -gu na-kriyd-jati-ru dhayah iabdapravrtti-hetavah).

But none of these

factors which occasion the usage of words are present in the Self.

It is
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for this reason that iruti says that words do not reach the Self.

It

means that Brahman-Atman cannot be denoted by words.

[ 597 ]

-\

I have, therefore, said before that the words ‘'real,”
etc., state the definition of Brahman by denying the
applicability to it of substantives and attributes, which are
applicable to the (five) sheaths.
Substance, quality, and other categories can be denoted by words.
All of them are not-Self.
gnated by words.

Brahman which is nirviSesa cannot be

desi¬

Even the words satyam, jnanam, and anantam indicate

Brahman only by implication, and not directly.

[ 598 ]
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We hold that the Self is Brahman itself which is
devoid of the ideas of “I” and "mine”. Words which are
employed by the speakers to refer to substance, etc., (in
the world) return from Brahman only because of the
absence therein of the factors which occasion the appli¬
cation of words.
Though it is denied that Brahman can be expressed by words, it is
nevertheless admitted that Brahman can be spoken of by implication
(brahmano’tra iabda-vi$ayatvameva nisidhyate, na tu laksanSvifayatvam).

f 599 ]
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Inasmuch as the cognitions which are caused by buddhi
do not reach the Witness-self, words along with the mind
return when the cognitions return.
This verse explains the meaning of manc.sU, saha.

Here the word

manas means cognition (pratyaya or vijnana). When we utter words with
a view to express something, they give rise to certain mental modes or
modifications (buddhivrtii) on the pari of the person who listens to them.
These modifications of the buddhi are known as cognitions.
object is to be made known through iabda, the

When any

object must

be such

that it can be comprehended by the cognitions of the buddhi.

In the

case of Brahman-Alman, the cognitions caused by iabda return without
comprehending it because of the absence of features like jSli. guna etc.,
therein which are necessary for the usage of words.
scope for cognition,

there is also scope for speech

iatra ca uucah pravrttih).

Where there is

(yatra ca vijn'inam,

Since Brahman cannot be comprehended by

means of cognitions, iruti says that words return failing to reach Brah¬
man along with the cognitions of the mind.

[ 600 ]
e^qqfasifqq fM#%SqqNq =q II
All the words which are used to convey the knowledge
(of Brahman) return without
expressing their sense
directly. (But they return) only after revealing
it
(indirectly).
If words do not reach Brahman, how is it said, it may be asked,
that Brahman is

made known by iabda-pramana'?

though iabda does not directly

The answer is that,

express the nature of Brahman,

it

nevertheless reveals its nature indirectly (laksanUvrttya brahmani iaslrasya
bodhakatvam).

[601

]
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The cognition relating to Brahman generated by
the words in the intellect returns along with the word
without reaching Brahman, which is by its very nature
consciousness.
It was stated earlier that words return along with cognition with¬
out comprehending Brahman.
returns along with

This verse now explain^ that cognition

words without reaching Brahman which is itself

consciousness. In short. Brahman is not an object which can be known
through iabda or thi'Ough the cognition generated by iabda.

[ 602 ]

QTR ^ HsTiqi ^ferII
The peculiar power of the word is such that it removes
the ignorance (concerning the Self) as the man who is
asleep is removed from his sleep (by the power of the word).
Since avidya also is not firmly established, it is removed.
If Brahman-Atman cannot be made known by the words and by
the cognition generated by them, how can the ignorance about Brah¬
man be removed through iabda? In order to answer this question, let
us first consider an example.

A person is fast asieep. In order to wake

him up we utter the words:

“O ! Devadatta, get up.”

do not reach

him, because he is

fast asleep.

capable of rousing him from his sleep.

These words

Nevertheless, they are

In the same way the scriptural

utterance tat tvam asi is capable of removing the

ignorance about

Brahman-Atman, though it does not directly reveal its nature.
Since avidyd is not pramana-siddha, it is really weak, and so it dis¬
appears at the onset of knowledge.

[ 603 ]
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Since avidya is not strong, since knowledge consti¬
tutes the essential nature of the Self, and since the power
of the word is inconceivable, we know Brahman through
the destruction of ignorance.
Since Brahman is of the nature of knowledge,

avidya can

hardly

exist in it. In other words, its hold on Brahman is not strong. Further,
the power of tabda is, indeed, inconceivable, as seen in
spell-chants used for curing bites of poisonous animals.

the case of

Though Sabda

cannot directly designate Brahman, it nevertheless gives rise
knowledge of Brahman as soon as it is uttered
avidya. (visamantradisu
vi$aylkaranamantarena

to

the

and thereby removes

drstatvadeva fabda-samarthyasyacintyatvddatmano
tadakara-j'nanodaya-matrena

tatravidya.ni

fab do

nivartayati).

[ 604]

Even without grasping the relation between the word
and its meaning, persons who are asleep, being awakened
by others, wake up, giving up sleep.
This verse explains the example of rousing a person from

sleep

mentioned in verse (602).

[ 605 ]

i
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For, in sleep no one grasps the word as one grasps it
during the waking state. Hence, when ignorance is des¬
troyed by (the cognition caused by) speech, there will
arise the realization, ‘‘I am Brahman.”
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A person who is asleep is not conscious of the word uttered by

others. So he does not
its meaning.

remember the relation between the word

and

Ncvenbeless, the word uttered by others has the desired

effect in that it gives rise to knowledge in him and makes him get up
from sleep.

In the same way, though a person does not grasp the rela¬

tion between the Upanisadic utterance and its meaning, the former
reveals Brahman indirectly through iaksana.

When avidyd is removed

by the cognition generated by Sauda, the person realizes that he is Brah¬
man.

[

606

]
^11

Here there is no difference between the two actions
(viz,., the rise of knowledge and the removal of ignorance).
Since the causal action and its effect are different, the
question as to which of the two is earlier that is asked (in
other cases) will not arise here.
Though the rise of knowledge is the cause and the disappearance
of ignorance is the effect, there is no time interval between them.
knowledge arises,

ignorance

disappears.

It is not

As

as if that there is

some interval between the two, which calls for some action to be done
after the rise of knowledge for the purpose of removing Ignorance. The
two — the rise of knowledge (jndnotpatti) and the destruction of igno¬
rance (avidya.na.Sa) — are simultaneous.

[ 607 ]
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From the (scriptural) utterance there arises the cogni¬
tion, “I am Brahman," which destroys ignorance. This
cognition disappears along with ignorance after destroying
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it, in the same way as
destroying the disease.

the

The unitary, non-reiational,

(akhanddkara-vrtti-jnana)
The

medicine disappears after

cognition through the

generated by the

question that arises here is -whether

Sruti

mental

rtiode

text removes ignorance.

the unitary,

non-relational,

cognition continues to exist after removing ignorance. If it exists, what
is it that removes it?

If it cannot be

removed, it will undermine non¬

dualism, because it has to be reckoned as an entity in addition to Brah¬
man.
According to Advaita, none of these difficulties arise.

akhandSkara-vrtti-jnana

Only if the

persists after removing ignorance, the standpoint

of non-dualism will be at stake, as in addition to Brahman there is this
final

vrfti-jnana.

But it disappears

same way as a medicinal

after destroying

ignorance, in the

drug gets itself removed after destroying the

disease.

[
srafag

608
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Then there remains that one reality which is by its
very nature consciousness, pure, and free. Hence there is
no need of meditation (and of injunction in respect of
attaining Brahman-knowledge). Nor is there any need
of another pramana (in this regard).
When

avidyS

which veils

latter remains in its own

the nature of

Brahman is

form as the eternal,

ever-free,

removed, the
self-luminous

consciousness.

In

order to attain the

knowledge

of Brahman, which

nature of self-luminous consciousness, through
tion (bhavand) nor injunction

(niyoga)

is

Sabda,

required.

neither

Since

is of

the

medita¬

Brahman is

ever-existent, nothing is to be gained by means of both meditation and
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injunction.

Since it is of the nature of self-luminous consciousness,

there is no need of another pramana for the purpose of knowing it.
[ 509 ]

f|
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Since the Self that is known is not an empirical
object and since it is consciousness by its very nature,
(there is no need of other pramanas). They are, indeed,
required in respect of objects of knowledge, which are
empirical and which are known by other means.
There is yet another reason to show why other pramanas are not
required for attaining the

knowledge of Brahman.

Stocks and stones

which are empirical are known through perception and other pramanas.
The latter have

validity only with regard to empirical objects.

Brahman is not an empirical object.
any of these pramanas.

But

So it cannot be known through

In short, only empirical objects which can be

known by perception and other pramanas and
require these pramanas,

which

but not the trans-empirical,

are

insentient

self-luminous

Brahman (svaprakcLiavirahite laukike vasiuni pramanSr.t^rapeksa,

na

tu

svaprakaie pare brahmani).
[610]

Unlike the statement, “There are fruits on the bank
of the river," (uttered by a trustworthy person), the Sruti
text which has the power to convey the knowledge does
not depend on perception, etc.
Where, then, is the need
of other pramanas here?
That

there is no need of other

pramanas like perception for

obtaining the knowledge of Brahman can be explained by means of
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an example. Consider the following statement of a trustworthy person:
“There are fruits on the bank of the river.”

A person who hears this

statement has to depend upon perception with a view to confirm the
truth of this statement. The information conveyed by him is such that
it can be known through perception. But in the case of scriptural utter¬
ance like tat tvam asi, the knowledge conveyed by it cannot be confirm¬
ed by pramanas like perception, for Brahman which is trans-empirical
does not fall within the scope of perception and

other pramanas.

It

means that perception and other pramanas, whose validity is restricted
to things empirical,

are of no

avail for obtaining the knowledge

of

Brahman.

[611 J
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What evidence is needed for establishing that (Bra¬
hman) by whose presence the knower, the means of know¬
ledge, the object of knowledge, and the resulting know¬
ledge get established?
When we claim to know anything, three factors are involved — (1)
pramcitci, the subject of knowledge, (2) prameya, the object known, and
(3) pramana, the instrument of knowledge.

When the necessary condi¬

tions of knowledge are fulfilled, knowledge takes place.

The resulting

knowledge is called pramiti. It is the Witness-consciousness that reveals
all these.

That Brahman-consciousness by which everything is known

cannot be

known by other pramanas.

What is presupposed

in all

means of knowledge cannot be established through them.

[612]

Unlike the cognition, “This is a pot,’’ here (in respect
of Brahman-consciousness) there is no interruption (by
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space,, etc.) in waking, dream, and deep sleep states,
because it is the witness of the presence as well as the
absence of the interruption.
We have the
conditions

cognition of an object like a

are fulfilled.

pot only when certain

An object is cognized only when

interruption or obstacle

(vyavadhana) by space and time.

to perceive an object which is in front, but not

there is no
We are able

that which

is in some

other place. It means that among the various requirements there must
be the absence of interruption by space (deSa-’yavadhana) if the object is
to be perceived.

Again, we perceive

just now, but net one
must

be the

absence

Further, our

appropriate state of mind.

fulfilled.

words, there

Like

cognition is dependent

In the absence of the appropriate

mode (buddhi-vrtti), an object
are

In other

of interruption by time (Jzal a-vyavadhana)

object is to be perceived.

tions

an object which is in front of us

which was in the past.

if an
on the

mental

cannot be cognized, though other condi¬

space and time, buddhi-vrtti

also,

when not

appropriate, will be an obstacle or interruption to the rise of cognition.
An object which
dream, and

is cognized in

vice versa.

the waking

state is

not cognized

An object which is cognized in

dream states is not cognized in the state of deep sleep.

in

waking and

Therefore our

cognition of an object suffers interruption for want of appropriate con¬
ditions like place,

time, mental mode, etc.

(ghato’yamitisamvido

k&la-jlanabuddkivrtti-laksanam vyavdh&namasti).

But

there

is

de&a-

no such

interruption or obstacle for Brahman-consciousness in any condition or
,n any state whatsoever — waking, dream, or deep sleep. Brahman is the
sver-existent and ever-revealing consciousness.
presence as well as the absence

Witness-consciousness that we have to
terruption or

it does not require

revelation.

[613]

It is through the

know whether there is any in¬

not for the rise of cognition.

Brahman-consciousness,

It is the Witness of the

of any interruption.

Such being

the nature of

any other pranvjLna

for its
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The mind, which makes distinctions like "This is
thus, ’ and "This is not thus”, and which does not have
any nature of its own, comes to be endowed with a certain
nature by the Self. If so, what is it that the Self is in need
of?
The internal organ

undergoes modification from time to

time in

accordance with the nature of the object which is presented to it.
is as a result of the

It

work of the internal organ that we are able to

determine the nature of an object as such and such, ard also to decide
what should be done and what should not be done.
or nature of its own.

It has no being

Being insentient, it cannot reveal

anything by

itself. It comes to have the power of illumination because of the reflec¬
tion of consciousness therein.

It obtains the status of a knower (jndtn)

because of Brahman-consciousness.

The latter, being self-luminous by

nature, requires neither meditation, nor injunction, nor another pramdna
for its revelation.
[ 614]

What is the evidence required by Brahman-conscious¬
ness, which is, indeed, wide awake (i.e., self-luminous)
even before the instruments of action such as agent, etc.,
come into operation, which is unassociated with the limit¬
ing adjuncts, and which is free from illusion?
There is the experience of the Self in deep sleep where there is no
scope for the work of meditation or injunction or the means of know¬
ledge such as perception.

If so, none of them is required for attaining

the knowledge of Brahman-Atman.
[615]
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Though commanded by (a Vedic) injunction, how is
it possible for one to see that Brahman, which cannot be
denoted by words and which cognition, too, dees not
reach?
This verse brings cut the futility of injunction with regard to che
Self.

What is the work of injunction with regard to the Self? Is an

injunction required for the purpose of bringing the Self into existence?
Or, is it required for the purpose of knowing the Self? Since the Self is
ever-existent, it does not require to be brought into existence through
human effort following the command of an injunction (atmano niyogdpeksU, na svasattasiddhaye yukta,

tauiyasattayU, nityatvat).

Since Brahman

cannot be designated by words, and since cognition does not reach it,
how can one see it even when one is

commanded by means of a Vedic

injunction? In short, Brahman-Atman docs not fall within the scope of
an injunction.

[616]
srfq JTwrercsnn

I
ii

If the Self is made known (by Sruti texts like tat tvam
asi) by being subservient to the meaning of an injunction,
then what is known through another pramana (like percep¬
tion) will set aside the information about the Self (con¬
veyed by Sruti texts like tat tvam asi).
There are existential or assertive statements

(siddhSrtha-bcdhaka-

vakya) like tat tvam asi which reveal the nature of the existent BrahmanAtman.

The Mlmamsakas argue that assertive statements are valid

only if they are construed as subsidiary to the injunctive texts (vidhivakya)
like, "The Self, verily, should
IV, v, 6).

be seen”

(Brhaddranyaka

Upani$ad,

According to them, assertive statements like satyam jnSnam

anantam brahma, tat tvam
called for by

asi, etc., provide information about the Self

the injunctive texts.

So these have validity only when

they are construed along with the injunctive texts.
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This line of reasoning will not really help the Mimamsakas to
vindicate the need of injunction for obtaining the knowledge of Brah¬
man.

If we admit their view of the relation between assertive and in¬

junctive texts, what the assertive texts convey regarding the nature of
Brahman will have to be set aside when b comes into conflict with the
evidence of perception and other pramanas, for the assertive texts are
subsidiary to the injunctive texts, and the latter have their purport in
what is to be accomplished (sadhya)

and not in revealing the nature of

the existent reality, viz.. Brahman.
[617]

Though what is to be meditated upon as something
else is not really so, still it has to be meditated upon in that
way, because they are already known likc dyuloka and agni.
But since Brahman is not already known, (meditation) is
not possible here, as in tneither case.
Just as Brahman does not fall within the scope of an injunction, sc
also it does not fall within the scope of meditation.

In the case cf

meditation, an object which is to be meditated upon is always imagin¬
ed to be something else,

as directed by the upasana-vidhi,

though it is

not really so. Consider, for example, the ChSndogya text (V, iv, 1) which
says:

“That world, verily, O Gautama, is a sacrificial fire." Here the

heavenly region (dyuloka) must be meditated upon as the sacrificial fire
(agni).

Dyuloka is not really agni; still it is to be regarded as agni for

the purpose of meditation.
viz., the

object

which is

In the case of meditation, the two objects,
to be meditated upon and the subject of

meditation, must already be known to us.

But dyuloka and agni are

already known to us through other pramanas; and so, as required by
Scripture, it is quite possible to meditate upon dyuloka as agni.

But

this is not possible in the case of Brahman.

The subject of meditation,

viz.. Brahman, is not already known to us.

The iruti texts like tat tvam
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ad. through which we can know Brahman, are, according to the
Mimarhsakas, subsidiary to the injunctive texts, and so they cannot
reveal the nature of the existent Brahman.
any way known to us,

Since Brahman is not

in

it will follow that it is not the subject of

meditation [dyulokagnivad-brahmavasiur.o'prasiddhalvat tadanupasyarri).

[618]

Though the subject matter (of Vedic injunction or
meditation) is trans-empiricai, still it can be conveyed,
because it is a related sense, arising from the combination
of the word-senses. But Brahman is not what is conveyed
by the sentence-sense. As in the other case, here (Brah¬
man-knowledge) cannot be brought (within the scope of
injunction).
Only a relational sense conveyed*Iry*^ sentence can be brought
within the scope of injunction or meditation.
undifferentiated Being, is non-relational.

But Brahman, the pure

So it cannot be directly con¬

veyed by a sentence which imparts a relational sense (sarhsrsta-vi?aya)
through the combination of the meanings of words (padSrthdnvayadvdrS).
It is for this reason that we say Sruti texts like tat tvam asi convey the
non-relational

sense of identity through implication (ata eva tattva-

masyadi-vakyanarh

santsarganavagdhi-yctharthajnana-janakatvarupamakha-

n darthatvam i syate).

[619]

srei

W*

n

How is the non-existence of Brahman tenable, since
that (Brahman-consciousness) alone makes knownpramana
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as well as apramana, valid cognition as well as erroneous
cognition?
It should not be thought that Brahman which is not conveyed by
the sentence-sense does not reaiiy exist.
pramana and that

If we say that something is a

something else is not a pramSua. it is because of the

Witness-consciousness.

Similarly

we are able to distinguish a valid

cogniHon (prama) from an erroneous one
the Witness-consciousness.

(abhasu-jnana) only through

All of these bear testimony to the existence

of Brahman-consciousness, for we know them only as witnessed by the
Self, which is

eternal consciousness (pramanadisadhakatvena

nityadrqti-

scabhavasya bralunanafy siddhatvat tadasambhavana nasti).

[

620

]

Why should the assertive statements (like tat tvam asi),
which impart Brahman-knowledge, not be regarded as
valid? Even an injunctive text by itself cannot have
validity independently of this consciousness.
Independently of injunctive texts, the Upanisadic texts which are
assertive have validity on their own, since they convey the knowledge
of Brahman, which removes ignorance and its effects.
of a pramana to make known what is otherwise
jnapakam).

It is the nature

unknown (ajnata-

Judged by this criterion, the VedSnla texts which are asser¬

tive must be considered to be valid.
Further, even an injunctive text which enjoins something cannot
have validity unless what it enjoins is made known by the Self which is
consciousness, for an injunctive text by its very nature is insentient: i.e.,
an injunction cannot make itself known in the absence of consciousness
([naca jadasya niyogasya yathoktamanubhavamantarena manatvamanumantum
iakyate.)
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3FRi ^^rifs;sn^=R I

^
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If it be said that the text, “He shall see the Self,” is
injunction (that enjoins the knowledge of the Self, its
work comes to an end) after commanding the person to
acquire the knowledge of the Self.
The Niyogavadin insists on the need for an injunction in respect of
Self-knowledge. He argues that texts like "He shall see the Self," which
are injunctive, enjoin the knowledge of the Self. ^ If so, we would like
to know whether the nature of the Self is revealed by the injunctive
text or by the

assertive text.

The nature of the Self cannot be made

known by the injunctive text, because the latter has its purport only in
enjoining the acquisition

of the knowledge of the Self,

and not in im¬

parting the knowledge of the Self. The injunctive text here enjoins that
one should inquire into Brahman {brahma-jijnascL kartavya). It does not,
however, reveal the nature of Brahman. So the nature ofBrahman can¬
not be had from the injunctive text.

[ 622 ]
5T^t qcT: |

II
Since an injunctive text commands a person to do
what is directed by it without any reference to the nature
of the object, it cannot reveal the nature of the object.
An injunctive text enjoins some action to be done.
purport to reveal the nature of the existent

It

does not

object. If so, an injunctive

text like "He shall see the Self" does not have validity in respect of
what is existent, viz.. Brahman-Atman.

[ 623 ]

efciq cnsRSRKfq I
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Though prompted even by one hundred injunctive
texts a person cannot accomplish an act, if it is impossible
for him to do. He is competent only in respect of that
which is possible for him to do.
Knowledge does not fall within the scope of an injunction, because
it is not something which can be
by a person at will.

An

done, or undone, or otherwise

action which is

dependent on a person (purusatantra),

to be

done

accomplished is

but knowledge of ar. object is

dependent on the object as well as on the pramana (pramana-vasiu-tantra).
Since knowledge is not dependent on the
something which can be accomplished
hundreds of injunctive texts.

will of a

person,

it is

not

by him, though prompted

But the position is different in the

by
case

ot yaga, etc., which are dependent on the will of a person. With regard
to these, he is free to do, not to do, or do it otherwise.
accomplish all these acts.

So

unlike these

Further, he can

acts, knowledge does not

fall within the scope of an injunction.
[ 624 ]

'O

c

One may try to hold the view that Brahman is known
from the assertive text. But since the latter is made sub¬
sidiary to the injunctive text, it cannot independently
reveal the nature of the object (viz. the Self).
In verse (621) it was stated that an injunctive text cannot impart
the knowledge of the existent Brahman.
viz.

whether an assertive text,

Now the other alternative,

which is construed by the Niyogavadin

as subsidiary to an injunctive text, can convey the
Brahman is taken up for consideration.

knowledge of

So long as an assertive Sruti

text, without being given an independent status, is construed as subsi¬
diary to an injunctive text, it cannot have any independent validity

in

respect of what it conveys. In short, it cannot, under the circumstances,
reveal the nature of Brahman.
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[ 625 - 627 ]
•v

*7qWncTmt

II

Those who would never transgress the scriptural
injunctions may even eat their own flesh and give up their
dear lives, since these acts can he accomplished by them.
Though a person is commanded by the text, "One should
boil iron pieces," to do an act which cannot be accomplish¬
ed when compared with others, (he does net do it).
(Though knowledge cannot be accomplished by an act)
in any way whatsoever, a person who undertakes to do
will do that like a thief who did the work of Kandu.
Since knowledge is not dependent on the will of a person,
something to
injunction.

it is not

be accomplished by an act being commanded by an

What is possible alone can be done by a person, and not

what is impossible.

A person who is a devout follower of the Veda will

readily eat his own flesh, and give up his life if he is commanded to do
so, because these acts can be accomplished.

But he can never do the

act of boiling iron pieces, for it is impossible for him to do that, even
though he may be commanded

to do that by the

Veda.

In the same

way since knowledge is not something to be accomplished by the will of
a person, one will not undertake to do that, even though he may be
commanded by a Vedic injunction.

If a person chooses to do that,

believing that he must do as directed by the injunction, he will subject
himself to physical pain and hardship as he has undertaken to do what
is impossible for any one to do.
The allusion in the verse is to a thief who took shelter in the house
of Kandu.

The thief started doing the work assigned to him by

Kandu, though he was not really competent to do that work.

The
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police

who came there saw him

awkwardly.

when
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he was doing the job very

They decided that he must be the thief and arrested him.

Just as the thief landed in difficulties by doing what was not possible
for him to Jo, so also a person who aims at accomplishing knowledge
as a piece of work to be done will court physical

pain and hardship

without, however, achieving b.is goal.

[ 628 j

H #q!tTFcT*TsfrTt 3^1%q[
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Brahman-knowledge will not arise even from medita¬
tion, as it has been stated by Sruii and smrti texts, “In
whichever form one meditates upon Him,” and “Him
alone a person reaches” respectively, supported by
reasoning.
This verse and the following one state

that Brahman-knowledge

cannot be obtained through meditation.
The practice of meditation as directed by Scripture may lead to
the attainment of the conditioned
from

Brahman-knowledge

Brahman, a fruit which is different

{jnamtiriktaphalam).

Two

scriptural

passages, one from iruti and another from smrti, are cited in the second
line of the verse in support of this view. The Mudgala Upanisad (III, 3)
says, "In

whichever form one meditates upon Him, one becomes that

alone" (tam yathayathopdsate tadeva bhavati). The Bhagavadgita (VIII, 6)
declares, "Him alone, O son of Kunti, reaches he by whom the thought
of that being has been constantly dwelt upon.”

Anandagiri remarks

that the resoning referred to in this context in support of these scrip¬
tural passages is the well-known tatkratu-nyaya contained in the BrhadHranyaka (IV, iv, 5) which says:

“As is his desire, so is his will; as is

his will, so is the deed he does; whatever deed he does, that he attains."

[ 629 ]
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If meditation does not
of Brahman, then it cannot
ledge. The cognition of
repeated, cannot give rise to
It may be argued

comprehend the real nature
give rise to Brahman-know¬
silver, which is constantly
the knowledge of nacre.

that, though meditation does nui give rise to

Brahman-knowledge, it may nevertheless be helpful to its attainment.
This argument cannot be accepted.
meditation is different

from

Since what accrues as a result of

Brahman-knowledge,

the

practice of

meditation for any length of time cannot be helpful in any way to the
attainment of Brahman-knowledge.

Just

as the repeated contem¬

plation on the idea of the illusory silver does not and cannot give rise
to the idea of shell, so also the repeated contemplation on what is other
than Brahman-knowledge cannot give rise to Brahman-knowledge.

[ 630 ]

Jr

q> n

If the Self could be seen, then injunction would be
possible in respect of (the knowledge of) the Self (or
meditation on the Self). Since the seeing of the Self is
denied (by the Sruti text), injunction is not possible here
in respect of the supreme Self.
The critic

may

argue

that the Brhadaranydka text

(IV, v, 6),

"Verily, the Self should be seen,” enjoins the knowledge of the Self, or
meditation on the Self.

But this will not do.

Only if the Self could be

seen or known, injunction would be possible.
Self can never be seen.
says: "You cannot

The truth is that the

The Brhadaranyaka (III, iv, 2), for example,

see that which is the Witness of the vision.”

The

Katha Upanisad (I, iii, 15) says that Brahman is soundless, colourless,
etc. These sruti texts indicate that Brahman cannot be seen or known.
Anandagiri says that the word atmani which occurs in the first
line must be understood as dtmajndne tadupasane va.
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(The Niyogavadin argues:) "The nature of the object
is made known (by the assertive Sruii text) only in associa¬
tion with an injunctive text.

An assertive text which

independent of an injunction

and which is a restatement

is

has, indeed, no validity.’'
This verse states the purvapaksa of the Niyoguvadin.

According to

this argument, if an assertive iruti text is not construed along with an
injunctive text, it will be, in so far as it conveys information about an
existent object; just a restatement;
validity.

and this will be prejudicial to its

The only way to preserve its validity is to make it subsidiary

to an injunctive text.

[

632

]

gfnq II
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It is not so, because action alone is enjoined by
injunctive texts,

the

and a person can be directed by them

only in what is to be accomplished.

How can he be im¬

pelled by them in respect of the existent reality, since it is
not what is to be accomplished.
This verse refutes the purvapaksa stated in the previous verse.
The Niyogavadin argues that the Vedanta texts which are assertive
are in need of injunction.
his standpoint.

Let us examine how he would try to justify

Two possibilities are open to him.

that the Self falls within the scope of an

He may argue

injunction.

Or, he may

argue that the knowledge of the Self falls within the scope of an injunc¬
tion.

The first alternative is not tenable.

Action alone which is to be
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done is enjoined by an injunctive text.

Since its scope is restricted

to what is to be accomplished (sSdhva),

the Self which is existent

(siddha-vastu) can never be the subject of an inj unction.

[ 633 ]
ST

!
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icTCfnrl^T

The knowledge of the Self, too,
by the injunctive texts, for from
“Every one shall study

II

is not enjoined here

the general injunction,

his own section of the Veda,” it

will take place.
Let us now consider the other alternative,
the Self (dtma-jnana) is the subject of an
possibilities here.

viz., the knowledge of

injunction.

There are two

Is the Self-knowledge, which is conveyed by tabda,

the subject of an injunction?

Or, is it some other knowledge?

If the

former, then does it require an injunction for its origination (svotpattyartham) or for bringing out its result (svaphalartham)?

A special in¬

junction is not required in respect of the origination of Self-knowledge.
There is the general injunction (samanyu-vidhi), viz.,

“Every one shall

study his own section of the Veda." Following this injunction, a person
begins the study of the Veda and thereafter is interested either in the
ritual-section (karma-kanda) of the Veda or in the knowledge-section
(jn3.na-k.dnda) depending upon the purity of mind and other qualifi¬
cations he has attained.

A person

who resorts to the study of the

Veddnta as a result of the general injunction attains the knowledge of
the Self therefrom.

No special injunction is, therefore, needed for the

origination of Self-knowledge.

[ 634]
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Just as the knowledge of karma (which arises from the
general injunction) does not

require another injunction,

even so the knowledge of the Seif does not arise from
another injunction.
Just as the knowledge of karma, which a person attains, can be
accounted for in terms of the genera! adhyayana-mdhi without bringing
in a separate injunction, so also the knowledge of the Self which a
person attains can be explained in terms of .he general adhyayana-vidhi
without resorting to a separate injunction.

[ 635 - 636 ]

^ g
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(The Niyogavadin argues:)

"Let it

be so if, in the

absence of an injunction, it is understood

by men

that

Self-knowledge is the means to the end desired by man;
but it is not understood (by men without an injunction).
That the knowledge of the Self is conducive to the good
of man is known only from an injunction. This cannot be
known from another pramana.

Nor can it be known from

the assertive text that reveals the Self."
These two verses state the argument of the Niyogavadin.
In verse (634) we have shown that a separate injunction is not
required for originating Self-knowledge.

The Niyogavadin now takes

his stand on the other alternative and argues that a separate injunction
is needed for knowing that Self-knowing is conducive to the purusBrtha.
Assuming that heaven is the purusartha to be obtained through Self-
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knowledge, he argues that we can know this only through an injunc¬
tion, and not through assertive texts like tat team asi or through some
other source.

[ 637 ]

it is not so,

because here knowledge has no other

result, however minute,

than revealing the object tc be

known.
This verse refutes the argument of the JViyogavSdin.
The work of knowledge consists in the manifestation of an object.
Determination or ascertainment of the nature of the object known is
the only result of knowledge.

Without revealing the nature of the
gjj

object, the knowledge of that object cannot arise.

Since knowledge is

conducive to its result, viz.., the manifestation of an object, of its own
accord, there is no need for injunction.

[ 638 ]

SfntfoT
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Since

the

knowledge

of the

II
Self can arise

even

without a separate injunction other than the general one,
viz., “Every one shall study his own section of the Veda,”
please tell,

what is the purpose served by an injunction?

The Niyogavddin may argue in a different way.

It may be con¬

ceded that knowledge of its own accord gives rise to its result, viz.,
the manifestation of an object, and that it does not seek the help of an
injunction in this regard. But knowledge must first come into existence.
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In the absence of an injunction, the NiyogavaSn argues,
cannot arise at all.
ment, is in need

knowledge

It means that knowledge, according to this argu¬

of an injunction in

order that it may

come into

existence.
This argument is untenable.
adhyayana-vidid, viz.,

It has already been stated that the

"Every one shall study

his own section of the

Veda,” is enough to prompt a person to undertake a
the Veda.

formal study of

In the course of his study, he obtains the knowledge of the

Self from the irtiti texts like tat tvam asi. No other injunction is requir¬
ed for this purpose.

[ 639 - 640 ]

*\

(The Niyogavadin argues:)

“It is not the

case (that

the knowledge of the Self which arises from the Vedanta
text is what is enjoined).

But

it is argued that another

knowledge of the Self different from this, which is non¬
relational, and which is obtained through means (like Sama,

dama, etc.) is what is enjoined.

This knowledge of the

supreme Self is different from the knowledge which arises
from the Sruti text.”
Verses (639) to (647) state the view of the Niyogavatdin.
The Sabda-jnana, i.e , the knowledge which arises from the Upanisadic text is mediate (parokfa) and involves relation (samsr$ta).

The

Miyogavadin argues that it is not this knowledge that is enjoined, but a
different knowledge which is non-relational (asamsrsta) and immediate
(aparoksa) that is enjoined. The latter is obtained through the repeated
contemplation on the iabda-jndna along with the practice
trol of the mind, control of the senses, etc.

of the con¬
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•'By the knowledge arising from the Sruti text Brahman
cannot be comprehended in the same way as objects like
jar are comprehended because Brahman cannot be denot¬
ed by a sentence.”
isbda-jnana is the knowledge which arises from the words which
constitute a sentence. While objects like jar fall

within the scope of

Sabda-jnana. Brahman does not. A sentence, according to this argument,
conveys a related sense (samsrf ta-visayo); but Brabiuan, which is pure,
undifferentiated consciousness, which is one ar.d

non-dual, cannot be

denoted by a sentence (samsargarupo viSistarupo va vakySrthah, akhandaikarasasya brahmanastadatmakatvasambhavfit).

Since Brahman cannot be

comprehended by sdbda-jndna, there is the need for another knowledge
which can comprehend Brahman.

[

642

]
2?cT:

“The sentence-sense,

as understood

I

by those who

know the import of a sentence, consists, indeed,

in the

relation among the different word-senses. We do hold that
a (scriptural) sentence is the source of knowledge (of Brah¬
man).

But since Brahman does not fall within the scope

of a sentence, it cannot be denoted by a sentence.”
The Niyogavddin continues his argument in justification of the view
that Brahmap cannot be comprehended by iabda-jnana.

A sentence

consists of a group of words. Each word in a sentence has its own sense;
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and the words combining with each other constitute a sentence.

From

the combination of words in a sentence there arises the sentence-sense
(vakyartha).

A sentence will, therefore, convey only a related sense.

Such being the nature of a sentence. Brahman, the non-dual, pure,
undifferentiated consciousness,
sadic text.

cannot be made known bv the Upani-

This does not, according to the Niyogavadin, deprive the

Upaiiisadic text of its validity as a p^amdna.
The Niyogavadin readily admits that the Upanisadic text is the
pramana for Brahman.

At the same time he maintains that, the nature

of Brahman being what it is, it cannot be made known by the Upani¬
sadic text.

[

643

]
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“We are thus compelled to admit that Brahman is
comprehended by another knowledge (different from that
produced by a sentence).”
(Objection:) If it is not admitted

that Brahman

can

be comprehended by the knowledge which arises from a
sentence,

Veda.

then Brahman is not the subject-matter of the

(The Niyogavadin replies:) "It is not so. (Brahman)

is assuredly the subject of Vedic teaching.”
It may be objected that the argument of the Niyogavadin will lead
him to say that Brahman is not the subject-matter of the Vedic teaching.
The substance of the objection comes to this: if Brahman cannot be
revealed by the Vedic text, then it cannot be the subject-matter of the
Vedic

teaching; without being

vedartha.

vedavakydrtha,

Brahman

cannot be

Since the Niyogavadin maintains that Brahman is not veda¬

vakyartha, he must also maintain that Brahman is not vedartha.
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The Niyogavddin does not see any force in this argument.

He

maintains that while Brahman is vedartha, the subject-matter of Vedic
teaching, it is not vedavakyartha,
text.

what is comprehended by the Vedic

Brahman, according to him, is vedartha, because it is directly

known by the knowledge which arises as a result of the repeated con¬
templation on the knowledge conveyed by the Vedic text (vedavakyoltkajndnabhyasa-sddhya-sdk^dtkara-lalcsana-jndnagamyaivdt

veddrihatvani

brahmanah siddhyati).

[644 - 645 j
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^

^
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(Objection:) If Brahman is not denoted by a sen¬
tence, how can it be the subject of Vedic teaching? (The
Niyogavcidin replies:) “Because of your command, Brahman
will not be the import of a sentence, for the latter is not
dependent on the effort of man. The Self is not compre¬
hended by the knowledge which arises from a sentence,
because it is not conveyed by the sense of a word.”
What sense a sentence conveys is not, says the Niyogavddin, depen¬
dent on the will of a person.

One cannot decide according to one’s

liking that “This is the meaning of a sentencee."
body’s command.

Brahman

will

Because of some¬

not be the sense conveyed by

a

sentence (vSkydrtha).
It is no argument to say that, just as dharma is both vedartha

and

vdkydrtha, so also Brahman could be both vedartha and vdkydrtha. There
is,

says the Niyogavcidin,

a basic

difference between the two cases.

What is possible in the case of dharma is not possible in the case of
Brahman.

Dharma can be the sense conveyed by a word (paddrtha),

and so it can also be the sense conveyed by a sentence [vakyartha).
But Brahman cannot be the sense conveyed by a word.
referred

It can be

to by a word only if it has certain features like jdti, guna,
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relation, etc., necessary for the usage of a word.

Since Brahman has

none of these, it cannot be referred to by a word:

Brahman, that is to

say, is apadartha.

Since it is apadartha, it cannot be vakyartha.

marising the position of the NiyogavSdin, Anandagiri writes:
arthatvena

Sum¬
padasya-

br ahmSnanvay ad-brahman o’padSr thatvad-dharmavail aks aiy anna

vakyajanyajnSnagamyatvam.
[ 646 ]

“Even if Brahman is conveyed by a word, it cannot
be the import of a sentence, since the work of words
(when taken severally) comes to an end after conveying
their sense in a general way.”
The NiyogavSdin continues his argument to show why Brahman
cannot be the import of a sentence.
Let us concede for the sake of argument that Brahman can be
conveyed by a word.

Even then,

the Niyogavadin argues. Brahman

cannot be the sense conveyed by a sentence.
by itself, conveys its sense in a general

way.

Every word, when taken
For example, the word

“cow” when uttered conveys its sense in a general way (sSmSnya-vis aya).
It does not say anything specific about it— whether it is the subject, or
the object, or the instrument, etc. Only a sentence can convey a speci¬
fic meaning (vi£esa-vi$aya). Even if it be granted that Brahman could
be referred to by a word, it cannot be the import of a sentence,
cause it is nirviiesa.

be¬

There is no specific characteristic in Brahman as

a result of which it can come into relation with anything.
Brahman, according to the Advaitin,

In fact,

is devoid of all characteristics,

general as well as specific (sSmSnya-viSesabhava-Sunyam).

And in

the

absence of any feature necessary for the application of word, it cannot,
indeed, be referred to by a word.

The NiyogavSdin

Brahman cannot be conveyed by a word.

concludes that

It would follow from this

that it cannot also be conveyed by a sentence.
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[ 647 ]

“Being not denoted by a word, (Brahman cannot be
denoted by a sentence); and what cannot be denoted by a
sentence cannot be conceived by speech. So the (non-rela¬
tional, direct) knowledge, “I am Brahman”, is not the
import of a sentence.”
The argument of the Niyogavadin which commenced in verse (G39)
is concluded in this verse.
Though Brahman cannot be directly referred to by a word, should
it not be said that it can be indicated by implication (/aAfana)?
this, says the Niyogavadin, is not possible.
referred to by a word,

Even

If an object can be directly

it can be indirectly indicated by some other

word. For example, the word tira directly conveys the sense of a bank.
It is possible to say that the word

"Ganges” in a particular context

conveys the sense of a bank through implication. If an object cannot
be directly referred to by a word,

then it cannot be indicated by im¬

plication through another word. The difficulty in the case of Brahman
is that it cannot be stated by any word; if so, it cannot also be indicat¬
ed by implication (laksancL) through another word. It only means that
Brahman cannot be the import of a sentence directly or by implication.
How do we, then, obtain the direct, non-relational knowledge of
Brahman?

When the indirect, relational knowledge conveyed by the

Upanisadic text is constantly meditated upon, there arises therefrom
the immediate, non-relational knowledge:

“I am Brahman.”

Niyogavadin argues that it is this immediate, non-relational
which is enjoined.

f 648 ]

The

knowledge
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In order to refute the view Lhat Brahman is known
from the Vedanta text) only in association with an injunc¬
tion, there is the verse (yato vdco nivartante, etc.) which
aas been explained by us.
The argument of the Niyogavadirt is not acceptable. The siddhantin
;ays that the verse:

“That from wh;ch words return along with the

Tiiud, without reaching it,” provides the answer to the

argument of

'he Niyogavadin.

[ 649 ]

^

wraraftir Swift: i

^HlrnsRTlINlIsN

II

“This is the object known,” “This is knowledge,” “I
am the knower/’ — each of these being always perceived
as distinguished from one another, there is no ignorance
in respect of these to the Self.
With a view to show how the verse yato vSco nivartante aprapya manasa
saha contains the answer to the argument

of the Niyogavadin, the

siddhantin first of all establishes that the not-Self is illusory.
our claim to know anything involves

three factors,

Ordinarily

viz., the knower

(jnata), the object known (jiisya), and the resulting cognition (jncina),
which are

not-Self

known to us.

(andtrnd).

These three

factors

are

always

Every person knows that he is a knower, that there are

objects known by him, and that he has knowledge of them.

He also

knows that the knower is different from the known, and that the result¬
ing cognition is different from both the knower and the known.

Since

they are always known to the SSksin, the Witness-consciousness, there
is no scope for pramana in respect of them.

A pramana makes known

what is otherwise not known. These three factors are given to us in our
experience,

but still they are not known through a pramana.

Their

status is no better than that of an illusory snake which is exprienced or
cognized, even though

it is not known through a pramana.

They are
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experienced,
bhasyd).

because they arc illumined

by the. Witness-self (saksi-

The Self alone is real, while the not-Self comprising jnata,

jneya, and jnanam are illusory.

[ 650 ]
*7 tfwnsq swwrtitrtt

II

The Self which is the witness of all cognitions cannot
have a nature other than that of pure

consciousness.

It

is not known to be such because of illusion.
It may be argued that the Self which is ever existent is always
known like the jnata,, jneyam and jnanam, which are not-Self.
Self is not what is to be known through a prarriana.

So

the

In other words,

the Self, according to this arguument, must be treated as illusory like
the not-Self.
-This argument is not sound.
luminous consciousness.

The Self is of the nature of the self-

It is the Witness of everything known and

unknown (jnatamajnatamapi vastti saksicaitanyasya visayo

hi).

It is the

locus on which everything including avidyO, is superimposed.
which is the locus of avidyS cannot itself be illusory.

That

Being of the

nature of eternal consciousness, it cannot have a different nature. It is
on account of avidyS that we fail to grasp its nature.

[651

]

The Self has nothing in it to cast off and has nothing
to acquire, Since it is the witness of these, it is by its very
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also, it is

the

witness of the

knower, etc., because of its association with avidya which
is the cause of the knower, etc.
In the two perceding verses it has been shewn that the Self is real,
and that it is self-luminous consciousness.
that the Self is immutable (kutastha).
is to be abandoned.
acquired.

This verse seeks

to

show

The Seif has nothing in it which

Nor does it require anything

which is to be

The notion of giving up or acquiring anything presupposes

duality, which is due to avidya.

The Self is said to be the witness

as il were to everything only from the standpoint of avidya
atmanah saksitvam).

(ajnanad-

It can be the witness to something — the knower, a

mental state, etc. — only if something else,

a second entity exists.

witness implies something which it witnessed.
nothing else than the Self.
by presupposing avidya

But in

A

reality there is

If we say that the Self is the witness, it is

which is

responsible for the perception of

duality.

[ 652 ]

The intellect assumes these forms:
and “I do not know this.”

"I

know this/’

It is the seat of recognition.

The perceiver alone has the two forms (mentioned earlier).
According to Advaita, while the Self is pure consciousness, the
internal organ,
knower (jiiata).

which carries the reflection of consciousness,

is the

In accordance with the modification it undergoes, it

is spoken of as being in a state of knowledge or ignorance.

So know¬

ing something and not knowing something are the characteristics of the
internal organ; they have nothing to do with the Self which is free
from characteristics (nirviiesa).

Even the work of self-identity or

recognition ( pratyabhijna) belongs to the internal organ and not to the
Self ( pratyabhijndvrtterantahkaranciSrayatvat na tasyatmaSrayatuam).
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[ 653 J

Since the Self which transcends all the sheaths is by its
very nature devoid of distinctions,

it is not proper to say

that it assumes (different) forms like the internal organ
which is not-Self. (The internal organ) which is the seat
of recognition (is also the seat of other distinctions).

[ 654 ]

WIcTl

11

Having the impression of the object seen in percep¬
tion, the knower, (i.e., the internal organ which carries
the semblance of consciousness),

recognizes it, when at a

different time and place it assumes the form of the same
object presented to it, remembering the earlier experience.
The nature of recognition ( pratyabhijncL') to which reference was
made earlier is now explained in this verse.

[ 655 ]

All this is the fault of the intellect — that it assumes
the forms of external objects,

that it appears as the in¬

ward Self and as consciousness.

This (change of forms)

cannot take place in the Self, because it is immutable.
This verse refutes the view that the Self is the knower (jndta).
The internal organ, which undergoes
to the semblance of consciousness in it.

modifications is the knower due
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[ 656 - 657 ]
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By

the method

absence, (the
objects

cTt5W?II%^M I

of agreement in

spiritual

aspirant)

sets

presence
aside all

and

in

external

which (when being perceived) arc in the form of

the mind, (as they are not invariably present) in waking,
dream,

and deep

sleep states,

and

knows

the

pure

consciousness, which is invariably present in all states and
which

cannot

intellect

be conveyed by a sentence, through

which shines in the form of consciousness.

the
(To

such a spiritual aspirant, the mental mode) produced by
texts like tat tvam asi, after negating

the not-Self which is

inconstant, burns the entire ignorance and makes known,
indeed, the unconditioned reality.
After hearing the Vedanta texts (iravana), a spiritual aspirant, must
critically reflect (manana) on the content of the VedSnta texts. Applying
the method of agreement in presence and in absence (anvaya-vyatireka),
he understands

that,

while other factors such as the sense,

and the

mind are not uniformly present in the states of waking, dream,

and

deep sleep, the Self which is pure consciousness is uniformly present in
all the three states.

He then realizes the non-relational Brahman

through the unitary mental cognition (akhandakaraortti-jndna) obtained
from the iruti texts like tat tvam asi.

[

658

]
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As in the case of the ether in a pot and the ether out¬
side it, so also because of the co-ordinate relation of the
words “That*' and "Thou” (in the iruti text “That Thou
art),” by the removal (of incompatible factors denoted by
them),

the direct non-relational sense takes place to us

(from the text).
Though ether (akSia) is one, we speak of the ether enclosed in a
pot (ghn'akasa) and the all-pervasive ether (mahakasa) outside it.
appears,

on account of the limiting adjunct

that, while the ether

enclosed in a pot is limited, the ether outside it is vast.
ing the ether,

which is free

from these

It

Strictly speak¬

distinctions, is one.

When a

person says, “The pot-ether is the vast-ether,” (ghatakSio mahakaiah)
from the co-ordinate relation between the two words in the sentence,
we get the sense that the ether is one by removing the incompatible
factors,
other.

viz.,

its limited state in the one

case and its vastness in

the

In the same way, the co-ordinate relation between the two

words tat and tv am in the text tat tvam asi helps us to realize the oneness
of consciousness by removing the adjunct-based incompatible factors
between the ji pa-conscious ness and

/iyara-consciousness.

The know¬

ledge that we get from the iruti text tat tvam asi in this way is avSkyartha,
because it is not obtained by means of the construction (anvaya) of the
meanings of the words in the

It is tabda-jnana, because it is

text.

conveyed by the iruti text.

r 659 ]

^
Since the

II

non-relational

known from the sentence,

Brahman is

thus directly

the entire argument (of the

Niyogavadin) that this (knowledge of the Self) is different
from the one (conveyed by the iruti text) carries no weight
like the husk of a grain.
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[ 660 ]
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II

Ignorance, error, and doubt are found to arise only
in respect of objects like pot, but not in respect of the
cognizer, the cognition, and the Witness-consciousness.
The opponent now argues in a different way.

Though the know¬

ledge of the non-relational Self is obtained directly from the truti text
itself, another knowledge different from the Sabda-jnana is required for
the purpose of removing ignorance, etc.

And for getting this “another

knowledge’’, injunction is required.
With a view to show that even ■ this argument is untenable the
siddhantin first

of all explains that ignorance (ajnSnam), erroneous

cognition (anyatha-jnanam)

and doubt (samSaya-jndnam) are possible

only with regard to objects like pot, etc.

For example, a person may

say that he is ignorant of a certain object (say, a lamp-post), or he may
cognize it erroneously as a man, or he may doubt whether it is a lamppost or a man.

But none of these is possible with regard to the knower

(jnata) or the cognition through a mental mode (vrtti-jnana) or the
Witness consciousness (saLksi-caitanya).

This will be explained in the

sequel.

[ 661-662 ]

cT^T
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The three, viz., ignorance, error, and doubt, are not
possible even with regard to the (mental) cognition, for,
being directly perceived without any interruption, it does
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not require another pramana. Since a cognition, whether
it is dubitative or certain, manifests itself to the knower
without any interruption, it dees not require another
pramana.
These two verses explain how ignorance, error and doubt arc not
possible with regard to a cognition obtained through a mental made.
As a cognition takes place, the knower knows it directly.
be either ignorant or mistaken about it.
doubt about it.

Nor can

He cannot

he entertain any

The cognition which he has obtained is the basis of

all that he does (vyavahara.) So it does not require "another knowledge”
for its manifestation.

[ 663 ]

II
The three, viz., ignorance, error, and doubt are not
certainly possible even in respect of the knower, (because
he is directly present before the Witness-consciousness).
Such being the case, what more need to be said in respect
of the eternally luminous, pure Self?
The knower (jnatg,) is directly illumined by the Witness-self; so
neither ignorance, nor error, nor doubt is
knower.

possible in respect of the

If ignorance, etc., are not possible with regard to both the

cognition and the cognizer, it would follow that they are not equally
possible even with regard to the Witness-consciousness, which reveals
both the cognition and

the cognizer.

The Witness-consciousness is

self-luminous in the sense that, while it reveals other things, it is not
revealed by any other thing.

In short, there is no need of "another

knowledge” as stated by the opponent for the purpose of removing
ignorance, etc., in respect of the cognizer, cognition, and the Witnessconsciousness.
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[ 664 ]
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Further, the Self, which is free from all difference
and which does not form the direct import of a sentence,
is experienced by us in deep sleep. (And this experience)
is not an illusion, because it is supported by the authority
of Sruti.
Since everyone experiences the Witness-self in deep sleep, there is
no need of “another knowledge” referred

to by the opponent.

The

Brhaddranyaka text (IV, iii, 23) speaks about the Witness-self in the state
of deep sleep as follows:

“That it does not see in that state (of deep

sleep) is because, although seeing then, it does not see, for the vision of
the witness can never be lost,

because it is immortal.”

One cannot,

therefore, dismiss the experience of the Witness-self in the state of deep
sleep as an illusion.

[ 665 ]

fare
Since consciousness which constitutes the nature of
the Self (is constant), and since the not-Self is inconstant,
the knowledge which is ever-existent in Brahman-Atman
(manifested by the mental mode) removes ignorance.
As a result of the

study of the iruti texts followed by reflection

thereon, there arises the appropriate mental mode ('buddhi-vrtti) which
manifests Brahman-consciousness.

The idea here is that, since the

internal organ is pure (sva.ccha-dravya.tvat), it is capable of reflecting
Brahman-consciousness (nedamahankarasya cidabhivyanjakatvam

cidava-
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bhasakatvam, kintu citpratiphalanagmhakatvam).
ness as such,

It is not pure conscious¬

but consciousness reflected in the appropriate mode of

the internal organ alone that serves to remove ignorance.

There is,

therefore, no need for “‘another knowledge” which is the subject of an
injunction as argued by the opponent.

[

666

]

Distinctions such as what is known and what is not
known, knowledge and ignorance, and one who knows
and one who does not know, are not in the Self, for these
(distinctions) exist to us on account of the Witness-self
alone.
It cannot be said that injunction is required for removing the
distinctions such

as the cognizer,

the thing cognized, the

cognition, etc., that exist in the Self.

reveals tc us these distinctions such as the cognizer, etc.
Witness-self,

resulting

It is only the Witness-self that
But for the

we will not be able to say, ‘‘I am the knower,”

object is known
cognition,” etc.

"This

by me,” "I am ignorant of that object,” "I have this
The Self is, indeed,

free from all these distinctions.

In fact, the Self as such is not even the Witness of all these distinctions,
because these distinctions do not exist in reality (saksinaii
vastubhutam

nasti).

So long as there is vyavahara,

saksitvamapi

we speak of the

Witness-self. So there is no need of injunction for removing the alleged
distinctions.

[ 667 ]

ftqtJTrsfa

I

a qMt II
Moreover, an injunction can command a person to do
his action by the force inherent in it. But the knowledge
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of an existent thing is dependent on the object and not on
the will of a person.
There is no scope for injunction in respect of the knowledge which
arises from a pramctna.

The work of an injunction is restricted to

commanding a person to do a certain action.

A.n injunction

has

nothing to do with the knowledge which arises from apramana (pramanajnana).

Two things are required for obtaining

the knowledge of any

object: (i) the appropriate pramana and (ii) the object which is to be
known. In short, pramana-jnUna is pramana-tantra as well as vastu-tantra.
So it does not fall within the scope of an injunction.

[

668

]

vs

If a person knows the meaning, “This is thus,” and
“That is not thus,” (from the ritual-section of the Veda) in
the absence of a separate injunction, why can he not
know the meaning of the text tat tvam asi from the text
itself which has the power to convey the meaning?
There is no difference in respect of understanding the meaning of
a karma-vakya, an injunctive text which enjoins a certain action, con¬
tained in the ritual-section of the Veda (karma-kSnda) and an assertive
Vedanta text contained in the knowlegde-section of the Veda (jncinakanda).

In order to understand

the meaning of a text which enjoins

an action, a separate injunction is not required.

The knowledge of the

action to be done takes place from that text itself without that know¬
ledge being enjoined by another injunction.

In the same way from

the assertive Vedanta texts such as tat tvam asi we get the knowledge of
Brahman-Atman, without that knowledge being enjoined by an injunc¬
tion.

[ 669 ]
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An injunction has its purport in
but not in the agent, etc., because
existent. That one and the same
many senses is also not admitted by

an action to be dorie
the latter are already
sentence can convey
you.

The futility of injunction in respect of the Self and its knowledge
can be vindicated in yet another way.
accomplished

can be enjoined.

Only an action which can be

The agent, etc., are existent objects,

and so they do not fall within the scope of an injunction.
another difficulty’.

There is also

If it be said that knowledge falls within the scope

of an injunction, then the injunctive text has its purport (tatparyam) in
what is enjoined (vidheya) and not in revealing the nature of the object;
and in order to reveal the nature of the object, a text other than

the

injunctive text is required (vidhivrlkyasya karyaikaparatvad-vastubodhaknfh
vakyantaramavasyamnnvestavyamiti tatparyam).

The Niyogavddin cannot

argue that an injunctive text has its purport both in enjoining know¬
ledge

and in revealing the nature of the object, for a sentence has its

purport only in one thing.

[ 670 ]
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The difference between an assertive and an injunctive
text is, indeed, immediately known (by the auditory sense
even as they are uttered).
If it be said that perception
cannot always be relied upon, then what has been said by
the omniscient sage (Jaimini) is futile.
The Niyogavadin cannot argue that all sentences are injunctive
and that there are no assertive texts that
existent object (vastubodhakam).

reveal the nature of the

The difference between

an injunfctive

text and an assertive one is so obvious that one perceives it as soon as
they are uttered. It is no argument to say that perceptual knowledge is
erroneous and that it cannot be depended upon.

This is to ignore the

definition of perception given by the omniscient Jaimini in his Purva-
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mlmamsd-sutra (I, i, 4) and the learned commentary thereon by Sahara.
According to Jaimini, perception is that cognition which arises in the
mind from the contact of the senses with the object cognized.
cognition.of an object that is actually present ai. that time.

It is the
Sahara in

his bha$ya on this Sutra states that what is erroneous is not valid percep¬
tion, and that what is valid perception is not erroneous (yadvyabkicaraii

na tatpratyaksam, yauya vyabh.icarati tatpratyaksam).
between

injunctive and assertive texts,

So the difference

which is perceived,

cannot be

ignored with a view to maintain that every sentence is injunctive.

[

671

]
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An agent can exercise his freedom in respect of an
act to be done. He is, indeed, powerless in respect of
an existent thing. To us release is of the nature of the
existent Self. If it is to be accomplished by an act, it will
not be eternal.
It has already been stated that neither the existent Self nor the
knowledge of the Self falls within the scope of an injunction.

A further

reason is given in this verse to show that the existent Self cannot be
brought within the scope of an injunction.

An agent can exercise his

freedom with regard to an act which is to be done.
or not to do it, or do it differently.

He is free to do it,

Such being the case, injunction is

quite in order with regard to an act to be done.

Since a person has

no such freedom with regard to an existent object, no injunction is
possible thereto.
The Niyogavadin may argue that, even

though injunction is not

possible in respect of an existent thing, it is possible in the case of
release (mukti) which is to be attained through Scripture-ordained rites.
Even this argument is untenable.

According to Advaita,

release con¬

sists in realizing the nature of the ever-existent Brahman-Atman.
is the essential

state of the Self,

which is eternal consciousness.

It

It is
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not something to be accomplished by karma.
the scope of an injunction.

So it does not fall within

If it is what is accomplished through

Scripture-ordained rites, it will cease to be eternal.

[

672

]
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To us

that cognition alone is, indeed, valid

comprehends an object as

it is.

That cognition

arises solely on account of the effort

which
which

of man is not valid

like the cognition of silver, etc.
As in the case of an existent object, so also in respect of the know¬
ledge of the existent, there is no work for injunction.

Since knowledge

is dependent both on the object known and the pramana through which
it is known,
vidheyam).

it cannot be enjoined

(pramana-vastutantrarh jndnam na

Here there is absolutely no place for

That cognition

the effort of man.

which is obtained only through the effort of man can¬

not be a valid one like the cognition of silver in a shell.

[ 673 ]

As

pramana

valid

cognition

and) the object

takes

place

depending on (a

which is known, it is impossible

(for the Vedanta) to reveal the nature of the object
being connected with an injunction.

[ 674 ]

by
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If it be argued that the Upanisadic text is connected
with an injunction, the invariable relation of the hetu with
the major term must be shown. A hetu which does not
have invariable relation with the major term cannot esta¬
blish what is sought to be proved.
The Niyogavadin may resort to inference as stated below to vindi¬
cate his view that the Upanisadic text is connected with an injunction:
the Upanisadic text is connected with

an injunction, because it is a

sentence, and all sentences are connected with injunction, e.g., a karmaviikya.
The invariable relation (vyapti) between the middle term (hecu) and
the major term (sadhya) given in the above argument is not acceptable.
Citing the case of karma-vakya, i.e., a sentence which occurs in
ritual-section

the

of the Veda, as an example, the Niyogavadin argues that

all sentences are connected with injunction.

This argument is wrong.

There are corroborative statements (arthavadas) in the ritual section of
the Veda which do convey their sense on their own independently of
injunction.

It means that the vydpti,

does not hold good.

mentioned in the

argument,

And in the absence of vyapti, the Niyogavadin

cannot prove that the Vedanta text is connected with injunction.
The following inference is also not acceptable:

the Upanisadic

text is connected with an injunction, because it is a pramana, and every
pramana is connected with an injunction, e.g., a vidhi-vakya.
In this argument also, the vyapti that is mentioned is not valid, as
it does not hold good in the case ofpratyaksa.

Though pratyaksa is a

pramana, it is not connected with an injunction; it does not, that is to
say, discharge its work as a pramana by being connected with an injunc¬
tion.

Hence the inference stated above is not valid.

[

675

]
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Those who hold the view that the Upanisadic text
which is not connected with an injunction is the source of
knowledge of the inward Self do not think (of the work
of injunction in respect of the Upanisadic text) in this
way.
The Niyogavadin may argue that, since the Advaitin admits injunc¬
tion in certain places, his denial of the need for injunction in
of the assertive Vedanta texts is untenable.

respect

But this argument is based

on a basic misunderstanding of the standpoint of the Advaitin.

The

way in which the Advaitin explains the need for injunction is different
from that of the Niyogavadin.

While the Advaitin

denies the need for

injunction in respect of the Self or the knowledge of the Self, he readily
admits that there is injunction in respect of those Vedanta texts which
refer to acts like hearing, etc.

(Sravanadi-kriya-vi$aya).

See verse (714)

in the sequel.

[ 676 ]

5*nqrc:

^ ^ i

The work of injunction at all levels presupposes that
Brahman is comprehended by knowledge. If this is not
the case, what is said by you is wrong.
In the absence of Brahman, the self-luminous consciousness, it is
impossible to think of the work of injunction in any way.

An injunc¬

tion can convey its meaning through the mental mode only if the latter
is illumined by the Witness-consciousness.

[

677

]
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If it be said that Brahman is made known (by the
Vedanta text) through its association with an injunction,
it will go against the texts which make known that “Brah¬
man is not gross,” and that “Brahman is beyond words.'’
The

Brhadilranyaka text (III, viii,

8) says that Brahman is not

gross. The Katha Upanisad (I, iii, 15) declares that Brahman is beyond
words.

These texts seek to convey the natuie of Brahman by negating

all attributes and specificatiors from Brahman.

Since Brahman,

as

taught by these Vedanta texts, is devoid of all attributes and specifica¬
tions, it cannot be brought within the scope of an injunction.

[ 678 ]

Further, the Vedanta text should not be made to lose its
validity by making it subsidiary to an injunctive text. If it
be said that it ceases to be a source of knowledge accord¬
ingly (in the absence of its connection with an injunc¬
tion), then injunction would have no scope at all.
The negative

Vedanta

texts

which describe Brahman

gross” (asth'dam), etc., reveal the nature

of Brahman

as

“not

by denying all

characteristics and specifications in Brahman, and are, therefore, valid.
If, as the Niyogavadin contends, they hav6 to be construed along with
injunctive texts,
convey.

then they lose

their validity in respect of what they

It is not proper to deprive them of their validity by making

them subsidiary to injunctive texts.
The Niyogavadin may argue that the Vedanta texts which are

not

connected with injunctive texts have no validity like the utterance of one
who is not trustworthy (andpta).
to his own standpoint.
that

the

Vedanta texts

But such an argument is detrimental

Let it be admitted for the sake of argument
which

are not connected

with

injunctive
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texts have no validity, and
Brahman.

nature of Brahman.
knowledge

so they do not reveal the nature of

Also, other pramanas like perception cannot reveal the
It means that it is impossible

to attain

the

of Brahman in the absence of which there will be no scope

for injunction.

L 679 j

Though

a

person is

thus

commanded

cannot be seen, he cannot do it.

to see

what

If it be said that he will

do it because of the injunction, then he will do it like the
thief who did the work of Kandu.
See the explanatory notes to verse (627) for the allusion to

the

thief who took shelter in the house of Kandu.

[ 680 ]
A

The view that Brahman

must be known as directed

by the injunctive texts is opposed to the Upanigadic texts
which speak of the nature of Brahman as different from
what is known and what is unknown.
It is no argument to say that the knowledge of Brahman is enjoined
by the Vedanta texts like “The Self, verily, should be seen” (Brhadctranyaka, II, iv, 5), which are in the injunctive form.

Brahman, as stated

in the Kena Upanisad (I, 4), is different from what is known and also
different from what is unknown.

So the argument that Brahman-

knowledge falls within the scope of injunction is not sound.
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[68! ]

f^5THtarf?fcr ^fer: i
q ssftfcr 33^ ftqirf^ 5jiqi n
The
texts

knowability (of Brahman) is denied by the Sruti

themselves such as “By what should one know the

knower?':

“Thou shalt not see the seer of seeing,” which

are in the injunctive form.
The passage quoted in the first line of the verse is from the Brhadararyaka, II, iv, 14. The second line of the verse quotes another passage
from the same Upanisad (III, iv, 2).

The Upanisadic texts like these,

which are in the injunctive form, deny that Brahman can be known,
and so it is wrong to say that the knowledge of Brahman falls within
the scope of injunction (niyoga-sahitavakyair-brahmano visayatvani§edhacca
tajjnSLnasya vidheyatvasiddhih).

[ 682 ]

Therefore,

the knowing of Brahman which is by

its

very nature self-luminous, eternal consciousness and which
illumines the heavenly constellations is inappropriate.

[683 ]

sTSI

I

(Objection:) Since the world of objects is seen by the
Self, how can it be said that the Self is not the
known

by

perception?

(Reply:)

object

In respect of Brahman
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being known, there will arise the defect of one and the
same thing being both the subject and the object of the
same act of knowing.
It may be argued that in the very act of cognizing the world, the
Seif which is the cognizcr is also known, for the person who cognizes
claims to the effect: "I cognize the world.”

It follows, according

to

this argument, that Brahman-At man falls within the scope of percep¬
tion.

But this argument is wrong

One and the same entity cannot

be both the cognizer and the cognized at the same time.

If che Self is

the cognizer, it cannot be the cognized, and if it is the cognized, it
cannot be the cognizer.

[ 504 ]

*\

The Self is not seen, because it is not an object.

Nor

is it a knower, since it is immutable. The denial of the six
states such as birth, etc., (with regard to the Self) is

thus

meaningful.
One may suggest that, if the Self cannot be both the knower and
the known at the same time, it can at least be one of the

two.

amounts to saying that the Self is either the knower or the

It

known-

This possibility, too, has to be ruled out. Since the Self is not an object
like stocks and stones,

it is not what is known.

Since it is immutable,

it cannot be the agent involved in the act of knowing; that is to say,
it cannot be the knower.

There is yet another reason to show why the

Self is neither the knower nor the known.

The things of the world are

subject to the sixfold change (?adbh3oavikSra),
growth, change, decline, and

death.

viz., birth,

existence,

Since the Self is free from all

these changes, it is neither the knower nor the known.
fruti passages are relevant in this context.

The following

The SvetSSvatara

(VI, 19)

says that the Self is "without parts, without activity” (niskalam niskriyam)•

BRAHMAVALJLI
The Katha Upanisad (I, ii, 18) declares:
born nor does it die.
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“The intelligent Self is neither

It did not originate from anything, nor did any¬

thing originate from it.

It is birthless, eternal,

undecaying,

and

ancient.”

[

085

]

cTrSRSraqcT

il

The wise declare that the distinguishable forms such
as the knower, etc., which are known (to us) are cognized
(being illumined by the Self), because they are insentient.

C 686 ]

—

II

If the knower (i.e., the Witness-consciousness) is also
the object known, in that case the source of knowledge
and the resulting knowledge (would also be the Witnessconsciouness).
Since all of them thus would be one
having identical nature, (what is ordinarily denoted) by
these terms (like prameya, etc.) would not be so denoted.
This verse brings out in yet another way that the Witness-conscious¬
ness which is the knower is different

from the object known.

If the

object known (prameya) is also the knower, one may as well argue that
the source of knowledge (pramana) and the resulting knowledge (pramiti)
are identical with the Witness-consciousness, which is the knower.

In

that case all of them must be treated as one, because all of them

are

said to be identical with the Witness-consciousness.
able.

This is not accept¬

Each of these words — prameya, pramSna, pramiti — expresses

its own meaning which is different from the meanings of the other
words. These words are not synonyms. I f prameya, pramana, andpramiti
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are treated

as identical with the Witness-consciousness, then what is

ordinarily denoted by these terms would not be so denoted.

[ 687 ]

snsrrfa GjjHcRi n
If it is held that anuvadas have no validity (indepen¬
dently of injunction) in respect of what they convey, the
connection of the substance ‘‘milk” with the act of offer¬
ing cannot take place.
Verses (687) to (690) discuss the validity of words (pada)

and

corroborative statements (arthavada) which praise what has been enjoin¬
ed or condemn what has been prohibited.
das,

because they restate

These are treated as anuva¬

what is alredy known.

According to

the

Niyogavadin, injunctive texts alone which teach us what to do and what
not to do are valid.
statements,

Inasmuch as individual words and corroborative

when taken by themselves, do not fulfil this criterion of

validity, they are not, says the Niyogavadin, authoritative independently
of injunctive texts.
This argument is wrong. The Niyogavadin must admit that each word
conveys its meaning independently of injunction. If this is not accepta¬
ble to him, he cannot establish the validity of the injunctive text itself.
There is, for example, the injunctive text:
which clearly brings out the connection
the act of offering.

"He shall offer

If the word "milk” fails to convey its meaning on

its own, its connection with the act of offering
with the result that the text
An

milk,”

of the substance "milk” with

can never take place

"He shall offer milk”

arthavada text like " Vayu is a swift deity” may

will not be valid.
form a unitary

passage with an injunctive text, viz., "One who wants prosperity should
touch a goat relating to Vayu.”

As a corroborative statement of the

, injunction, it praises Vayu and suggests that a rite in connection
that God is praiseworthy.

with

But it cannot be denied that an arthavada
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The sentence, "Vayu is a swift god,”

does convey its meaning when taken by itself independently of the in¬
junction: that is to say, it gives rise to the knowledge relating to Vavu.
It may be that this text is taken as subsidiary to the injunction by way
of answer to the question: "What for is this knowledge relating to Vayu
given (kairr,artha)i'‘

By way of answering this question it may be

said

that this arthavaaa text is meant for praising an action enjoined in the
injunctive text and that ic must, therefore, be construed along with it.
Anandagiri

sums up the position as follows: padanam-arthavadauam ca

niyoganirapeksameva svartham pra'ipddya paScdt kaimarlhakyavojena niyogcanupraveiabhyupagamddityarlkah.

[

688

]

It is no reply to say that the substance "milk” is
connected with heaven alone (and not with the act),
because the substance "milk”, by itself (without being
connected with the act) is not enough for attaining
heaven.
It is no argument to say that the substance
with svarga, which is the result,
the act of offering.

"milk” is connected

to which it is conducive and not with

So long as it is not admitted by the Niyogavadin

that a word conveys its sense on its own without depending on an in¬
junction, its connection with anything else, be it an act or a result that
accrues as a consequence of an act, cannot be

established.

Strictly

speaking the substance "milk" cannot be directly related to the result,
viz., svarga, without being connected with the act of offering.

[ 689 ]

sm:

Sira

I
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Inasmuch

as

the

substance

(viz.,

the

milk-pail)

through its relation with the act of pouring is competent
to secure cattle, the act of pouring and its being a means
(to heaven) which are already given (in the text “He shall
pour water by a pan ’) are restated (in the text “He shall
obtain cattle by a milk-pail”).
It was stated earlier that a substance can be a means to the attain¬
ment of a fruit only through an act (dravyasya kriyadvarenaiva pumarlhas&dhanatvam).

Citing the text, ' He shall obtain cattle by a milk-pad,”

(godohanena paSukdmasya) which occurs in the section dealing with the
daria-purnamcisa rites, one may argue that the principle enunciated
does not hold good, because this text shows that the
milk-pail ( godohana) is directly connected with

substance, viz.,

the fruit, viz.,

But a careful reading of the text in the context will

cattle.

show that this text

is partly a restatement in so far as it repeats what is already conveyed
by the text,

"He shall pour

water by a pan,” (camasendpah pranayet)

which occurs in the section dealing with the dars a-purnamdsa rites.
Through

the latter text we know that the substance “water” which is

in the pan (camasa)
(pranayana).
cause

is the means to heaven through the act of pouring

So the text godohanena patukamasya is a restatement, be¬

it contains a repetition in respect of (1) the act of apprunayana

and (2) its being a means to a fruit.

But since the fruit to

be secured

here is cattle and not heaven, it enjoins godohana in the place of camasa.
So the

text godohanena pafukSmasya roust be understood as conveying

that the substance, viz., the milk-pail, is the means to the fruit,

viz.,

cattle, only through the act of pranayana.

[

690

]

If it be said that, since milk-pail is different (from pan),
the means (viz., the act of pouring, in the two cases)

is
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different, it would follow that the two acts of pouring are
different because of the difference in fruits (viz., heaven
and cattle, secured by them).
One may argue

that the act of pouring, which is the means,

different in the two cases, since the two substances, viz.,
(godohana) and pan (camasa), are different.

is

milk-pail

In that case, the sentence

godohanena paSukdmasya, it may be urged, does not repeat what is conveyed
by the other text.

This argument will

not do.

One might as well

argue that the two acts of pranayana must be different inasmuch as the
fruits, viz., heaven and cattle, obtained thereby are different.
cf argument will make

the injunction

This line

which enjoins a particular

substance for obtaining a particular fruit in connection with the act
previously enjoined futile.

[691 ]

(Objection:) “If it is held (that the assertive Upani$adic texts) have no validity as they do not teach that
something should be either given up or acquired, the
knowledge ‘I am Brahman5 (conveyed by them) is also
not valid."
This verse states the purvapaksa of the Niyogav&din.
argues that only a sentence which makes a person do
abstain from something has validity.
do neither, they have no validity.

The latter

something or

Since the assertive Vedanta texts

So the knowledge of non-difference

of Brahman and Atman conveyed by them is not valid.

[ 692 ]

susafe Eft: II
Since Brahman is our very Self, it is not something
to be acquired. Since it is not different from the Self, it
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is not something to be given up. Since this (knowledge
of Brahman-Atman) results from the Sruti texts which
have the power to convey it, what is an injunction requir¬
ed for?
The siddhantin replies to the objection in this verse. The Niyogavadin
claims validity for the injunctive texts on the ground that ’.vhat

they

enjoin is conducive to the attainment of heaven, which is the purusartha
according to him.

Since the highest purusdrtha, viz., the realization of

Brahman .Atman, is obtained

through the

Vedanta texts independently

of injunction, they have validity on their own.

[ 693 ]

As in the case of (assertive) Sruti texts which have the
power to convey (the knowledge of Brahman), the validity
of anuvadas (i.e., words and arthavadas), too, cannot be
snatched away by the crows (of MTmamsakas), by con¬
necting them with injunction.

[ 694 ]

fcT; u
This being the case, there is no example for you (to
show that only a sentence which is connected with an
injunction has (validity).
Why, then, is there the ruling
in this way that from an injunction alone valid know¬
ledge results?

C 695 ]
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If the meaning conveyed by the original statement and
the restatement is known to be different, the restatement
has validity, because it conveys what is not known.
A sentence which is said to be a restatement (anuvada) must convey
the same sense which has already been conveyed by the original state¬
ment (vada) or a different sense.

If the sense conveyed is identical,

then a restatement has as much validity as the original statement.

Tf

it conveys a different sense, it is not a restatement, and inasmuch as it
conveys what is otherwise not known, it is a pramana.

[ 696 ]

sFc^f^^qi

6n?i?r3u^t: i

3}<j=rrfrr[^:

II

Here the different meanings conveyed by the original
statement and the restatement are directly seen.The former
conveys what is new and the latter what is already known.
This verse emphasizes the obvious difference between the original
statement and the restatement.

While the one makes known what is

not known, the other, what is otherwise known.

[ 697 ]

cf:

n

If it is held that what is conveyed by a restatement is
illusory like the mirage, then for you injunction will have
no scope at all anywhere.
This verse stresses once again that what is conveyed by a word
must be admitted to be valid.
(dadknS juhuyat).

There is the text, "He shall offer curd”

Here the word juhuyat repeats what is already stated
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in another text agnihotram juhuyat, tiiough it enjoins a different subs¬
tance, viz., curd, for attaining a different end. This will not be possible
if it is not admitted that what is conveyed by a word, despite its being
a repetition, is valid.

If this is not accepted, the substance "curd”

cannot be connected with the rite, and this would take away the scope
of injunction.

[

cT5T

698

]

^Ti^^nrT^ROT fqi II

A. restatement can, indeed, make known what it states
without depending on anything else. If it is not a pramana in
that respect, its utterance is futile.

[

699

]

Whence have you come to know (that a word) is
dependent on something else and that it repeats what is
already known? If it be said that they are known (from the
word itself), it cannot be accepted, because the word has no
validity (for you). They are not known from injunction,
because its work comes to an end (after making known
what is enjoined).
The Niyogavadin argues that a word by itself has no validity because
(1) it is dependent on something else for conveying its meaning and
(2) what it states is a repetition.

What is the source through which he

has come to know of these? He cannot answer this question by saying
that he has come to know of them through the word itself which has
these two

characteristics,

i.e.,

through

the

word

which

is

both
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dependent and repetitious. Since he does not admit the validity of a word
on its own, the dependent and repetitious nature of the word cannot
be known from the word itself.

If they

are known from the word

itself, it only means that he accepts the validity of the word.
Niyoguvadin cannot argue

that they are known

from an

The

injunction.

Since the work u? an injunction is restricted to revealing what is en¬
joined, it cannot reveal the nature of a word.

[

700

]

A word seeks after that alone (i.e., the meaning of
another word) which is not expressed by it. If it is not a
pramana in respect of what it signifies, how can there be
sentence-sense by the combination of words?
A word seeks another word,
for conveying the

sentence-sense.

not for expressing
If

the

respect of what it states is not accepted,

it

validity
will

its sense,
of a

word

but
in

not be possible to

account for the sentence-sense which arises as a result of the

construc¬

tion (anvaya) of the meanings of the words.

[

701

]
-s

Whence you have got the knowledge that (a word) is
not a pramana (in respect of what it conveys) may be stated.
(Perception and other pramanas) which make known what
is existent cannot, indeed, reveal non-existence.
How does the Niyogavadin know that a word is not a pramana in
respect of what it conveys ? The knowledge of the absence of validity
in a

word (pade prdmanyabhava) is abhdvajnana. How is this knowledge
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obtained by him ? Is it obtained through pramanas like perception? Or,
is it obtained through the word itself? It cannot be through pramanas
like perception, because they can reveal what is existent alone and not
what is non-existent.
Niyogavadin.

The other alternative will not be helpful to the

If the knowledge of the absence of validity in a word is

known through the word itself, then the word ex hypothesi must be ad¬
mitted to be a pramana.

[ 702 J

Through the process of negating the alien forms (like
the annamaya, etc.) fruti will, in the sequel, convey the know¬
ledge of the Self. So it cannot be said that through an
injunction alone (this knowledge of the Self is obtained).

[ 703 ]
^

=3

f| I

(If it be said that) difference from other things (like
the annamaya, etc.) is abhdva, it has, indeed, no relation with
the sense-organ. Consequently, difference cannot be
known through pramanas.
The Niyoganddir. may argue that the Self is not known through
the method of negating the annamaya, the prdnamaya,

etc., which are

not-Self, but it is known as different (bhinna) from them.
This argument will not do.

It is necessary to

inquire into the

nature of difference (bheda) which is said to exist between the Self, and
other objects.

Is it positive (bhava-rupa) or negative (abhdva-rvpa)?

If the former, it must be considered to be a distinct entity. Such a view
involves a number of fallacies like mutual dependence (anyonyairaya).
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Consider the statement, “This object is different from that object.”
One can speak of this object and

that object only if the difference

between them is already known; and the difference can be known only
if we know the one as other than the other.

Further, if difference is a

separate entity other than the two objects which are said to be different,
how is it known?

It cannot be said that it is known through another

difference, as such an argument will lead to infinite regress.

In view

of these difficulties, it is not possible to hold the view that difference
(bheda) is positive (bhava-rupa).
With a view to avoid these difficulties, the Niyogavadin may argue
that bheda is negative (abhava),

Difference, according to this view, is

anyonyabhdva, i.e., the absence of one thing in the other.
here is

The difficulty

that being an abhava it cannot be known through perception

which requires sense-object contact. Since difference is viewed as abhava,
it cannot have

any contact or relation with the sense organ.

If it

cannot be known through perception, it cannot also be known through
anumana and other pramanas which are all dependent on perception.

[ 704 ]

^

II

Nor can it be said that difference is known from the
absence of pramana, which is negative. The absence of
knowledge can never reveal anything.
It may be argued that difference {bheda), which is said to be nega¬
tive, is known through non-cognition {anupalabdhi). Even this argument
is not tenable.

Anupalabdhi

may mean either the absence of pramana

(pramdnabhSva) or the absence of knowledge {samvittyabhdva).
first line of the verse rejects the first alternative,
the second one.

The

while the second line

It is absurd to say that the absence of pramana is the

pramSna by which abhava is known.

Nor is it possible to say that the

absence of knowledge is the means for knowing abhava.

Knowledge
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alone reveals an object.

If so, how can anything be known through

the absence of knowledge?

[ 705 ]

m

l

This view of yours comes into conflict whith your own
position (that there is no negative entity). The method of
instruction about the Self as it is (by negating the not-Self
therefrom) is fruitful here.
The Praohakara who is a jViyogavadin does not accept negative
entity.

To him, abhava or non-existence is nothing

substratum where it is supposed to exist.

apart from

the

It is, therefore, inconsistent

on his part to explain bheda as an abhava.
The second line of the verse

reiterates what was stated in verse

(702) about the method of conveying the knowledge of the Self through
negating the alien forms such as the annamaya from it.

[ 706 ]

ftfo: fci: II

As ether cannot be converted into trays by the effort
of a potter, (so also if the assertive Vedanta texts have no
validity on their own, they cannot be made valid through
injunction). As in the case of an injunctive text, if the
knowledge of the Self is obtained (from the Vedanta text),
where is the need of injunction? If, on the contrary, it
has not been obtained, injunction has no scope at all
thereto.
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The futility of injunction in respect of the knowledge ot the Self
conveyed by the Vedanta text is once

again stated in this verse.

knowledge of the Self conveyed'by the Vedanta text is
own, is cannot be made valid

even

by

the

injunction.

injunctive text conveys its sense without requiring
text, so also the

If tiie

not valid on its
Just as an

another injunctive

Vedanta text conveys its sense without requiring an

injunctive text.

[ 707 ]

•v

If it be said that only from an injunction it can

be

known that knowledge leads to liberation, then in order to
know the meaning of an injunction, another injunction, too,
must be sought after.
The need for an injunction may be argued on the ground that
only from an injunction can it be known that knowledge leads
liberation.

to

But this argument will lead to infinite regress. How do we

know, it may be asked, that an injunction
knowledge is conducive to liberation?

helps

us to know

that

In order to know that, we have

to depend on another injunction, and

the meaning of the second

injunction can be known from a third injunction, and so on ad infinitum.

[

708

]

-O

So we understand that the knowledge which has sprung
up from texts like tat tvamasi, etc., yields its fruit by itself in
the same way as eating has satisfaction as its fruit.

[

709

]
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Just as the meaning of the injunction, “Every one shall
study his own section of the Veda,” is known without
another injunction, even so here, too, it is true of the
(assertive) Sruii text which has the power to convey its
meaning.
See verse (638) for explanation.

[710]

ii
If, because of the absence of injunction,the knowledge
conveyed by this (Vedanta) text is false, here, too, the, mean¬
ing (conveyed by the injunction, viz., “Every one shall
study his own section of the Veda”) must be false, as in the
case of the (assertive) §ruti text,which has the power to
convey its meaning.
[711 ]

31 3#mi
*31rf5T

5JT fefir: |
II

Either the (assertive) £ruti text which has the power to
convey its meaning is subservient to the injunctive text, or
the injunctive text is subservient to the (assertive) Sruti text
which has the power to convey its meaning. In that case
(the following) defect and merit (will arise).
[712]

*\V5
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If the (assertive) Sruti text which has the power to
convey its meaning is subservient to injunction, (then the
knowledge imparted by it will have only) an imperceptible
result like the knowledge that the dyuloka is fire. Right
knowledge will, indeed, be impossible.
If the Vedanta text is made subservient to an injunctive text, che
knowledge conveyed by it will be conducive to an imperceptible result
in the future in the same way as the meditation on the heavenly region
(dyuloka) as a sacrificial fire (agni) is conducive to an
result

imperceptible

In that case, the Vedanta text cannot give us the knowledge of

the existent Brahman as it is.

Reference is made in the first line of the

verse to the Chandagya text, V, iv, 1.

[

713

]
cp-nfa ^ i

If, on the contrary, the injunctive text is subservient
to the (assertive Vedanta) text which has the power to
convey its meaning, in that case the meaning of injunction
is not possible, because the injunction is subservient to the
(assertive Vedanta) text which has the power tc convey its
meaning.
If an injunctive text is made subservient to the Vedanta text, know¬
ledge of the Self will not fall within the scope of injunction.

[714 1

siTSFg

|

Prior, however, to the attainment of the knowledge
imparted by the sentence (such as tat tvam asi), there is the
need for injunction for the purpose of reflecting, through
the method of anvaya and vyatireka, on the meanings of the
words contained in the sentence.
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This verse explains the scope of injunction in the Vedanta.
There is the need for injunction before the rise of the unitary, non¬

relational knowledge from

t'tie principal

sruti text tat 'tvarn asi.

One

must inquire into the meanings of the words tat and tvam contained in
the text by the application of the method of agreement in presence
and in absence {annaya-vyatireka).

It is for the purpose of directing

such an inquiry into the meanings of words that we have the sruti texts
like “The Self, verily, must be seen,” which are in the injunctive form.

[715]

f| qqiqt^riq^q =q i

Since ignorance of the meaning of the words (of the
sentence) is, indeed, an obstacle in the way of understand¬
ing the sentence-sense, enquiry (into the meanings of the
words) through the method of anvaya, etc., (is necessary).
This verse explains why the meanings of the words contained in
the iruti texts such as tat toam asi must be inquired into.

[716]

qiqqiq^Hqq^l q: qqpqf qq fq?^ |
qsRqd^t fq^q: H ^ S3FT: II
That is the object which can be enjoined — that object
which, at the time of getting the knowledge of the sentencesense (from the injunctive text relating to a rite) is not at all
present, but which is to be done and which seeks the causal
factors. There is no doubt about this.
This verse explains the scope and work of injuntion in the ritualsection of the Veda.

It states that yaga, etc., can be enjoined.
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[717]

fs&q:

W'lfe^WA fTvt

WAMA II

On the contrary, when Brahman, which is different
from that (which is to be done), which is ever-existent, and
which is free from action, is known from the sentence itself,
it can never be enjoined.
While ydga, etc., which are dealt with in the ritual-section of the
Veda, can be enjoined, neither Brahman nor the knowledge of Brahman
spoken cf in the knowledge-section of the Veda can be enjoined. Since
the Veddnta text imparts the knowledge of Brahman on its own, there is
no scope for injunction in respect of Brahman-knowledge.

Brahman is

ever-exhtent and not what is to be accomplished. It is also not connect¬
ed with action.

Such being its nature, it can never be enjoined.

[718]

cTCRIvT

cRHI

Since knowledge, after its origination, does not seek
the help of another cause for the destruction of ignorance,
there is no injunction on meditation.
This verse rules out the possibility of meditation (nididhydsana)
being the subject of an injunction.

The Niyogavadin argues that one

must repeatedly contemplate on the knowledge

which has arisen from

the iruti text, and that only the knowledge which has been repeatedly
contemplated upon can remove ignorance. But this argument is wrong
as it is based on the wrong assumption that knowledge which has
arisen from the iruti

text requires to be supplemented by nididhydsana.

Knowledge has to seek the help of nididhydsana only if it is not able to
do

its work on its own.

But it does.

When knowledge arises, igno-
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ranee is removed, and so there is no dependence of knowledge
nididhyasana.
injunction.

on

It means that the latter, too, is not the subject of an
The scope and work of injunction so far as the Vedanta

is concerned must be explained as stated in verse (714).

[

719

]
5=r %ci i

It a cause (viz., knowledge), even after it has taken
place, cannot bring about its own result (viz., the removal
of ignorance), then the very same cause by depending on
injunction (also) cannot produce its result.
If knowledge by itself is not competent to remove ignorance, it can
never do it even with the assistance of mdidhyasana. The principle that
is involved here is:
The

word

na hi svato'sati iaktih kartumanyena iakyate.

prakdsakam

in

the second

line of the verse means

sadhakam.

[ 720 ]

fir^fcT fcfSR II
So, the enlightened man, who knows the bliss of Brah¬
man, the immutable consciousness, from which all duality
has been negated, is not afraid of anything whatsoever.
Deviating from Sankara’s commentary, Suresvara began in verse
(608) an independent discussion whether

there is any scope for injunc¬

tion or meditation in respect of the knowledge of Brahman imparted
by the assertive Upanisadic texts.

This discussion is now concluded

with this verse.
Since the knowledge imparted by the Upanisad leads to the highest
end, there is no need of injunction or meditation thereto.
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[ 721 ]

sjfpjit sngpreift

i

rf|t: f^cFg*?q*g ^ ^iflnWsfrr. II
Here the duality signified by the expression “of Brah¬
man” is figurative as in the case of “the head of Rahu”.
There is no duality in the real sense, since Brahman is
without attributes.
The expression brahman ah anandam (Brahman’s bliss) must not be
understood

to mean that bliss is an attribute of Brahman.

relation is not possible between bliss and Brahman,
free from attributes.
Brahman.

Guna-guni

since the latter is

Bliss is not an attribute of Brahman, but bliss is

They are not two different entities related in terms of guna-

guni relation.

Just as there is no Rahu apart from his head, there is no

Brahman apart from

bliss.

The duality signified by the expression

brahmanah anandam is figurative as in rahoh Sirah.

[ 7,22 ]

^Frf:

H

fcT«R II

This excellence of the man who has known Brahman
admits of no decrease or increase as it is his inherent nature.
Knowing this, he has no fear from anything whatsoever.
This verse explains the meaning of the iruti text vidvan na bibheti
ktUaicana.

[

723

]
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By saying that being a knower of Brahman he is not
afraid of anything, (Sruti teaches that) the fruit (of know¬
ledge) takes place simultaneously with knowledge in the
same way as the sentence “The person who eat* is satisfied”
(conveys that the satisfaction resulting from eating is simul¬
taneous with eating). It i.s not like heaven, etc., which are
to be attained (in the future).

[ ?24]

cT^IFFrKt 5!% %r£[£r cTtTtei^ !l
Since there is no other obstacle (to liberation) except
ignorance, sruii says that the knower of Brahman attains
liberation, immediately after the destruction of ignorance.
The attainment of liberation (mok^a) is coeval with the rise
knowledge.

The only obstacle

moksa is avidya.

of

that stands in the way of attaining

Since the rise of knowledge does not take place with¬

out removing avidya, the attainment of liberation is simultaneous with
the rise of knowledge.

[ 725 ]

frqqi cT*qi

II

Duality is the cause of fear, and that (duality) comes
into being through ignorance, so that when ignorance is
burnt by knowledge, fear- cannot arise from anything
whatsoever.
This verse and the previous one explain why the attainment of
liberation is coeval with the rise of knowledge.
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SI3PTR*?ft

I

wi j=fifer few ii
When ignorance has been removed by the knowledge
that this pure inward Self is the supreme Self, there is no
fear from anything whatsoever.
[ 727- 728 ]

^ fM&rT
cT^fi wHMssqRi
f^qi

^

3=^' $1^: li
qncfifr I

qfe 3iKmTaiR*MftfsRt
II
-o

In order to make us understand that Brahman cannot
be denoted by a word or a sentence (directly), there is the
declaration of Sruti, "That from which all words return.”
In the same way, Sruti which teaches the truth says "along
with the mind” with a view to deny differentiating cogni¬
tion through the mental mode in respect of the supreme
Self.
[ 729 ]

frfqsq simi^ favTFfR^q^VRB I
~\

st:

II

By denying all other means of knowing (the Self) in
the words, "The Self is not (to be known),” the Sruti text
teaches us through the words jyameva that Brahman can be
known through itself.
Reference is made in this verse to the Katha Upanisad (I, ii, 23)
which

also says that Brahman cannot be

sentence,

or comprehended

designated by a word or a

by the differentiating cognition (vikalpa-
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jnana) through the mental mode.

Stating that “This Self cannot be

known through much study, nor through the intellect, nor
much learning,” it says that “it can be known

through

through the Self alone

that the aspirant prays to.”

[ 730 ]

II
Since all duality terminates in Brahman-Atman, like
the serpent in the rope, this verse was uttered by Sruti in
the section dealing with the manomaya-koSa.
The iruti passage yaio vaco nivartante aprapya manasa saha, etc.,
which we have now discussed as occurring at the commencement of
the ninth anuvaka also occurs in the fourth anuvaka, whtch deals with
the manomaya-koia.

See verse (303).

Since this passage is intended to

teach Brahman which is different from the five kosas, how is it, it may
be asked, that it has also been used in connection with the manomayakoia:?

Just as the illusory snake, which is superimposed on the rope,

does not have a being of its own apart from the rope which is the sub¬
stratum, even so the five kosas which are illusory have no being of their
own apart from Brahman, the substratum, on which they are superim¬
posed.

The five kosas stand for duality.

Brahman-realization, it has

already been shown, has to be attained by resolving progressively the
annamava-koia in the pranamay a, the pranamay a-koia in the manomaya, etc.
This iruti passage yato vaco nivartante has also been

used in connection

with the manomaya-koia with a view to teach that the panca-koia, which
is not-Self, has no being of its own, and that it does not exist
from Brahman-Atman.

[731 ]

fagpta q?

?r

m

i

writer wiqji

apart
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Thus the wise man knows himself by himself as the
non-dual supreme Brahman. Being one only without a
second, he does not fear, because there is no cause of fear.
Duality is the cause of fear,

and avidya is the cause of duality.

When avidya, is removed through ihe knowledge of Brahman, the knower
of Brahman remains as Brahman, the fearless.

[ 732 ]

S&rer

qci

n

It may be objected that omission of good deeds as
well commission of sinful ones is the cause (of fear even
to a wise man). In order to refute this objection, it is now
said etam ha (by Sruti).
After explaining the verse yato vaco nivartante,

the subsequent

Sruli passage etam ha vdva na tapati is now taken up for explanation.

[ 733 - 734 ]

-s.

At the time of death (the remorse in respect of his
omission and commission) never burns him who knows
the Self as the non-agent, because all fruit of action goes
to the agent. Here the particle vdva is used for the sake
of emphasis.
[ 735 ]

qtsg

3*4

I
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“An accursed being I am who, while alive, have not
done a good deed at any time; and I have always done
sin.
So fear has overtaken me.”
This verse explains the way in which a person is afflicted
remorse at the time of his death, as stated in the Sruti

text,

by

kirnaharh

sadhu ndkaravam, kimaham fiSpamakaravamiti.

[

736

]

f|

it

It is from such cause as this that a great remorse
arises, indeed, at the time of death in those whose mind is
veiled by ignorance and who are overwhelmed by hic¬
coughs.
[ 737 ]

3T# 5T rl'A^TT^rlR

II

This is, indeed, the nature of the fruit (of an action)
that it accrues to the agent of the act.
Hence good and
evil performed by him when he was ignorant (earlier) do
not afflict him who knows himself as the non-agent.
The omission of the good and the commission of the bad do not
torment the wise man, the knower of Brahman,
man, which is not an agent.

who remains as Brah¬

That is to say, since the wise man has no

sense of agency, he is free from remorse.

[ 738 ]
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If it is asked why good and evil do not afflict the wise
man, (the answer is that) since having become Brahman,
he is immutable and also non-dual, he does burn good and
evil.
This verse stai.es another reason to show why the wise man is not
tormented by remorse.

[ 739 - 741 ]

H

n

qgj ^TtBpI

n

HPiqj+iTfe? £fT ^ qiqRgHfpl =ef |
S3

sTcW ||
\3

He who knows (Brahman as his own inward Self) in
this way as stated, having burnt at once good and evil,
i.e., the omission of good deeds and the commission of sin,
by the fire of the knowledge that he is not the agent, and
having annihilated them without any remnant, strengthens,
indeed, the Self. Since the verb spr means to strengthen,
(it means that) he strengthens the Self.
These verses bring out the meaning of the iruti text ya evam vidvanete
sprnute.

[ 742 ]

3ffrqT

cT^TT

fasiqi

||

II

Though strong in itself, the Self becomes weak because
of the association of avidya. Since the consumption of
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avidya makes it lean, the knowledge, having destroyed
ignorance, strengthens the Self.
This verse explains why the Self needs to be strengthened by know¬
ledge.

The Self becomes weak as it mere only because of avidya. When

the latter is destroyed

by knowledge,

the Self shines in its native

strength.

[

743

]

When a person is awakened from sleep, the object seen
by him in dream becomes part of the awakened person.
In the same way, here (good and evil) remain part of the
non-dual Self.
When a person wakes up from sleep, he realizes that the dreamobjects seen by him are illusory and that they do not have any being
apart from the Witness-self.

In

the same way when a person has

attained the saving knowledge that he is no other than Brahman, he
realizes that avidyd and its effects including dharma and

adharma have

no being of their own apart from the non-dual Self, and so they become
powerless and harmless.

He is no more tormented by them in the

same way as the person who is awakened from sleep is not frightened
by the dream-objects seen by him earlier.

[ 744 ]

Or, since the wise man who has become the real,
imperceptible Brahman treats these good and evil (as
identical with the Self), he strengthens the Self.
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This verse explains the meaning of the iruti
atmanam sprr/ute.
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To the wise man, good and evil lose their individual

forms. Because he regards them as identical with the Self.

So they

cannot torment him any more.

[ 745 - 746 J

3*7

II

Weakness is dependent on the subtle body, and it is
due to karma. Karma is caused by agent, etc., and agent,
etc., are due to ignorance. When ignorance of the inward
Self, which is the cause of weakness, is destroyed by the
knowledge, “I am Brahman,” he strengthens the Self,
because it remains as one alone.
[ 747 ]

I
It is said that such a fruit accrues to him who knows
his own Self described in this way as consciousness, pure,
and free, by its very nature.
The meaning of the iruti text ya evam veda is explained in this
verse.

[

748

]
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The word iti is for recalling the non-dual Brahman.
This Valii is, indeed, the Upanisad, because it directly im¬
parts the knowledge of that Brahman.
This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti text ityupanisat, which
occurs 3,t the end of the concluding anuvaka of the Brahmavalli.
The word Hi
dual Brahman in

is

used to recall what has been said about the non¬

this chapter beginning from bruhmaoiaapnoti param

and ending with jiff evam veda.

This chapter called the Brahmavalli

is

spoken of as the Upanisad by courtesy as it conveys the knowledge of
Brahman-Atman, which is

the quintessence

of the teachings of the

Upanisad.

[ 749 ]

fwjRJTR

II

The word upanisad means knowledge alone.
It is by
knowledge alone that one, having approached the non¬
dual (Brahman), attains the Self which is free from fear.
Hence (this Valll) is spoken of as the Upanisad.
This verse explains the primary meaning of the word upanisad.

[ 750 ]

Those who know the supreme Brahman and have
abandoned all desires always call this sacred Valli as Upani¬
sad by courtesy, as it is intended for that (knowledge of
Brahman).
Here ends the ninth and concluding anuvaka of the Brahmavalli.

CHAPTER

III

BHRGUVALLI

[i J
*Tc*i

|

S\

m \\

WTn+pri

It has been stated that Brahman, which is real, know¬
ledge, and infinite, is the inward Self (located in the cavity
of the intellect).
It has also been said that the supreme
knowledge which removes ignorance is non-different from
Brahman.
With a view to bring out
chapter, viz., the Brahmavalli

the connection between the previous
and

the present one called Bhrguvalll,

what was taught in the former is stated in this verse very briefly.
the beginning of the Brahmavalll it

was stated

At

that Brahman is real,

knowledge, and infinite, and that it is identical with the Self located
in the cavity of the intellect.

It has also been stated that the know¬

ledge of Brahman-Atman conveyed by the Upanisads removes ignorrance

and

that this highest

knowledge constitutes

Brahman. The person who knows Brahman — i.e.,

the

nature of

who remains as

Brahman — is not afflicted by good and bad deeds and is free from
transmigration.
There are ten anuvakas in the Bhrguvalll.

Verses (1) to (21) deal

with the first anuvaka.

[2]
^HI^cFT

SlFcl

e

51%:
||
vs
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Now, then, iruii proceeds to explain the best means
for attaining the knowledge (of Brahman) as described.
The $ik?avalli has given an account of scriptural rites and
tations which are remote aids
knowledge.

medi¬

(bahirahga-sadhana) to the attainment of

A person whose mind has been purified by the practice

of karma and upasana in a spirit of dedication to the Lord is eligible
for the

study

reflection

of

the

(manana),

Vedanta.

Guided

end repeated

study

(Sravana),

rational

contemplation (nididhyasana)

are

the principal

proximate aids (mukhyantaranga-sad'aana) to knowledge.

The

of

nature

Brahman-Atmar.

has

been set

study of the iruii texts in the previous chapter.

forth through

the

The present one pur¬

ports to teach the method of reflection (manana) on the teaching of the
iruii texts

for attaining

the direct

knowledge of

Brahman-Atman,

which will destroy avidya, and its effects.

[3]

This knowledge, indeed, has to be obtained only
through a teacher, as Sruti tells us, “That knowledge alone
which is learnt from a teacher leads to real good.” So,
the story in the form of (the dialogue between) the disciple
and the teacher is told.
The Bhrguvalli begins with a dialogue
his teacher.

the role of a teacher.
vidyd.

between the disciple and

Here Bhrgu is the disciple, and his father Varuna

plays

Bhrgu requests his father to teach him Brahma-

Brahma-vidyd is the highest knowledge; it must be learnt direct¬

ly from a competent teacher.
nisad (IV, ix, 3) which says:

There is a text in the Chandogya

Upa-

"That knowledge alone which is learnt

from a teacher leads to real good.”

It is with a view to convey

this

idea that the Bhrguvalli begins with the story of the philosophical dia¬
logue between Bhrgu and Varuna.
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[4]

Wfocf: II

SRToifcTf&i^^T

Adhlhi bhagavc brahma is a mantra (io be uttered by a
disciple at the time of approaching a teacher for instruc¬
tion). The word adhlhi is used to convey the causal mean¬
ing which is implied in it.
Adhlhi bhagavo brahma means

“Revered

Sir, teach me Brahman."

A disciple must utter this mantra when he approaches a teacher for in¬
struction.

With a view to know Brahman, Bhrgu approached

father Varuna uttering this mantra.

In the

his

Chandogya Upanisad (VII,

i, 1) there is a reference to Narada approaching Sanatkumara uttering
the mantra adhlhi bhagavch, as he wanted to acquire the knowledge of
the Self
The; word adhlhi is formed by combining the verb ik with adhi.
Here it is used in the sense of adhyapaya.

[5]

Having faith and devotion as well as a pure mind, a
person who is desirous of knowing the supreme Brahman
should approach a competent teacher with this mantra.
Some of the qualifications which a spiritual aspirant must possess
are mentioned here.

Faith, devotion,

and a pure mind are necessary

for attaining Brahman-knowledge.

[6]

3n
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With a mind turned away from all pleasures lower
than moksa, Bhrgu asked his teacher, Varuna: "Teach me
the supreme Brahman.”
In

addition

to

the

qualifications

mentioned

aspirant must have detachment (vairagya).

above,

a

spiritual

He should turn away from

all kinds of pleasures other than moksa.
It was stated earlier that adhihi means
used here in the sense of smaraya cr jnapaya.
to teach him Brahman.
entirely new.

adhyapaya.

The

latter

is

Bhrgu requests his father

Varuna is not going to teach him something

His instruction will amount to making Bhrgu remember

his essential nature, for Bhrgu in his essential

nature

is no other than

Brahman, which he wants to know.

[7]

S3

-STta*

li

*

Varuna spoke of "food, vital force,” etc., to Bhrgu.
Food is the cause of body. Vital force is the cause of
prana, etc. Eye, ear, mind, and speech are the instru¬
ments of knowledge.
This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti texts tasmd etat-provaca,

annam-prSnam, etc.
Varuna begins his instruction by first speaking of food, vital force
eye, ear, mind, and speech.

Food (annam) is the cause of body.

force (mukhyapranah) is the cause of prana,

apana, samana,

Vital

oyana, and

udana in the sense that it functions differentiating itself as prana, apana,
etc.

Eye,

ear,

mind, speech, etc.,

are organs of knowledge.

some of the organs of knowledge are mentioned
food, vital force, eye, etc., — which have been

here.

Only

All

these —

referred to by

Varuna

can be characterized as doors (dvardni) to the realization of Brahman.
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3?f^^JCT ell 55?^ F5^1^ STfTiq I

SRq^fq^m II
Food, vital force, etc., which are inward qualities, are
mentioned for getting the knowledge of Brahman through
the method of anvaya and vyatireka or for the purpose of
defining Brahman, the unutterable and the infinite.
Bhrgu

requested

Varuna to

teach

him Brahman.

Instead of

teaching him Brahman, Varuna apoke of toed, etc. So it many appear
that the answer given by Varuna is not relevant to what was asked by
Bhrgu.

But it is not really so. Two explanations can be given to show

how reference to food, etc., is quite relevant in the context.

(1)

Food,

life, etc:, are mentioned with a view to bring in the method of anvaya
and vyatireka (i.e., the method of agreement in presence and in absence)
for the purpose of discriminating the Self from the not-Self.

Food,

vital force, etc., are not always cognized: sometimes they are cognized,
and

sometimes they are not.

other is not.

Further,

when one is cognized, the

But the Self, on the other hand, is always present.

It is

that which reveals all other things when they are present as well as when
they are absent.

Being uniformly present at all

therefore, different from food, the vital force, etc.
another reason for mentioning them.

times, the Self is,
(2) There is also

The infinite Brahman is free

from attributes. It cannot be designated by words. Nor can it be com¬
prehended by the mind.
view to give

a

Food, vital force, etc., are mentioned with a

definition of Brahman per accident.

[10]
sitot

^

^ i
-N
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The Sruti text which describes Brahman as “the Vital
Force of the vital force” is also taken into consideration.
Also, the accusative case in which words like "speech”
are used in the Sruti text for the purpose of defining Brah¬
man is appropriate.
Tile second

explanation mentioned in the previous verse

is

in

accordance with the BrhadHranyaka text (IV, iv, 18) which refers to
Brahman as

"the Vital Force of the vita! force, the Eye of the eye,

the Ear of the ear, and the Mind of the mind.”
are mentioned

Food, vital force, etc.,

because it is easy to know Brahman through them.

This explanation is further strengthened by the use of the words annam,
pranam, vacam, etc., in the accusative case.
text is:

"Know

The meaning of the iruti

food as Brahman, know the vital force as Brahman,”

etc.

[11 J
sjsnqq:

5ii

i

Or, objects like food, etc., are mentioned here for in¬
troducing the method of anvaya and vyatireka in such a way
as to make an easy understanding (of Brahman).
The significance of the first explanation

referred to in verse (8) is

brought out here.

[12]

A

^

That must be known to be Brahman leaving which
none, from Brahma down to the unmoving objects, can
exist at the time of creation, maintenance, and destruc¬
tion.
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Immediately after mentioning annam, pranam, etc., Varuna gives
a definition of Brahman.
born: having been

Brahman is that from which all beings are

born, it is that by which they live; and it is that

into which they are finally dissolved.

In short, Brahman is the cause

of the creation, maintenance, and destruction of the world.

Brahman

is defined hers not in terms of us essential nature, but in terms of its
accidental attributes (taiastha-laksanam). Origination, etc., belong to the
universe.

Brahman is said to be the cause of the universe due to its

accidental connection with the origination, etc., of the universe.

[

13]

Seek to know that Brahman well which is thus de¬
fined and which is not born and destroyed by the origina¬
tion and destruction of the universe.
Varuna asks Bhrgu

to find out for himself Brahman which has

been defined.

[14]
5lf^ cNtSsFFci

II

Having heard this (from his father). Bhrgu practised
tapas for knowing Brahman.
He resorted to tapas (as a
means) though it was not stated as such, since the instruc¬
tion was incomplete.
This verse explains the Sruti text sa tapo’tapyata.

[15]
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Since, even after teaching clearly that food, indeed, is
Brahman, the father told (him) the definition of Brahman,
Bhrgu by himself resorted to tapas.
Bhrgu felt that the instruction of his father in respect of Brahman
was incomplete

He

requested his father to teach

him Brahman.

Varuna first told him that annum, pranam, etc., are Brahman.
not step with this.

He did

After speaking of annam, pranam, etc. he gave a

definition of Brahman without stating what Brahman is in itself. Bhrgu
felt that the instruction given by his father was incomplete inasmuch
as he had to find out Brahman by applying the definition.

[

16

]

Brahman has not been directly stated, since the defi¬
nition (of Brahman) has been given. Bhrgu, therefore, has
to seek after undoubtedly some appropriate means for the
knowledge of Brahman.
Varuna should have
way.

He should

told his son v/hat Brahman is in a

have helped Bhrgu

saying that Brahman is
Brahman in that way.

to understand

such-and-such.

But he did

direct

Brahman by
not describe

If it was his intention to convey the nature

of Brahman directly when he spoke about food, vital force, etc., he
should not have given the definition of Brahman.
the definition of Brahman

after speaking

In so far as he gave

about annam, pranam,

etc.,

Bhrgu came to the conclusion that his father must have had in view
some other appropriate means for attaining the knowledge of Brah¬
man.

[

17]
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Bhrgu desired to practise tapas, since it was the best
means as declared in a smrti text: “Whatever is hard to be
traversed., whatever is hard to be attained (may be accom¬
plished by tapas).”
Tape; is of different kinds.

Studying one’s own Veda is the tapas

prescribed for a

celibate-student.

charity is tapas.

Fasting is the

For a house-bolder, the practice of

tapas for a forest-dweller.

Concentra¬

tion of mind and the senses which is the tapas for an ascetic, is the best
means to the knowledge of Brahman.
A text in the Manusmrti (XI,

230) quoted in the second line of the

verse brings out the importance of tapas as follows: "Whatever is hard
to be traversed,

whatever is hard to be

attained, whatever is hard to

be reached, whatever is hard to be performed — all these may be accom¬
plished by tapas; tapas, indeed, possesses a power which it is difficult to
surpass.”

[

18]

I!
Here, subjective concentration, that is concentration
of mind and the senses, is appropriate. But (the other
kinds of tapas) which are well-known help us, indeed,
indirectly.
Concentration of mind and the senses is adhyatmika-tapas.

Bhrgu,

who wanted to know Brahman, resorted to tapas in the form of concen¬
tration of mind and the senses, since it was the direct means to the
attainment of the knowledge of Brahman. The other kinds of tapas like
krcchra, candr&yana, etc., which are the well-known religious observances,
are useful to
directly.

the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman only in¬
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[ 19 J
5j| ciqt

I
~\

*T<T: !!
Or,
is reflection or. the subject-matter through
the method of anvaya and vyatireka, etc., since this is compe¬
tent to make us understand the knowledge conveyed by
the sentence, “I am Brahman.”
In the previous verse Sures'vara explained

tapas in

concentration as stated by Sankara in his commentary.

the sense of

Nov.' he gives

his own explanation. Since the problem with which Bhrgu is concern¬
ed is inquiry into Brahman,

Sruesvara interprets tapas as reflection on

the subject-matter through the method of anvaya and vyatireka, i.e.,
agreement in presence as well as in absence, reflection on the import of
the Vedanta text, inquiry into the means (sSdhana) which will be condu¬
cive to the end, and examination of the nature of the end (phala) to be
attained. He adopts this interpretation, as the inquiry into the subjectmatter along these lines will lead to the attainment of the knowledge
of Brahman from the

Vedanta texts.

[20]

cfq: II
Vyasa has said: ‘‘Who am I? Whose or whence?
What will one become and how? An ascetic who is de¬
sirous of moksa should always think thus.” So for a seeker
of liberation this (method of anvaya and vyatireka) is the
tapas for attaining liberation.
Suresvara echoes Vyasa’s words (MahabhUrata, XII, 359, 9) in order
to show that his interpretation of tapas as reflection on

the subject-
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matter through the method of arwaya and vyatireka, etc., is quite accept¬
able to Vyasa.

An ascetic who is desirous of moksa should find out the

answer to questions like “Who am I?” etc. An inquiry along these lines
will enable him to discriminate the Self from the body, the senses, and
the mind which are not-Self.

[21]
^3

qj c[q: !!

Even the definition of Brahman as "That from which
all these beings are born,” etc., indicates the highest tapas
which has been stated.
Suresvara argues that his explanation of tapas as inquiry by the
method of anvaya aud vyatireka is implicit in the very definition of Brah¬
man which has been given.

Brahman

has been

defined as that from

which all beings are born, that by which they live, and that into which
they are finally dissolved.
man from other beings.

By this definition iruii distinguishes Brah¬
Whereas Brahman is devoid of origination,

etc., all other beings have origination, etc.
constant, all other beings are not.
need

Sruti,

While Brahman alone is
therefore, emphasizes

the

for discriminating the Self from the not-Self by applying the

method of anvaya and vyatireka.

[22]

Having practised tapas, he understood food, to which
the given definition applies, as Brahman, since it is the
cause of birth, etc., of all beings.
Verses (22] to (29) explain the second, third, fourth,
anuvakas of the Upanisad.

By applying the method

and fifth

of anvaya and

vyatireka, Bhrgu came to the conclusion that food is Brahman, because
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the definition which has been given by his

father holds good in the

case of food.

[

23]

enfa mi 3

\

srvTit^ nmqxim ^ f| mqsfer
Food, etc., must be understood as the materia! cause
of the annamaya, etc., spoken of (in the Brahmavalli). The
definition of Brahman does not hold good in the case of
an effect (like the annamaya).
Brahman has been defined as the cause of origination, maintenance
and destruction of the universe.

This definition does

not hold good

in the case of the annamaya, the pranamaya, the manomaya,

the vijnana-

maya, and the anandamaya, which are all effects or modifications of anna,
prana, etc., respectively.

So the latter, viz., anna, prana, etc., referred

to by Varuna must be looked

upon as causes.

the material cause of all gross bodies.
they live by food; and

For example,

food is

All beings are born from food;

they are finally dissolved into food.

So the

definition of Brahman holds good tentatively in the case of food.

[24]
11
Annamaya, etc., are effects because they come into be¬
ing from food, etc. By the &ruti text which speaks of the
effect as merging in (and becoming one with) the cause,
the spiritual aspirant is, therefore, led on to Arianda which
is the final cause.
In the Chandogya Upanisad (VI, i, 4) Aruni tells his son Svetaketu
that

through a clod

known, and that

of clay all that is made of clay would

become

the clay alone is real, the products of clay existing
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name

only.

What he wants to convey is that the effect is non-

different from its material cause.

So when the cause (clay) is known,

all its products are also known.

The effect can be merged in, and be

made one with, its cause.

The nnnamaya is a modification of anna, and

so it can be merged in the latter.

A nna which is an effect of prana can

be merged in it, and by the same

reasoning prana in manss, manas in

vijnana, and vijnana in ananda.

[25]
sproHM rTlft

I

sfeiciq

II

By thus dissolving the effects into their cause and, in
the case of the latter, dissolving the lower into its next
higher (cause), the supreme Bliss which cannot be compre¬
hended by speech must be attained.
The process of dissolution is twofold.

The annamaya,

the prdna-

maya, etc., which are modifications, are first dissolved into their respec¬
tive causes, viz., anna, prana, etc.

Anna, prana, etc.,

are themselves

related as cause and effect. So anna which is itself an effect is dissolved
in its

cause, viz., prana, and so on till Snanda is attained.

ananda which is the cause of the entire

Even thi?

universe is finally resolved

tf rough knowledge in the pure Brahman-Atman,

which is free

from

cause-effect relation.

[26]
qspfoi cR*?

I

Having known food as Brahman and also having
understood that (food) as effect, Bhrgu once again with a
view to remove his doubt went to his teacher and asked.
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Though at the beginning Bhrgu thought that food must be Brah¬

man as it had all the features enumerated

in the definition,

he soon

found out that it could not be Brahman as it was also an effect of some¬
thing else.

So once again Bhrgu went to his teacher, Varuna, in order

to clear his doubt.

[27]
-\

^

qffSTf!

11

In the same way, finding that prana, etc., when regard¬
ed as Brahman have the same defect of being effects, he
again and again asked about the supreme Brahman till his
doubt was completely removed.
When Bhrgu approached his father once again for instruction, he
was asked to practise tapas for knowing Brahman.
Bhrgu thought that prana was Brahman.

After reflection,

But he could not stick on to

this idea as he found that prana, too, was an effect.
same

He came to the

conclusion with regard to manas, viji&na, and ananda, though he

thought each of them initially as Brahman.

[28]
^

^

II

A spiritual aspirant who desires to know does not give
up his Inquiry as long as the supreme Brahman is not
directly known like a bilva fruit held in the hand.
It should not be thought

that the inquiry which a spiritual aspi¬

rant undertakes will be an endless affair.
as soon as Brahman is realized.

The inquiry comes to an end

So long as Brahman is not directly

realized, the spiritual aspirant has to persist in his inquiry.
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[28]
S^: 1
^cF^rrqq^RfTi^rqisiR^r^fi n
By repeatedly saying, ‘‘Seek to know Brahman well
through tapas," (Varuna) makes us remember here that
Self-realization can be attained only through tapas.
Whenever Bhrgu sought the help of Varuna for knowing Brahman,
the latter told him: ‘‘Seek to know Brahman well through tapas.” The
repetition “tapasa

brahma vijijnasasva” is intended to convey that the

Self can be known oniy through tapas.

[30]

cfql^I q^sl^l fe#)

j)

Thus by tapas alone, i.e., by the method of anvaya and
vyatireka, Bhrgu gradually knew Brahman as the inward
Self.
The method of investigation which Bhrgu adopted led him step by
step from anna, i.e., the Virdj, to prana, i.e.,
aspect of activity (kriya-iakti),

the Hiranyagarbha in His

from prana to manas, i.e., the Hiranya¬

garbha in His aspect of will (icchS-iakti), from manas to vijnana, i.e., the
Hiranyagarbha in His aspect of intelligence (jnSna-Sakti),
vijnana, to ananda, i.e..

Brahman associated with maya.

and

from

Though he

first thought of anna, prana, manas, and vijnana as Brahman, he had to
revise his views

as they did not satisfy the definition

Finally, he thought of ananda,

of Brahman.

i.e., Brahman associated with maya as

Brahman.
Verses (30) to (39) explain the sixth anuvdka of the Upanisad.
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[31

]

qq: n
Accordingly, those who desire to give up saihscira
should always resort to the faultless tapas with a view to
know Brahman as the inward Self.
What was possible for Bhrgu is equally possible for others who are
desirous of knowing Brahman.

[32

]

^

<£

'sS>

Sift:

II

Departing from the story, Sruti now states carefully
the accomplished result (of the inquiry) directiy in its own
words.
From bhrgurvai varunih till anandena jatani jivanti, dnandam-prayantyabhisamviSanti, Sruti narrated the story relating to Bhrgu and Varuna.
Giving

up the story form, it now proceeds to state the purport of the

story, the final result of the inquiry into Brahman.

[33]

q^0Ttr^qif§;^T

A

*\

II

This (knowledge) is called bhargavl since it was learnt
by Bhrgu, and 'varunl since it was taught by Varuna. It
is vidya, because it makes known Brahman.
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The meanings of the three words bhurgavi, varunl, and vidya, which
occur in the Sruti text sai$a bkargavi

varunl vidya, are explained here.

[34]
*T SfR*Tf

^ fei^TT srfffficlT 11

The supreme Space is the Self wherein all distinctions
of "you” and “I” straight away disappear; therein this
knowledge is firmly established.
It may appear that Bhrgu’s inquiry has not

taken him as far as

the supreme Brahman which is neither cause nor effect, but only upto
ananda,

i.e.. Brahman associated with maya, which is the cause of the

universe.

But strictly speaking his inquiry has culminated in the non.

dual Brahman which is neither cause nor effect (kdrya-karana-vilaksana).
The word vyoma which occurs in the sruti text refers to the supreme
Brahman which is non-dual.
learnt by Bhrgu

and

That is why it is said that the knowledge

taught by Varuna is firmly established in the

supreme Space, the non-dual Brahman.

[35]
srwcff

m\ I

Thus, the non-verbal knowledge wherein one sees
Brahman as the Self and the Self as Brahman is obtained
from the sentence, “I am Brahman.”
The

knowledge of non-difference between Brahman and

Atman

cannot be obtained through perception and other pramdnas, but only
through iabda. It is from inquiry into the Vedanta texts like tat tvam asi,
etc., that we obtain the non-relational, unitary knowledge (akhandartha
jiiana) of Brahman.
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[36]

sFqtsfq

m

i

q^ifq sftsr

~\

w

Any one else, after having practised the cne-pointed
concentration like Bhrgu and after having abandoned the
live sheaths, can attain the supreme Support (Brahman).
This verse explains the

meaning of the sruli text ya cvam

ueda

piaiitisthati.

[ 37]

§ qqj
”N

The knower of Brahman is firmly established in that
abode alone which has been spoken of by the earlier Valll
as "Brahman, the tail, which is the support.”
In the Bramavalli there is the text brahma puccham-pratistha, where¬
in Brahman is referred to as the tail which is the support.
is that the non-dual Brahman is the support of all duality

The idea
which is

superimposed on it due to ignorance. The same idea is brought out once
again in the text ya evam vedapratiti? thati. The practice of tapas enables
one to get established in Brahman.

[38]
su

i

The fruit which accrues to those who meditate on food
etc.,(as Brahman) is spoken of here (to praiseBrahma-vidya).
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It is not proper to speak of fruits such as food, etc., as ac¬
cruing to those who have fulfilled their desires.
This verse explains the meaning of the

iruti texts annavauannado

bhavati, etc., which occur at the end of the sixth aniivaka.
According to Sankara, iruti texts beginning with

o.nnavZnannado

bhavati refer to the visible result (drs ta-phala) which accrues to one who
has realized Brahman.

Anaudagiri observes that it is quite reasonable

to speak of the visible result accruing to one who has realized Brah¬
man; for, though he is a jivanmukla, he perceives the semblance

of

duality due to avidyalesa which still persists (etacca dr sta-phalam-brahma vidoji vanmuktasy^pi avidyalesa- vasdd-doaitabhasam-paiyato nanupapannam).
Even a person who has not realized Brahman possesses plenty of food
through the grace of Iivara.

If so, what more need to be said in the

case of a j'lvanmukta who has become one with / ivara.
But Suresvara explains these texts in a different

way.

He main¬

tains that Sruti here speaks about the fruit which results from meditation
on the conditioned Brahman (saguna-vidya-phalam).
with a view to praise Brahma-vidya.

This is referred to

It is usual to mention the fruit

which results from saguna-vidyd with a view to praise nirguna-vidyS.
Suresvara thinks that it is not proper to say that such fruits accrue

to

one who has realized Brahman, for the latter has all his desires fulfilled
and has nothing else to attain.

[39]
I

He becomes one who possesses plenty of food and
good digestion. He also becomes great through progeny,
etc. By brahmavarcas is meant the spiritual lustre obtained
through the control of the mind and the senses.
86
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I 40]

grR: |

3ivf ^

n
^

-o

It is proper to say that food alone is the teacher, since
it is the cause of subsequent knowledge. Accordingly,
one shall not condemn food. This is the first vow of a
contemplator.
Verses

(40) and

(41)

deal

with

the

seventh

anuvaka of the

Bhrguvalli.
This verse explains the meaning of the iruti texts annant na nindjyat,
tadvratam.
Food is the gateway to the knowledge of Brahman.
therefore, be regarded as guru, a teacher.

It should,

A person who meditates on

food as Brahman shall not deprecate it. The contemplator must take a
vow not to deprecate food.
Suresvara’s interpretation of this iruti passage
that of Sankara.
here

According to the latter,

is enjoined on him who

Suresvara, it is enjoined

knows

the vow

Brahman.

is different from
that, is spoken of
But according

to

on one who meditates on food (annopSsaka).

[41]

The body and the vital force are said to be food and
the eater of food, since they mutually support each other.
In this way, explanation must be given in respect of the
subsequent entities also.
This verse explains the iruti texts prana va annarrt, iariramantiadam.
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Sruti speaks of the body and the vital force as both food and the
eater of food.

What dwells within something is food, and whatever

holds something within is the eater.

Since the vital force dwells in the

body, it is food, and the body is the eater.
too, is food,

and

the vital force is the

In the same way, the body,
eater, because

the body

is

dependent on the vital force for its continuation. Just as a pillar within
the house supports the house,

even so the vital force, dwelling within

the body, supports the body; and so the body is fixed on the vital force
(prane iariram-pratisthitam). In the aspect of their being lodged in each
other, they are food; and in
other, they are caters.
and

the aspect of being the support of each

In the same way, the relation between water

fire as well as earth

and ether

mentioned in the subsequent

anuvakas has to be explained in terms of food and the eater of food.

[42]

sue 5T qf^rsftcT
3JvT §5I§

I
srw ii

One shall not discard the food which is obtained. This
is his vow.
In the same way, in the sequel there is a vow
that he shall make food plentiful.
This

verse explains the eighth and

the ninth anuvakas of

the

Bhrguvalli.
It was stated

earlier in

verse (60) that the iruti texts annarh na

nindyat, tadvratam refer to the vow enjoined on one who meditates on
ood as Brahman (annopasaka).
The first line of the verse refers to the vo w mentioned in the iruti
passage annam na paricaksita, tadvratam, which occurs at the beginning
of the eighth anuvaka.

It relates to one who meditates on the body

and the vital force as the food and the eater of food.
The second

line of the verse refers to the vow spoken of in the

iruti texts annam-bahu kurvita, tadvratam, which occur at the commence-
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ment of the ninth anuvaka. This vow to make food plentiful is enjoined
on one who

meditates on water

and fire as food and

the eater

of

food.

[ 43 ]
I!
Likewise, he shall never turn away any one who has
come for shelter A householder shall make plenty of food
for the sake of offering food to one who is given shelter.
The tenth and

concluding anuvaka of the

Blirguvnlll is explained

from this verse onwards
The Sruti

texts

na kancana vasatau pratyacaks'ita, tadvratam which

occur at the commencement of the

tenth anuvaka refer to the vow

enjoined on one who meditates on earth and ether as food and the
eater of food.

Kis vow is that he shall not refuse shelter whomsoever

approaches him seeking shelter.
If a person is given

shelter, he must also be given food.

For this

purpose, the updsaka who meditates on earth and ether as food and the
eater of food shall collect plenty of food by every’ means — either by
officiating as a priest in a sacrifice performed by others, or by teaching
Scripture to others, or by

receiving gifts.

This is the idea of the iruti

text: tasmddyaya, kaya ca vidhaya bahvannam-prapnuyat.

C44 ]
qcri

ffr

l

BrI BIT ^F^FlfoWT II
The kruti texts etadvai mukhatah, etc. speak of kind
treatment, with reference to offering food, as of three
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kinds. Or, with reference to offering food, they speak
of the period of life as of three kinds.
This verse explains the meaning of the sruti texts beginning from
etadvai makhato'nnani raddham till

antato’sma

annam radhyaie.

texts speak of the greatness of the gift of food.

These

Hospitable treatment

(satkara) is of three kinds — best (iittama), moderate (rr.adhyn.ma), and low
or inferior (adharna).

A person may offer food to the guest with the

greatest respect or with middling courtesy or with least respect.

Con¬

sidering the age factor of the person who offers food, we may refer to
tiiree periods of time — prime uf life, middle age, and old age.

In

whatever manner and at whatever period of time a person offers food
to a guest, in like manner and at the self-same period of time

food

accrues to him.

[45]

In whatever manner and at whatever period of time
food is prepared for the guests, the fruit of the gift will
accrue (to the donor likewise).

[46]

srcifsi

^

asrc: il

Inasmuch as the householders, possessing food, dec¬
lare, indeed, that food is always ready for the guest, one
should, accordingly, always collect plenty of food with
effort. There is no doubt about this.
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[ 47 - 48 ]
3?fq

II

3?vf

cTtrN *T 331*7: II

This, again, is the greatness of food — at whatever
period of life, with whatever faith, at whatever time, and
with whatever kind treatment it is offered, it, no doubt,
reaches the person who offers it likewise.
A person shall acquire

plenty of food for offering it

It is said that the food that is earned is best

to others.

given when given at the

best of places (e.g., a sacred place), at the best of times (e.g., a new
moon day), to the best person (e.g., one who has studied the Vedas and
follows their teachings), in the best way (with the greatest veneration
and faith), etc.
others.

All these are important in respect of offering food to

As and when he gives, so he gets back.

The Gita description

(XVII, 20) of sattvic gift is relevant in this context.

It says: "That

gift which is given — knowing it to be a duty to give — to one who does
no service, in place, and in time, and to a worthy person, — that gift
is held to be sattvic.”

r 49 ]
sSrTglfe

I

3ISR r^HtcT crrsqcf: |j
Ksema is preservation of what has been acquired.
Brahman exists in speech (in the form of preservation).
Since speech is the cause of preservation, one should medi¬
tate upon Brahman as existing in speech (in the form of
preservation).
This verse explains the meaning of the truti text ksema iti vaci.
Sruti here teaches the process of meditation on Brahman.
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[50]

STTONRISI^asr cT^qTHfrf # SKT: H
Toga is acquisition of what has not been already
acquired. And, ksema (is preservation). Brahman exists in
prana and apana in the two forms (of acquisition and pre¬
servation). So one should meditate on the two (prana and
apana) as Brahman.
The iruti textyogaksema ilipriir.apana.yoh is explained in this verse.

[51]
*N

Brahman in the form of acquisition and preservation
exists in prana and apana. Similarly, one who is free from
carelessness should meditate on Brahman as existing in the
hands in the form of action.
Why is it that Brahman is spoken of as existing in prana and apana?
The first line of the verse gives the answer.

A person

can preserve

what he has acquired and acquire what has not been already acquired
only so long as prSna and apana function vigorously.

The same

explanation holds good in other cases mentioned in the sequel.

[52]

cRl JTfrftfei

fegfoftfcT qi4f ^

I

mm

ii

In the same way, Brahman should always be meditat¬
ed upon as existing in the feet in the form of motion
and in the anus in the form of excretion. These are said
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to be meditations pertaining tc men (i.e., with reference
to the human body).
This verse explains the other meditations on Brahman with refer¬
ence to the human body as stated in the iruti texts gatiriti padayoh,
vimuktiriti pdyau.

[53]

fTrT: I
II
Since these are the meditations on Visnu (Brahman)
relating to man, the wise always call them manusih
samdjndh.

[54]

Silt

siM

II

Then, there are meditations (on Brahman) relating to
gods. One should meditate (on Brahman) in the same
order. Brahman should be meditated upon as satisfaction
in the rain, since satisfaction is dependent on the rain.
After explaining meditations on Brahman as identified with the
parts of the human body, iruti proceeds to give an account of medi¬
tations on Brahman as identified with the body of the cosmic being.
This verse explains the iruti texts atha daivih, trptiriti vrstau. Since rain
brings about contentment by producing food, etc., Brahman should be
meditated upon as existing in the rain in the form of satisfaction.

[55]

foiwr crggxiMq

i
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Similarly, in the case of other things mentioned in the
sequel, Brahman should be meditated upon as existing in
those forms. One should meditate on Brahman as existing
in the generative organ in the form of procreation, etc.
After stating that Brahman should be meditated upon as energy in
lightning, as fame in cattle, as light in the stars,

iruti says that one

should meditate on Brahman as existing in the generative organ in the
form of procreation, immortality, and happiness, because one attains
happiness, etc., through the generative organ.

[56]
clcT: fag: |

Procreation, etc., i.e., son, grandson, etc., immorta¬
lity which a father attains through them, and the plea¬
sure, too, v/hich is desired by man — all these are depen¬
dent on the generative organ.
This verse explains the meanings of the words contained in the
iruti text prajaliramrtamananda ityupasthe.
The race is perpetuated through procreation.
his debt to his ancestors through

A person pays off

his progeny, and this enables him

through purification to attain the saving knowledge which leads to
liberation,

which is immortality

(putramukhena rnapakaranapurvakarh

jnctnena sampadito mokso'tramrtatvamityucyate). Ananda here refers to sexual
enjoyment.
When iruti speaks about the various parts of the body including
the generative organ and the different functions such as speech,

respi¬

ration, movement, alimentation, and procreation, it is with a view to
stress on the spiritual aspirant the significance of the human body as a
symbol for sublime thought on Brahman.
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[57]

sraW

sqwfrw

\\

Brahman should be meditated upon as everything in
ether by those who have controlled the mind. To him who
meditates on the ether, which is the substratum for all
things, as Brahman, (the fruit, viz., becoming the Self of
all) takes place.
This verse explains the iruti text sarvamityakaie.
verse comprising material things exists in ether.

T he whole uni¬

If one meditates that

everything in ether is Brahman and that ether, too, is Brahman, one
becomes all-pervasive.

[58]

rRsrfatcgqTtftcT

sriagisiH&
cRTT II

One should meditate on that (Brahman) as the sup¬
port; one becomes (thereby) well-supported.
In the
manner the meditation is practised, so the fruit will accrue.
The iruti texts tatpratisthetyupaslta, prati^thavan bhavati are explain¬
ed in this verse.

In this meditation and also in the subsequent ones,

the fruit will accrue in accordance with the nature of the upasanS one
practises.

As a person meditates on Brahman, so he becomes.

[59]

Rif

cTcf:

I
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One should meditate on Brahman as great, thereby
one becomes great through progeny, etc., as stated in the
Sruti text tam yathd.
This verse explains the Sruti text tanmaha ityupasita.
cited in the second line of the verse is from of the
III, 3.

The iruti text

Mudgala Upanisad,

It says: "in whatever form one meditates on Him,

one

be¬

comes that very thing" (tc.h: yathd yaihopasaie tei.deva bhavaii).

[60]
0

•N

^Wlif JRtq:

7^1

I!

TO3>R £mi

||

One should meditate on Brahman as thinking; (there¬
by) one becomes mdnavdn, i.e., one capable of thinking.
Namah means bowing down.
The fruit which accrues to
him (who meditates on Brahman as possessed of supple¬
ness) is stated (here). All objects which cause enjoyment
bow down to him according to his desires.
This verse explains the meaning of the Sruti text tanmana ityupasita

manavan bhaoati, tannama ityupasita, namyante’smai kamah.
The word manah means mananam,

Manavan bhavati means manana-

samartho bhavati.

[ 61 -62 ]

to

cTgJu

^

S\

to

'-O

-x

n

i

It has been stated earlier that to him who meditates
on Brahman as the supreme, as described, the same fruit
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(viz., supremacy) will accrue. That (ether which is nondifferent from Brahman) is Brahman’s destructive agent.
These

two

verses

explain sruti texts tadbruhmetyupasita, brah-

mavan bkavati, tadbrahmar.ah parimara ilyupasita.

It was stared earlier that, if one meditates on Brahman as great,
one becomes great through
Brahman is stated.

progeny.

Now

another meditation on

If one meditates on Brahman, which is identified

with ether, as the supreme, one attains supremacy through knowledge.

The last line of verse (62) says that ether is the destructive agent
of Brahman.

This will be explained in the next verse.

[63]

5fl54t to-rT

Sffcqft II

Since Sruti says that (the five gods, viz.,)
Lightning,
Rain, Mcon, Sun, and Fire die in Air, thereby Air is said
to be their destructive medium.
Reference is made in this verse to the samvargairuti of the Chandogya (IV, iii, 1-2).

With a

view

to explain how ether (ak&ia) is the

medium of destruction, it is first of all shown that the five gods, viz.,
lightning, etc., meet their end, i.e., get absorbed, in vayu at the time of
dissolution.
follows:

This is brought

into the air.

the

When the sun sets, it goes

moon sets, it goes into the air.
air.

out in

“Air, verily, is the end of all;

into the air, and when the

When water dries up, it goes into the

For air, indeed absorbs them all.

divinities.”

Chandogya (IV, iii, 1-2) as

for when fire goes out, it goes

This,

with

regard to the
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[64]
3^1 =3 *3^ I

%^5tT^I%^cT^ f£HP% 3*3 31 qq: il
Ether is not different from air.
And also, ether is
non-different from Brahman. His enemies who hate him
and also those (whom he hates, but) who do not hate him
die.
After stating how vayu is the end of all divinities, it is now explain¬
ed how akafa is the end of all.
effect.

Ether and air are related as cause and

As cause, ether constitutes the nature of air,

different from it. Since ether is the effect of Brahman,
ent frGna it.

So aknia is viewed as the destructive

and so is not

it is non-differ¬

medium

of Brah¬

man, as that in which everything gets dissolved.
The second line of the verse states the fruit that accrues to

one

who meditates on Brahman which has ether as its destructive agent.

[65]
i

3\

hr sfrftq^ n
Beginning with the text prano vd annam and ending
with akdSo’nnadah, food and the eater of food have been
spoken of earlier by Sruti with a view to show that the
relation of food and the eater of food belongs to the
aggregate alone, since the body which is, indeed, an
aggregate is an effect.
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The text pra.no va annam occurs in the seventh anuvaka, and the

text akaSo’nnadah in the ninth anuvaka.

These texts intend to shovv

that the created things such as ether, etc., can be explained in

terms

of food and the eater of food.

[ G6 - 67]

' A

g

11

This relation (of food and the eater of food) cannot
be applied to Brahman which cannot be comprehended
by mind and speech.
Therefore, the relation of the enjoyer and the enjoyed, etc., which we speak of must be
accepted as belonging to the realm of avidya.
It is not in
Brahman which is real, etc , by nature.
The relation

of enjoyer and the enjoyed holds good only among

the created things which belong to the sphere of avidya. It cannot take
place in Brahman-Atman.

[68]

m

f| tcrfepqi sifaS: sr^qtq^ci II

Sruti texts like “Where there is duality {as it were)”
etc., have conveyed to us that the semblance of duality in
the form of enjoyment and enjoyership is caused by avidya.
The Sruti text quoted in the second line of the verse is from
Brhadaranyaka, II, iv, 14.

the
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[69]

fel%R5T% II
The Sruti text "Where, verily, every thing has become
the Seif’’ always denies duality, set up by aviayd, in the
Self which is free from the entire aviuya, etc.
The Brhadaranyaka text (II, iv, 14) quoted in the first line of ttie
verse clearly shows that one cannot think of any duality in the Self in
the absence of avidya.

It says: ‘‘Where, verily, everything has become

the Self, then by what and whom should one smell, then by what and
whom should one see, then by what and whom should one hear...?’’

[70]

h fl'srrc:

i

fcrerf^fcl %Tiq 6

II

Also, since the Self is one with Brahman, bondage in
the form of action and instruments of action does not exist
in the Self. If it be asked "How?’’ it is said (by way of
answer) to that sa yaScayam.
The Self by its very nature is identical with Brahman.
Atman is one and non-dual.

Brahman-

It is free from difference of all kinds —

sajatiya-, vijdtiya-, and svagata-bheda.

If the Self appears to be involv¬

ed in action, it is due to avidyS.
The Sruti texts ‘‘And this one who is in the man, and that one who
is in the sun, He is one” (sa yad cayam-puruse,
stress the non-difference of Brahman and

yafcasaurlditye,
Atman.

sa ekah)

These Sruti texts
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whic’u are cited in this verse as occurring in the tenth anuvaka of the
Bhrguvalli also occur with only a slight difference in the eighth anuvaka
of the Brahmavall'i. See verses (528) to (537) of the Brahmavalli for the
explanation of these texts.

[71 ]

wM 3

|
'O

c.

TO II

Now, the ascertainment of the meaning of whac was
said in the Sruti text saha brahmana. With a view to explain
how the wise man enjoys all his desires at the same time,
the subsequent Sruti begins.
In the first anuvaka of the Brahmavall'i

there occurs

so’Snute sarvan kSman saha brahmUna vipasciteti.

the

passage:

It says that the knower

of Brahman, having become Brahman, enjuys as Brahman all the desi¬
rable things simultaneously.

This passage has already been explained

briefly in verses (116) to (126) of the Brahmavall'i.

The remaining part

of the tenth anuvaka of the Bhrguvalli beginning from sa ya evamvit till
the end is a further explanation of this passage, for it provides answer
to such questions as: “What are those desires of the knower of Brah¬
man?”

“What are the objects which they refer to?"

attain them all together as Brahman?"

“How does he

etc.

[72 ]

The instrumental case termination (added to the word
brahman) is not used to convey the sense of “with.” Inas-
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much as the reason for this has been explained earlier,
here the instrumental case must be understood in the
sense of ‘‘remaining as.”
[73 j

cfl

SiSOTfa qi 1

^l^rfTi^Tn wrgsi^qq^
n
A
Or, the instrumental case termination contained in
the word brahmand is used in the sense of cause, because
his enjoyment of all desires is tenable only by his having
become Brahman.
This verse states that the instrumental rr.se may also be used to
convey hetvartha. Everything is Brahman. The knower of Brahman, by
virtue of his having become Brahman, which is the cause of everything,
enjoys all desires (sarvasya brahmamatratuad-brahmana ketunS brahmavidah
saruakamaianamupapannam),

[74]

iN fRqw% i
'O

Brahman is the Self or the essence of the entire uni¬
verse which has no being of its own. Since Brahman is
of the nature of existence, knowledge, etc., the entire uni¬
verse has Brahman as its essence.
It is this which is now
explained.
This verse establishes how everything is Brahman.

An illusory ob¬

ject has no being or nature of its own apart from the substratum on
which it is superimposed (kalpitasya adhisthanameva svarupam). Brahman
is real, knowledge, and infinite, and everything other than Brahman is
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illusory.

The entire universe, being illusory, has no being of its own

apart from Brahman, the substratum.

The latter is, therefore, said to

be the Self or essence of the entire universe.

r 75 ]
3T(T«l«rTq

3 II

II is with a view to show that the things of the uni¬
verse, which are related as food and the eater of food, are,
indeed, sublated (by knowledge) that this part of the Upanisad beginning from sa yaScdyam, etc., whose import is in
Brahman-knowledge, has been stated.
This verse explains the purport of the concluding part of the tenth
onuvaka beginning from sayascayam-puruse, etc.

The central idea con¬

veyed here is that the world of diversity set up by avidyU is sublated by
knowledge and that non-duality is real (jnanabadhyam dvaitam, advaitafn-paramarihikam).
The word grasanam which occurs in the second line of the verse
means eating or swallowing.

Here it is used in the sense of j'r.anabalena

bddhanam.

[76]

By realizing, through knowledge, the (unreality of the)
entire not-Self set up by avidya, the knower of Brahman
attains the Self, which is real, invisible, etc., by himself.
The substance of the iruti passage beginning from sa ya evamvit,
asmallokat pretya,

etamannamayamdtmdnam-upsankramya till etamananda-
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mayamalmanam-upasankramya is stated in this verse.

See verses (539) to

(592) of the Brahmavalll for meaning of sankramana.

[ 77 ]

Being devoid of superior and inferior forms, getting
the food according to his wish and assuming the forms
according to his wish, the knovver of Brahman remains
(one with Brahman) traversing these worlds which are
upadhis created by acts.
The sruti text imart Inkan kamanni kamarvpyarMSancaran is explained
in this verse.
A person who has realized Brahman experiences everything in the
world as his own Self.

Such a person is truly liberated.

We speak of

him as a jlvanmukta, since we see him tenanting the body as before.
Having

become Brahman, and

being free from the threefold guna

(nistraigunya), the knovver of Brahman

who has “attained”

liberation

sees the world-show without in any way being deceived by it or getting
himself involved in it.

At

the

onset of Brahman-knowledge, avidyS

ceases to exist, and so the pluralistic universe, too, which is a product
of avidya, full

of snares

and sorrows, ceases to exist.

world along with its cause has been negated,

Though the

to the jlvanmukta there

is the semblance of the world-show persisting for sometime

due to

samskara [badhitdnuvrttyd pralibhasamanan-upadhln anusancarannasta iti).

[78]

A.

37% f|
\

cP-TT ^ sricftWRTO II
S3

“S
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No traversing in the literal sense is, indeed, possible in
the case of Brahman which is immutable.
Accordingly,
there is, indeed, the s'ruti declaration, “It thinks as it were.”
Since the knower of Brahman remains as Brahman, which is allpervasive and immutable, traversing in the literal sense will not hold
good in his case.

The Brhadaranyaka text (IV, iii, 7) which says,

thinks as it were, it moves as it were,”

‘‘It

is quoted in the second line of

the verse in support of this view.

[ 79 J

pr: s
i;

bb bw JTiqvTi^

The wise man, seeing all these worlds as the Self since
he is himself the all, and having the satisfaction that he
has achieved everything, remains singing about Brahman
which is sama, i.e., equal (non-different from everything).
This verse explains the Sruti text etat sama gayannaste.
called sama, i.e.,
different from

equal,

because it is all,

Brahman is

because everything is non-

it (sarnalvad-brahmaiva sama, sarvdnanyarupam).

The

"traversing’’ of the liberated man through the w'orlds must be under¬
stood in the sense of "seeing" or experiencing all

the things of

universe in accordance with the principle gatyarthd buddhyartha.

the

Here

anusancaranam means anubhavamatram.

[80]

This entire (world) is divided twofold as food and the
ea.ter of food. (The wise man says:) “Let it be understood
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ihat I, who am the Self, which is reai, imperceptible, etc.
am myself this world (in the twofold form).”
This verse explains the Sruti texts ahamannam

[81

3*^3

ahamannadah

]

?T

% II

“T myself, of the nature described above, am the con¬
nection between the enjoyed and the enioyer. There
exists, indeed, nothing else except myself.”
The sruti text aham slakakrt is explained in this verse.

[82]
S3

(The knower of Brahman remains) seeing in himself
the Seif which is free from action and the instruments of
action. The injerjectional sound ha-vu is uttered three
times in the sense of aho.
It is well-known that the latter
conveys the sense of wonder.
Who is the person that experiences everything as his own Sel
The answer

is vidvan,

the knower of Brahman, who has

realized

Brahman as identical with his own Self, which is free from action and
the instruments of action.

The

person

who has realized Brahman-

Atman proclaims to the spiritual aspirants the greatest wonder that
has taken place as a result of the attainment of Brahman-knowledge.
Earlier, on account of ignorance, he identified himself with his body,
the senses, and the mind, which are not-Self.
saving knowledge which he has attained

Now as a result of the

through

the grace of his
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teacher and Scripture, he has become Brahman, which is all; and with
a view to give expression to the greatest wonder that has taken place,
he sings the song (sama) of oneness (samatva), with a threefold repetition
of ha-vu.

f83]

j|
The repetition of f‘I am food,” etc., three times is in¬
tended for the sake of conveying regard (for knowledge).
It is uttered (thrice) with a view to create confidence in
the minds of those people who lack it.
This verse states the purport of the threefold repetition of “I am
food” (ahamannam) by the knower of Brahman.
The same explanation holds good in the case of ahamannadah and
aham ilokakrt, which are also repeated thrice as ahamannam.

As in the

case of swearing, the threefold repetition is meant to inspire confidence
among the spiritual aspirants.

[84]

I ^ cf^ifer f|

!l

“I am the First-born (Hiranyagarbha) of this universe
which consists of objects with form and without form and
which are related as food and the eater of food, even
though I am different from it.” Sruti, indeed, says, “It
eats nothing whatever.”
This verse explains the meaning of the sruti text ahamasmi prathamajs rtasya.

This is also the utterance of the knower of Brahman.
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iine of the

verse is

from

the

Brhadaranyaka (III, viii, 8).

[

85

]
en^cncRcn I!

“I am even earlier than gods. Also, I am the nave!
(middle part) of immortality.
I am the navel, because
I am the cause (of immortality), or because liberation is
dependent on me.”
This verse explains the iruti text phrvam devebhyo amrtasya nabhayi,
which, like the earlier texts, expresses what

the knower

of Brahman

conveys in great amazement.
It was stated in the previous verse that the knower of Brahman as
Brahman, existed even prior to the world constituted
ments {rtasya bhutapancakasya prathamajah).

It is

by the five ele¬

now mentioned that

the knower of Brahman, as Brahman, existed even prior to Indra and
other gods (devebhyoh ptirvam).

The

two words

rtam (bhiitapancakam)

and deva (jiva) contained in the Upanisad are significant.

The former

refers to the upadhi which serves to limit as it were the pure Brahmanconsciousness, while the latter refers to the jlvas.

The idea intended

to be conveyed here is that Brahman-Atman is prior to the manifesta¬
tion ofjivas and the world.
The second line of the verse explains how
navel of immortality.

Brahman-Atman is the

The word amrta may be

understood in two

senses — in the sense of immortal and also in the sense of liberation.
Taking the word in the first sense, it is said
the cause, the support, of immortality.

that

Brahman-Atman is

In the latter sense, liberation

constitutes the essential nature of Brahman; and the jiva attains libe¬
ration by realizing its inward Self to be none other than Brahman.
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[86]
3^^^° g wqt qt qifRHifo

i

“1, who am food, eat up here like food that man
who being a glutton eats me without giving food to those
who seek it.”
Thi* verse explains the Sniti text ahamannam-annamadantamadmi.

[87 j

qt qi

qfMt

*\

I

qiq^qq ql^i n
“He who offers me at the proper place and time to
those who seek it always protects me, indeed, in this form
(as food).
The iruti textjyo met dadati sa ideva ma avah is explained in this
verse.

[88]
qqi n
“I am (the inward Self identical with Brahman) which
is real, knowledge, etc. I myself remove, without remain¬
der, everything caused by avidya in the same way as the
sun removes the darkness (of the night).”
Since the iruti textsyo met dadati, etc., speak

of Brahrhan in

formof food, it may be thought that Brahman is saviSeja

and

the

sapra-

BHRGU VALLI
pant a.
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The subsequent sruti text ahaik visvam bhuvanamabhyabhavcim,

which is now taken up for explanation, is intended to show that Brahman
is free from attribute (nirvisesa) and is trans-phenomenal {nisprapanca).
The knower of Brahman remains as Brahman by transcending, through
knowledge, the things of the

world which are related as food and the

eater of food. The phenomenal world, in which alone the relation of the
enjoyer and the enjoyed holds

good, is not real.

Tiie Upani°ad speaks

of the relation of food and the eater of food with a view to teach that
the phenomenal world involving such a relation is
has no being of its own

apart from.

When the knower of Brahman realizes,
obtained from the Upanisadic texts,
than Brahman, avidya along with

through the saving knowledge
that his inward Self is no other

its effects disappears in the

way as darkness of the night disappears at sun rise.
imparted

supported by, and

Brahman, the non-dual reality.

same

The knowledge

by the Upanisadic texts is competent by itself to remove

ignorance and its effects without requiring assistance from any other
source.

[89]

May the supreme Brahman, which is beginningless,
which is free from avidya and all its evil consequences
superimposed on it, which is self-luminous, one, and pure,
which the sannyasins, with minds which are pure and are
engrossed in the continuous, uninterrupted contemplation
(of Brahman), attain knowing it as the inward Self — may
that supreme Brahman protect all.
By way of concluding his verse commentary on the Taittiriyopanisadbhdsya, Suresvara sums up the central teaching of the Brahmavalli and
the Bhrguvalli, and invokes the blessing of the supreme Brahman for all.
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TAITTIRlYOPANISAD-BHASYA-VARTIKA
Brahman is one and non-dual, self-luminous and ever-free.

non-different from
only by knowledge.

Atman.

This Brahman-Atman

It is

can be attained

Brahman-knowledge can be attained only by the

sannyasins whose minds are pure, who are detached and have renoun¬
ced all actions, who have controlled the mind and the senses, and who
resort to the Vedania with an intense desire for liberation.

[ 90 - 91 ]

This nectar of the Vdrtika, the best discriminative
study of the Bhdsya on the XJpanisad, which is the essence
of .the Tailtirly aka-Sakha, composed by the foremost among
the sannyasins, was written by Sures'vafa, the knower of
the great truth, disciple of the sannyasin who bears the
name of 6iva, and who is the leader of the group of the
spiritual aspirants, as a mark of devotion to him.
Here ends Suresvara’s
Taittiriyopanisad.

Vartika

on Sri Sankara’s Bhasya on the

Suresvara has written this verse commentary as a

mark of devotion to his teacher, Sri Sankara.

